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CHAPTER1
Zusammenfassung

Lithium, der Hauptrohsto� der Lithium-Ionen Batterien � dem Herzstück der nachhaltigen

Automobilbranche und portable Elektrogeräte � ist ein weltweit begehrtes Metall, dessen

Nachfrage und Preis stetig wachsen. Ein Groÿteil des Lithiums be�ndet sich in wässrigen

Ressourcen wie in Salzseen, in Ozeanen, oder in Geothermalwasser. Lithium ist weltweit

verfügbar, jedoch gibt es bis heute keine umweltfreundliche und unbedenkliche Extraktions-

methode von Lithium. Viele momentan gebräuchliche Methoden, besonders in Südamerika,

stehen aufgrund dieser nicht nachhaltigen Durchführung zurecht in der Kritik. Damit die

Elektromobilbranche weiterhin einen positiven Ein�uss auf die Umweltprobleme in dieser

Welt nehmen kann, muss die Nachfrage an Lithium weiterhin gesättigt werden. In dieser Ar-

beit wird ein Lithium-selektives Polymermaterial hergestellt, um die Extraktion von Lithium

aus wässrigen Quellen zu vereinfachen und ökonomisch sowie ökologisch sinnvoller zu gestal-

ten. Zielanwendung dieses Materials liegt in der Lithiumextraktion aus den Weltmeeren, da

dort über 230 Milliarden Tonnen (und damit ein Vielfaches der an Land als Feststo� vorkom-

menden Ressourcen) verfügbar sind.1

Kronenether eignen sich besonders gut als organische Lithiumadsorbermaterialien. Diese

können in vielen unterschiedlichen Ringgröÿen und Strukturen vorliegen und sind dadurch

intrinsisch selektiv gegenüber einer Bandbreite von Metallionen. Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit

werden unterschiedliche Kronenetherstrukturen untersucht und der Ein�uss der Ringmodi-

�kation auf die Alkali- und Erdalkimetallextraktion beschrieben. Dabei wurden Kronenether-

gröÿen variiert, verschiedene Donoratome im Kronenetherring untersucht, Stöchiometrien der

Komplexe analysiert und thermodynamische Parameter wie die Komplexbildungskonstante,

Entropie und Enthalpie bestimmt. Es wurde gezeigt, dass besonders Sandwich Komplexe

(bestehend aus zwei Kronenether und einemMetallion), starke Komplexierungen mit Metallio-

nen ausbilden. Die Hydrophilie der Kronenether sowie eine passende Kä�ggröÿe (14-gliedrige

Kronenether) unterstützen die Selektivität der Lithiumextraktion gegenüber anderen Metal-

lionen.

Da die synthetische Modi�kation von Kronenethern oft anspruchsvoll und zeitintensiv sein

kann, wurden computerchemische Kalkulationen auf Basis der Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT)

unterstützend durchgeführt, um weitere Kronenether sowie deren Elektronedichteverteilungen

und Komplexbildungskonstanten theoretisch zu berechnen. Zusätzlich wurde die Vergleich-

1



CHAPTER 1. ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

barkeit der kalkulierten Trends anhand eines praktischen Beispiels verglichen. Dabei zeigte

sich, dass die theoretischen Berechnung zwar höhere Komplexbildungskonstanten ergaben,

der Trend der Komplexstabilität mit dem zugehörigen Metallion jedoch gut übereinstimmte.

Ein weiterer groÿer Hauptbestandteil dieser Arbeit war die Synthese von einem Polymeth-

acrylsäure-block -Polystyrol (PMAA-b-PS) Diblockcopolymer, dessen Herstellung industriell

im groÿen Maÿstab realisert werden kann. Dabei �el die Wahl auf dieses Polymer, da über die

Säuregruppe der Methacrylsäure eine Post-Modi�zierung mit einem passenden Kronenether

an das Polymer realisiert werden kann. Das PMAA-b-PS Polymer wurde mittels Reversibler

Additions�Fragmentierungs Kettenübertragungspolymerisation (RAFT) in Emulsion in einer

zweistu�gen one-pot Synthese hergestellt. Die Polymerisation erfolgte in Wasser als kontinuir-

liche Phase mit einer Gesamtfeststo�konzentration von 50 wt%; dabei konnten Polymerketten

von bis zu 170 kDa mit engen Molmassenverteilungen von Ð ≈ 1.4 hergestellt werden. Die

Vorteile einer solchen Methode sind o�enkundig: Die Monomere sind groÿtechnisch gut verfüg-

bar und Wasser als Reaktionsmedium ist unbedenklich und lokal verfügbar. Zudem erlaubt

der hohe Feststo�gehalt eine wirtschaftliche Herstellung und eine einfachere Isolation des

Endproduktes. Im Anschluss an die Syntese des Polymers wurden die Kronenether mittels

einer Veresterungsreaktion nach Steglich an das PMAA-b-PS Diblockcopolymer verknüpft.

Es wurden drei verschiedene polymerbasierte Kronenethermaterialien hergestellt bestehend

aus einem neungliedrigen Benzo-9-Krone-3, einem 12-Krone-4 und einem 15-Krone-5 Kro-

nenether. Für diese Polymere wurden die Extraktionseigenschaften für die Ionen Lithium,

Natrium und Kalium untersucht. Dabei zeigten sich um mindestens 10000 fach höhere Kom-

plexbildungskonstanten des modi�zierten Polymers im Vergleich zu dem zugehörigen freien

Kronenether. Die auÿergewöhnlichen Stabilitäten der Komplexe sind auf den geringen En-

tropieverlust bei Komplexbildung zurückzuführen, der durch bereits lokal gebundene Kro-

nenether ensteht.

Um die Extraktionseigenschaften der polymerbasierten Kronenether weiter zu erhöhen,

wurden diese in eine Membranstruktur überführt. Zuerst wurde dafür das Grundpolymer

PMAA-b-PS mittels einer Selbstorganisation von Diblockcopolymeren in Kombination mit

Nicht-Lösungsmittel induzierter Phasenseparation in eine asymmetrische, hexagonal angeord-

nete Zylinderstrukturmembran gebracht. Hierfür wurde reines 1,4-Dioxan als Lösungsmit-

tel für die Gieÿlösung und Wasser als Fällungsbad verwendet. Der Vorteil von solchen

asymmetrischen Membranen ist die Erhöhung der Gesamtober�äche durch räumliche Anord-

nung der nanoskopischen, extraktionsfähigen Einheiten. Polystyrol dient der Gesamtstruk-

tur lediglich für deren mechanische Festigkeit, um eine möglichst lange Stabilität und damit

Haltbarkeit der Polymermembran zu gewährleisten. Zur Unterstüzung der Herstellung von

Polymermembranen dieses unbekannten Systems wurden zuvor Löslichkeitsparameter nach

Hansen und Hoy bestimmt und die Mischbarkeit mit Lösungsmitteln vorhergesagt. Erste

Versuche zur Membranherstellung eines mit 12-Krone-4 Kronenether modi�zierten Diblock-

cpolymers ergaben bereits vielversprechende Membranstrukturen.
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CHAPTER2
Abstract

Lithium, the primary raw material of lithium-ion batteries � the most cruical part within

the development of a more sustainable electromobility � is a globally coveted and precious

metal whose demand and price are constantly growing. Lithium is found in aqueous resources

such as salt lakes, oceans, and geothermal water. Lithium is available worldwide but until

today there is no environmentally friendly and safe extraction method for lithium at hand.

Many methods, especially in the South American regions, are pilloried by local residents

because of their uneconomic and ecologically dubious conduct. In order to thrive for the

whole electromobility sector and continue to at least push society towards a more sustainable

mindset (for which this work is partially dedicated), the demand for lithium needs to be

covered (which is for sure not the only way, but a step into the right direction). Hence, a

polymer-based material is studied within this dissertation that selectively complexes lithium

and thus could be used in the extraction of lithium from aqueous resources. The target

application of this material will be lithium extraction from oceans, as over 230 billion tons

(and therefore much more than on land) are available in these waters.1

In this work, crown ethers (CEs) were chosen as an organic lithium-adsorbent material.

These can exist in many di�erent structures, allowing selectivity for a wide range of metal

ions. In the �rst part of this work, di�erent CE structures are investigated, and the in�uence

of their modi�cation on the alkali and alkaline earth metal extraction is described. CE sizes

were varied, di�erent donor atoms in the CE ring were investigated, stoichiometries of the

complexes were analyzed, and thermodynamic parameters such as the complexation constant,

entropy and enthalpy were determined. It was shown that especially sandwich complexes

(consisting of two CEs and one metal ion) form strong complexations with metal ions. The

hydrophilicity of the CEs and a �tting cavity size (14-membered CEs) support the selectivity

of lithium in favor of other metal ions.

Since the modi�cation of CEs can often be challenging and time-consuming supporting

computational chemistry calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) were per-

formed to determine CE structure geometries, their electron density distributions, and other

physical parameters such as the complexation constant K. In addition, the comparability of

the calculated trends was compared for a practical example. It was found that the theoretical

calculation often yielded to higher complexation constants than the synthetic example, yet,
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the trend of complex stability was in good agreement with the experiment.

Another signi�cant portion of this work was focused on the synthesis of a poly(methacrylic

acid)-block -polystyrene (PMAA-b-PS) diblock copolymer, the preparation of which can be

realized industrially on a large scale. This polymer was chosen because the meth(acrylic

acid) (MAA) group allows post-modi�cation in which the CEs can be linked to the poly-

mer. The PMAA-b-PS polymer was prepared by reversible addition�fragmentation chain

transfer (RAFT) polymerization in emulsion in a two-step but one-pot approach. The poly-

merization was carried out using water as a continues phase at a total solids concentration of

50 wt%, producing polymer chains of up to 170 kDa with narrow molecular weight distribu-

tions of Ð ≈ 1.4. This approach has several advantages: The monomers are readily available

also in large quantities, water is a locally sourced and harmless liquid, and the high solids

content allows for an economic production also facilitating facile isolation of the �nal product.

Subsequently, after the synthesis of the base polymer, the CEs were linked to the PMAA-b-PS

diblock copolymer using a Steglich esteri�cation reaction. Three di�erent polymer-based CE

materials were prepared: a 9-membered benzo-9-crown-3 (B9C3), a 12-crown-4 (12C4), and a

15-crown-5 (15C5) polymer CE. For these polymers, the extraction properties of the ions of

lithium, sodium, and potassium were investigated. The complex contants were much higher

than the corresponding free CE. The uniquely stable properties of the CEs are caused by

a low entropy loss during complex formation as the CEs are already bound to the polymer

backbone.

To further enhance the extraction strength of the polymer-based CEs, they were fabricated

in membranes. First, the base polymer PMAA-b-PS was transformed into an integral asym-

metric membrane with hexagonally-packed cylinders using a self-assembly of block copolymers

in combination with non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS). For this purpose, pure

1,4-Dioxane (DOX) was used as a solvent for the casting solution and water was used as

a precipitation bath. The advantage of such asymmetric membranes is the ordered spatial

arrangement of the nanoscopic extractable unit and thus an increased total surface area.

Polystyrene (PS) serves as mechanical support for the membrane to ensure mechanical stabil-

ity and durability. To further assist the preparation of polymer membranes of this unknown

system solubility parameters according to Hansen and Hoy were determined, and the mis-

cibility with solvents was predicted. These initial experiments on membrane preparation of

a 12C4 CE functionalized diblock copolymer were already promising and build the basis for

future work.
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CHAPTER3
Introduction

This Chapter explains the topics and objectives of the Publications in Chapter 5 and the

unpublished results in Chapter 6 and is divided into eight Sections. In the �rst Section, 3.1,

energy and its impact on humanity and the environment are framed. Section 3.2 explains the

features of lithium ions (the raw material of a promising energy storage medium) and their

current extraction techniques. In Section 3.3 the topic of supramolecular chemistry is intro-

duced, di�erent adsorber materials and their extractability towards metal ions is discussed.

This background information explains the selection of adsorbers in Publications 1, 2, 4, and

5. Section 3.4 discusses the simulation of electronic structure calculations, which can be a

promising tool for the selection of proper adsorber materials for metal ions (publication 2). In

Section 3.5, selective lithium polymer-based materials are discussed. The preparation of such

systems is presented in more detail, combining polymerization techniques such as RAFT and

emulsion polymerization (publication 4 and 5). In Section 3.6, the thermodynamics of block

copolymers is summarized. Section 3.7. frames the solubility behavior of block copolymers

and the most relevant theories. In the last Section, 3.8, the theoretical aspects of a membrane,

which is the target material in this thesis for lithium extraction, are described (Chapter 6:

unpublished results).
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To gain your energy from the right sources means you gain more energy from less; reducing

the retarding factors means you have less friction that wastes your energy; focusing your

motive power towards the direction of the collective human movement means you use others'

energy to boost your energy.

Gain more energy, waste less energy, spend the energy so next time you'll need less to achieve

more. Increase human mass, reduce retarding force, and increase the force accelerating the

human mass. Follow this process with reason.

Gain more, waste less, spend e�ciently, learn.

-Nikola Tesla-
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3.1. THE HIGH DEMAND FOR ENERGY - A CURSE OR A BLESSING?

3.1 The high demand for energy - a curse or a blessing?

When we think about energy, we usually imagine factories, pollution, or political and military

wars. Nowadays, we typically associate energy with something negative, but today's life

demands a lot of energy and there are also a lot of advantages. However, before these points

are described in detail, the de�nition of energy will be explained in the following.

Energy is a word with various meanings. Scientists describe it as a quantitiy that is

transferred to an object to perform work on it or induce a temperature change in it. Energy

comes in many forms such as heat, light, inertial, electrical, chemical, and gravitational en-

ergy, grouped into potential/stored energy or kinetic/working energy. Energy forms can be

transformed into each other, however the total amount of energy remains the same in the

universe. Thus, when energy is consumed, it is not destroyed but only transformed. This

means that energy can neither be produced from nothing nor destroyed to nothing (�rst law

of thermodynamics). For instance, when we are using a gasoline-fueled car to drive, the car

engine burns gasoline, converting chemical energy (of the gasoline) to mechanical energy (of

the pistons in the engine) and heat; the mechanical energy part is eventually transformed into

inertial energy � the car moves.2,3

Economically, the term energy production is often used, which is physically impossible

according to the law of conservation of energy. In an ecnomical way, it refers to the conversion

of, e.g., electrical energy into chemical energy. Likewise, energy consumption is not physically

correct. Still, it is nevertheless used in the economic sense to describe the transition from

usable primary energy to a form of energy that can no longer be used (e.g., waste heat in the

environment), which is physically called entropy increase. In the following, the terms energy

consumption and energy production are used in the economic sense.

Life without energy can no longer be imagined in today's world. Our society is highly

dependent on it, and its demand will not stop, as it is needed anytime and anywhere. In

Figure 3.1, the primary energy consumption in the world is presented, highlighting some big

economies like China, USA, Europe, and exclusively Germany. Primary energy de�nes the

energy content from natural sources. These include, for example, hard coal and lignite, crude

oil, natural gas, solar energy, wind power, hydropower, and geothermal energy. Since 1990,

the worldwide energy consumption has increased by up to 58 %. China is one of the leading

economies whose consumption has more than tripled since 2000 (Figure 3.1 right) to almost

40.000 terawatt-hours (TWh). The second largest energy consumer are the Unites States of

America (USA), with a consumption of over 25.000 TWh. Europe's energy consumption has

remained almost constant over the years. Similar to Germany, where energy consumption has

fallen very little since 1990.4

The countries huge energy needs show that access to safe, clean, economical, and local

energy production is essential since dependence on energy sources from abroad is a signi�cant

risk for every country and could endanger national security as it was shown in recent political

events such as the Iranian revolution of 1979, the Persian Gulf War of 1991, the Iraq invasion
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Figure 3.1: Primary energy consumption in TWh in the world in 2019 (left) and in China, USA,
Germany, and Europe from 1990-2019 (right). This image is licensed by creative commons (CC)
attribution 4.0 intenation public license. Labels were enlarged and the countries themselves were
labeled.4

of 2003, or Russia's attack on Ukraine in 2022. Moreover, the high energy consumption over

the years brought some disadvantages for the environment, such as global warming, acid rain,

and radioactive waste.5�7

But where does the energy that is being used actually come from? The energy content

available to humankind is called the energy base. This consists of energy reserves (mostly

�nite) and energy sources (regenerative/renewable). Energy reserves are divided into fossil

and recent reserves. Fossil energy supplies are based on biological or organic compounds

derived from dead plant or animal matter � for example, coal, lignite, natural gas, or crude

oil � are based on mineral deposits resulting from very early phases of the earth's creation

such as energy contents of uranium deposits and nuclear fusion feedstock. Recent reserves

cannot be changed by humans and are based on physical�chemical reactions such as the

energy content of biomass. In principle, renewable energy is de�ned as inexhaustible (wind

energy, hydropower, or biomass). Energy sources provide energy for a very long period of time

compared to energy reserves. The term regenerative is used extensively in the outside world.

Still, strictly speaking, the term regenerative applies only to naturally occurring renewable

primary energies and not to the resulting secondary or �nal energies or carriers. For example,

electricity generated such as from wind energy is not called renewable because it is only

available as long as the corresponding conversion plant is in operation. Nevertheless, it is

often referred to as regenerative electricity, which, strictly speaking, would not be correct.2

In Germany, mineral oil is still one of the most consumed primary energy sources, followed

by natural gas, renewable energies, hard coal and lignite, and nuclear energy. The share

of mineral oil has remained relatively constant over the last 20 years, while the share of

natural gas and renewable energies has increased since 1990 from 15 to 27 % and 1.3 to 16 %,

respectively (Figure 3.2).8

With the recently declared war from Russia (or at least its president) on Ukraine, a major

energy supplier for Germany is uncertain. After all, besides the Netherlands and Norway,
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Russia is the dominant natural gas supplier for Germany with over 50 %. A possible supply

freeze from Russia would jeopardize the energy supply, especially in winter. The best solution

is the use of renewable energy. Therefore, the development of these technologies should have

the highest priority to secure the country's energy needs. This is especially important for

electricity generation. The green power supply has increased to 6 % in 2000 and 46 % in

2020. The goal is to generate 40-45 % of electricity from renewable sources by 2025. A

comparison of electricity generation in 2018 is shown in Figure 3.3. Wind and solar energy

make up the most signi�cant contribution, but these energies are highly weather-dependent,

followed by biomass and hydropower.9

Figure 3.2: Primary energy consumption in Germany 1990 (left) and 2021 (right). The data was
taken from AG Energiebilanz and the illustration was reproduced with permission from the Umwelt-

bundesamt.8,10

With the recent events, power system �exibility and location independency to adapt to the

power supply and demand changes become more essential. The development of better storage

technologies is one of the solutions to enable energy security during low productions, high

demands, or extraordinary events such as military invasions. In particular, electrochemical

energy storage is one of the most promising systems and is, therefore, one of the fastest-growing

segments delivering uninterrupted power supply and load-shifting capacity. The battery is

one of the most widely used electrical energy storage devices besides the fuel cell. They are

used extensively in everyday life since they can store a high amount of energy in a relatively

small mass and volume. Electrochemical capacitors also known as super capacitors are another

leading candidate, which store higher energy than conventional capacitors and deliver it faster

(within seconds) than batteries. Nonetheless, the speci�c energy needs to be improved to

compete with the performance of batteries. In Figure 3.4, the Ragone plot, which presents

energy storing devices to compare the energy density, is illustrated with the battery storage
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Figure 3.3: Energy balance of electricity generation in Germany (left) and the renewable share used
(right) in 2018. Due to the still very low amount of geothermal energy it is combined in the part of
photovoltaic. Data taken from AG Energiebilanz.9,10

devices in focus.11,12 Alessandro Volta introduced the �rst commercial energy storage device

in 1799, the so-called Volta-pile (key in the development of telegraph technology). Followed

by the invention of the Daniell cell in 1836, the lead acid battery in 1859 by Gaston Plante,

which was one of the �rst used storage systems for electric vehicles (EVs), the Leclanche

cell in 1886, the nickel-cadmium battery invented by Waldemar Junger in 1899 and it was

not until 1985 that the �rst lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) were created. It took another six

years until the �rst of the LIBs was commercialized. The Ragone plot demonstrates why the

current LIBs devices are the predominant battery energy storage technologies for EVs. It has

higher energy densities (almost double the energy density of the before used nickel�cadmium

battery), expanded cycling life and lower self-discharge rates.11�14

To counteract one of the drawbacks of increased energy demand, such as global warming,

electric cars have been targeted as a big part of reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

After all, a large part of the emissions of the last decades came from vehicles with fossil

fuels.15,16 With the increase of EVs, a higher demand of lithium (Li+) was generated since

they have an important role in meeting the global goals on climate change. But how green

are electric vehicles? It matters how the electricity is made, more precisely, how much coal

is being burned to charge the battery of the EV. Only the possession of an EV does not lead

independently to a more environmentally conscious mobility. Therefore, electricity production

through renewable energy is a severe point on which further investment must be made in the

future with the highest priority. In addition to green power generation, the lithium extraction

technologies are also of profound importance. Other controversial issues regarding production,

storage, and energy use are still present and need further research. However, these cannot
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Figure 3.4: Ragone plot of the power-energy density range for various electrochemical energy storage
devices. Image was created from the data known from the Publications of Vandeginste et al. and
Yang et al.17,18

be covered in one Ph.D. generation. Thus, in this thesis, the issues of lithium production

are examined in more detail, and the goal is to o�er a possible greener alternative to lithium

production to make the world a greener and more environmentally friendly place.

At the end of this Chapter, we will recap our thoughts on energy. The necessity of energy

for today's time is no longer restrained, we develop faster and can create many new things

through energy. However, how this energy is used is a crucial point to reduce all the negative

aspects associated with energy. Therefore, the sentence of Nikola Tesla quoted at the begin-

ning of the Chapter is urgently to be taken to heart.
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Gain more, waste less, spend e�ciently, learn.

Use energy more responsibly, generate power and heat via renewable resources to keep the

world safe and to ensure national security around the globe. There is enough energy in the

world for all people on earth.

3.2 Lithium � the white gold

As mentioned in the previous Chapter, LIBs are one of the most essential energy storage

systems. They bring many bene�ts and have a positive impact on the environment. However,

how environmentally friendly is the production of lithium compounds in such battery systems?

In this Section, the crucial properties of the main raw material lithium is described, where

it can be found in the world (subsection 3.2.1), how it can be extracted, which methods are

currently being used, and what impact they have on the environment (subsection 3.2.2).

Lithium is the lightest metal with very interesting chemical features. It is electrochemically

active, has a high redox potential, the highest speci�c heat capacity of any solid element, and a

low thermal expansion coe�cient. The various properties are the reason why lithium is used

in essential applications such as ceramic glass, nuclear fusion, pharmaceuticals, adhesives,

lubricant grease, cement, electrode welding and very importantly in LIBs.19,20 The substantial

increase in demand for EVs has led to a rapid expansion in the consumption of lithium

compounds since it is a limited resource and only available in a few territories in the world.

The battery industry is the highest consumer of lithium with about 65 %. Consumption

has more than doubled over the last decade.21 The lithium demand was independently de-

termined to be almost 20 Mt from 2010 to 2100 by Gruber et al.22 and 17.5 Mt by Yaksic

and Tilton et al.,23 respectively (after consideration of recycling).24 The total global lithium

reserves in 2021 were estimated to be 22 Mt. The reserves of the main countries are shown

in Figure 3.5 (left), with Chile, Australia, and Argentinia having the largest reserves. In Fig-

ure 3.5 (right), the percentage reserves and demand increase is compared to the year before

from 2016 till 2021. Lithium consumption has been increasing over the years, and although

in 2020 and 2021 the COVID-19 pandemic severely curtailed life, the lithium consumption

increased. In 2021, an increase of approximately 33 % from the previous year was identi�ed,

with only a slight rise in reserve growth, which most likely results from the previous year's

restricted life and thus less lithium consumption in 2020. When comparing to the time before

the pandemic, a lithium consumption growth of 18 % from 2018 to 2019 is observed. If it

will be assumed that the lithium reserves remain 22 Mt and the annual growth will be 18 %,

we will reach a lithium bottleneck in 2044 at the latest. By 2050, 40 Mt more of lithium

than available will be needed (Figure 3.6). However, since the COVID-19 pandemic is not yet

over, statistics may vary. Nonetheless, even if more sources are discovered, the scarcity will

likely be re�ected in the price, which could signi�cantly threaten the EV industry and its en-
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vironmental contribution.21,25 Therefore, resource identi�cation, cheap and environmentally

friendly extraction, and recycling of such batteries (not discussed in this work) must have the

highest priority so that the climate goals can be achieved for our planet.

Figure 3.5: Global lithium reserves in 2021 illustrating the countries with the main Li+ resources
in Mt (left) and the Li+ consumption and reserves compared to the previous year in percentage from
2016 to 2021. Data taken from the United States Geological Survey.21,25

Figure 3.6: Li+ consumption from 2020 to 2050 if an 18 % increase of each year is assumed and
the Li+ resources from 2021 remain the same. The red background represents the area with Li+

shortage and the blue background the area where the lithium demand can be compensated. Data was
withdrawn from the United States Geological Survey. The idea of the illustration was taken from Bae
et al..21,25
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3.2.1 The worldwide lithium reserves

Before starting the discussion on lithium reserves, it is �rst necessary to clarify the terms

resources and reserves, which have already been mentioned in the previous Chapter. These

terms have not been used correctly in many Publications and cause data to be misunderstood.

In this thesis, we want to avoid this issue and de�ne the two terms properly.

Resources are the geologically secured quantity that is theoretically available, while re-

serves are the quantities that can also be practically extracted under technical and socio-

economic conditions. Thus, reserves are the relevant quantities for production, while resources

are rather academic quantities.26 Reserves are also highly dependent on technology, devel-

opment, environmental demand, and political and social issues. For example, technological

developments can increase reserves because new types of deposits become accessible or pro-

duction costs can be reduced. Decreasing concentrations, on the other hand, would increase

extraction costs and thus reduce reserves. An overview of the world's resources and reserves

in 2021 is shown in Figure 3.7. Chile and Australia are the countries with the most lithium

reserves to date.

Figure 3.7: Lithium resources and reserves around the globe in 2021. Data was taken from the US
Geological Survey.25

Economic concentrations of lithium can be found mainly in ores or brines, which represent

the commercial lithium reserves. Australia is the highest lithium producer with 43.5 % of the

global production followed by Chile with 32.8 %.6,21,27 Australia, Zimbabwe, and Canada are

the leading countries in recovery of lithium from ores. Some of the most promising ores are

shown in Table 3.1. Around 56 % of the total lithium resources come from brines and are

located in the lithium triangle or the also called ABC (Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile) region.
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Table 3.1: Lithium ores and their corresponding lithium content. The table was reproduced from
Bae et al. with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.21

Ore Chemical formula Li content (wt%)
Spodumene LiAlSi2O6 3.73
Petalite LiAlSi4O10 2.09
Amblygonite (Li,Na)AlPO4(F,OH) 3.44
Lepidolite K(Li,Al)3(Si, Al)4O10(F,OH)2 3.58
Eucryptite LiAlSiO4 5.51

Table 3.2: Lithium brines and their corresponding Li+, Mg2+ concentration and the ratio of the two
ions. The data vary slightly in some Publications, which are cited in the �rst column after the deposit
name.

Brine Country Li+ (wt%) Mg2+ (wt%) Mg2+/Li+ (wt%)
Salar de Atacama21,26,28,29 Chile 0.157 0.965 6.15
Maricunga26 Chile 0.092 0.74 8.00
Salar de Uyuni21,28 Bolivia 0.0321 0.65 20.25
Cauchari26 Argentina 0.062 0.18 2.84
Olaroz26 Argentina 0.09 0.18 2.00
Hombre Muerto26,28 Argentina 0.062 0.089 1.46
Rincon26 Argentina 0.04 0.034 8.5
Silver Peak21,26,29 USA 0.03 0.04 1.33
Great Salt Lake26,28,29 USA 0.006 0.8 133.33
Bonneville28 USA 0.0057 0.4 70.17
Salton Sea28 USA 0.022 0.028 1.27
Searles Lake26,28 USA 0.0083 0.034 4.10
Smackover26 USA 0.038 0.75 20
Clayton Valley28 USA 0.0163 0.019 1.17
Zabuye28,29 China 0.97 0.001 0.001
Da Qaidam21 China 0.02 1.3 65
Dead Sea28,29 Israel 0.002 3.4 1700
Sua Pan28 India 0.157 - -

Seawater contains around 230 Bt of lithium, however it only exists in very low concentrations

of 0.1-0.2 mg·L-1.1 Table 3.2 gives an overview of some of the brine deposits in the world

with the corresponding Li+ and magnesium (Mg2+) concentration. The two ions are listed

since they have very similar ionic radii, making the lithium recovery more di�cult and thus,

the recovery vary greatly depending on the Mg2+/Li+ ratio. The lower the ratio, the easier

the isolation of lithium from brines. Due to the properties of Mg2+ (e.g. the much higher

weight compared to Li+), this metal is not suitable as a raw material for batteries, therefore

the isolation of it is obligatory.
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3.2.2 Lithium recovery

This subsection brie�y reviews the current technologies, which have been used to extract

lithium from ores and brines (based on the review article from Liu et al.30). Some methods

will be mentioned that only exist on a laboratory scale. However, these developments are also

signi�cant to review to give the reader an insight into the promising technologies which might

be commercially available in the near future.

3.2.2.1 Lithium from ores

Around 35 % of the lithium is extracted from ores, 85 % of it from Australia in the Green-

bushes deposit.31,32 The �rst step to gain lithium from ores is generally done by crushing the

mineral. Afterwards, the material is processed through �otation, magnetic separation, optical

sorting, or heavy material separation to obtain a 4-6 % lithium compound concentration.31�33

The crude lithium compound is dissolved by roasting (heating mineral at high temperatures)

and leaching (converts metals into soluble salts in aqueous media). Thermal processing is done

by adding metal hydroxides, salts, or acids to obtain leachable compounds such as lithium

sulfate (Li2SO4), lithium carbonate (Li2CO3), or lithium chloride (LiCl). The raw material

is then precipitated to remove further impurities such as calcium (Ca2+), Mg2+, aluminium

(III) (Al3+), and iron (III) (Fe3+). Depending on the concentrations, ion exchangers or simple

evaporations leading to precipitation are used afterwards to remove remain impurities. To

obtain the pure marketable product for the battery industry, the materials are crystallized,

carbonized, or electrodialyzed to obtain lithium hydroxide (LiOH), Li2CO3, or LiCl. A �ow-

sheet for the processing of α-spodumene, Petalite, Lepidolite and Amblygonite is exemplary

shown in Figure 3.8.33

Spodumene is the most commonly used mineral for lithium recovery in an industrial scale,

therefore, the recovery technique for spodumene is reported here in more detail.32 First,

the mineral is crushed and re�ned by �otation, achieving a purity of the lithium compound

of about 6 %. It is then roasted or calcined at about 1040-1100 ◦C. A conversion from

α-spodumene to β-spodumene takes place, which is less inert and thus more reactive to

chemical reactions and can be leached more easily.32,34 At the roasting procedure, the minerals

react with oxygen and form oxides such as lithium oxide (Li2O) or Li2SO4.35 Calcination is

carried out in the absence of oxygen and at high temperatures. Additives such as lime or

limestone are added. In the process of calcination, a simple decomposition caused by the high

temperature (over 1000 ◦C) can take place, or a structural change can be induced.36 Acidic,

alkaline and sometimes chlorination processes can be used to obtain the lithium-containing

market product for the battery industry. These are described in more detail below.
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Figure 3.8: Flowsheet of the lithium compound production from ores. L labels the liquid, and S the
solids. Reproduced from Meng et al. with permission from Taylor & Francis.32,33

Acid process In the acid process, the β-spodumene is ground again, and sulfuric acid

(H2SO4) is added at 250 ◦C to generate Li2SO4. Afterwards, the whole mixture is immersed

with water in a pregnant leach solution (PLS). The excess of H2SO4 is neutralized with

calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Afterwards, the obtained calcium-saturated lithium-bearing

PLS is separated from the rest of the solid. A pH control process dissolves the other im-

purities such as Ca2+, Al3+, Mg2+, Fe3+, e.g., Mg2+ is converted into solid magnesium ox-

ide (MgO)/magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) by adding calcium oxide (CaO) at a pH value

of 9.3. The lithium solution is then co-extruded via an ion exchanger or several evaporation

processes to increase the lithium concentration from 5 to 14 g·L-1. Afterwards, sodium car-

bonate (Na2CO3) is used at about 100 ◦C to carbonize lithium and obtain lithium carbon

crystals and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4). The lithium carbonate is centrifuged, washed, dried,

and sold to the battery market. Brie�y, the treatment of H2SO4 with β-spodumene is an

e�ective process, but this method has some disadvantages, such as the need for a very high

acid concentration, which adversely a�ects the subsequent cleaning processes. The roasting of

β-spodumene with H2SO4 at high temperatures also requires special equipment, which leads

to increased investment and operating costs.32
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Alkaline process In contrast to the acid process, the β-spodumene is mixed with CaCO3 or

Na2CO3 to allow the lithium to react to Li2CO3 or lithium aluminate (LiAlO2). It then reacts

with CO2 to form Li2CO3. A solid�liquid separation unit is used to separate the remaining

salts and ores from the Li2CO3 solution. The solution is evaporated at 90 ◦C. Li2CO3 is

obtained if Na2CO3 ash, or LiOH if CaCO3 was used for neutralization. The precipitated

lithium product is re�ned while the rest goes through the same processes again.32

Chlorination process The chlorination of metal ions is carried out with the addition

of hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium chloride (KCl), or chlorine

gas (Cl2), between 800-1100 °C, depending on the mineral source. The main product of this

reaction is the recovery of LiCl, which is leached and puri�ed with water (similar to the acid

process).32

In conclusion, the lithium extraction from ores is very e�cient since high lithium con-

centrations are obtained, and low production times are required to obtain the target prod-

uct. However, a signi�cant disadvantage is the energy-consuming process of conversion from

α-spodumene to β-spodumene. This step requires a lot of energy, and therefore, high operat-

ing costs are needed. Recently, a faster and more selective conversion via hybrid microwave

heating has been observed.37 So far, this method has not been carried out on a larger scale.

Therefore, further research is needed on microwave treatment, energy transfer, and induced

thermal stress on the irradiated minerals before using it on an industrial scale.34 Moreover,

the air-pollution which is caused through the crushing of the minerals is a huge drawback con-

sidering the goals of climate change. In addition, for some minerals (with a substantial degree

of hardness), the processing is a challenge and must be carried out under harsh conditions.

Thus, equipment must be more robust, which would increase investment costs.32
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3.2.2.2 Lithium from brines and seawater

Brines are categorized in geothermal brines, oil�eld brines, and continental brines. The latter

accounts for almost 60 % of the world's lithium production. The brine salar de uyuni, one of

the major lithium resources, located in Bolivia can be seen in Figure 3.9. In contrast to ores,

the lithium concentration in brines is smaller and ranges from 200 to 700 ppm (a few ranging

up to 1000 rpm), depending on the source (compare Tab. 3.1 and Tab 3.2). In addition to

Li+, several other metals, e.g., Mg2+, sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), and Ca2+, are found

in salt lakes. In recent years, many technologies have been developed to separate these, such

as precipitation, solvent extraction, ion-sieves, or ionic membranes, which will be discussed

in detail below.32

Figure 3.9: Salar de Uyuni in Bolivia. The image is a royalty free image from the website
www.pixabay.com.

Precipitation The solar evaporation�precipitation process is one of the major techniques,

which is used to isolate lithium from brines. The process and its di�culty strongly depend

on the composition of the brine. As soon as the Mg2+/Li+ ratio exceeds 6, the standardized

method can no longer be used. Unfortunately, many brines have a high Mg2+ content, e.g.,

80 % of the brines in China have a very high Mg2+/Li+ ratio of up to 1837:1.30,38 Therefore,

some research has been done on the isolation of Li+ from Mg2+.

First, we will discuss the currently most used technology for lithium recovery, the solar

evaporation�precipitation process. It is worth mentioning that this technology should be

applied in areas with dry climates since only in this way it is possible to evaporate the

brines in an appropriate time window. Brines occur mainly in areas with low precipitation,

which supports this technology. The composition of the brines determines the crystalline

species obtained as the �nal product and the procedure of the puri�cation steps.30 However,

the applied technologies are often very similar. First, the brine is stored in shallow ponds.

The water evaporates for 1-2 years, depending on how dry the region is and whether rainy

seasons or similar natural phenomena extend the evaporation time. Once the threshold for

precipitation is reached, the brine is transferred to the next pond. The order of precipitation
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begins usually with NaCl (Halit), KCl (Sylvit), and NaCl·KCl (Sylvinit). Depending on the

salt content of the brine, other magnesium or alkali salts may precipitate. After these steps, a

lithium concentration of the brine of approximately 6 % is reached. Mg2+, Ca2+, and boron

are afterwards separated from the solution. The MgCl2 is converted into Mg(OH)2 through

the addition of lime, as illustrated in Eq. 3.1. The addition of Li2CO3 or Na2CO3 is used

to remove calcium from the brine (Eq. 3.2 and 3.3). The boron in the brine is removed by

solvent extraction, while the CaCO3 produced by Eq. 3.2 and 3.3 is recycled. If any residual of

Ca2+ or Mg2+ is present, ion exchange processes are performed to achieve the desired purity.

Finally, Na2CO3 is added to the brine to precipitate Li2CO3, which is done closely to the

boiling point of water, as the solubility of Li2CO3 decreases with increasing temperature.32

MgCl2 +Ca(OH)2 → Mg(OH)2(solid) +CaCl2(aq) (3.1)

CaCl2 +Na2CO3 → 2NaCl(aq) +CaCO3(solid) (3.2)

CaCl2 + Li2CO3 → 2LiCl(aq) +CaCO3(solid) (3.3)

In the following, a concrete example of lithium isolation from the brine in Cauchari-Olaroz

(Argentina) is shown in Figure 3.10. The Cauchari-Olaroz project is the third largest brine

project globally, at an altitude of 4000 m.39 As with the other precipitation methods, lithium

recovery begins with the evaporation of the brine until about 1.3 wt% of lithium is reached.

The evaporation time is about 180 days, during which the volume of the brine is reduced by 80-

90 %. The interfering magnesium and sulfate salts are precipitated with lime to Mg(OH)2 and

CaSO4·2H2O (gypsum). The brine is further condensed to remove potassium from the brine.

The brine is acidi�ed with HCl to obtain boric acid, which is then extracted with organic

solvents. After the brine is boron-free, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) separates the remaining

magnesium as Mg(OH)2. In the last step, the lithium is precipitated after carbonization to

Li2CO3 (purity: 99.5 %). The mother liquor is reused to neutralize the boron-free acid to

recover the remaining lithium.32

Alternative precipitation routes have been developed to decrease the production time.

One of them is the precipitation of LiAlO2, which is less soluble in water.40�42 The method

had been improved by the use of a MgAlCO3-layer double hydroxide materials (MgAlCO3-

LDHs) to separate magnesium from a concentration that was initially 117 g·L-1 down to

0.02 g·L-1.43 Another work proved that the addition of aluminium powder with NaCl forms

LiCl·2Al(OH)3·xH2O, which can easily be crystallized.44 In a lithium brine with high sulfate

content, Li2SO4·H2O crystals can be formed by thermal evaporation or ethanol addition.45

In summary, lithium isolation from brines is more economical than extraction via ores.

The purity of the lithium compounds obtained via brine is very high, but the process is highly

weather-dependent, very time-consuming, and involves a large amount of water consumption.
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This poses a signi�cant challenge to the environment. Many people in South America are

already protesting against lithium from the brines, as these countries are arid and have hardly

any water available.46 In addition, high concentrations of impurities are a signi�cant challenge

for the lithium recovery from brines and make the precipitation of lithium more di�cult.

Figure 3.10: Flowsheet of the solar evaporation-precipitation process of the brine from the Cauchari-
Olaroz region in Argentina. Reproduced from Tran et al. with permission from Elsevier.33

Solvent Extraction The solvent extraction process is often used to isolate metals from

aqueous resources, as the method is cheap, easy to perform, and environmentally amiable.47�49

In the following, three di�erent solvent extraction systems are described, including neutral

extraction materials, synergistic solvent extraction systems, and room temperature ionic liq-

uids (RTILs). CEs are a particulary crucial group for solvent extractions, however this group

will not be discussed in this Chapter, since it is described in depth in Section 3.3.

Neutral extraction systems One of the most promising systems consists of tributyl

phosphate (TBP)/kerosene + iron (III) chloride (FeCl3), where TBP is the neutral organo-

phosphorus-containing extraction reagent, kerosene the diluent, and FeCl3 is the coextraction

reagent. Lithium extraction with the neutral extraction system is a cation exchange mecha-

nism that reacts with the �rst formed species, which is only formed at a high chlorine (Cl-)

concentration (Eq. 3.4 and 3.5). The extraction capacity of TBP decreases in the following

trend H+ > Li+ > Na+. Thus, the lithium can be extracted by adding HCl to TBP resulting

in the �rst formed species HFeCl4 · 2TBP.38
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H+ + FeCl3 +Cl− + 2TBP ⇌ HFeCl4 · 2TBP (3.4)

Li+ +HFeCl4 · 2TBP ⇌ LiFeCl4 · 2TBP + H+ (3.5)

The coordination of Li+ takes place at the P=O bond from the TBP molecule (Fig-

ure 3.11). As mentioned above, the concentration of the Cl- plays a signi�cant role. It has

been shown that magnesium chloride (MgCl2) as a Cl- source increases the extractibility of

Li+ due to the higher salting-out e�ect compared for example to calcium chloride (CaCl2).50

Thus, the combination of TBP, kerosine, and FeCl3 in brines with a high MgCl2 concentra-

tion is very well applicable. Other co-extraction compounds such as zinc chloride (ZnCl2) and

chromium(III) chloride (CrCl3) have also been investigated. However, FeCl3 showed the best

co-extractant capacity.51 Some of the most commonly used neutral extractands can be found

in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Neutral extractants for the solvent extraction of lithium.30,49

In the following, some disadvantages of the solvent extractions with TBP + FeCl3 +

kerosene systems are explained as well as �rst methods that have been found to solve these

problems. For example, a disadvantage of the solvent extraction with FeCl3 is the solubility

in the aqueous phase. Therefore, extractions must be strictly guarded. The stability of

the ferric ions can be ensured for the washing and stripping process using a 6 mol·L-1 HCl

solution. On the other hand, strong acids have the disadvantage of damaging the instruments

by corrosion. In addition, a third phase can occur during solvent extraction if less than 80 %

TBP is present in the organic phase. Another typical disadvantage that is often a problem of

solvent extraction is the dissolution of the extractants in the solution, leading to environmental
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pollution.30

In the work of Zhao et al., ketones were investigated as extractants or diluents for TBP,

some of which are shown in Figure 3.11 below, in kerosene with FeCl3. These behaved

similarly to the TBP molecule in that the lithium complexation occurs at the C=O bond

instead of the P=O bond. Still, it was demonstrated that ketones as polar solvents have a

more substantial in�uence on lithium extraction than non-polar solvents.52 The combination

of TBP (polar solvent) and ketones (neutral extractant) signi�cantly increases the extraction

of lithium and prevents the formation of a third phase by promoting the solubility of the

extracted complex. A notable example is the use of TBP/methyl-iso-butyl ketone (MIBK)

+ FeCl3.47,53 On the other hand, it was also mentioned that non-polar solvents show better

complexing properties with lithium than polar solvents since molecular weight most likely

plays a role in complexation, such as trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO).54 Lee et al. showed

that solvents with hydrogen bonding a�nity decrease the extraction e�ciency.55

The diversity of organic reagents for solvent extraction has resulted in many new innovative

systems. The most promising ones will be discussed further in the following.

Synergistic solvent extraction systems Synergistic solvent extraction systems can

keep solvent loss low, improve the separation factor (SF), and thus increase lithium recovery.

In the traditional TBP/kerosene+FeCl3 system, the addition of a synergist (e.g., β-ketones)

can create such a system. In this case, the TBP acts as the extractant and FeCl3 as the

co-extractant. The mechanism proceeds analogously to the mechanism described above. The

formation of LiFeCl4 and TBP occurs, which is connected to the synergist via a hydrogen

bond. How strongly the synergist a�ects the complex depends on the functional group of the

synergist, such as C=O, P=O, or R-NCO. In the case of β-ketone, the synergism is created

by combining it as a chelate and a neutral solvent ligand. In this process, the protons of

the β-ketone are �rst displaced, forming an ionized β-ketone which coordinates with lithium,

resulting in the chelate complex. Afterwards, the adduct is included with the neutral sol-

vent.30,54 This system has excellent lithium extraction properties. Pranolo et al. found that

a system made of α-acetyl-m-dodecylacetophenone (LIX 54), a mixture of four trialkylphos-

phine oxides (Cyanex 923®) in an iso-aliphatic non-polar solvent (Shellsol®D70), e�ciency

recovered 97 % of lithium and reached a SF of 1560 versus sodium (see Figure 3.12).56 In ad-

dition, the ionic component of brines has an additional in�uence on the complexing e�ciency

of lithium with synergists.49

In conclusion, the synergistic systems have already shown some advantages over the tradi-

tional systems, but the formation of the third phase when TBP is used is still a big issue. In

addition, these systems have only been used on a laboratory scale, the price of the extraction

reagents and synergists is too high and therefore not suitbale for an industrial scale (until

an economy scale is reached). Furthermore, the mechanism is not precise, which is also a

challenge for large-scale production.
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of the reaction mechanism of Li-LIX 54-Cyanex 934. Reproduced with
permission from Swain et al. from John Wiley and Sons.54

Room temperature ionic liquid systems One other major group for solvent extrac-

tion are the RTILs. They have the advantage that they are less volatile, non-�ammable, have

adjustable viscosity, and have high thermal stability. RTILs are often alternatives for volatile

solvents, but they can also be used as extraction agents.57 In addition, through an advanced

multi-stage counter-current process, lithium extraction e�ciencies can reach nearly 100 %.30

In addition, these materials have the advantage that lithium can be selectively isolated from

magnesium, which is still a signi�cant problem for many systems.58

The group of Shi et al. has studied some research on imidazole RTILs as solvents in con-

jugation with TBP and some functional RTILs as extractants for lithium from brines.48,59,60

Exceptionally high selectivities of lithium over Mg and high lithium extraction e�ciencies

of about 90 % were obtained by the system [C4mim][PF6]/TBP+FeCl3 (or sodium perchlo-

rate (NaClO4)). The extraction is based on a cation exchange mechanism with the formation

of [Li·2TBP]+ in the ionic liquid system. Di�erent chain lengths were also investigated, and

it was found that the hydrophobicity of the RTILs deteriorates the extraction e�ciency of

lithium.61

Brie�y, RTILs are solvent and synergist and their advantages over traditional solvent

extraction systems are clear, however during the procedure there is a loss of ionic liquid in

the exchange mechanism and contamination of the solution. Moreover, the prediction of the
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properties is not yet clearly understood, and the syntheses have only been performed on a

laboratory scale. Therefore, further work is needed to commercialize and apply them in an

industrial scale.

Primary solvent extraction methods have been presented in this Chapter. The most

promising material based on TBP and FeCl3 could be improved by new innovative extended

ways like synergistic systems consisting of β-ketones or RTILs. High lithium extraction e�-

ciencies could be achieved. However, these processes have only been carried out on a labora-

tory scale. The application of the methods in the industry involves some challenges, such as

the fabrication of such systems, which are often very expensive, or harsh reaction conditions,

which require better equipment. In addition, the extraction process is not yet apparent, so fur-

ther research is needed before these materials can be used on an industrial scale. Nevertheless,

these materials have the potential to be used in the future as a more environmentally friendly

method compared to the previously mentioned solar�evaporation precipitation process.

Ion-sieve adsorption Lithium ion-sieve (LIS) is an adsorbent material that o�ers a new

e�ective method to selectively recover lithium from brines and seawater even if other inter-

fering ions are present in the aqueous resource. Due to the tremendous selectivity towards

lithium, high purity lithium products are easily accessible. The e�ciency is much higher than

the previously described methods, and bene�ts from many other advantages like no additional

puri�cation steps are necessary, a high theoretical uptake capacity, a low regeneration loss of

the raw materials, low energy consumption, and no additional burden on the environment.

Despite these many advantages, the question appears: why are these materials not yet used

industrially?

Many LIS consist of manganese oxide compounds, which have the disadvantage that they

partially dissolve in water. In addition, the material is tough to granulate, making it more

di�cult in the adsorption process in an industrial scale. Nonetheless, electrochemical methods

have signi�cantly improved lithium adsorption and desorption performances in recent years

and are, therefore, again in the focus of current research.62 This paragraph discusses the

chemical structure, mechanism, lithium uptake capacity and regeneration in more detail.

Processing for industrial column operation is explained, and the advantages and challenges of

material formation technologies are compared.

LIS are adsorbers with remarkable features such as low toxicity, low cost, chemical stabil-

ity, and high lithium capacity uptake, which can be divided into two categories, the lithium

manganese oxide (LMO) and lithium titanium oxide (LTO) LISs. LMOs are the most popular

LIS as they show higher lithium selectivity, high adsorption capacity, and excellent regenera-

tion performance. On the other hand, the LTO-type LIS o�er higher structural stability due

to the titanium oxide bond energy, a lower dissolution loss, and longer recyclability. However,

adsorption rates are prolonged and what poses a much bigger problem is the limited use of

lithium adsorption in case of application of an electrical potential.62�64 Both groups will be

dicussed in detail below. Many other inorganic hydrous oxide ion-sieves have also been in-
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vestigated, and the associated lithium adsorption capacity determined. Figure 3.13 overviews

some of the most promising LISs.

Figure 3.13: Overview of the most promising LISs and their corresponding adsorption capacity.
Reproduced with permission from Liu et al from Elsevier.30

Lithium manganese oxide (LMO) Manganese oxide (MnO2) occurs in many di�erent

forms, most notably in the modi�cations of α-, β-, γ-, and λ-MnO2, with λ-MnO2 showing

the highest lithium a�nity among them.30 Thus, the latter has been intensively studied

as a lithium adsorbent and cathode material.64�66 Generally, the LMOs are prepared by

acid addition of the LMO compound (Figure 3.14); almost all protons replace the lithium

ions. Reaction techniques such as solid-state reaction, hydrothermal processes, or sol-gel

method are used to prepare the precursors.67�71 The precursor morphology characterizes the

structure and performance of the LIS. The particular properties of LIS are based on the spinel

lattice structure, framework, and memory e�ect; for the latter, the ion size and the energy

of dehydration play the most crucial role. Ions exceeding the size of Li+ (0.074 nm) cannot

�ll the exchange places including Na+ (0.102 nm), K+ (0.138 nm), and Ca2+ (0.100 nm).

The only ion that could serve the site instead of lithium would be the Mg2+ (0.072 nm),

however this one has a much higher dehydration energy ((∆G◦

h)Li = -475 kJ·mol-1, (∆G◦

h)Mg

= -1980 kJ·mol-1) and therefore Mg2+ is energetically less prefered to �ll the sites.72,73 The

ion exchange mechanism was proposed by Shen and Clear�eld74 (Eq. 3.6) and the surface

disproportion by Hunter67 (Eq. 3.7).

LiMn2O4 +H+
⇌ HMn2O4 + Li+ (3.6)
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2LiMn2O4 + 4H+
⇌ 3λ−MnO2 + 2Li+ +Mn2+ + 2H2O (3.7)

It is assumed that both mechanisms take place.75 The preparation of the precursor deter-

mines the ratio of the respective group sites.76 For the ion-sieve λ-MnO2 (spinel-type), the

Li selectivity is explained, for example, by the ion exchange mechanism between Li+ and H+,

so that the H+ content of λ-MnO2 correlates with the adsorption capacity.77 The mechanism

of lithium (de)intercalation is shown in Figure 3.14. A detailed description of the mechanism

theories can be found in the review article from Weng et al. and will not be further discussed

here.64

Figure 3.14: Illustration of the LIS e�ect. Reproduced with permission from Xu et al. from
Elsevier.62

One of the main problems of LMOs is the dissolution of MnO2 in water, which leads to

signi�cant water pollution and has prevented their industrial application so far. An expla-

nation of the mechanism of the dissolution was recently made explained by Gao et al. using

Li1.6Mn1.6O4 as LMO. They showed that an electron is transferred from Mn3+ in the bulk

phase to Mn4+ in the acidic environment. Above a speci�c concentration, i.e., when enough

electrons were transferred, the Mn4+ was converted to Mn2+ and dissolved simultaneously. It

is worth mentioning that Mn3+ can easily be disproportionated and is most likely the reason

why the LMOs dissolve in water after some time. Currently, research is being done to suppress

this reaction by reducing the lattice constant or other modi�cation approaches.78
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Lithium titanium oxide (LTO) LIS based on titanium oxide are the other group of

ion sieves that do not have the issue of ion sieve dissolution and have therefore attracted

signi�cant attention. As mentioned above, the precursor structures de�ne the properties of

the ion sieve. While all LMOs show spinel structures, e.g., H2TiO3 LTOs show a layered

structure. The intercalation/decalation mechanism of layered structure LMOs is less complex

compared to spinel structures. Figure 3.15 shows the spinel and layered structure of Li2MnO3

and Li2TiO3.62 The adsorption mechanism based on a ion exchange mechanism is shown in

Eq. 3.8 and 3.9. Lithium complexation is exceptionally high for this particular example of

the H2TiO3 ion sieve since the exchange sites of the layers are very narrow. The selectivity of

lithium towards the other ions shows the following trend Li+�Na+>Mg2+>Ca2+>K+. The

SF of Li+ to the other ions is at least over 100.79 It was shown that the SF of Li+ to Mg2+

could reach a value of 4783, which is a very high selectivity and can hardly be achieved by

other methods.30,79

H2TiO3 + 2Li+ ⇌ Li2TiO3 + 2H+ (3.8)

H4Ti5O12 + 4Li+ ⇌ Li4Ti5O12 + 4H+ (3.9)

A theoretical adsorption capacity of 142.9 mg·g-1 Li+ was determined for the LTO of

H2TiO3.80 However, max 40 % of the theoretical value has been achieved so far, which

is most likely due to the low Li+ content of the precursor (β-Li2TiO3) and aggregation of

the particles resulting from the preparation of it at high temperatures. It was also shown

that the preparation of LTO based on anatase instead of rutile achieved a high adsorption

capacity of 39.2 mg·g-1.81 He et al. also studied this system and obtained an adsorption

capacity of 57.8 mg·g-1 under optimal reaction conditions.73 The work of Luwagon et al.

con�rmed for H2TiO3 an adsoprtion capacity up to 94.5 mg·g-1, which is far superior to all

other LIS.82 In addition, after more than 100 extraction cycles less than 10 % capacity loss

was determined.30,83

The progress of nanotechnology has had a signi�cant in�uence on LIS. As mentioned

above, the structure of the precursor is crucial. Di�erent morphologies such as nanorods,

nanowires, nanoparticles, nanoblooms, nanotubes, and nano�bers could be produced through

the combination of nanosynthesis techniques.84�88 Performance, as well as reusability, were

improved.30

In the paragraph about LMOs, the problems of manganese and its dissolution in water

were discussed, which most-likely results from the disproportionation of the manganese (III)

(Mn3+). The speci�c electron con�guration ([argon (Ar)] 3d5 4s2) distorts the lattice structure

resulting from the Jahn-Teller e�ect.89 Therefore, some research has dealt with doping the

material structure, replacing Mn3+ with Fe3+, cobalt (II) (Co2+), or nickel (II) (Ni2+).62,90�92

For example, by incorporating Fe3+, the ion sieve can be magnetically recycled, which is a

green alternative recycling option for recovering Li+.62 In the work of Wang et al., LTO
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LIS were replaced with Fe3+, and successful magnetic separation of LIS from suspension was

achieved without loss of adsorption.43,93 In another publication of Zhao et al., the addition of

Fe3+ to LMOs decreased the dissolution in water and increased the recyclability by magnetic

separation.30,94

Since the LIS are usually used in powder form and thus have disadvantages such as liq-

uidity, permeability, e�ciency, and energy consumption, new forms have been developed by

granulation, foaming, membranes, �ber formation, and magnetization.95�98 However, some of

these methods reduce the stability, adsorption e�ciency of Li+, and capacity. Therefore, using

such systems on an industrial scale is still a big challenge, which requires further research.30

Figure 3.15: Structure models for ideally ordered Li2TiO3 (left) and Li2MnO3 (right). The green
dots represent lithium, red oxygen, blue titanium, and purple manganese, respectively. Reused with
permission from Watanabe et al. from Elsevier.99

Membrane technology Membrane technology is an already established industrial process

used for the separation or recovery of di�erent groups of substances and has also been investi-

gated for the separation of metal ions. The membrane applications relevant for the separation

of metal ions can be divided into three groups (based on the driving force of the separation):

nano�ltration (pressure-driven), liquid membrane (chemical potential driven), electrodialysis,

and membrane electrolysis (electrical potential driven). Some of them will be reviewed in the

application of Li+ recovery. The structure for describing the membrane technology is based

on the review articles by Li et al. and Liu et al.19,30
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Nano�ltration membrane Nano�ltration (NF) technology is one of the new processes

in membrane technology. Its properties are between ultra�ltration (UF) and reverse osmosis

(RO) membranes. The separation e�ciency is triggered by sieve and Donnan e�ects. Physical

properties such as pore size, membrane thickness, and surface charge density have also an

impact on the membrane separation performance. Charged surfaces of the membrane allow

the separation of multivalent ions (such as the separation of Mg2+ and Li+).19,30 Sun et al.

used a Desal (DL) NF membrane (DL-2540 NF) to separate Mg2+ from Li+ from brines that

has been successfully applied up to a Mg2+/Li+ ratio of 20.100 In another work, a 3B02S NF

membrane was tested in a brine with a high Mg2+/Li+ ratio, with successfully separating of

Mg2+.101 The NF membrane exhibited similar properties with a positively charged surface

and subsequent modi�cation with ethylendiamintetraacetic acid (EDTA).41,102 The stability

of NF membranes was investigated by salinity and pH. It was reported that an increasing

salt concentration of the solution strongly decreased the �ow rate. In addition, it was shown

that low pH made the separation of Mg2+ to Li+ more e�cient by increasing the dielectric

exclusion of multivalent ions. The Mg2+/Li+ ratio thereby decreased from 13.25 to 0.17.102

One other promising result was shown by Zhang et al., where a NF membrane with hydroxyl-

containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) fabricated from polyetherimide (PEI)/M-

CNTs (MPMC) was employed.103 This example achieved a separation of divalent ions from

monovalent ions of about 97 %. However, a NF membrane based on metal�organic frameworks

(MOFs) obtained the best results so far. A Mg2+/Li+ selectivity of 1815 was obtained, while

the �ux could be maintained at a high value of about 6.7 mol m-2 h-1.104 The separation of

anions present in brines or seawater was also investigated using a NF membrane.105,106

In summary, the NF membranes already show many excellent properties for separating

ions from brines and seawater. However, di�culties can occur at high Mg2+/Li+ ratios. An

even bigger problem are fouling phenomena, which can drastically deteriorate permeability

and selectivity.

Electrodialysis Electrodialysis (ED) is an electro-membrane process used, for exam-

ple, to desalinate brines.107 In ED, anion and cation exchange membranes are arranged

alternately.19 As soon as an electric �eld is switched on, the cations and anions migrate

through the ion-exchange membrane (IEM) to the respective electrodes.

For the application of membranes, the separation of monovalent from divalent ions is

fundamental since the multivalent ions are often present in a higher concentration in brines

or seawater. Therefore, the development of IEM that separate mono from divalent ions are

of great importance. This is done by replacing the standard IEM by monovalent selective

IEMs, called selective ED (S-ED).108 The monovalent ions Li+, Na+, K+ migrate through

the membrane, and the multivalent ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ are blocked. Since the

concentration of the monovalent ions is thus increased, Li2CO3 can be precipitated at 80-

90 ◦C (as it is proceeded in the commercial precipitation process of ores or brines).109

The S-ED technology was investigated in a synthetic brine with a Mg2+/Li+ mass ratio
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of 150, achieving a Li+ extraction e�ciency of 95.3 %.106 Thus, technical superiority over NF

�ltration was achieved at high Mg2+/Li+ ratios. The selectivity of Li+ over other competing

monovalent ions and anions such as SO4
2- and HCO3

- was also investigated.110,111 It was

found that K+ is more competitive to Li+ than Na+, most-likely due to the small hydration

radius. Furthermore, anion investigation showed that the migration of Mg2+ is a�ected, but

not that of Li+, which is due to the strong attraction of Mg2+ to SO4
2- and the formation of

MgHCO3. In this context, it should also be mentioned that an NF membrane has recently

been developed by Ge et al., which has achieved a double selectivity of Na+ over Mg2+

compared to the IEM.19

Besides the traditional ED, there is also the bipolar membrane ED (BMED), which �nds

application in isolating LiOH from a saline solution. Once an electric �eld is applied, the

water dissociates into H+ and OH-, which is used to produce LiOH from the original Li2CO3

compound. Purities of 95 % are obtained.112�115

S-ED can selectively separate Li+ from multivalent ions, but the e�ciency is poorer once

Li+ is separated from other monovalent ions.116,117 RTILs are a possible alternative since, as

discussed in the previous Section, they are highly selective, bring high stability, and are less

volatile. ED was combined with the RTIL TMPA-TFSI, which suppresses the transfer of Li+

from the anode to the cathode due to the low conductivity of Li+ (Figure 3.16).118 Thus, the

concentration at the anode is higher and can be recovered more easily. A separation factor of

Li+ to Na+ of 2 and Li+ to K+ of 3.5 was achieved when a voltage of 2-3 V was applied.119

Figure 3.16: Illustration of the RTIL based on TMPA-TFSI ED. Li+ is blocked by the ionic mem-
brane. Reproduced from Liu et al. with permission from Elsevier.30

Brie�y, the S-ED are valuable methods to recover lithium in an environmentally friendly

way. However, further research is needed to improve selectivity, especially for the other

monovalent ions.19
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Permselective exchange membrane capacitive deionization In capacitive deion-

ization (CDI), anions and cations are adsorbed on the electrodes by an electric �eld.120�122

When the electric potential is charged or discharged, the ions are desorbed in a reverse man-

ner to regenerate the electrodes. The deionization e�ciency has been improved by capacitive

membrane ionization. In the membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI), the IEMs are in-

serted between two porous oppositely charged electrodes. The ion selectivity of the IEM

allows cations and anions to migrate to oppositely charged electrodes.91,123 To separate ions

selectively, MCDIs have been extended with a permselective exchange MCDI (PSMCDI),

which can be used to separate lithium and keep energy consumption low. A typical PSMCDI

setup is shown in Figure 3.17. Li+ migrates through the monovalent cationic exchange mem-

brane before adsorbing at the cathode. Mg2+ is blocked by the membrane and remains in

feed solution. The energy consumption was just about 1.8 Wh·mol-1 Li+, which is much lower

than the traditional ED technology (40-270 Wh·mol-1 Li+).124,125

Figure 3.17: Illustration of PSMCDI lithium extraction of the adsorption (left) and desorption
process (right). Reproduced with permisson from Shi et al. from Elsevier.126

Brie�y, some of the promising membrane technologies and their advantages and disadvan-

tages are summarized in Table 3.3. NF is an e�ective method to reduce the ratio of Mg2+/Li+.

ED with monovalent IEMs, bipolar membrane, and the liquid membrane has established many

new methods for Li+ isolation. However, this method is only relevant for low concentrations.

Also, the production is complex and thus limits the application on a technical scale.

Many di�erent methods have been presented in this Chapter. Some of these techniques

are already in industrial use, some are about to be commercialized, and some still need further

research. In summary, many attempts have been made to improve extraction e�ciencies and

rates, increase the selectivity of Li+ over Mg2+ and Na+, improve cyclic performance, and

optimize and simplify operating conditions. Multiple functional groups such as β-ketones have

been used as synergists or ionic liquids through various organic syntheses in solvent extraction.

The main problem of organic compounds is their production of it, which is associated with a

high cost and e�ort. The LIS technology is currently receiving much attention because of its

excellent selectivity, high thermal capacity, and good cycling stability. This method is still

limited industrially, as there are some uncertainties about the de/intercalation mechanism and

the mold processing still poses some problems. Membrane electrodialysis combining solvent
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Table 3.3: Overview of membrane-based technologies.95

Method Mechanism Scale E�ciency Advantage Limitation

NF

Steric hin-
derance,
Donnan
exclusion

Full

SF of Li+

over Mg2+

is 2.6-10.4,
with MOFs
1815

low footprint

Membrane
fouling, high
investment
and operation
costs

S-ED

Electrical
potential
di�erence
as a driving
force for
moving ions

Pilot
Recovery
>95 %

High selectiv-
ity of monova-
lent ions and
eco-friendly

Membrane
fouling, energy
cost increases
with increas-
ing saltinity

PSMCDI
Electrostatic
adsorption

Laboratory
Recovery
>83 %

High e�-
ciency and
eco-friendly

Low desorp-
tion e�ciency

extraction and electrochemistry has also made some progress. However, further research is

needed to ensure the applicability at high salt concentrations and obtain the material at a

low cost.

An in�uential functional group that has been ignored so far is the compound of the CEs.

In this thesis, the main focus is based on this group of organic adsorbers. In the following

Chapter about Supramolecular Chemistry, the category of adsorbers is described in detail and

the reason for choosing it in this work will be explained.
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3.3 Supramolecular chemistry

This Chapter describes supramolecular chemistry, which has already been considered a very

e�ective method for selectively obtaining metal ions. What makes this chemistry so special

and why it is well suited to extract lithium ions from brines or seawater will be explained in

detail.

Supramolecular chemistry is also referred to as the chemistry beyond the molecules. In

1987, Jean-Marie Lehn, Donald J. Cram, and Charles J. Pedersen received the Nobel Prize

for developing molecules that form structure-speci�c interactions with each other without

forming covalent bonds.127,128 The linkage of the molecules occurs through ionic bonds,

hydrogen bonds (and other dipolar interactions), metal coordination interactions, halogen

bonds, and aromatic stacking. A typical example is a CE�metal bond, where the CE is the

host and the metal ion the guest ion (Figure 3.18). In host�guest bonding, the guest orients

itself in the intrinsic binding cavity of the host. The binding energy between host and guest

is a measurable quantity and is often presented as a characteristic feature to determine the

energetic state of the new resulting bond. The formed supramolecule has unique properties

that go beyond the properties of the individual components.

Figure 3.18: CE�cation interaction exemplary shown for the 15-crown-5 and Li+.

In the following, the newly formed bond of the supramolecule and its features is described.

To keep things simple, it will be de�ned using a commonly known host�guest interaction. The

host is usually a large molecule such as an enzyme or a macrocycle with a cavity containing

convergent binding sites like basic Lewis donor atoms or hydrogen bond donors. The guest can

be a cation, anion, ion pair, dye, analyte, hormone, pheromone, or neurotransmitter, which

have divergent binding sites such as a spherical Lewis acidic, metal cation or hydrogen bond

acceptor anion. The binding site is de�ned as the part that can participate in non-covalent

binding.

Besides the host�guest interaction, many other reaction processes lead to the formation

of supramolecules. An essential di�erence between host�guest binding, which often occurs in

solution, is the host has extra molecular cavities that are only important in crystalline solids

(Figure 3.19). Cavities are the gaps between multiple hosts. In contrast, in cavitands, the
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host has permanent intramolecular cavities, which are based on a thermodynamic equilibrium

bonding process, while in the crystallization process, host-guest bonding is a thermodynam-

ically and a kinetically driven process (resulting from the transition from solution to solid).

Moreover, in crystals, not every host is occupied by a guest, so they can be non-stoichiometric.

Systems that can self-assemble, such as gels, liquid crystals, and supramolecular polymers,

forming non-covalent bonds, also belong to the supramolecular structures class (in Section

3.6., 3.7, and 3.8, the topic of self-assembly is discussed in further detail).

Figure 3.19: Types of supramolecular assembly process by a cavitate and guest, crystal packing of
host molecules, in the solid state to obtain a lattice inclusion complex, and spontaneous self-assembly
molecule. Reproduced with permisson from J-W. Steed and J.L. Atwood from John Wiley and Sons
(Figure 1.1 and 1.3 were combined).129

In conclusion, modern supramolecular chemistry goes far beyond the original de�nition of

the host�guest interaction. It includes molecular devices and machines, molecular recognition,

self-assembly, self-organization, crystal engineering, supramolecular materials, and dynamic

covalent chemistry. It also has an overarching signi�cance in biology and nanochemistry.

Due to its rapid development, supramolecular chemistry has become a valuable tool to unite

molecules and materials, especially crucial for modern technology.129
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3.3.1 Nature of supramolecular interactions

This Chapter intends to explain the choice of adsorbents, the mechanism of ion complexation,

and its dependence on various parameters that are part of Publications 1, 2, 4, and 5.

In supramolecular chemistry, at least two atoms are part of the structure, held together

by non-covalent chemical bonds such as hydrogen bonding, ion pairing, interactions between

π-acids and π-bases, metal-ligand bonding, Van-der-Waals attractive forces, solvent reorgani-

zation, and partially formed and broken covalent bonds (transition states). When considering

the supramolecular system, it is advisable to examine the di�erent interactions and the e�ects

that are important in both interaction sides, such as solvation, ion-pairing, crystal lattice, to

understand the complex system better. The di�erent interactions and e�ects will be explained

in more detail based of the textbook of J-W. Steed and J.L. Atwood "Supramolecular chem-

istry" and S. Kubik "Supramolecular chemistry".129,130 Attempts were made to present more

current research results to illustrate examples of the respective interactions.

3.3.1.1 Ion�ion interaction

The ion�ion interaction is the prototype of an electrostatic interaction between a positively and

negatively charged ion and is comparable in strength to the covalent bond (100-350 kJ mol-1).131,132

The energy of this interaction is described according to Coulomb's law (Eq. 3.10).126,133 The

values q1 and q2 are the charges of the particles, ε the dielectric constant of the solvent or

medium, and ε0 the dielectric constant of the vacuum. As soon as q1 and q2 have di�erent

charges, the attraction energy of the particles is E < 0. Based on Eq. 3.10, the attraction

becomes weaker when the distance between the ions increases or the medium becomes more

polar. It is worth mentioning that Eq. 3.10 assumes only point charges.134 However, in reality,

ions have �nite radii and come together only up to a certain distance since the electron clouds

of the respective ions repel each other at some point. In addition, the relative permittivity

only partially explains the e�ects of the medium. Solvation of the binding sites, i.e., the direct

interaction of binding sites and solvent molecules and reorganization of the solvent molecules

as soon as a supramolecular structure is formed, are crucial for the actual interaction of the

molecules.129

E =
q1 · q2

4 · π · ε · ε0 · r
(3.10)

Furthermore, ions also exist in di�erent structures. For example, inorganic anions can be

linear, trigonal, planar, tetrahedral, or octahedral.135 For organic ions, the structures are even

more complex; their interaction depends on the approach direction of the binding partner.

In addition, charges are distributed throughout the molecule by inductive and mesomeric

e�ects. Therefore, electrostatic interactions in such molecules are weaker and depend on

many more factors than shown in Eq. 3.10. Nevertheless, the formula gives information about

the e�ciency of the exchange, which is directly correlated with the number of charges of the

bonding partners.129
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3.3.1.2 Ion�dipole interaction

Ion�dipole interactions occur between a charged molecule and polar uncharged molecules.136

Their strength depends on the magnitude of the ion's attractive and repulsive forces and the

polarized partial charges of a molecule. The bonding of a Li+ with a polar component such

as water is an example of an ion�dipole interaction. The hydration enthalpy (∆H0

hydr), which

is crucial for ions in water, decreases in the following order: Mg2+ > Ca2+ > Li+ > Na+ >

K+; -1949 > -1604 > -531 > -416 > -334 kJ mol-1.129,137 The energies are crucial and result

from the primary and secondary hydration sphere, which is especially e�ective for the Li+

and thus results in a low conductivity. Eq. 3.11 determines the dipole bond with θ, the angle

between the dipole of the point charge to the dipole moment µ (µ1 = q2 · l), and the distance

l between the charges forming the dipole.129,136

E =
µ1 · q2 · cos(θ)

4 · π · ε · ε0 · r2
(3.11)

Figure 3.20: Illustration of the ion�dipol interaction with l the distance between the partial charges,
r the distance between the cation and the diatomic molecule, and θ the angle. In the presented image
E = 0, since θ = 90◦. The idea of the illustration was inspired by the work of J-W. Steed and J.L.
Atwood.129

Coordinative bonds (formerly dative bonds) are also part of the ion�dipole interactions

that interact with non-polarizable metal cations and hard bases (see Figure 3.18). The hydra-

tion energies of anions resulting from ion�dipole interactions are usually very high and must

be balanced by the receptor. Thus, anion receptors in water are much more likely to bind if

they carry a positive charge.129,130

Table 3.4 shows the ∆H0

hydr of some cations and anions often found in brines or seawater.

Ion�dipole interactions increase linearly with the charge density of the ion, with the smaller

ions having stronger ∆H0

hydr and thus interacting better with water molecules.130,137 The

charge distribution for small ions to a smaller volume is higher compared to charge density

distributed to a larger volume. Therefore, electrostatic potential is less negative, and the

electrostatic interaction is weaker. Moreover, the enthalpy of hydration decreases for I- > Br-

> Cl- > F-.129,130,137
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Comparing Li+ and Mg2+, which have a very similar ionic radius in aqueous solution

(Li+ = 0.60 Å and Mg2+ = 0.65 Å), ∆H0

hydr of Mg2+ is almost four times larger than the

one from Li+, which correlates with Eq. 3.11. ∆H0

hydr of anions is generally larger than of

cations, although, for example, the ionic radius of F- is larger than Na+. This higher ∆H0

hydr

results due to the orientation of the water molecules to the ion's �rst hydration shell. In the

case of the cation, the water molecule approaches with the oxygen atom and in the case of

the anion with the positively polarized protons, which are smaller than the oxygen atoms

(Figure 3.21). The water molecules approach the anions at a minimal distance so that the

ion�dipole interaction is stronger in comparison with the cation�oxygen interaction.129,130

Table 3.4: ∆H0
hydr and ionic radius of anions and cations. Data was taken from S. Kubik.130

Cation
Cation
radius [Å]

∆H0

hydr

[kJ mol-1]
Anion

Anion
radius [Å]

∆H0

hydr

[kJ mol-1]
Li+ 0.60 -531
Na+ 0.95 -416 F- 1.36 -510
K+ 1.33 -334 Cl- 1.81 -367
Mg2+ 0.65 -1949 Br- 1.95 -336
Ca2+ 0.99 -1604 I- 2.16 -291

Figure 3.21: Illustration of the interaction between the water molecule and an anion or cation, which
is orientated viceversa, respectively. The idea of the illustration was taken from S. Kubik.130

3.3.1.3 Dipole�dipole interaction

A dipole�dipole interaction is very weak (5-50 kJ mol-1) and results from two or more un-

charged polar molecules.138 Such an interaction is observed in solvents with a permanent

dipole moment. These include, for example, water, chloroform, acetone, or dimethyl sulfox-

ide (DMSO). The dipoles are aligned so that the positive and negative ends can approach

each other. How strong a dipole�dipole bond is depends on the magnitude of the dipole

moment and the arrangement of the dipoles. Eq. 3.12 describes this behavior. With the

energy dependency by the factor
1

r3
, it is clear that the energy drops more rapidly as the

distance of the dipoles moves away compared to the ion�ion and ion�dipole interactions.

The last term represents the arrangement of the dipoles in space by the angles θ1, θ2 and ϕ

(Figure 3.22).129,130
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E = −

µ1 · µ2

4 · π · ε · ε0 · r3
(2 · cos θ1 · cos θ2 − sin θ1 · sin θ2 · cosϕ) (3.12)

Figure 3.22: Illustration of the dipole interaction at the distance r and the angles θ1, θ2 and ϕ

representing the orientation of the dipoles in space. The illustration was inspired by the work of S.
Kubik and J.W. Atwood.129,130

3.3.1.4 Hydrogen bonding

Hydrogen bonds are one of the most essential interactions other than covalent interactions,

which are of particular importance in biochemistry, such as the structure of desoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA), whose double helix is based on hydrogen bonds.139 These bonds behave similarly

to ion�dipole or dipole�dipole interactions, depending on the structure of the binding partner

created by an electronegative atom and a proton-containing interaction partner. Strictly

speaking, hydrogen bonding is a combination of electrostatics, polarization and dispersion.129

Figure 3.23 shows the schematic structure of a hydrogen bond. X-H is the hydrogen bond

donor with X (usually an electronegative heteroatom). Y is a neutral or charged molecule

that is the binding partner of the proton donor and interacts with the positively polarized

hydrogen atom. This includes not only electronegative heteroatoms but also π-systems.130

Figure 3.23: Schematic illustration of the hydrogen bond with H being the proton, X typically
the electronegative heteroatom, Y the hydrogen acceptor, and Z the corresponding molecule species
(left). An exemplary hydrogen bonding between electronegative atoms (red δ−) and proton-containing
partners (blue δ+) is presented (right).

Depending on the molecule, the electrostatic interactions of H and Y can vary. The

strength of the alternating e�ect can be investigated by IR and NMR spectroscopy.140 As

soon as hydrogen bonding occurs between H and Y, the strength of the X-H bond decreases.

This weakening causes the X-H vibrational band to move to lower wavenumbers and become

more intensive and broader in the IR spectrum. At the same time, a new H-Y vibrational
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band is formed, which can also observed in the IR spectrum. In the NMR spectrum, hydrogen

bonding causes a shielding of the proton; therefore, the signal of the proton participating in

hydrogen bonding shifts to lower frequencies.130,140

The strength of the interaction of proton transfer from the donor to the acceptor is de-

termined by the degree of acidity of the donor and the degree of the base of the acceptor.

A complete proton transfer is also possible if it is thermodynamically favored. However,

it leads to an ion pair that forms a salt bridge, stabilized by hydrogen bonding and ionic

interactions.130

As shown in Figure 3.23, hydrogen bonding can occur at multiple sites, leading to symmet-

ric bonding of the molecules.141,142 Such bonds are strong and comparable to a weak covalent

bond (50-150 kJ mol-1 in the gas phase). However, hydrogen bonds are usually weaker than

this and range between 15-50 kJ mol-1 and may even be less than 15 kJ mol-1 in exceptional

cases, making them similarly weak as dispersion interactions.130

Features of the hydrogen bond donor The strength of the hydrogen bond depends on

the size of the partial charge.143 In the series HI < HBr < HCl < HF, the donor strength

increases with increased electronegativity. The trend follows the size of the dipole moments

and not their acidity, which would be most prominent for HI and most minor for HF. However,

as soon as the proton is bound to structurally similar molecules with the same atomic species,

the electron density of the proton can be shifted by the substituents, which leads to a better

hydrogen bond donor and stabilizes the negative charge caused by the deprotonation. Thus,

a correlation between acidity and donor strength can also be observed in these cases. An

example is the acetic acid derivative with electronegative substituents (e.g., Cl) in the α

position, which shifts the electron density of the acid. The more chlorine atoms present, the

higher the hydrogen bond donor strength (Figure 3.24).130

NH groups` hydrogen bond donor strength, e.g., amides or thioamides, behaves similarly.

Sulfur has a larger atomic radius than oxygen and can carry a more negative charge. There-

fore thiols are more acidic than alcohol compounds. The charge transfer from N to S in

thioamides is greater than the charge transfer from N to O in amides, and thus the NH

groups in thioamides are also better hydrogen bond donors (Figure 3.24).130,144,145

However, it is worth mentioning that weakly polarized X-H bonds also act as hydrogen

bonding donors. Even C-H bonds can work as such, depending enormously on structural

parameters, such as electronegative substituents on the carbon atom that increase the partial

charge on the proton or the hybridization of the C atom, which is strongest for sp orbitals

and weakest for sp3 orbitals. Therefore, aromatic C-H bonds are suitable hydrogen bond

donors. Prominent examples are the 1,4-disubstituted and 1,2,3-triazole rings, which combine

an intensely polarizing CH group with a signi�cant dipole moment resulting from the three

nitrogen atoms.130,146,147
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Figure 3.24: Electrostatic potential of X-H bonds and the corresponding dipolmoment (above)
and the electrostatic potential as well as pKa value for some α acetic acid derivates and N -methyl
acetamide and N -methyl thioacetamide. The data was taken from S. Kubik and the illustration was
inspired by this work as well.130

Features of the hydrogen bond acceptor Hydrogen bonding is particularly pronounced

for anions with a high charge density. In the case of halogenides, the charge density increases

in the following order I- < Br- < Cl- < F-. The same tendency occurs when water molecules

hydrate anions; this property can be considered hydrogen bonding. For neutral molecules, the

situation is more complex. Oxygen atoms have a higher electronegativity and higher partial

charge than nitrogen atoms and are therefore better acceptors; �uorine, on the other hand,

is a very poor acceptor (but in the halogen series, the strongest acceptor) since it has a very

strong electronegativity and does not like to share electrons. Moreover, elements from the

third period like sulfur or phosphorus are very weak acceptors because these atoms are huge

and have a small electronegativity and, therefore, a small charge density.130,148

Geometry of the hydrogen bond As soon as interactions are linked to dipoles, the

directional dependence plays an important role, as Eq. 3.11 and 3.12. The hydrogen bonds

behave analogously, which are most pronounced as soon as the proton approaches the point of

highest electron density in the acceptor. The optimal arrangement is where the donor points

directly towards the free electron pair of the acceptor. The alignment can be explained by

the valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) theory model. This shows that amines or

nitriles as acceptors form linear hydrogen bonds preferentially, and X-H bonds are orientated

to acceptors with more than one lone pair at a certain angle.130,149,150
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Number of hydrogen bonds Besides structural aspects also the number of hydrogens

play an essential role. Generally, the complex stability increases with higher number of hy-

drogen bondings, however, this is only possible if structural constraints will not occur on the

compound. Such bonds do not always necessarily lead to a more stable bond, especially when

the geometries deviate signi�cantly from the optimal geometry. However, multiple bonds can

also be generated by two or more parallel hydrogen bonds in spatial proximity. In this case,

the number of bonds and their orientation is decisive for the stability of the bond. A typical

example is double-stranded DNA.151,152

Figure 3.25: Some examples of multi bond hydrogen bond interactions with A representing the
acceptors and D, the donors. (a) illustrates the doubly (b) triply, and (c) quadruply hydrogen bonded
arrays. The solid line labels attractive interactions, while the dashed line illustrates the repulsive
interactions, respectively. Reproduced with permission from L. J. Karas.153

The complexes are most stable when one binding partner consists exclusively of donors and

the other consists only of acceptors. In addition to the attractive interactions, there are also

repulsive interactions between two or more protons, reducing the stability. If only repulsive

interactions occur, the complex stability decreases by several orders of magnitude.130,154,155

3.3.1.5 Halogen bonding

The halogen bond is also a non-covalent interaction that behaves similarly to hydrogen bonds.

In contrast to the hydrogen bond discussed above, a halogen instead of a proton is shared

between donor and acceptor components. The strength of the interaction increases in the

following tendency: Cl < Br < I. In the hydrogen and halogen bond interactions, both,

donor and acceptor are electronegative or contain electron-withdrawing atoms or groups. The

acceptor is often a Lewis base (with free electron pairs). In contrast to the halogen bond,

in the hydrogen bond, the proton is partially positively charged, and thus the attractive

interaction is well understood. In the case of the halogen interaction, however, it is not

apparent at �rst glance that its bond of an electronegative atom, the halogen, interacts with

other electronegative compounds. Analysis of the electrostatic potential surface of an organic

halide shows that the charge distribution around the halogen is anisotropic, with a negative

potential around the axis superimposed on the X-Hal bond and a positive potential observed
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in the X-Hal extension of the bond, the so-called σ-hole. In Figure 3.26, some example halogen

compounds are shown.130,156,157

Figure 3.26: Molecular electrostatic potential of the internal surface in Hartrees of a) CF3F, b)
CF3Cl, c) CF3Br, d) CF3I. One �uor atom is not visible in the structure view since it is located on
the other side of this surface illustration. The color code covers the potential range with red and
blue being the absolute maximum in the negative and positive potential, respectively. Reprinted with
permission from Clark et al. from Springer (Fig. 1-4 were combined).157

The �uorine hemisphere is negative, as shown in Figure 3.26a, but the positive region is

more substantial the more signi�cant the halogen atom (indicated by the yellowish to red

transition). The σ-hole is the reason for the halogen bond interactions, but these are not only

dependent on the halogen atom but also strongly dependent on the halogen environment. For

example, the halogen compound CF3Cl, CF3Br, and CF3I are stronger with the three elec-

tronegative �uorine atoms; without them e.g., the CH3Cl structure shows no σ-hole.130,156,157

The σ-hole is induced by the halogen atom's orbitals and hybridization. The degree of

hybridization is low in halogens so that the free electron pairs occupy the s, px or py orbital.

The pz orbital is thus available for bond formation. The visibility of the σ-hole at the X-Hal

bond is due to the orthogonality of the p orbitals and the depletion of the electron density.

As shown in Figure 3.26, �uorine atoms do not show the formation of a σ-hole. Fluorine

is the element with the highest electronegativity and the most signi�cant amount of sp3

hybridization; these properties reduce the anisotropy of the charge distribution around the

halogen atom. The directionality of the halogen bond also has a considerable e�ect on the size

of the σ-hole, so even slight deviations from the ideal angle of 180 degrees lead to the reduction

of the positive potential. Electrostatic models can help to observe this direction dependence.

The necessity and importance of these models will be discussed in more detail in Section

3.4. However, it is worth mentioning that those models cannot explain the whole complexity

of such interactions, however, they can help to understand the situation in supramolecular

systems.130,156,157
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At the beginning of the Chapter, the similarity of the halogen bond to the hydrogen

bond was pointed out. In the following, the essential di�erences between these bonds will be

explained. In the halogen bond, the positive potential can be changed considerably by simply

replacing the halogen atom. In addition, the anisotropy e�ect causes the halogen bond to have

a signi�cant degree of directionality. Furthermore, halogens as for example iodine are much

softer than a proton and prefer softer acceptors. Thus, they are less susceptible to solvent

e�ects because the solvation e�ect is not as pronounced as for protons. Halogen bonds are

therefore called the "hydrophobic sister interaction" of hydrogen bonding.130,156,157

3.3.1.6 Cation�π interactions

This Chapter discusses the interactions between a π-system and cations in more detail, since

this thesis deals with lithium complexation. Before the π-cation interactions are described in

more detail, one of the best-known π-systems, the benzene ring, is described.130

Figure 3.27a shows the electrostatic potential surface for benzene. Both ring surfaces show

a pronounced negative potential (red area). The six C-H bonds shift the electron density

towards the edge forming a positive potential. The six dipoles of the C-H bond combine to

form a permanent quadrupole moment, characterized by two dipoles adjacent to each other.

These two dipoles compensate each other; the benzene ring is apolar. As soon as a cation

approaches the center of one side, an attraction develops between the benzene ring and the

cation. This interaction is called the cation�π interaction and is not limited to benzene rings

but a wide range of π-compounds. The �rst observation of such an interaction was between

benzene and a potassium ion in the gas phase.130,158

Lariat ethers, CE with additional substituents, are another well-known example for π-

cation interactions. The lariat ether in Figure 3.28 shows a stretched conformation in the

solid-state, in that the indolyl groups point away from the ring. Without π-cation interactions,

the conformation of the compound will not change, but as soon as these interactions take place,

a conformational change occurs; both indolyl rings surround the ion.130,159

Figure 3.27: Electrostatical surface potential surface of benzene, �uorobenzene, chlorobenzene, and
bromobenzene.Reprinted from Mottishaw et al. from ACS (permission was not required).158

Electrostatic models have shown that the strength of the π-cation interaction is strongest

when the cation is above or below the benzene ring, where the most negative potential is

located. In the case of benzene, this would be in the middle of the ring. Some other benzene

derivatives with their associated electrostatic potentials are shown in Figure 3.29.130
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Figure 3.28: Molecular structure of N,N' -bis(2-(3-indolyl)ethyl)-4,13-diaza-18-crown-6, the solid-
state X-ray structure and its complex with K+ (from left to right). Reprinted with permission from
W. Lu et al. from Elsevier.159

Figure 3.29: Molecular structure of the electrostatic potential surface of various benzene derivates
and the corresponding electron density surfaces (0.001 e/au3) . Reused with permission from Wheeler
and Houk from ACS.160

As soon as the arrangement of the cation deviates from this position, the weakening of the

bonds is seen as the electrostatic interaction is reduced. Electrostatic models showed that the

interaction between a cation and a π-system is strongly dependent on the charge density for

the π-cation interaction in the gas phase. For alkali metal ions, the interaction increases in the

following trend: rubidium (Rb+) < K+ < Na+ < Li+. However, this trend is a�ected by the
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solvent. For example, lithium and sodium ions in water show complexes with benzene weaker

than rubidium ions in water since the a�nity to form solvation shells is very high. Therefore,

the interaction in the solution depends on the cation-π interaction's intrinsic strength and the

solvation shell's strength.130,161

3.3.1.7 Anion�π interactions

Anion-π interactions are based on electrostatic interactions between an anion and the positive

potential of electron-de�cient aromatic systems (see Figure 3.30), which is further enhanced

when the anion is close enough to the π-system to exert ion-induced polarization to the π-

system.162 However, these interactions have been di�cult to detect experimentally and it

is not easy to attribute determined binding energies exclusively to the anion�π interaction.

The anion�π exchange has not yet been established, but it is becoming critical.130 Since the

anions have been less intensively investigated in this work, they will not be discussed in more

detail. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that such an interaction exists. For readers, who

may want to have more background on this topic, the works of Schottel et al.,162 Politizer et

al.,163 and Erdelyi164 are recommended.

Figure 3.30: Molecular structure of the electrostatic potential surface of 1,3,5 triazine and tri�uoro-
1,3,5-triazine. Reprinted with permission from Schottel et al. from chemical society reviews.162

3.3.1.8 Aromatic�aromatic interactions

As already shown in the cation�π and anion�π interactions, aromatic systems have regions of

positive and negative electrostatic potential. Thus, interactions among two aromatic systems

can also occur, provided the arrangement of these aromatics is favorable. In the example of

benzene, the arrangements T-shaped (or edge-to-face) arrangement of two benzenes are most

favorable because the positively polarized hydrogen atoms along the edge approach the face of

the other benzene ring where the most negative electrostatic potential is highest (Figure 3.31).

Aromatic rings can also be arranged in parallel if substituents of the aromatic compounds

prevent a perpendicular arrangement or if solvent e�ects force such an arrangement. In the

parallel con�guration, the interaction is attractive only if the aromatic structures are shifted,
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i.e., the edge of the aromatic ring lies over the negatively polarized portion of the other

aromatic system. If the aromatic rings are stacked, there is no interaction, and therefore the

often mentioned π�π stacking in literature, which is often equated with an interaction, should

be viewed with caution. Stacking is favored only when the two aromatic rings have opposite

electrostatic potential. An example of such interactions are benzene and hexa�uorobenzene

(see Figure 3.31 right).130,165,166

Figure 3.31: The molecular structure of the electrostatic potential surface of two benzene rings
arranged in stacked, t-shaped, and parallel displaced formation and the stacked conformation of
benzene and �uoro benzene (from left to right). Reprinted with permission from Matthews et al.
from royal society of chemistry.165

The π�π interaction goes beyond electrostatic interactions if the highest occupied molec-

ular orbital (HOMO) of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)

of the acceptor are correctly aligned so that the energy gap between them is so small that

superposition of the orbitals occurs. These mentioned charge-transfer interactions are often

visually visible since the electron transfer from the HOMO to the LUMO requires energy in

the visible range. Thus, such interactions can be observed in the ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis)

spectrum.167
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3.3.1.9 Dispersion interactions

The weakest non-covalent interaction is the dispersion or Van-der-Waals interaction. They

are the basis for interactions between apolar atoms or molecules without anisotropic charge

distributions like noble gases or alkanes. These interactions are described by the Lennard-

Jones potential V LJ, which is divided into an repulsive (positive sign) and an attracting

(negative sign) term (Eq. 3.13).?,130

VLJ = 4ε[(
σLJ

r
)12 − (

σLJ

r
)6] (3.13)

The variable σ describes the distance at which attraction and repulsion cancel each other

out so that V LJ = 0 (σLJ = r). ε, which depends on the polarizability of the bonding partners,

describes the hardness of the interaction. Figure 3.32 describes the relationship between V LJ

and r. It can be observed that repulsion occurs at small distances, i.e., where orbitals of

the interacting molecules overlap (Pauli repulsion). At a distance of r > σLJ, a small region

is attractive; with a larger r to σLJ ratio, the attraction becomes weaker with a factor of

r -6. Since the strength of the induced dipole-dipole interactions increases with the increasing

polarizability of the binding partners, the small range of attraction is often explained by

oscillating dipoles. The movement of electrons in the molecule causes a �uctuating dipole

moment, forming a complementary dipole moment with the respective binding partner.130

Figure 3.32: Lennard-Jones-potential.

Dispersion interactions increase in strength as the contact areas between two molecules in-

crease. Intramolecular dispersion interactions are the basis for the stabilization of strongly hin-

dered molecules. In Figure 3.33, two steric molecules are shown: 1,1,1,2,2-hexaphenylethane

(left) and 1,1,1,2,2, hexakis(3,5-di-tert-butyl phenyl)ethane (right). The latter should be more

unstable due to the even larger sterical groups; however, this molecule is more stable because of

the intramolecular dispersion interaction of the tert-butyl groups with the aromatic residues.

Since supramolecular complexes are structurally complex and often have many functional

groups (polarizable units), intermolecular dispersion interactions lead to similarly strong sta-
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bilizations.130,168 Such interactions are weak compared to the before mentioned interactions,

however the dispersion interaction should not be ignored in a complexation process.

Figure 3.33: Molecular structure of 1,1,1,2,2-hexaphenylethane (left) and 1,1,1,2,2, hexabis(3,5-
di-tert-butyl phenyl)ethane (right).To show the functional groups more clearly, bond angles of the
structure were neglected.

3.3.2 Crown ethers

In this Chapter, CEs are introduced as a structural adsorber class for cations. These adsorbent

materials represent the main part of this thesis. They were investigated in Publications 1,

2, 4, and 5. The following describes the structures, nomenclature, synthesis, and metal ion

complexation properties of CEs.

In the selective complexation of metal ions from aqueous solutions, CEs play an essen-

tial role as adsorber material and have been studied for several decades. CEs consist of

ethyleneoxy units and form macrocyclic polyether rings that can crown metal ions. Charles

J. Pedersen was the discoverer of this chemical structure class. Since CEs can appear in a

wide variety of modi�cations, the international union of pure and applied chemistry (IUPAC)

names can become very complicated, long, and confusing. Therefore, Pedersen proposed the

term crown for macrocyclic polyether rings. The CEs nomenclature has prevailed until today.

The preceding number indicates the total number of atoms in the ring, and the trailing num-

ber speci�es the heteroatoms in the ring. If substitutes such as benzene rings are connected

to the CE, the pre�x benzo is placed in front. The pre�x aza and thia is used for nitrogen

and sulfur, respectively, if nitrogen or sulfur atoms are replaced as donor atoms instead of

the general oxygen donor atom within the CE ring. Some examples of the nomenclature are

illustrated in Figure 3.34. Some of these structures can be found in Publications 2, 4 and 5.

Synthesis of crown ethers The CE structures are predominantly prepared via Williamson

ether synthesis as shown in publication 1. Diols react with ditosylates or dihalogenides (dichlo-

rides, dibromides, or diiodides) in the presence of a base to form CEs. During the synthesis

of CEs and the desired [1+1] macrocyclization, [2+2] products or even larger rings can also

be produced. Williamson ether synthesis is an irreversible reaction. Therefore, product for-

mation is kinetically controlled. The product with the lowest Gibbs free energy of activation

dominates in the reaction mixture. If the product is a ring with a favorable ring tension,
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Figure 3.34: Illustration of some CE structures and their corrosponding names according to the
rules of the CE nomenclature.

there is no enthalpic loss for the system. The process is entropy controlled. Thus, both en-

thalpy and entropy play essential roles in CE synthesis. Therefore, intramolecular as well as

intermolecular reaction pathways must be considered. Intramolecular reactions are usually

entropically more favorable because the number of molecules in the solution is not reduced.

Therefore, as far as small or medium-sized rings are formed as a product, such reactions

are very e�cient. However, suppose the distance between the two reacting groups becomes

larger, the entropic term of the intramolecular interaction becomes less favorable. The linear

precursor loses conformational degrees of freedom in forming a new conformation during ring

formation. Therefore, macrocycles usually have low yields.

One method to suppress the formation of larger rings and increase the yield of smaller

rings is to add a cation as a template that �ts well into the cavity of the formed CE ring, such

as the addition of K+ to synthesize the 18-crown-6 (18C6) CE (see Figure 3.35). In this case,

the cation most-likely does not in�uence the �rst reaction of the groups, but it does impact

the direct building of the product. This results in folding of the linear chain and consequent

convergence of the reacting groups. The unfavorable activation entropy is thus reduced, and

the disadvantageous term, which is related to the restriction of conformational mobility, is

compensated for by complex formation. Incorporating ion templates reduces the Gibbs free

energy of activation of the macrocyclization, and the formation of the [1+1] macrocyclization

can be better controlled.

Crown ether�metal ion complexes The complexation of metal ions with CEs is based on

ion�dipole interactions depending on the cation, stabilizing orbital interactions between charge

transfer and polarization, and Pauli repulsive orbital interactions.169 During complexation,

the metal is located in the center of the CE ring. The stabilization of the CE�metal ion

complex depends on several factors such as the relative sizes of the ion and the cavity of the

CE, the number and type of donor heteroatoms (according to the HSAB principle) in the

ring, the coplanarity of the oxygen atoms, the symmetrical arrangement of the heteroatoms,

steric hinderance of the CE, ion a�nity and behavior towards the solvent, and the electrical
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Figure 3.35: Illustration of the Williamson ether synthesis using a non-ionic base or K+ as a base
forming [1+1] and [2+2] macrocyclic polyethers or for the letter only the smaller 18C6 CE.

charge of the ion.127 However, it is worth mentioning that even though in some cases the

cavity size of the CE and metal ion do not match, higher ordered complexes like the so-called

sandwich or club sandwich complexes can be formed (Figure 3.36). These kind of complexes

are the reason for reduced selectivity of CE for a speci�c cation (see publication 4 and 5).170

Figure 3.36: Illustration of CE�metal ion complexes forming a sandwich (left) and a club sandwich
(right) complex. The yellow rings represent the ligand and the grew circle the metal ion.

To avoid the formation of higher ordered complexes, steric substituents can be incorpo-

rated to the CE to prevent the CEs from being orientated parallel to each other, forming

sandwich- or club sandwich complexes.170,171 Some successfully prepared CEs preventing

sandwich complexes' formation are shown in Figure 3.37. However, these CE compounds are

costly to produce and economically unfeasible.
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Figure 3.37: Bulky decalino-14-crown-4 (left) and tetradecyldecalino-14-crown-4 (right) CE.170

Crown ether as lithium ion adsorber Lithium extraction from brines can be performed

by choosing the appropriate CE size for the desired cation; an overview of the data of Li+, Na+,

K+, Mg2+, Ca2+ and the lithium selective CEs 12C4, benzo-12-crown-4 (B12C4), 14-crown-4

(14C4), benzo-14-crown-4 (B14C4), and dibenzo-14-crown-4 (DB14C4) and the corrosponding

selective order of the alkali metals Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and caesium (Cs+) are shown in

Tab. 3.5. In aqueous resources, the concentrations of Mg2+ and Na+ are usually very high,

therefore, the selectivity of these two ions over Li+ is the main challenge. Mg2+, in particular,

as the properties and ion size are very similar to Li+. Also the selectivity toward Na+ is still

a big part of current research since the lithium ion selective CEs (forming single complexes

with Li+), often form sandwich complexes with Na+.

As mentioned above, predicting a successful complexation depends on the sizes of ions and

cavity of the CEs and the HSAB theory. The latter describes a strong interaction between

atoms with high electron density (hard base) in the CE ring and ions with high electron

density (hard acids). Accordingly, oxygen in the CE ring has a stronger interaction with

Li+ than, for example, nitrogen atoms or sulfur atoms due to its higher charge density. The

signi�cant ions' size, electron density, and hardness are shown in Tab. 3.6.

Table 3.5: Parameters of lithium selective CEs.54

CE Cavity size Å Selectivity order Li/Na ratio
B12C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+ 1.8
B14C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+ (no Cs+) 4.7
DB14C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+ 0.6
12C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+,Cs+ 1.7
13C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+ 2.3
14C4 1.20-1.50 Li+> >Na+(no K+, Rb+, Cs+) 20
15C4 1.20-1.50 Li+>Na+>K+, Cs+ >Rb+ 3.5
15C5 1.70-2.20 - -
18C6 2.60-3.20 - -

Tab. 3.5 con�rms for the 14C4 the strongest Li+ selectivity. The geometric structures

from the top and the side view are presented for the complexes with Li+, Mg2+, and Na+

(Figure 3.38). The Li+ and Mg2+ are located in the plane of the oxygen atoms. While the Na+

lies above this plane, resulting from the larger ion radius compared to Li+. The 14C4 is so

far the best �tted cavity to the diameter of Li+ and causes therefore the least conformational

change of the CE. The Na+ complex, on the other hand, must undergo conformational changes
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Table 3.6: Parameters of the most commonly found cations in brines and seawater.30,172

Cation Cation diameter [Å] Charge density [q· Å-1] Hardness η [eV]
Li+ 1.48 1.11 35.1
Na+ 2.04 0.86 21.1
K+ 2.76 0.66 -
Mg2+ 1.74 2.32 32.5
Ca2+ 2.00 1.75 19.7

and less extensive desolvation of cation and ligand which leads to mutually-compensating

enthalpy and entropy changes (Figure 3.39). A detailed explanation of the thermodynamic

parameters is given in the next Section. It is worth mentioning that only single complexes

were considered.173 However, 14C4 CEs can also form sandwich complexes with ion radii that

overcome the cavity size of the 14C4 such as Na+. Therefore the selectivity of Li+ where

Na+ is present is reduced. One way to overcome the undesired sandwich complexation with

Na+, is the incorporation of steric groups (see Figure 3.37), which lower the mobility of the

CE. However, the syntheses of such CE are very complex and involve many synthetic steps.

Therefore, using such systems is not feasible on a large scale from an ecological and �nancial

point of view. In publication 1, an attractive method for the selective complexation of Li+ in

presence of other interfering alkali metal ions is presented.

It is worth mentioning, that there are other supramolecular ligands that can complex Li+,

such as spherands or cryptands. However, these groups will not be discussed since they have

not been used in this thesis.

Figure 3.38: Geometrically optimized structures of 14C4 with Li+, Mg2+, and Na+. The red dots
represent the oxygen atoms, the turquoise the carbon atoms, the white the hydrogen atoms, pink the
Li+, violet the Mg2+, and blue the Na+. Reused with permission from Tian et al. from Springer.174,175
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Figure 3.39: Thermodynamic quantity of 12-15 membered CE rings for complexes with Li+ (top)
and Na+ (bottom). Reused with permission from Inoue et al. from ACS.173

Determination of the complex stability The stability of a CE�cation complex can be

determined by the thermodynamic binding constant K. The binding constant is often named

formation constant, association constant, stability constant or complex constant K. The latter

was used in the Publications 1, 2, 4, and 5, therefore it will named the same in this thesis. The

complex constant K results from the law of mass.176,177 A typical CE�metal complexation

reaction overview can be described as shown in Eq. 3.14, where M is the metal ion and Y the

anion. The variables i and y are the stoichiometric factors of the cations and anions, z and v

the charges of the cations and anions, and n the stoichiometric factor of the CEs participating

in the complex.

(iM)z+(yY)v− + nCE → (MiCEn)
iz+(Yy)

yv
− (3.14)

By using the law of mass action and including the activities of each species, the equilibrium

constant (complexation constant) K can be established according to Eq. 3.15. The average

activity of a system can be determined via the Debye-Hückel equations, but for this, the

compositions must already be known. For highly diluted concentrations, it is assumed that

the activity coe�cient di�ers only very slightly from 1. The simpli�ed Debye-Hückel theory

is valid for ionic strengths up to 0.01 mol/L.178 The Davies equation can be used for higher

concentrations, which, however, already shows deviations of up to 10% for concentrations

above 0.5 mol/L.179,180 Since highly diluted solutions (ionic strengths below 0.01 mol/L) are

used in this work, the activities can be determined via Eq. 3.16.
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K =
[(MiCEn)

iz+(Yy)
yv

− ]

(a± · ([M z+ ]i · [Y v
− ]y)) · [CE]n

(3.15)

a± = Q · γ± · c (3.16)

The stoichiometric ratio of the ions are included via the stochiometric factor Q, γ± rep-

resents the mean activity coe�cient, and c the concentration of the species. Q is determined

according to Eq. 3.17 and the mean activity coe�cient γ± according to Eq. 3.18. The dimen-

sionless factor A is for water under standard conditions 0.509.181 The ionic strength (I s) is

determined according to Eq. 3.19. In summary, the complexation constant K can be calcu-

lated with the known concentration of the solutions according to Eq. 3.20. For K > 1, the

equilibrium is on the side of the products; for K < 1, the equilibrium is on the side of the

starting components.

Q = (ii · yy)

1

i+ y (3.17)

logγ± = −A|z+ · v−| ·
√

I s (3.18)

I s =
1

2

∑

i

c · z+ · v− (3.19)

K =
[(MiCEn)

iz+(Yy)
yv

− ]

(Q · ((γ+ · [M z+ ]i) · (γ− · [Y v
− ]y))) · [CE]n

(3.20)

If the concentrations of the metal salts in water before and after extraction are known,

the CE�cation complex can be determined according to Eq. 3.21-3.24. The indices bc and ac

refer to the species before and after complexation.

[(MiCEn)
iz+(Yy)

yv
− ] = [complex] = [M

z+
i Y v+

y ]bc − [M
z+
i Y v+

y ]ac (3.21)

[M z+ ]i = [M
z+
i Y v+

y ]bc − (i · [complex]i) (3.22)

[Y v
− ]y =

y

i
· [M

z+
i Y v+

y ]bc − (y · [complex]y) (3.23)

[CE]n = [CE]bc − (n · [complex]n) (3.24)

In this work, the extraction experiments were studied in a two-phase extraction. The CE

and the metal salts are dissolved in di�erent solvents, which are not miscible to each other.
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The volume of the two solvents must be identical. Otherwise, the volume ratio of the solvents

must be included in Eq. 3.20. This is not the case in this work, so Eq. 3.20 can be used

without hesitation to determine the complex constant K.

Thermodynamics of complexation In this Section, further thermodynamic analysis

methods are presented that provide information on the voluntariness of complex formation.

The total energy of a system (internal energy U ) is the sum of all kinetic and potential en-

ergies, which depends on temperature and pressure. Thus, the internal energy U is a state

variable. According to the 1st law of thermodynamics, the changes of the internal energy

U are equal to the sum of the supplied heat quantity dq and the performed work dw in a

closed system.182 As already described in the energy Chapter (Section 3.1), energies cannot

be generated or consumed out of nothing. According to the law of conservation of energy,

they can only be transformed into each other.

dU = δw + δq (3.25)

In a system with constant pressure p and variable volume V, a part of the volume work

pdV is exchanged with the environment, which is described by the change of the enthalpy

dH (Eq. 3.26). The enthalpy is also a state function. The amount of heat added no longer

corresponds to the change in internal energy U.183

dH = δw + δq + p · dV = dU + p · dV (3.26)

To make statements about the spontaneity of the state functions, the 2nd law of thermo-

dynamics is introduced. This states that the change in entropy dS measures the degree of

disorder, which increases in spontaneous reactions.183 The entropy change is reciprocal to the

temperature and increases proportionally with the amount of heat supplied. Since the com-

plex formation is a reversible process, the change in entropy dS is described for a reversible

process (Eq. 3.27).

dS =
δq

T
(3.27)

The supplied heat quantity dQ can be replaced with dH if the volume work performed

occurs in an isobaric system (Eq. 3.28). The change in entropy dS is spontaneous when dS

> 0. If the entropy contribution does not change during a reaction, this inevitably leads to

increased entropy in the environment (Clausius inequality, Eq. 3.29).183

dS =
dH

T
(3.28)

TdS g dH (3.29)

Based on Eq. 3.29 the Gibbs free energy dG is formed (Eq. 3.30). dG is a state variable
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that indicates the direction of a chemical reaction, which relates to the properties of the system

and does not relate to the environment. The reaction is exergonic as soon as dGT, p f 0.

When the enthalpy of the reaction decreases (dH f 0) and the entropy increases (dS g 0), the

reaction proceeds spontaneously at all temperatures. Endergonic reactions are characterized

by a dGT, p g 0.183

dG = dH − TdS (3.30)

Since all state functions depend on temperature and pressure, changes in state variables

are often given o� under standard conditions. The Gibbs-Helmholtz equation describes this

relationship (Eq. 3.31), which can also be described in relation to the equilibrium constant K

with R being the gas constant (Eq. 3.32).183

∆G◦− = ∆H◦− − T∆S◦− (3.31)

∆G = ∆G◦− − RT lnK (3.32)

In the equilibrium state, the Gibbs energy dG is 0, therefore, Eq. 3.32 can be transformed

into Eq. 3.33. By combining Eq. 3.31 and Eq. 3.33, Eq. 3.34 is obtained, the Van't Ho� equa-

tion.184,185 With this equation, the enthalpy of reaction ∆H◦− and the entropy of reaction

∆S◦− can be determined by determining the equilibrium constant (complex constant) K at dif-

ferent temperatures T (only valid for small temperature changes).183 Therefore, investigation

of varying complexation constants K at di�erent temperatures was also used in publication

1 to calculate entropy and enthalpy contributions during the CE�cation complex.

∆G◦− = −RT lnK (3.33)

lnK = −
∆H◦−

R
·
1

T
+

∆S◦−

R
(3.34)

In this Chapter, the properties of supramolecular chemistry, especially the di�erent inter-

actions that can take place, were described. The CEs were introduced, and other properties

depending on the modi�cation were explained. Thermodynamic data can help to understand

the complexation process better. Since there are many possibilities to modify CEs and thus

change the thermodynamic properties in a targeted way, a simulation method, which has

already been successfully introduced for CE systems, is presented in the following Chapter to

restrict the modi�cations of the CE in a more targeted way to obtain Li+ selective CEs.
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3.4 Electronic structure calculations

Summarized from the previous Chapter, modi�cations of CEs structures can in�uence the

selectivity toward the desired metal ion. However, syntheses of CEs and experimental eval-

uation of the thermodynamic parameters for CE�cation complexes can be challenging and

time-consuming. Multi-step syntheses often have to be carried out, and extraction experi-

ments have to be repeated several times to gain reliable data.

Quantum chemical methods can be applied to predict the binding properties of supramolec-

ular structures.186�189 During the last decade, the accuracy and e�ciency have been im-

proved by applying molecular dynamics or other statistical methods based on approximations

such as empirical force �eld methods, sometimes combined with Monte Carlo approaches or

DFT.190�192 The latter is commonly used to simulate CE complexes with metal ions.193�195

In Figure 3.40, the publication rate of DFT simulations of the last decades is shown, as well

as the Publications of DFT methods for describing CE complexes. The DFT calculation is

increasingly adopted by scientists and used for predicting structures and properties. The ap-

plication of DFT to the prediction of CEs is still scarce in comparison and currently averages

36 Publications in 2021 and 22 Publications in 2022 (Web of Science).196 In publication 2, a

comparison of CE�cation complexes is made using DFT and experimental data. Since theo-

retical chemistry is usually daunting for many scientists, the following Section is intended to

facilitate understanding of the results in publication 2 and to describe the theoretical models

based on DFT in more detail.

Figure 3.40: DFT Publications per year (blue bars) and DFT Publications on CE per year (orange
bars) according to web of science;196 Date: 10/08/2022.
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3.4.1 Density functional theory

Numerical solutions of the Schrödinger equation for a particular system are also de�ned as

electronic structure calculations.197,198 These deviate from typical theories of modeling. Such

analyses do not include external parameters and allow the study of the speculative system.

These methods are helpful qualitative support, especially concerning the determination of the

binding energies of an atom or molecule - a physical property that is physically inaccessible.

Solving the Schrödinger equation, however, is not so easily accomplished. Exact solutions of

the equations are only determinable in times that increase exponentially with size. Only very

small, simple systems can be calculated precisely. To perform calculations in a polynomial-

time window, approximations can be made, but these lead to a loss of accuracy and thus

predictability. Treatments of electron�electron interactions are one of the main problems.

Physical and chemical properties depend on electron interactions with each other and atoms.

These interactions cannot be separated or considered in approximation.199,200 Among the

most successful and well-known methods for determining electronic structures are DFT and

quantum chemistry, which describe approximations for the electron�electron interactions.201

In this work, the DFT method is applied to predict CE structures and their interactions

with metal ions. DFT calculates the electronic structures of atoms, molecules and solids based

on the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics. Unlike other methods, DFT determines

single-body density functions as fundamental variables instead of multi-body wave functions.

The density function is a function consisting of only three spatial coordinates and is therefore

applicable even for large, complicated systems. The foundations of DFT are the Hohenberg-

Kohn and Kohn-Sham theorems, which are described in the following.

3.4.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn and Kohn-Sham theorems

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem describes the properties of a system of electrons in the ground

state by the system's electron density. The theorem is divided into two parts. The �rst

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem describes the electron density in the ground state via the electric

potential on which all electrons interact (except the constant shift of the energy). The Hamil-

ton operator in the Schrödinger equation is thus �xed and all its properties. The second

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem describes that by varying the electron density in a given system

of N interacting electrons, only states with higher energy than the energy of the ground

state can be formed. The energy can be determined by systematic variation of the electron

density in the ground state. Thus, the main challenge of DFT is to �nd the corresponding

functional.202�205

The total energy of a system (E(ρ)) is described by the sum of the kinetic energy of the

electrons (T k(ρ)), the energy of the electron�nucleus interaction (Ene(ρ)), and the energy of

the electron�electron interaction (Eee(ρ)) (see Eq. 3.35). The latter term also consists of the

functional of the electrostatic repulsion between two electrons (J (ρ)) and non-classical e�ects

like the exchange correlation energy (EXC(ρ)) (Eq. 3.36). The kinetic energy has a signi�cant
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fraction of the total energy; therefore, inaccurate approximations can signi�cantly impact the

calculations.204�206

E(ρ) = T k(ρ)+ Ene(ρ) + Eee(ρ) (3.35)

Eee(ρ) = J (ρ)+ EXC(ρ) (3.36)

The exact form of the kinetic energy functional can be described using a total wave function

composed of N orbitals calculated by the slater determinant (TSD(ρ)) (total wave function

composed of N orbitals, Eq. 3.37). The electron density is determined from the sum of the

electron densities of the Kohn-Sham function (Eq. 3.38). However, it is to be noted that

an interaction-free system (reference system) is described with the slater determinant (SD).

Therefore, the reference system and the real system must have an identical electron density

since the system's energy is a functional density.204�206

TSD(ρ) =
N
∑

i=1

〈

φi

∣

∣

∣

∣

−
1

2
∇2

∣

∣

∣

∣

φi

〉

(3.37)

ρ
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r
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N
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∣
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(

→
r
)∣

∣

∣

2

(3.38)

The exact functional is determined by the di�erence between the same kinetic energy

and the one calculated with the determinant wavefunction and the di�erence between the

exact electron�electron interaction under the classical Coulomb-interaction and the form of

the exchange-correlation functional EXC(ρ) (Eq. 3.39). All not precisely determinable terms

are described in the exchange�correlation functional.206

Utilizing the e�ective potential function (veff(
→
r )), the energy of the Kohn-Sham orbitals

(EKS(ρ)) can be determined with N solutions of the system of equations, which makes the

computational e�ort less than the solution of the Schrödinger equation with N electrons since

they are independent solutions of the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 3.40). The one-electron

Schrödinger equations are also de�ned as Kohn-Sham equations (Eq. 3.41). εj de�nes the

orbital energy of the corrosponding Kohn-Sham orbital φj .205,207

EXC(ρ) = (T k(ρ)− TSD(ρ)+ Eee(ρ)− J (ρ)) (3.39)

EKS(ρ) = TSD(ρ)+ Ene(ρ) + EXC(ρ)+ J (ρ) (3.40)

−
1

2
∇2 + veff

(

→
r
)

− εjφj

(

→
r
)

= 0 (3.41)
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In Eq. 3.42, the e�ective potential function is shown with external potential function

(v(
→
r )), which describes the interaction of the electrons through the atomic nucleus. The sec-

ond more complex term describes the electrostatic interaction of the electrons with each other.

The last term, exchange�correlation potential (vxc(
→
r )), describes the exchange-correlation po-

tential with the help of which the functional can be de�ned according to Eq. 3.43.205,206

veff

(

→
r
)

= v
(

→
r
)

+

∫ p

(

→

r′
)

|
→
r −

→

r′ |
d3r′ + vxc

(

→
r
)

(3.42)

vxc =
δExc

δρ
(3.43)

The e�ective potential thus occurs in the Kohn-Sham equation and is additionally depen-

dent on the density; the solutions of these equations must be determined interactively. Thus,

the Kohn-Sham equation is solved with the newly found potential, from which a new potential

is determined until a stable solution is located (see also Self-Consistent-Field-Method).205,206

3.4.1.2 Exchange�correlation potential

By the Kohn-Sham theorem, however, the problem of the exact determination of the func-

tional was shifted towards the vxc(
→
r ). Strictly speaking, vxc(

→
r ) depends on the point r and

the electron densities at all locations. In most cases, this value cannot be determined pre-

cisely, however, it has been shown that approximations are often su�cient for the solution of

vxc(
→
r ).205,208 Three exemplary approximation methods are presented in the following.

Local density approximation (LDA): In this approximation, vxc(
→
r ) is assumed to be a

function of the electron density at the location p(
→
r ). This approximation is valid when the

density is approximately the same everywhere for conduction electrons in the metal. However,

LDA calculations lead to an overestimation of bond strengths in the general case of up to

1 eV/bond.207,208

The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) describes the approximation by density

and derivatives by location.

In the hybrid method, a part of the exchange�correlation potential is calculated according

to the DFT, and another is calculated as the exchange energy of the Kohn-Sham function as

in the Hartree-Fock method. B3LYP is one of the most known hybrid methods; since it is

much more accurate than the �rst described, nonetheless, it is also associated with the highest

computational e�ort.209,210

The most signi�cant deviations in real values or constraints are due to the exchange�

correlation potential. GGA binding energies deviate up to 20 % from experimental values.

In addition, Van-der-Waals bonds are not described since they are based on a long-range

correlation of the charge distribution. Furthermore, band gaps of HOMO and LUMO deter-

mined from Kohn-Sham functions are too low in the �rst two methods presented. Therefore,
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in publication 2, the hybrid method was chosen as an approximation method to determine

vxc(
→
r ).211

In general, the calculations of the DFT are performed in the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-

mation. Thus, only the electrons are treated quantum mechanically.212

3.4.1.3 Molecular structure optimization

The position of the atoms in a molecule indicates the structure, which has speci�c energy

for a given structure and electronic state. The potential energy surface (PES) describes the

variation of the molecule's energy in a de�ned state depending on the molecule's structure.213

Starting from the target molecular structure, the gradient method can be applied to

de�ning the minima. For this purpose, the energy gradient must be de�ned beforehand,

which can be determined via the partial derivative of E = E (
→

R) according to the nuclear

coordinates. Subsequently, the method is continued in the direction of the negative gradient

until convergence appears. The knowledge of the second derivative is, e.g. necessary for the

fast converging Newtonian method. As an optimization, quasi-Newtonian methods have been

developed using low-cost approximations of the second derivative. Both ways are used to

optimize the molecular structure.213�216

Vibrational frequency calculations can also perform the determination of a minimum.

However, local and global minima cannot be distinguished by this method. The computational

e�ort increases for more complex structures with molecule size or exciting states.205

3.4.1.4 Hirshfeld population analysis

With determinations of charge distributions within a molecule, the strength of CE�cation

complexes can be better understood by estimating the chemical interactions, which can be

determined via methods such as Mulliken, Löwdin, and Voronoi deformation density popula-

tion analysis. In particular, Hirshfeld population analysis is often used for this purpose, as it

was done in publication 2.

The Hirshfeld population analysis is based on the partitioning and weighting of the real

space derived of the overlapping atomic electron densities. A system of free unbound atoms

is designed, which are located at the same distances from each other as the real molecular

system. The atoms possess the charge density of the atoms (ρfree(r)), the sum of it is expressed

in Eq. 3.44 and represents the charge density pro molecule (ρpro(r)).217�219

ρpro(r)s =
∑

i

ρfreei (r −Ri) (3.44)

The real molecular system with density ρ(r) is partitioned into atomic fragments whose

charge densities are proportional to the densities of the system of free atoms at each locus.

The received deformation density (ρdef(r)) expresses the di�erence between the molecular and

the free atomic charge densities (Eq. 3.45). Each atomic position in the system is attributed
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a Hirshfeld weighting factor (wHirsh
i ) with regard to the atomic fractions, which is given by

Eq. 3.46. Integration over the deformation density, modi�ed by this weighting factor, gives

the net charge of the atom i to which the weighting is referred. The deviation from the

outcome of the integration to the number of electrons in the neutral state gives the desired

Hirshfeld charge as shown in Eq. 3.47. A signi�cant feature of this analysis is the stability

and diversity of the basis sets.217�219

ρdef(r) = ρ(r)− ρpro(r) (3.45)

wHirsh
i (r) =

ρfreei (r −Ri)

ρpro(r)
(3.46)

qi = −

∫

wHirsh
i (r)ρdef(r)dr (3.47)

3.4.1.5 Natural bond orbital analysis

Besides the Hirshfeld population analysis, natural bond orbitals (NBOs) analysis is another

tool for predicting electron density distributions in atoms and bonds. It is particularly well

suited for evaluating intermolecular interactions such as metal�ligand bonds.154,166,220 This

method is based on quantum mechanical calculations, �rst introduced by Löwdin.221 These

orbitals utilize the N -electron wave function based on classical Lewis bonding theory. NBOs

are part of natural localized orbitals, which also belong to the natural atomic orbitals (NAOs),

natural hybrid orbitals (NHOs), natural (semi-)localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs). They

can be classi�ed between atomic orbitals (AOs) and molecular orbitals (MOs).222

Each wave function (Ψ) feature can be reproduced by these sets of orthonormal, naturally

localized orbitals. The NBOs investigate hybridization and covalency phenomena within the

polyatomic wavefunction. The NBO model should nearly match the natural Lewis structure

(with more than 99% agreement), with free electron pairs and localized bonds. An NBO for

a conventionally localized σ-bond between the A and B atoms (σAB) is construed based on

the NHOs, which in turn results in a linear combination of NHOs with cA/B as polarization

coe�cients for atoms A and B, and hA/B as NHOs for atoms A and B (Eq. 3.48).222�224

σA,B = cAhA + cBhB (3.48)

Taking into account a maximum occupation number in combinations with orthonormality

leads to expressions that are compact for describing atomic and bonding properties within a

molecular system. The occupied NBO σA,B can be employed to characterize covalent e�ects

within the A-B bond, going from strictly covalent (cA = cB) to ionic (cA k cB) to ionic.

This e�ects in the formation of antibonding NBOs (σ∗

A,B) by analogy, characterizing the non-

covalent portions of the bond. The conventional bond can then be de�ned by the Lewis-like

donor NBO (occupation number close to 2) in combinations with the non-Lewis-like acceptor
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NBO (occupation number close to 0).222�224

The deviation of the occupation values from the optimal values is attributed to the delo-

calization of electrons, which causes a variation in the system's total energy. The drop in the

total energy attained by the mixing of donor and acceptor quanti�es the interaction between

the NBO and can be expressed by the stabilization energy E2.222�224

3.4.1.6 Solvent models

Most calculations using DFT are performed in vacuum. Solvent e�ects are not determined,

which makes comparability with experimental values di�cult. Therefore, the analyses were

extended with solvent models, which are brie�y mentioned in this Section. In publication 2,

both vacuum and solvent calculations were performed.

Individual calculations of solvent molecules take a long time to compute. Therefore, so-

lution e�ects are performed with an approximation of structureless, polarizable media. The

basic polarizable continuum model (PCM), as well as the further developed conductor-like

polarizable continuum model (C-PCM) and the integral equation formalism polarizable con-

tinuum model (IEF-PCM), are determined based on dielectric constants of the simulated

media. In publication 2, the IEF-PCM method was chosen as the solution simulation. Here,

the solute molecule is located in a solvent cavity, which is surrounded by a dielectric medium,

a shell of solvent spheres located at the cavity surface. It polarizes the dielectric medium,

which induces an electrostatic �eld on the solute molecule, and therefore in�uences the elec-

tron density of the molecule. Thus, IEF-PCM considers the impact of the surrounding charge,

which predicts the reaction potential of the molecules within the solute cavity. One of the

main bene�ts of this model is the various possibilities of solvent environments.225�229
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3.5 Lithium selective polymer materials

Lithium extraction and CE were described in detail in the previous Chapters. The complex

properties were supported using DFT to avoid costly synthetic preparation of CE. The

following Chapter describes polymer-based CE systems. In addition, the industrial importance

of these materials will be highlighted. Since polymers are a particular structural class that we

encounter in many di�erent forms in daily life, polymers are �rst described in general, as well

as their syntheses and unique properties. Subsequently, the linkage of polymers with CEs is

discussed, which are part of Publications 3, 4, and 5.

3.5.1 Polymers

Polymers consist of repeating smaller chemical units (monomers) which are combined to a

larger structure by a series on building blocks forming a polymer chain. Polymers can include

hundreds to over million atoms. The longer the chain, the heavier the weight of the polymer

chain, the higher the viscosity due to the greater surface area. However, if we think about

a chain, we think about something linear. Nonetheless, this is not always the case, they

can for example be grafted. Polymers also do not have to be made of the same repeating

unit, however, if this is the case, those polymers are called homopolymers. If the polymer is

based of more than one monomer species, the polymers are called copolymers. Based on the

location of the repeating unit within the polymer chain copolymers can be divided in random

(statistical), block, branched, graft, or alternating polymers. An overview of these structures

can be found in Figure 3.41.230 Basically, polymers can be synthesized by radical-, cationic-,

anionic-, coordinative- polymerization, polycondensation, or polyaddition.

Figure 3.41: Illustration of some possible polymer architectures. The blue and orange dots represent
di�erent monomers.

This work uses a particular type of radical polymerization, therefore only radical poly-

merizations are further explained.
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3.5.2 Radical polymerization

In this Section, the fundamental theories of radical polymerization are presented. In ad-

dition, the application of free radical polymerization in various technical homogeneous and

heterogeneous systems is described.

Radical polymerization is started via radicals, as already indicated by the name. Radi-

cals are rarely formed from monomers without additional additives. Therefore, initiators are

often added, decomposing into radicals by electrochemical reactions and thermal or radiation

chemical excitations. The formed radical attaches to the monomer and grows further by the

additional addition of monomers. A macroradical is created, which can react further with

monomers or react with itself or other radicals. The last two reactions lead to termination re-

actions, which is the reason, why after a small conversion, constant concentrations of radicals

occur (this does not include the individual radical species). In this steady-state condition, the

rate-determining step is the initiator decay since termination and building of radicals have

approximate the same concentration. If the initiator concentration is low, the growing macro-

radicals are mainly terminated by mutual deactivation. Ideally, the rate of polymerization

is proportional to the monomer concentration. Experimentally, the ideal reaction kinetics is

only achieved at low conversions and small initiator concentrations.231,232

In general, polymers can be polymerized employing bulk radical polymerization, solution

and precipitation reactions, suspension polymerization, and emulsion polymerization. Among

these, substance polymerization theoretically represents the most straightforward process. No

solvents are necessary for this process. However, serious heat dissipation problems occur pri-

marily in exothermic processes such as opening a C-C double bond, as with monomers for

radical polymerization. In addition, viscosity is a common problem, especially when poly-

mer chains with high molecular masses are to be obtained (gel e�ect). These problems are

circumvented by stopping the polymerization of substance at conversions between 40-60%.

Dissolution and precipitation reactions follow the same kinetic laws as substance polymer-

ization. Both polymerizations are strongly limited by heat input and viscosity, although the

solvent makes this e�ect less pronounced. Precipitation polymerization is called precipita-

tion polymerization if the polymer is not soluble in the monomer. The kinetics are similar

to solvent polymerization, but polymerization rates in the solid and liquid phases may dif-

fer. Suspension polymerization is a widespread and industrially relevant process. A poorly

water-soluble monomer is dispersed in this medium and forms droplets stabilized by inorganic

suspending agents or protective colloids. A soluble monomer initiator is added to start the

polymerization. A substance polymerization is carried out by monomer droplets, whereby

the surrounding water in which the monomer droplet is located is a suitable coolant. Thus,

heat dissipation, a signi�cant disadvantage of substance polymerization, does not occur. Also,

viscosity increases are less pronounced due to spatial separation. Emulsion polymerization is

similar to suspension polymerization, where the monomer is insoluble in the emulsion medium

(often water), and soaps are used as dispersants. In addition, the initiators must be soluble
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in the emulsion medium. Section 3.5.5 describes the emulsion polymerization process in more

detail since the polymers synthesized in this work were prepared via this process.231,232

In this work, the aim is to synthesize a diblock copolymer due to the unique property of

gaining features of both blocks, e.g., thermal, mechanical, and dissolution behavior can be

modi�ed, which leads to many new applications of polymers.

Diblock copolymers can be produced via living or controlled radical polymerizations. The

latter will be described in more detail below, as this method was used in this work to prepare

such polymers. For further interest in living polymerizations (e.g. anionic polymerizations),

the reader is referred to the works of Müller et al.,233 Hirao et al.,234 and Hogen-Esch et al.235

3.5.3 Controlled radical polymerization

The goal of controlled radical polymerizations is to reduce the probabilities of chain termina-

tion or transfer reactions by lowering the radical concentrations in the system. The growth

reaction should occur preferentially to the termination reaction, and in addition, the initiation

rate should be several times greater than the termination reaction. The various techniques

of CRP are based on a balance between active and dormant chain ends. The active chain

end reacts with a terminator molecule, which is too unreactive to add monomers but can be

cleaved o� again so that the chain can continue to grow. This mechanism leads to a mini-

mal concentration of active chains. Three main mechanisms are distinguished: the N-oxide

mediated polymerization (NMP), the atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), and the

reversible addition-fragmentation and transfer method (RAFT).236,237 The latter approach is

explained in more detail below, as it has been intensively studied and used as a method for

the polymerization of diblock copolymers in this thesis.

3.5.4 The RAFT polymerization

In 1995, chain transfer agents (CTAs) were �rst used to synthesize macromolecules, making

them the �rst examples of RAFT polymerization. With the development of reaction conditions

and CTAs, properties similar to those of living polymerizations were obtained.

The early developments of RAFT polymerization came from developing automotive coat-

ings under more environmentally friendly conditions. Speci�cally, RAFT polymerizations

were used to produce acrylic coatings with low VOC content (volatile organic compounds,

e.g., solvents) with low dispersities and a safely adjusted functionality.238 In further work,

aqueous coatings and pigment dispersants were prepared to utilize emulsion polymerizations

(surfactant-free), which are also the main subject of publication 3. The unique properties of

such polymerizations will be discussed again below and should be left as they are for the time

being. However, the disadvantage of RAFT is the slow polymerization rate and limitation of

high polymer chain length, as well as the CTA which has to be removed prior to use, which

is why such polymerizations have only been used to a limited extent in the industry to date.
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In 1998, RAFT polymerizations with thiocarbonylthio compounds (dithioester, trithio-

carbonate, xanthate, and dithiocarbamate) were used as RAFT CTAs for the �rst time. The

publication of this work in ACS, Macromolecules is currently the most cited paper (4000 times

quoted) in the journal (Web of Science). First, this work was reported in a CSIRO/DuPont

patent and subsequently published at the beginning of 1998. The patent was one of the most

cited patents in the �eld of chemistry until 2005, and more patents related to RAFT are being

written. In the meantime, the area of RAFT polymerization is so large that various reviews

with di�erent aspects and applications have been published. Especially the photoinitiated

RAFT polymerization is more and more in focus. In the last 3 years, at least 30 reviews on

RAFT have been written, which shows the wide range of applications of this polymerization

technique.238

In the following, the mechanism, kinetic properties, and combination of RAFT with emul-

sion polymerizations are summarized, and their applicability on an industrial scale is dis-

cussed.

The RAFT mechanism The RAFT mechanism is an increasingly widespread polymer-

ization technique characterized by the fact that this process can be carried out in various

solvents, bulk, solution, or dispersion. The mechanism is divided into �ve stages: initia-

tion, pre-equilibrium, reinitiation, main equilibrium, and termination (see Figure 3.42). As

with any conventional radical polymerization, RAFT polymerization starts with initiation.

This can be accomplished by a thermal decomposition of a free radical species, such as azo

initiators.239�241

After several additions of monomers, a propagating radical (P·

n) is formed, which reacts

with the CTA to create the intermediate RAFT radical. This step is the pre-equilibrium of the

RAFT mechanism and a�ects how e�cient the CTA will interact in the RAFT polymerization.

The intermediate radical can either react back if k -add k kÿ and thus has no in�uence on the

polymerization process and control over the molecular weight since the active radical is not

transferred between the chains. If kÿ g k -add, a polymer chain with a thiocarbonylthio end

group and the R· radical is formed.239�243

The cleaved radical R· can be reinitiated when it reacts with further monomers to form

a new growing chain. However, it can also react back to the macro-CTA. Once all of the

starting CTA has been consumed, the macro-CTA is solely present in the reaction mixture

and follows the main equilibrium. This equilibrium is based on the dormant polymeric dithio-

carbonylspecies and the P·

n or P·

m propagating radical chain. To ensure that all polymer

chains grow simultaneously, the reaction rate of the main equilibrium must be faster than the

propagation.239�241

The quanti�cation of the chain transfer constant can be determined by Eq. 3.97 and 3.98;

this depends on the speed of chain transfer k tr and growth rate kp. When C tr g 10, narrow

molecular mass distributions are achieved. The transfer constant can also be de�ned the

other way around; this value plays an important role, especially for monomers with envious
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Figure 3.42: Illustration of the RAFT mechanism including the initiation, pre-equilibrium, reiniti-
ation, main equilibrium, and termination.

kp values. Furthermore, reinitiation, and propagation should be fast enough to suppress

termination.239�241

ktr = kadd
kβ

k
−add + kβ

(3.49)

Ctr =
ktr
kp

(3.50)

Chain transfer agents and monomer classes The choice of di�erent monomers is a

signi�cant advantage over ATRP and NMP. The option of di�erent CTAs allows a wide range

of polymer syntheses. A distinction is made between two classes: the most activated monomers

(MAMs) and the less activated monomers (LAMs). MAMs have their vinyl group conjugated

to a double bond (butadienes, isoprene), to an aromatic ring (styrene), and a carbonyl group
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(methacrylates) or nitriles (acrylonitriles). LAMs are characterized by a double bond next

to a functional group such as oxygen, nitrogen, halogens, or sul�de-free electron pairs or

saturated carbonates (e.g., vinyl acetates, N-vinylpyrrolidones). Theoretically, all monomers

that can also be used in a free radical polymerization are possible monomers for the RAFT

polymerization. Only monomers that may react with the thiocarbonylthio group are excluded

from this polymerization technique. Primary and secondary amines belong to these groups,

as they are strongly nucleophilic but can still be applied if for example the pH of the reaction

medium is adjusted. For successful RAFT polymerization, the C=S bond of the CTA must

be more reactive to radical addition than the C=C bond of the monomer. This can be

controlled with the proper choice of Z and R groups. The Z group controls the reactivity

of the C=S bond towards radical addition and maintains the stability of the intermediate

radical. For MAMs, trithiocarbonates (Z= s-alkyl) or dithiobenzoates (Z = Ph) are populary

CTAs. The former was studied in publication 3, and the kinetic in�uence of varying the Z

group on RAFT polymerization was investigated. Xanthates (Z=O-alkyl) or dithiocarbamates

(Z=N-alkyl) are again selected for LAMs, since LAMs are poor homolytic groups due to their

high reactivity. These Z groups form less stable interradicals and provide easier cleavage

of the radical to be propagated, since a more stable intermediate product acts as a radical

scavenger and limits polymerization. The lone pair of electrons on the oxygen (xanthates) and

nitrogen (dithiocarbamates) is delocalized in the thiocarbonyl group and therefore disables the

C=S bond for radical addition and destabilizes the radical intermediate. This phenomenon

enhances the propagation and fragmentation of the intermediate, providing control over the

polymerization of LAMs, but hardly gives control over the polymerization of MAMs.240,244

The proper choice of the R group in�uences the radical addition to the CTA, the frag-

mentation of the intermediate formed since the R group should be a good leaving group. The

growth from the R group must be quickly reintegrated to allow simultaneous initiation of

all chains (step 3 of the RAFT mechanism) to obtain a narrow molecular mass distribution.

Therefore, a compromise between the stability of the radical and the steric e�ects has to be

found. On the one hand, it must form a stable radical. On the other hand, it must be reactive

enough to add to a monomer. Figure 3.43 summarizes the information on CTAs to date and

shows a selection of R and Z groups proposed for speci�c monomer classes to ensure successful

controlled RAFT polymerization.240,244
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Figure 3.43: Guidelines for selection of R and Z group of CTAs for speci�c groups of
monomers. Dashed lines indicate partial control. MMA= methyl methacrylate, HPMAAM= N -(2-
hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide, St= styrene, MA= methyl acrylate, DMAAm= dimethyl acrylamide,
AN= acrylonitrile, VAc= vinyl acetate, NVP= N -vinylpyrrolidone.

Kinetics of the RAFT polymerization Chain livingness plays an essential role in RAFT

polymerization, which can be increased by reducing the initiator concentration. However,

this has no negative in�uence on the reaction rate. The reaction rate is similar to that of

conventional radical polymerization. It is determined by the factors of propagation rate (kp),

monomer concentration [Mo], initiator e�ciency (f ), decomposition rate coe�cient of the

initiator (k i), initial initiator concentration [I]0, and the termination rate coe�cient (k t), as

shown in Eq. 3.51 (neglecting RAFT retardation and chain-length-dependent termination).240

The livingness of the chains can be determined via Eq. 3.52, provided that the initial

concentrations of the CTA [CTA]0 and [I]0 are known. The factor 2 in the denominator de�nes

that one molecule of the initiator generates two primary radicals with a speci�c e�ciency f,

typically 0.5 for diazo initiators, which are also used in this work (see Publications 3, 4 and

5). The last term in the denominator describes, after chain termination, the number of chains

that are generated with f c as coupling factor, which is 1 for bimolecular termination by

combination and 0 for termination by disproportion.240

Rp(t) = kp · [Mo]

√

f · kd · [I]0 · e
−kd·t

kt
(3.51)

L =
[CTA]0

[CTA]0 + 2 · f · [I]0 · (1− e−kd·t)(1−
fc
2
)

(3.52)
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In contrast to ATRP or NMP, polymerizations up to 100 % monomer conversion can be

produced without loss of chain livingness. As explained above, the radical species deter-

mines the number of dead chains. Furthermore, polymerization can continue even if complete

monomer conversion has already been achieved. However, as soon as a new initiator is used

for chain extension, a small amount of homopolymer is formed due to the formation of the

newly initiated species, which can also be calculated from the newly introduced amount of

initiator and thus kept low. With RAFT polymerization, the construction of up to 20 blocks

is possible without extensive interruptions and prior puri�cation by, e.g., precipitation or

dialysis, as it would be necessary with ATRP and NMP to produce block copolymers.240

One of the signi�cant limitations of controlled radical polymerizations is the molar mass.

This is why until today, anionic polymerization is used for preparing long chains with narrow

molar mass distribution. The techniques based on reversible deactivation, such as NMP

and ATRP, show a higher rate of termination or other side reactions at higher degrees of

polymerization since the time in which the radical is within the growing chain also increases

can lead to the possible destruction of the radical chain end. In RAFT polymerization, as

the time increases and the degree of polymerization is high, the amount of dead chains at

the end of the polymerization decreases, therefore often polymerization degrees below 60-

70 % are targeted, to ensure livingness of the polymer chain. Still, at some concentration of

the radical source, the number of chains termination is independent of other parameters. In

general, the lower the degree of repetition, the higher the proportion of CTA and the higher the

livingness of the chains. RAFT polymerization is thus an outstanding technique for preparing

polymers with small molar masses. The theoretical number average molar mass (Mn,theo) can

be determined according to Eq. 3.53, where [Mo]0 is the initial concentration of the monomer,

p the monomer conversion, and MM and MCTA are the molar masses of the monomer and

CTA. Eq. 3.53 can practically simpli�ed in Eq. 3.54.240

Mn,th =
[Mo]0 · p ·MM

[CTA]0 + 2 · f · [I]0 · (1− e−kd·t)(1−
fc
2
)

+MCTA (3.53)

Mn,th =
[Mo]0 · p ·MM

[CTA]0
+MCTA (3.54)

The synthesis of polymer chains higher than 100 kDa requires special reaction conditions;

all molar masses below are easily accessible via RAFT polymerization, according to Eq. 3.51,

the description of the polymerization rate, high molar masses can be obtained by using high

monomer concentration, initiators with high e�ciency or high decomposition rate, and polar

solvents, which are known to lower the transition state of the propagating radicals by reduc-

ing the activation energy. Low temperatures, low radical concentrations and high monomer

concentrations resulting in high solids concentration, high viscosity, and low termination re-

actions.240
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For hydrophobic monomers, emulsion polymerization has been established to achieve high

molecular weights. These hardly cause terminations due to the segregation e�ect due to

low side reactions and high polymerization rate. This polymerization technique is discussed

intensively in the following Section, and the advantages are described with the linkage of

RAFT polymerization.240

3.5.5 RAFT emulsion polymerization

Emulsion polymerization is a commonly used process both on the laboratory and industrial

scale. The advantage of this polymerization technique is the use of green solvents, relatively

low viscosity, faster polymerization rates, and good heat transfer. With this technique, it is

possible to achieve higher molar masses under short reaction times and reasonable control,

which would not be possible with, e.g., solvent polymerizations.245

Conventional emulsion polymerizations consist of a water-insoluble monomer, an aqueous

initiator, and a surfactant well above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) that stabilizes

the monomer droplets in the continuous phase. The initiation and the chain propagation start

in the ongoing phase and lead to a dispersion of colloidal polymer particles (see, Figure 3.44).

These particles are also called latex. The advantage of combining RAFT polymerization

with the emulsion technique is the replacement of the surfactant with the macro-CTA, which

stabilizes the particles. Conventional surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) have

a direct e�ect on particle size. If one wants to obtain nano-sized latex particles, a large

amount of surfactant is necessary, which limits both the polymerization and the quality of

the product. Surfactants can usually only be separated from the product at great expense,

e.g., by dialysis, so the alternative possibility of macro-CTA is an attractive and industrially

relevant alternative.246,247

The emulsion process is usually divided into three stages: the micelles' formation, the

polymerization within the micelles, and the consumption of residual monomer. In the case of

RAFT emulsion polymerization, a macro-CTA is chosen as the surfactant stabilizer, while all

other components remain the same as in conventional emulsion polymerization. The monomer

pots usually have a size of about 10 µm. As soon as the concentration of the stabilizing block

is higher than the CMC, micelles with a size of 5-10 nm are formed.246,247

As in any free radical polymerization, the initiator starts the reaction with the monomers.

In RAFT emulsion polymerization, this takes place in the continuous phase. Oligomer rad-

icals are produced, which can either di�use into an already exiting micelle or form a new

micelle once the CMC is reached. Thus, in the �rst phase, the number of particles and the

polymerization rate increase as the number of polymerization loci increases.246�248

After the �rst stage, all free macro-CTA chains are converted to micelles, and particle

nucleation ends. As soon as only polymer particles and monomer droplets are left, stage 2

starts. Polymerization takes place within the micelles. The monomer droplets in the contin-

uous phase di�use into the micelles. An equilibrium between the monomer di�usion and the

polymerization rate is established, resulting in a constant monomer concentration in the mi-
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Figure 3.44: Illustration of the conventional emulsion polymerization.

celles. The active radical chain within the micelles grows as long as monomer re-di�uses from

the monomer droplets (until it is terminated) or leaves the micelle into the aqueous phase.

The latter plays a less important role in stage 2. The particle sizes grow as more monomers

are incorporated, and thus the chain length increases.246,247,249

At the end of stage 2, no more monomer droplets are present, and monomers in the micelles

have been consumed (stage 3). With increased conversion, the monomer concentration in the

particles decreases. Growth rates and termination are di�usion-controlled, which leads to an

increase in polymerization rate. In addition, the radical is less likely to leave the particles so

that multiple radicals can be present in a particle without immediate termination. Eventually,

the growth rate and thus the polymerization rate decreases. The polymerization is �nished

as soon as the monomer is consumed.246�248

The synthesis of AB diblock copolymers in a selective solvent for one block shows self-

assembly properties, which can form speci�c morphologies. The RAFT emulsion polymer-

ization is a typical example of a polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA). The targeted

morphologies of the latex particles can be de�ned by the packing parameter P (see Fig-

ure 3.45). However, kinetically trapped spherical particles were predominantly obtained in

the RAFT emulsion polymerizations, even though other morphologies could be theoretically

obtained.250,251

The �rst results of RAFT emulsion polymerization via PISA were published by Hawkett

et al. A poly(acrylic acid)-block -poly(n-butyl acrylate) was prepared, �rst making the poly-

acrylic acid macro-CTA as a stabilizer and then polymerizing butyl acrylate as a hydrophobic

moiety to the macro-CTA.252�254 The molecular weights were in agreement with theoretical
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data, and narrow molecular weight distributions were obtained, con�rming the controllability

of the reaction. After the �rst emulsion RAFT polymerization via PISA, RAFT mediated

PISA was quickly transferred to aqueous and organic dispersion polymerisation.

Compared to emulsion polymerization, in dispersion polymerization, the monomer is sol-

uble in the continuous phase and becomes insoluble during polymerization. In dispersion

polymerization, many diblock copolymer polymerizations can be conducted in aqueous and

organic media (e.g. low molecular alcohols). In dispersion polymerizations, non-spherical

particles were obtained more easily compared to RAFT emulsion polymerisation via PISA.

Other morphologies such as worms or vesicles were observed by varying the nature or molar

mass of the stabilizing block, core-forming block, or total mass fraction. However, this has

not been observed for every dispersion system, so it quickly became apparent that particle

production via PISA is complicated and system dependent.108,250,251,255

Figure 3.45: Illustration of the determination of the packing parameter. The blue chain represents
the selective block for the solvent (stabilizing block), while the orange block represents the non-soluble
block for the solvent (core forming block). The packing parameter P is determined by the volumen
of the core forming block V, the optimal head group area occupied by the stabilizing red chain (a0),
and the length of the core-forming blue chain, lc.

Nonetheless, both RAFT emulsion polymerizations and dispersion polymerizations were

successfully observed in PISA. Block copolymer particles were generated in a few hours under

high solids conditions. There are even some polymer latex syntheses where no preformed

stabilization block is necessary. In these examples, the stabilizer and the core-forming block

are carried out in the same reactor. A typical example is the RAFT emulsion polymerization

with acrylic acid or MAA as stabilizing block in water and the subsequent choice of a monomer

that is not soluble in water. This technique is also referred to as a one-pot process and is
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particularly attractive because the stabilizing block does not need to be prepared and puri�ed

from other side reagents beforehand; the apparatus set-up is simple and not very cumbersome

and therefore suitable for industrial scale.256�258 This work also exploited this technique for

diblock copolymer synthesis (see Publications 3, 4, and 5).

Over the last years, several di�erent CTAs, macro-CTAs, and core-forming blocks have

been discovered for RAFT emulsion and disperion polymerisation. Some examples are shown

in Figure 3.46.

Figure 3.46: Chemical structures of some CTAs, stabilizer blocks and core-forming blocks used
in emulsion and aqueous or non-aqueous dispersion polymerization via RAFT. PETTC = 4-
cyano-4-(2-phenylethane sulfanylthiocarbonyl) sulfanylpentanoic acid, CPADB = 4-Cyanopentanoic
acid dithiobenzoate, EPEX = S-(1-ethyl propionate) O-(ethyl xanthate), CPDT = 4-cyano-4-
pentanoate dodecyl trithiocarbonate, P4VP = poly(4-vinylpyridine), PEO = poly(ethylene ox-
ide), PAA = poly(acrylic acid), PMAA = poly(methacrylic acid), PDMS = poly(dimehtyl slox-
ane), PDMA = poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), PSMA = poly(stearyl methacrylate),
PGMA = poly(glycerol monomethacrylate), PHPMA = poly(2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate), PEHA
= poly(ethylhexyl acrylate), PVAc-stat-PVPi = poly(vinyl acetate-stat-vinyl pivalate), PS = polysty-
rol, PTFEMA = poly(2,2,2-tri�uoroethyl methacrylate), PBzMA = poly(benzyl methacrylate),
PPEMA = poly(2-phenylehyl methacrylate), PEOMA = poly(2-phenoxylethyl methacrylate), PMA
= poly(methyl acryltae), PMMA = poly(methyl methacrylate), PGlyMA = poly(glycidyl methacry-
late), PNVP = poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone), PMMA-b-PDMAc = poly(methyl methacrylate)-block-
poly(dimethyl acrylamide).

This work aimed to develop a polymer material that is both inexpensive and produced in

large quantities, as well as to link lithium adsorbers to the polymer. Therefore, it is necessary

to use a polymer material that carries functional groups that allow subsequent annealing.

To accomplish these task, poly(metharylic acid) (PMAA) was chosen as the functional-

izing unit because it can be polymerized in water, is inexpensive, and the carboxyl group

allows functionalization with CEs as lithium adsorbers. Thus a polymer system can be cre-
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ated that bene�ts from non-toxic solvents and fast reaction times, ensuring the industrial

appeal of the material. Polystyrene was chosen as the core-forming component because of its

monomer (styrene) low cost, easy accessibility, and mechanical stability. In publication 3, the

PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer was investigated at various high solid fractions to make the

polymer material more favorable and attractive for industrial applications (see publication 3).

The following Chapter describes and discusses the bonding possibilities of the PMAA-b-PS

polymer with the CE.

3.5.6 Post-modi�cation of polymers

As already discussed in the previous Chapter, this work aims to produce a lithium extractable

based polymer material, which is much more advantageous than common low molecular weight

lithium adsorbers due to its easier isolation from water by, e.g., precipitation and further

processability in, e.g., membranes (see Chapter 3.6).

There are many di�erent ways to embed new functionalities into a polymer. The aim is to

produce a material that would be as inexpensive as possible to manufacture with little e�ort,

on a large scale, and therefore industrially feasible.

The synthesis of functional polymers with de�ned molecular mass, composition, and ar-

chitecture is a signi�cant challenge, especially when steric groups such as the CEs used in

this work are involved. To obtain the target polymer, two di�erent routes can be used, either

the functional group is already in the monomer and polymerized, protected with protecting

groups if necessary; however, the use of controlled polymerizations comes with some require-

ments which can lead to di�culties for monomers with steric or multiple functional groups as

side reactions can occur and control can be lost. Probably the most straightforward technique

is post-modi�cation after polymerization. The method of post-modi�cation is highly desir-

able when several properties are targeted to be combined, like the polymer lithium adsorber

material prepared in this work. It is essential that the functional group which is incorporated

into the polymer material should not start a unwanted polymerization with e.g. solvents or

impurities. Some of the most commonly used reactions for post-modi�cation are shown in

Figure 3.47. For a more detailed description of the respective responses, the reader is referred

to the review articles by Klok et al..259,260

From a mechanical point of view, substitution reactions are the most widespread post-

modi�cation reactions. These include, for example, the chlorination of polyethylenes via free

radical substitution or the esteri�cation, amidation, and hydrolysis of reactions with PAA or

PMAA derivatives. Other industrially relevant post-modi�cations include the functionaliza-

tion of cellulose via esteri�cation, the hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate, and the amidation of

styrene. Oxidation and reduction reactions play only a minor role.

As this work will deal with the post-modi�cation of PMAA, esteri�cation was chosen as

the technique. Since the development of the Fischer storage method, this has been a very

commonly used method for the esteri�cation of carboxylic acids. One of the signi�cant dis-

advantages of this very easy-to-implement method is the synthesis under acidic conditions.
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Figure 3.47: Illustration of the post-modi�cation with the most favorite post reactions. The blue
dots represent the monomers with the chemoselective handels. The yellow, green, and red dot represent
di�erent functional groups which can be incorporated to the polymer system. The orange dot represent
a hydrophobic monomer which will not interfere in the post-modi�cation process, e.g. PS. Reprinted
with permission from Gauthier et al. from Wiley & Sons.259

An alternative approach, especially for steric groups, is the Steglich esteri�cation. This has

already been used to modify polymers. The advantage of this synthesis is the neutral and

mild reaction condition at ambient temperatures and neutral pH values. The Steglich es-

teri�cation was �rst published by Wolfgang Steglich and Bernhard Neises and requires the

addition of a catalyst 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) and an amide coupling reagent N,N -

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC).261 Catalytic amounts of DMAP are necessary because they

have better nucleophilicity than alcohol. Thus, the reaction rate increases, so the reaction

can also be carried out under mild conditions. The DMAP reacts with the O-acylisourea

intermediate to form the activated electrophilic acrylate pyridinium intermediate, which pre-

vents the 1,3-rearrangement of the O-acylisourea medium to an N -acyl urea species, which is

subsequently incapable of reacting with the alcohol species.262 Figure 3.48 shows the general

reaction overview of the Steglich esteri�cation.

The reaction overview shows that the functional group to be attached to the polymer

must carry an OH group, so the CEs used must be modi�ed with an OH group. In this

work, the self-prepared CE were prepared with a benzene ring based on the catechol and then

modi�ed with an aldehyde group via the Du� reaction and subsequently reduced to obtain

an OH group on the benzene ring as the target product (the reaction conditions are shown

in publication 1). This procedure has the advantage that the CEs are much cheaper than the

commercially available OH functionalized ones. The comparison of the adsorber materials in
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the polymer and the free CE can be found in Publications 4 and 5, as well as the syntheses

of the modi�ed CE and the Steglich esteri�cation.

Figure 3.48: Reaction overview of the Steglich esteri�cation and the structure illustrations of DMAP,
DCC, and DCU.

In this Chapter, RAFT emulsion polymerization was introduced, and the possible synthesis

of the PMAA-b-PS polymer material was described in a one-pot synthesis, which avoids

complex and costly puri�cation of intermediates and allows the reactions to be carried out

in a green solvent such as water. The subsequent post-modi�cation of the acid group of

PMAA with a Steglich esteri�cation enables a synthetic, easily isolable lithium extraction

polymer material, which can be prepared by low-cost reactants (compared to many other

post-modi�cation reactions).

To make the CE-based polymer material even more attractive, producing polymer �lms/

membranes is another step in this direction. Through membranes, the functional groups can

be better oriented and thus increase the surface area that comes into contact with the aqueous

lithium-containing source. In addition, the isolation of such materials is even more accessible

and thus allows many advantages over materials in powder form.
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3.6 Thermodynamics of block copolymers

Before introducing the Chapter on membranes, the thermodynamic background of block

copolymers is described to make the processes of membrane production more understand-

able for the reader.

Block copolymers are macromolecules consisting of at least two polymer blocks that are

covalently bonded together. Block copolymers might consist of hydrophilic and hydrophobic

parts, if this is the case, they are called amphiphilic block copolymers. If the blocks have

di�erent properties, they cannot be mixed into each other, and segregation occurs. Due to

the covalent bond between the blocks, macroscopic segregation is not possible, but microphase

segregation can occur, which is in the order of 5-100 nm. The miscibility of two components,

such as homopolymers, can be determined by the change in the free molar enthalpy of mix-

ing (∆Gmix), in which the enthalpy (∆Hmix) and entropy of mixing (∆Smix) in�uences are

considered (Eq. 3.55). If, for example, ∆Gmix is negative, there is miscibility between the

components.230,263

∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − T ·∆Smix (3.55)

The Flory-Huggins-Staverman theory can determine the contributions of the entropic

(Eq. 3.56) and enthalpic terms (Eq. 3.57). The basis of this theory is an inelastic lattice

model and the assumption of random mixing of the polymer chains. R is the gas constant, N i

the polymerization degree of component i, and ϕi the volume fraction of the polymer chain

segments. When polymer chains are mixed, there is an increase in disorder in the system

(∆Smix>0). If the degree of polymerization N i increases, the in�uence of ∆Smix on ∆Hmix

decreases since fewer mixing con�gurations are possible.230,263,264

∆Smix = −R · [
ϕA

NA
· lnϕA +

ϕB

NB
· lnϕB] (3.56)

The molar enthalpy of the mixture ∆Hmix is described according to Eq. 3.57. The Flory-

Huggings-Staverman interaction parameter χA,B describes the extent of incompatibility be-

tween polymers A and B under the in�uence of the interaction energies of the segments ε

(Eq. 3.58), with kB as the Boltzmann constant and z de�ned as the nearest neighbor in the

lattice model. If χA,B is positive, both blocks are incompatible. The contact of the same

segment polymers is favored over that of di�erent polymers. No segregation occurs only if the

mixture entropy can balance the enthalpic fraction. If χA,B is negative, the interaction of the

two segments of di�erent polymers A and B is favored, and the polymers are miscible.230,263,264

∆Hmix = R · T · ϕA · ϕA · χA,B (3.57)

χA,B = (
z

kB · T
)[εAB −

1

2
(εAA + εBB)] (3.58)
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Substituting the Eq. 3.56 and Eq. 3.57 into Eq. 3.55 gives the following relationship for

the free enthalpy of mixing ∆Gmix (Eq. 3.59).

∆Gmix = −RT · [
ϕA

NA
· lnϕA +

ϕB

NB
· lnϕB + ϕA · ϕB · χA,B] (3.59)

As mentioned before, ∆Smix is small for long macromolecular chains due to the large

con�gurational entropy, thus weak repulsive interactions between segments of di�erenct chains

can already yield to phase separation. If ∆Gmix is positive, macrophase separation occurs in

the case of two homopolymers (e.g. in blends). In the case of diblock copolymers with di�erent

properties of the blocks, macrophase separation is impossible. Instead, microphase separation

occurs to keep the number of contact sites and segment interactions between incompatible

segments small (χA,B>0). Therefore, the Florry-Huggins-Staverman theory is not valid to

describe the entropic contributions to the free energy. Other theories had to be introduced

which will be discussed further below.230,263�265

Linear block copolymers with two dissimilar blocks A and B are the easiest and most inves-

tigated block copolymers. The thermodynamic equilibrium is de�ned by a competition among

interfacial energy and entropic drawback caused by the chain stretching. The morphologies

of the structures formed from microphase separation depend on the block volume fraction

ϕi, the degree of polymerization N, and the Flory-Huggings-Staverman interaction parameter

χA,B. The �rst two parameters can be controlled through polymerization stoichiometry and

a�ect the translational and con�gurational entropy.230,263�265

Figure 3.49 shows a phase diagram obtained from the calculation of Matsen and Bates

for a diblock copolymer with equal statistical segment length using the standard Gaussian

chain model based on the Self-Consistent Field Theory (SCFT).266 In this illustration, the

degree of segregation (χN) as a function of the volume fraction of block A ϕA (in Figure 3.49

is de�ned as f A).267 In case χ or χN is su�ciently decreased, the entropic contribution

to the free energy outweighs it, and the block copolymer chains are in a disordered phase

with undisrupted random coil conformations. When χN is increased to a critical point,

transitions of disordered diblock copolymers from order-to-disorder are observed, leading to

a microphase separation between two blocks. Above the critical point of an order-disorder

transition, an order-order transition between other microphase structures takes place when φ

is modi�ed.230,263,264,268�270

The ordered region can be divided into three di�erent classes; the weak segregation limit

(WSL, χA,BN ≈ 10), intermediate segregation limit (ISL, 10<χA,BN<100 and the strong

segregation limit (SSL, χA,BN>100).272

A molten symmetric diblock copolymer with adequate segment lengths was described

by Leibler based on Landau's theory. He identi�ed a second order phase transition with a

volume fraction of ϕA 0.5 and χA,BN = 10.5. When these values are exceeded, the system

is changed to an ordered lamellar state. For unequal volume fractions ϕA ̸= 0.5, a transition

from the disordered to the ordered state with a �rst order phase transition occurs. Spherical
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Figure 3.49: Theoretical phase diagram of a linear diblock copolymer with similar statistic segment
length and �exibility of the composed components according to SCFT. Reused with permission from
Swann et al. from MDPI.271

structures (cubic-space centered) are obtained. The domain distance D is an orientation of

the phase separation strength of lamellar-forming systems and is proportional to the degree

of polymerization N (D ∝ N 1/2).273

Polymer chain interactions increase in the ISL range. Matsen discovered the gyroid phases,

which correlate with the degree of polymerization N according to D ∝ N 0.8.273

In the SSL, the polymer chains are stretched with the formation of sharp boundaries

between the domains depending on the concentration, which consists of only one component.

Wasserman and Helfand described the theoretical model of SSL based on SCFT.274�276 The

microphase separation depends on the contact at the interfaces of the microdomains, the

stretching of the polymer chains, and the localization of the linkage points at the interfaces.

The free energy according to Semenov was described using an asymptotic approximation

of χA,BN → ∞ with the assumption of highly stretched polymer chains.277 The following

relationship was established for the domain distance D : D ∝ αN 2/3χ1/6.278

In summary, the morphology of AB diblock copolymers with similar segment lengths can

be predicted with the parameters χA,BN and ϕA. This is no longer the case for terpolymers,

for which at least three interaction parameters (χA,B, χB,C, χA,C), and two independent

composition variables ϕA, ϕB must be used to determine the morphology of ABC triblock

terpolymers. Thus a much higher number of morphologies can arise. In addition, also archi-

tecture plays a crucial role, e.g., block order, linear or branched topologies. Terpolymers will

not be discussed further in this work. In case of further interest, the reader is referred to the
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works of Abetz and Simon279 and Hadjichristidis et al..280

3.7 Solubility parameters

Another essential part is the properties of the block copolymer in terms of solubility behavior.

Therefore, the di�erent theories are explained and discussed in this Section.

The solubility parameters are essential for the successful and targeted production of poly-

mer membranes via the SNIPS process. The Hildebrand, Hansen, and Hoy solvent parameters

are described, and the technique of group contribution method is explained, which is a help-

ful tool for identifying the solubilities of unknown compounds. Finally, the Hansen solubility

parameters are linked to the Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameters to obtain in-

formation on the polymer�polymer and polymer�solvent interactions.

In a speci�c temperature and pressure range, liquid and solid aggregate states are more

stable under certain environmental conditions than gaseous aggregate states. In these con-

densed phases, negative potential energies are generated by the interactions or cohesive forces

between the molecules.281

The molar cohesion energy (-U or E coh) is de�ned as the internal molar energy of a

material (U ) about an ideal gas at a constant temperature, see Eq. 3.60, with t∆gU as the

molar energy of vaporization and t∆∞U as the energy of separation of the molecules. The

cohesive forces in condensed phases can thus be expressed quantitatively in terms of cohesive

energy density (CED). They can be described as cohesive energy (E coh) per unit volume in

Eq. 3.61.282,283

−U =t ∆gU +t ∆∞U (3.60)

CED =
Ecoh

V
(3.61)

According to these equations, Scott and Hildebrand described the solvent parameters,

usually known as the Hildebrand parameter.282,284 Hansen extended this basic knowledge

and introduced the Hansen solubility parameters.285 These parameters are explained in more

depth in the following, and the theoretical calculations based on group contribution method

for solvents and polymers are introduced. The connection of the solvent parameters to the

Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameter is established.

3.7.1 Hildebrand solubility parameters

The solvent parameters were introduced to describe the enthalpy of mixing ∆Hmix of apolar

liquids, which have also been extended to polar liquids and polymer solutions. Hildebrand

and Scott �rst described the term solvent parameter.282,284 At the same time, also Scatchard,

established the theoretical relationship for ∆Hmix as a function of the cohesion energy of i
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(E coh,i), volume fraction of i (ϕi), and the molar volume of i (V i), see Eq. 3.62.286 The Hilde-

brand solvent parameter δH was de�ned from this relationship and is expressed in Eq. 3.63

via E coh, which describes the attractive forces between molecules.282,287

∆Hmix = V ·

(

(

Ecoh,1

V1

) 1

2

−

(

Ecoh,2

V2

) 1

2

)2

· ϕ1ϕ2 (3.62)

δH =

(

Ecoh

V

) 1

2

(3.63)

For polymer and solvent to be miscible, the contribution of the mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix

from Eq. 3.62 must be smaller than the contribution of the mixing entropy ∆Smix (Eq. 3.55).

If δ1 = δ2, in case of normal solutions, a free entropy of mixing ∆Gmix < 0 is obtained.

Therefore, the di�erences in the solvent parameters should be low so that the components are

readily miscible.287 For Eq. 3.62 to be valid, some assumptions must be made as followed:282

� the mixture of two components occurs without volume change and constant pressure.

� the interaction of the molecules is molecule-centered and is not in�uenced by other

molecules

� the mixture of the components is random, and the distribution is independent of the

temperature

� during the mixing, no complexation or other particular associations occur

These assumptions are mostly not valid in the real case, however, they help for further

empirical relations.282

The determination of Hildebrand solubility parameters can be determined experimentally,

indirectly, or by relation to other physical parameters. The Hildebrand solubility parameter

for solvents can be obtained by measuring the vaporization energy. This is not straightfor-

ward in the case of polymers since their intrinsic lack of volatility means that the enthalpy

of vaporization cannot be determined. In addition, the Hildebrand solubility parameter is

in�uenced by the number of crosslinks (if any) and the distribution of side chains. Therefore,

the solubility parameter for polymers is indirectly determined by solubility tests with solvents

with known solubility parameters or by swelling tests on crosslinked polymers.287

To determine the solubility parameters of polymers without time-consuming physical mea-

surements, the method of group contribution theory can be used, which is based on the

assumption that the contributions of the di�erent structural groups are additive to the ther-

modynamic properties;282 according to this method, a cohesive energy of a solvent or polymer

(E i) results from the sum of the cohesive energies e j of the number n j of structural groups

j in the molecule (Eq. 3.64).287 From this relationship, Small has identi�ed an additive

relationship of the molar constant of attraction F j , which is de�ned according to Eq. 3.65.288
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Ei =
∑

i

nj · ej (3.64)

FJ = (Ei,j · Vi,j)
1

2 (3.65)

According to Eq. 3.63, the solubility parameter for unknown polymers can be determined

via the added values of the di�erent structural groups of a compound (Eq. 3.66) with V i as

the molar volume of a repeating unit, ρ the polymer density, and M the molecular weight.

Thus, the Hildebrand solubility parameter of a repeat unit in the polymer is theoretically

predictable via the group contribution method for the molar volume.282,287

δi =

(

Ei · Vi

V 2
i

) 1

2

=

∑

j Fj

Vi
=

ρ
∑

j Fj

M
(3.66)

The group contribution theory is derived in summary, i.e., from simple systems, and it is

therefore not surprising that in most cases, there is no complete agreement with experimental

data. Still, even rough estimates are helpful to get an orientation to the solvent choice and

more helpful than a total lack of information.283 The advanced group contribution methods of

Hoy289 and Stefanis and Panayiotou290 are more comprehensive methods for calculating

solvent parameters and will be discussed further below, since they have been used in this

thesis.

3.7.2 Hansen solubility parameters

For the description of the enthalpy change of the mixture of apolar solvents, the Hilde-

brand solubility parameters show good agreement with experimental data. Still, there are

no consistent results for polar systems.282 Therefore, Hansen postulated an extension of the

Hildebrand solubility parameter theory to polar and hydrogen bonding capable systems.291

The extension is based on the partitioning of the cohesive energy of a liquid into three in-

teraction contributions: the contribution from dispersive forces (Ed), the contribution from

polar forces (Ep), and the contribution from hydrogen bonding (Eh), see Eq. 3.67.282,283,285

Ecoh = Ed + Ep + Eh (3.67)

Suppose the addition of these contributions is divided by the molar volume. In that case,

the description of the Hansen solubility parameters is obtained according to Eq. 3.68 with δt

as the total solubility parameter, δd the disperse, δp the polar, and δh the hydrogen bonding

term of the solubility parameter.282,285

δ2t = δ2d + δ2p + δ2h (3.68)

A collection of Hansen solubility parameters for various solvents and polymers was per-

formed and determined by Hansen through physical measurements such as enthalpy of va-
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porization, dipole moments, and experimentally conducted solvent tests. By correlating the

partial solubility parameters from Eq. 3.68 with two materials, the distance Ra can be deter-

mined as shown in Eq. 3.69.285

R2
a = 4(δd1 − δd2)

2 + (δp1 − δp2)
2 + (δh1 − δh2)

2 (3.69)

In this equation, for example, index 1 represents the polymer, and index 2 the solvent.

Due to the simple calculation, the method is particularly suitable for solvent selection. Also

relevant is the relative energy di�erence (RED) number de�ned by the quotient of Ra and the

radius of the Hansen solubility parameter sphere Ro, which represents the maximum value for

Ra at which solubility is present or other interactions such as swelling in polymers (Eq. 3.70).

The Ro value is determined predominantly experimentally by various solubility tests using

di�erent solvents with known Hansen solubility parameters. Suitable solvents have a RED

number less than 1; unsuitable solvents have a value greater than 1.285,290

RED =
Ra

Ro
(3.70)

According to Stefanis and Panayiotou,290 the group contribution method represents an ex-

tended modern method for determining solubility parameters. In this method, the molecular

structures are divided into two characteristic properties of functional groups: the �rst-order

functional groups, which describe the basic molecular structure, and the second-order func-

tional groups, which capture the overall functions in the system and are based on conjugation

theory. Using regression analysis literature of known organic compounds with known partial

solubility parameters, the contributions for di�erent �rst and second-order functional groups

were determined. By summing these contributions for the desired structure, the Hansen solu-

bility parameters can be determined according to Eq. 3.71-3.73. Here, Ci is the contribution of

the �rst-order functional groups of type i with the number of groups ni in the structure. Sim-

ilarly, Dj is the second-order contribution, and correspondingly, mj is the number of groups

in the system. W is the constant and is 0 if there are no second-order functional groups.

Otherwise, the value is 1.290

δd =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 17.3231



MPa
1

2 (3.71)

δp =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 7.3548



MPa
1

2 (3.72)

δh =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 7.9793



MPa
1

2 (3.73)

For the last two equations, these are provided only for solubility parameter values greater
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than 3MPa1/2. If smaller values are obtained, the Stefanis and Panayiotou Eq. 3.74 and 3.75

have been proposed.290

δp =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 2.7467



MPa
1

2 (3.74)

δh =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 1.3720



MPa
1

2 (3.75)

This group contribution method is bene�cial when experimental solubility data are un-

available. Thus, if the structure is known, the Hansen solubility parameters can be predicted

using Eq. 3.71-3.75 and the table values of the contributions (see appendix). Due to the vari-

ety of �rst and second-order functional groups, a wide range of structures and functionalities

can be represented, and the solubility properties can be theoretically determined.290

3.7.3 Hoy solubility parameters

Similar to the Hansen solubility parameters, the Hoy solubility parameters are also based

on the assumption of the splittings of the cohesive energies as described in Eq. 3.68 and

3.69.289 This method consists of four additive molar functions, auxiliary equations, and �nal

expressions for the partial solubility parameters (Eq. 3.76-3.79) with F t, the molar constant of

attraction, F p, the polar component, and V, the molar volume. In Eq. 3.79, these values are

determined additively based on the number N of functional groups i in the structure under

consideration. ∆T represents the Lydersen correction for non-ideality.283,290

Ft =
∑

NiFt,i (3.76)

Fp =
∑

NiFp,i (3.77)

V =
∑

NiVi (3.78)

∆T =
∑

Ni∆T,i (3.79)

In auxiliary Eq. 3.80 and 3.81, α is the molecular aggregation number, T b is the boiling

temperature, and T cr is the critical temperature.283

logα = 3.39

(

Tb

Tcr

)

− 0.1585− log V (3.80)

(

Tb

Tcr

)

= 0.567 + ∆T − (∆T )
2 (3.81)
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When equating the additive molar functions and the auxiliary equation, the total and

partial solubility parameters can be calculated, where B is a basis value of 277 MPA1/2

de�ned by Hoy to calculate δt.283

δt =
(Ft +B)

V
(3.82)

δp = δt

(

1

α

FB

Ft +B

) 1

2

(3.83)

δh = δt

(

α− 1

α

) 1

2

(3.84)

δd =
(

δ2t − δ2p − δ2h
)

1

2 (3.85)

It should be noted that the values of ∆T apply to low molecular weight liquids. Hoy

de�ned distinct contribution values for amorphic polymers, so the solubility parameters for

repeat units of polymers can also be used. The auxiliary equations are shown in Eq. 3.86 and

3.87, with n as the number of repeating units per polymer chain segment.283

α(P ) = 777
∆

(P)
T

V
(3.86)

n =
0.5

∆
(P)
T

(3.87)

After adjusting the auxiliary equations, new total and partial solubility parameter terms

(Eq. 3.88, 3.89, and 3.90) are obtained for polymers.283

δt =
(Ft +B/n)

V
(3.88)

δp = δt

(

1

α(P)

Fp

Ft +B/n

) 1

2

(3.89)

δh = δt

(

α(P) − 1

α(P)

) 1

2

(3.90)

A listing of the functional groups and their contributions can be found in the appendix.

These data were taken from the publication by Durkee,292 in which the author improved the

original Hoy contributions concerning the volume contributions.

In summary, the Hoy and Hansen solubility parameters help to predict the solubility

properties of unknown polymer systems. Similar to the Hansen solubility parameters, the

RED number can also be determined for the Hoy solubility parameters. Again, the same
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values apply for Ra < 0 = better solubility. The Hoy and Hansen parameters are often

similar, but these values should not be interchanged because they were determined di�erently.

As long as both solubility parameter theories show similar trends, applying both approaches

increases the informative value of the solubility behavior of the polymer system.292 Therefore

both methods are used to determine a suitable solvent system for the SNIPS process (see

Chapter 6: unpublished results).

3.7.4 Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameter according to Hansen

The Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameter is divided into an entropic (χS) and an

enthalpic (χH) term.282 By regular solution theory, the enthalpic part can be linked to the

total solvent parameter of a solvent (index A) and a polymer (index B) (Eq. 3.91) with V A

as the molar volume of the solvent, R the ideal gas constant, and T the temperature.293 For

non-polar systems, an empirical value of χS = 0.34 is often assumed.282

χAB = χS + χH = 0.34 +
VA

RT
(δA − δB)

2 (3.91)

Polymer and solvent are miscible according to Flory if the condition in Eq. 3.92 is ful�lled,

from which the critical polymer-solvent interaction parameter χc results. In the case of an

excess of solvent, the quotient approaches 0, χc then assumes a value of 0.5 (Eq. 3.93).282

χAB <
1

2

[

1 +

(

VA

VB

) 1

2

]2

(3.92)

χAB =
1

2

[

1 +

(

VA

VB

) 1

2

]2

= 0.5 (3.93)

If the polymer-solvent interaction parameter is less than 0.5, this indicates solubility or

swellability. This value deviates somewhat for smaller polymers and can also be soluble at

values above 0.5, although only sparingly soluble. For polymer blends, a value of 0 should

be achieved to obtain theta conditions. Thus, the smaller the value χAB, the better the

miscibility between solvent and polymer.285 The value δt should therefore show as slight a

di�erence as possible between the two components.282

The Hansen solubility parameters can also describe the polymer�solvent interaction pa-

rameter (see Eq. 3.94).285 Lindvig et al. extended the Hansen approach with an optimized

universal parameter σ with a value of 0.6.294 With this equation, the polymer�solvent interac-

tion parameter of a polymer and solvent can be determined via the partial Hansen solubility

parameters and follows the same statements as in Eq. 3.92 and 3.93. The advantage of this

method is that the empirical value for the entropy of 0.34 (obtained from data with Hilde-

brand parameters) does not have to be considered when the Hansen solubility parameters are

used.285
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The polymer�polymer interaction parameter can be determined by using the total sol-

ubility parameters and the enthalpic term from Eq. 3.91 to indicate the polymer�polymer

interaction with V 0 as the molar volume of a chain segment (Eq. 3.95). The entropic term

should range between 10-6 and 10-2, making the enthalpic term the largest.295

χAB = σ ·
VA

RT
·
[

(δdA − δdB)
2 + 0.25 · (δpA − δpB)

2 + 0.25 · (δhA − δhB)
2
]

(3.94)

χH,pp =
V0

RT
(δpolyA − δpolyB)

2 (3.95)

A much lower critical interaction parameter χc for an ideal symmetric polymer consisting

of polymers A and B (N a = N b = N ) with a volume fraction of 0.5 is obtained (Eq. 3.96).

Especially, blends with long chains (large N ) are usually phase-separated since they have

a higher value than χc. It is worth mentioning, that this approach is related to mainly

apolar interactions, such as van-der-Waals interactions. In the case of mixtures with polar

interactions, this paragraph loses its explanatory power and has to be considered critically.293

χc,blend =
2

N
(3.96)

The polymer�solvent and polymer�polymer interactions are determined and discussed for

the desired polymer membrane systems (see Chapter 6: unpublished results).
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3.8 Membranes

This Chapter discusses the de�nition and fabrication of block copolymer membranes. Various

conventional membrane fabrication methods are presented such as the non-solvent induced

phase separation (NIPS) and SNIPS, which are based on the fundamentals of Chapter 3.6

and 3.7.

3.8.1 De�nition and properties of membranes

Membranes are the perm-selective barriers or interfaces between two phases (e.g. liquids

or gas), which allow the selective transport of speci�c components more readily than oth-

ers.296 In contrast to many other separation methods such as distillation or crystallization,

this technique does not require the addition of additives, or high temperatures and is there-

fore a relatively low-energy and gentle separation method.297 Large-scale production can be

implemented excellently since the apparatus setup is simple and straightforward.298,299 Fur-

thermore, the separation of substances by membrane technology can be combined with other

separation methods to achieve even better separation e�ciency.300

The membrane can be classi�ed in di�erent aspects, e.g., functionality or application, pore

size, morphology, and structure.301 The driving force of a membrane is generally based on a

di�erence in chemical potential, e.g., a transmembrane pressure, temperature or concentration

gradient, or electrical potential.302,303 The pressure-driven membrane process can be divided

into micro�ltration, ultra�ltration, nano�ltration, and reverse osmosis, which have already

been mentioned in chapter 3.2 in the summary of lithium-selective membrane technologies.304

Figure 3.50 shows a schematic representation of the di�erent membrane types and driving

forces.

Reverse osmosis and nano�ltration membranes operate at very high pressures and separate

the minor organic substances such as alkali or alkaline earth metals. In the lower pressure

range, ultra�ltration and micro�ltration membranes separate larger macromolecules, viruses,

colloids, cells, and bacteria.305

A further classi�cation can be made based on the membrane structure, which can be either

symmetrical or asymmetrical or porous or non-porous (see Figure 3.51).306 The membrane

cross-section of a symmetric membrane is uniform.307 Isotropic porous membranes are similar

to conventional �lters regarding structure and function, however, the pore size is much smaller

in the range of 0.01-10 µm.308 Filtration occurs as a function of the molecular size of compo-

nents and pore size distribution. Dense membranes, on the other hand, separate components

according to their solubility and di�usivity within the membranes with a permeation rate

inversely proportional to the thickness of the membranes. Thus, the function of non-porous

membranes can be described by the solution�di�usion mechanism and they are mainly used

in, e.g., gas separations.309 On the other hand, porous membranes are often used in micro-

and ultra�ltration.310

Asymmetric membranes, in turn, have a thin separation active layer (<500 nm) supported
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Figure 3.50: Classi�cation of di�erent membrane classes, driving force, and separation perfor-
mance.304

by a functional sponge structure. The top layer gives usually the membrane the separation

properties, while the sponge structure gives the material its mechanical support. The top

as well as the sublayer can be created in one step or separately. The layers in composite

membranes are formed by di�erent materials in most cases and can therefore optimized inde-

pendently.311

The mixture that �ows through a membrane is called feed, what is retained is called

retentate, and the solution that �ows through the membrane is called permeate. A distinction

is usually made between two types of �ltration, i.e., dead-end and cross-�ow �ltration.312

In dead-�ow �ltration, the �ow is entirely perpendicular to the membrane with selective

retention of individual components, thus resulting in a high yield.313 The �ltration resistance

is increased over the �ltration time as the retentate forms a growing �lter cake. To maintain

the permeate �ow, the pressure must be permanently increased. Therefore, at a certain

pressure, the membrane may destabilize and even rupture at the end and be destroyed. To

ensure a continuous process, the membranes must be cleaned regularly, e.g., by rinsing or

pressure reversal.

Cross-�ow �ltration is based on a parallel feed that �ows along the membrane. Part of the

feed is forced through the membrane, while part of the mixture of substances, the retentate,

is formed without passing through the membrane. In contrast to the dead-end �ow, not all

the energy is transferred to the �ltration process, but also for maintaining the membrane

over�ow, so much more power is required than with the dead-end �ow.313
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Figure 3.51: Classi�cation of symmetrical and asymmetrical polymer membranes.

The retention (Rt) of a membrane can be described by Eq. 3.97, where cp and cf are the

dissolved concentrations of a solute in the permeate and feed.314,315

Rt = 1−
cp
cf

(3.97)

A semi-permeable membrane is present if the dissolved substance has a retention of 100 %.

In the case of multiple substances in solution, the selectivity of a membrane is de�ned by the

separation factor α, where ya and yb, and x a and xb are the concentrations in the permeate

and feed for components A and B, respectively (Eq. 3.98).314,315

αa,b =
ya/yb
xa/xb

(3.98)

Darcy's law de�nes the volumetric �ux J as the function of the pressure di�erence across

the membrane cross-section (Eq. 3.99). Concentration polarization and fouling are not in-

cluded. The permeability coe�cient Lp describes the membrane's structure and the permeate

viscosity.314,315

J = −Lp ·
dp
dx

(3.99)

The Hagen-Poiseuille law can obtain a more accurate description of the �ux for a cylin-

drical pore geometry located within the membrane cross-section. In Eq. 3.100, the Hagen-

Poiseuille law is described with the porosity εm, the membrane pore radius r, the viscosity η,

the turtuosity τ , the pressure di�erence p, and the membrane thickness xm (equivalent to the

length of cylindrical perpendicular pores).314�316
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J =
εm · r2

8 · η · τ
·
∆p

∆xm
(3.100)

In the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, it is assumed that all pores have the same size, but this

is rarely the case in reality. The Kozeny-Carman equation describes the volume �ux J for

membranes with irregular structure and turtuosity with SA the internal surface area of the

pores, the Kozeny-Carman constant (KC) constant, which is dependent on the structure of

the pores, and the tortuosity (Eq. 3.101).314,315,317

J =
ε3m

KC · η · SA2(1− εm)2
·
∆p

∆x
(3.101)

Irreversible deposits of retained substances on the membrane surface lead to increased �ow

resistance unless the transmembrane pressure rises. Therefore the permeate �ux decreases

with an increased amount of deposits. This phenomenon is referred to as fouling, which is a

common problem in membrane technology for liquid phase applications.318,319 Since fouling

reduces the permeate �ux, it can be counteracted by increasing the transmembrane pressure.

However, this leads to increased energy costs and can only be carried out up to physical defor-

mation. Cleaning intervals to release the pores can also be performed, nonetheless, this forces

to process interruption and usability of very aggressive chemicals, damaging the membrane

material in the long terms. Fouling can be prevented by incorporating hydrophilic triblock

copolymers,320 post-modi�cation at the surface,321 mixing in additives such as microgels,322

changing the membrane topology,323 or increasing shear forces.324 For more in-depth infor-

mation, please refer to the review work by Chang et al..325

3.8.2 Membrane fabrication

In 1861 the �rst polymer membrane was published; those membranes are much cheaper com-

pared to, e.g., ceramic or glass membranes.326 The �eld of block copolymer membranes is

relatively young but o�ers a wide range of possibilities to adjust thermal and mechanical

resistance and vary the separation e�ciency.327�329

There are many di�erent ways to produce polymer membranes. For example, porous

membranes can be made by sintering, stretch track etching, or by a phase inversion process.

Membranes produced by sintering or stretching allow a pore size of 0.1 µm and are therefore

only suitable for micro�ltration processes. On the other hand, micro- and ultra�ltration

membranes can be produced using the track etching or phase inversion process.330,331

Asymmetric membranes, which are produced via the phase inversion process, are of great

economic importance because they allow high �uxes, have a thin selective separation layer

and contain high-pressure stability due to the porous substructure.311

In membrane manufacturing, phase separation is achieved by solid�liquid phase separation,

starting with a homogeneous polymer solution. In this process, phase separation occurs by

transferring a homogeneous polymer solution into a bath of a non-solvent, which is called
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NIPS and will be described in the following.332�334

3.8.2.1 Non-solvent-induced phase separation

In the NIPS process, the polymer must be completely soluble in a solvent or solvent mixture;

this solvent must be miscible with the non-solvent precipitation bath. In addition, a miscibility

gap must be identi�able between polymer, solvent/solvent mixture, and non-solvent. During

membrane preparation, the polymer solution is placed on a support, often glass or polyester,

and spread with a doctor blade at a de�ned thickness and speed. Until a speci�c evaporation

time is reached, the liquid polymer �lm is evaporated until it is placed in a precipitation

bath (often water). Due to the interaction of the solvent and the precipitant (non-solvent),

phase separation occurs into two coexisting phases to minimize the Gibbs free energy, and a

membrane structure is formed.315,334,335

Figure 3.52 describes the phase separation process in more detail by the ternary mixture

of polymer, solvent, and non-solvent. The triangular phase diagram is characterized by a

homogeneous and thermodynamically stable, metastable, and unstable region. The binodal

curve separates the stable area (a, b, c, d) from the metastable region (e). The spinodal curve

on the other side separates the metastable region (e) from the unstable one (f). Each point

in this diagram shows a mixture of the three compositions located at the respective corners

of the triangle (polymer, solvent, non-solvent) and tie lines combining a pair of equilibrium

compositions with identical chemical potential, determining the composition of the polymer-

rich and polymer-poor phases at each step of the phase separation process.315

The phase separation during the NIPS process occurs in the metastable area by nucleation

and growth. In the unstable region, spinoidal segregation takes place. The thermodynamically

stable polymer solution is the starting point of the NIPS process. This is spread onto a support

to form a �lm at time t=0 (see Figure 3.52). The time that elapses until the polymer �lm

support is placed in the precipitation bath results in an increase in concentration perpendicular

to the �lm surface due to evaporation of the solvent in which the polymer is dissolved. Hence

di�erent concentrations exist at the surface and inside the �lm. As soon as the polymer �lm

is transferred to the non-solvent bath, the interaction between solvent and non-solvent takes

place; at some point during the process, the solution is in the metastable or unstable range.

The state with the lowest free enthalpy of mixing ∆Gmix is targeted by segregating it into two

phases. The sponge-like substructure typical of asymmetric polymer membranes is a speci�c

consequence of spinodal segregation. Starting from the homogeneous region, the more minor

phases formed due to segregation in the unstable area, the stronger the incompatibility of

the component. The incompatibility is most signi�cant at the surface when the polymer �lm

support is introduced into the precipitation bath. Thus, the segregation is stated at the surface

of the polymer solution (t=1). The resulting precipitating polymer membrane interferes with

the exchange between solvent and non-solvent in the deeper regions of the polymer �lm.

The non-solvent di�uses further into the �lm, which means that the concentration gradually

decreases from the �lm's surface to the bottom. Thus, the incompatibility between polymer
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and solvent/non-solvent also reduces across the cross-section. Segregation is less profound in

the membrane, which is in the unstable region and less distant from the homogeneous area,

and occurs later (t=2).315,334,335

Figure 3.52: Illustration of the ternary phase diagram of a polymer�solvent�nonsolvent system.
Various regions inside the diagram are illustrated. a) displays the one-phase stable area with suitable
compositions to produce a initial casting solution, b) one-phase stable area with unsuitable compo-
sitions to fabricate membranes, c) one-phase gel area, d) glassy area, e) metastable region, and f)
unstable area. The critical point (Cr) represents the point where the spinodal and binodal curve
touch each other. The right image illustrates the di�erent precipitation pathways of the membrane
top surface, in between and the bottom is represented. Reused with permission from Radjabian and
Abetz from Elsevier.315

3.8.2.2 Self-assembly of block copolymers and non-solvent-induced phase sepa-

ration

The combination for self-assembly capability with the process of SNIPS is used to prepare

isoporous integrally asymmetric block copolymer membranes. This method is based on de-

signing a polymer �lm by self-assembling the block copolymers and subsequent generation of

the porous structure by precipitating a component from the �lm. The process of the SNIPS

method enables the fabrication of pore structures with narrowly distributed mean pore diam-

eter and underlying sponge-like support structure, which can be fabricated in one step. The

membrane fabrication is similar to the procedure of the NIPS process. A polymer solution

usually consisting of a binary or ternary solvent with di�erent boiling points and solubili-

ties concerning the respective blocks is used. Once the polymer �lm is spread on support

and evaporated for a speci�c time, the critical step of micro phase separation of the block

copolymers occurs at the surface (Figure 3.53). During the evaporation time, the concen-

tration at the surface decreases to a value below the order-disorder solvent concentration.

The growth of ordered periodic microdomains appears. The order of the microphase sepa-

ration is determined by the variation of the polymer chain relaxation rate and the rate of

the adequate segregation strength as a function of the solvent concentration. A steep solvent

concentration gradient allows for vertically oriented microphase separation that can only grow
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a �nite distance into the �lm, with the solvent concentration at the surface below a critical

concentration. The bottom layer of the membrane is again closer to the initial concentration

of the casting solution. The formed vertically ordered structure is highly swollen since the

selective solvents have di�erent boiling points. Therefore, the membrane can transform into

a thermodynamically more favorable parallel structure. Thus, the cast �lm should be added

to the precipitation bath after a speci�c time. During the interaction between solvent and

non-solvent, the ordered, vertically aligned structure on the surface is formed.315,334,336,337

Figure 3.53: Illustration of the SNIPS procedure. Starting from a homogeneous casting solution
applied to a support and evaporated for a speci�c time in the environment, and the subsequent
precipitation of the �lm in a non-solvent.

At the same time, the bottom layer enters an unstable state and forms a sponge-like

structure by spinodal decomposition, similar to the NIPS process. With the SNIPS process,

integral asymmetric membranes with high pore density and a selective thin layer, as well

as vertically aligned cylindrical pores with very narrow pore size distributions, are obtained

(Figure 3.54).315,334,336,337

Figure 3.54: Top and cross-section view of an integral asymmetric block copolymer membrane.
Reused with permission from V. Abetz from Wiley.334
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The formation of SNIPS membranes requires the right choices of many parameters to-

gether, e.g., chain length of the polymer, concentration of the casting solution, solvent com-

position, evaporation time (ET) and evaporation rate of the solvent. To obtain the optimal

processing window, normally it requires a massive trial and error casting. Concerning the se-

lection of the solvent, the solubility parameters can provide a theoretical reference to partially

simply the choice of solvents.315,334

According to Hoy and Hansen, theoretical solvent parameters were determined to simplify

the manufacturing conditions of block copolymer membranes using the SNIPS method. These

methods be described in more detail in Chapter 6.2 (unpublished results). The aim was to �nd

a suitable solvent mixture for the PMAA-b-PS polymer, and that of the CE functionalized

polymer, which is a unknown polymer structure and therefore no data of the solvent properties

exists.
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The extraction of lithium is a necessary process to sustain future lithium-ion batteries' further

development. The production of an adsorbent material with both a good lithium uptake

capacity and simple and inexpensive to manufacture so that the material can be scaled up

to a larger scale is fundamental to providing enough lithium as a raw material for humanity

and thus more environmentally conscious living in the world. In this work, among the many

di�erent adsorbent materials for lithium feedstock, the crown ether class was chosen due to

its variety of functionalization and therefore adjustable extraction properties.

The topic of the dissertation is mainly divided in four parts: the synthesis and simulation

of di�erent crown ether structures and their in�uence on lithium extraction, the synthesis of

an industrially attractive polymer material, the synthesis and lithium extraction properties

of crown ether bonded polymer materials, and the preparation of lithium extracting polymer

membranes. The parts of the thesis are summarized in Fig. 4.1.

PART I: Synthesis and simulation of di�erent crown ether structures and their

in�uence on lithium extraction

In the �rst part of this work, di�erent crown ether structures were fabricated to study the

lithium extraction capacity in aqueous lithium resources. The in�uence of the crown ether size,

the number and type of heteroatoms in the ring, and the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity

of the crown ether structure on the lithium extraction capacity, was investigated. To obtain

a broader range of di�erent crown ether structures and predict more accurate trends of the

lithium extraction versus other interfering ions, the DFT simulation method was also used.

PART II: Synthesis of an industrially attractive polymer material

In the second part of the work, a polymer material was chosen that could be produced

as green as possible, on a large scale from readily available and inexpensive monomers. In

addition, a functional group should be present to bind the crown ethers to the polymer. The

PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer was chosen as the target base polymer, as it meets these

requirements.
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PART III: Synthesis and lithium extraction properties of a crown ether func-

tionalized polymer material.

The third part of the work deals with the linkage of the crown ethers with the PMAA-b-PS

base polymer and the comparison of the lithium extraction properties of the free crown ethers

with that of the polymer-bound crown ethers.

PART IV: Preparation of lithium extracting polymer membranes

In the �nal part of the work, the powdered polymer-bound crown ether material is to

be processed into membranes since these allow easier isolation from the aqueous medium,

thus improving the material's handling and providing a larger surface area of the adsorbent

material.

Figure 4.1: Work of the scope: Part I focuses on the synthesis and lithium extractability for di�erent
CE structures, part II on the synthesis of an industrially attractive polymer, part III on the connection
of part I and II, and part IV on the processing of the polymer into a membrane material.
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CHAPTER5
Published Results

This Chapter contains reprints of the �ve �rst-author articles that are the main part of this

dissertation. A short synopsis is given for each publication and the support of collaborators,

coworkers, and students is acknowledged.

5.1 Publication 1:

Thermodynamic study of crown ether�lithium/magnesium com-
plexes based on benz-1,4-dioxane and its homologues

This work was partially done with the assistance of Fanny Ott (Universität Hamburg) in

the context of a bachelor thesis under my supervision and guidance. Her help is gratefully

acknowledged.

The �rst Publication of this thesis focuses on the synthesis of new crown ether structures

with di�erent hydrophobicities within the ring to study the e�ect of lithium complexation

in comparison to magnesium, since this ion is due to the alike ionic radius one of the major

issues of reduced lithium extraction capability using crown ethers as adsorber from aqueous

lithium ressources.

In the past, di�erent crown ether sizes, substituents, or donor atoms within the crown

ether were studied on di�erent metal ions.175,338�340 Still, the in�uence of hydrophobicity

without changing the donor atoms or substituents has never been studied to the best of our

knowledge.

Based on the benz-1,4-dioxanes, three di�erent crown ether sizes with only two oxygen

donor atoms but an extended alkane chain were investigated for lithium and magnesium

complexation. The extraction of the metals by the di�erent crown ethers was studied in a

two-phase extraction, with the crown ether initially in the organic phase and the salts in the

aqueous phase. UV-responsive anions were used as counterions to the salts so that the aqueous

phase could be examined before and after extraction by UV-vis spectroscopy to determine the

change in concentration of the metal ions. By calculating thermodynamic quantities such as

the complexation constants, free enthalpy, entropy, and enthalpy, conclusions could be drawn
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about the stability of the complex.

The increase of the number of C atoms within the crown ether ring (i.e., the growth of the

hydrophobicity) showed an increase in the magnesium complexation; decisive for this is the

increase of the entropy, while the lithium complexation decreases with higher hydrophobicity.

These results thus show stronger complexation towards lithium when more hydrophilic crown

ether adsorbers are used.

The Publication is reprinted with permission from I.Oral, F.Ott and V. Abetz, Phys.

Chem. Chem. Phys., 2022, 24, 11687. - published by the Royal Society of Chemistry. The

related supporting information is available in Section 9.2.
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Thermodynamic study of crown ether–lithium/
magnesium complexes based on benz-1,4-
dioxane and its homologues†

Iklima Oral, a Fanny Ott a and Volker Abetz *ab

The synthesis and characterization of benz-1,4-dioxane crown ethers (CEs) and some of its homologues

are described and analyzed. The effect of added C-atom within the CE ring (increasing the

hydrophobicity of the CE ring by increasing the number of CH2-units) on the Li+ and Mg2+

complexation within a liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) is investigated and thermodynamically analyzed. The

complex stability constant K, the change of entropy DS and enthalpy DH, and the Gibbs energy DG are

determined. The enhanced hydrophobicity of the CE ring results in stronger complexation stability of

the Mg2+ complex, while the Li+ complexes are less favored. This effect mainly occurs due to the

increased entropy term with improved hydrophobicity of the CE. These results indicate a stronger

extraction of Li+ in Mg2+-containing aqueous resources if more hydrophilic CEs are used.

1. Introduction

Crown ethers (CE) are well-known for binding metal cations

due to their cyclic cavities and electron donor features.1 CEs are

macrocyclic ligands containing ethyleneoxy units, so-called

polyethers. Since the name of these compounds is quickly

complicated if larger rings are considered, Pedersen suggested

the family name crown ether. This definition results from the

molecular models and the ability to crown metal cations.2,3 The

general structure of the CE is shown in Fig. 1, where X labels

the total number of atoms and Y the total number of hetero-

atoms within the ring. If the CE arises from an arene catechol

compound, the structure is named benzo-X-crown-Y.

The interaction of a CE with a cation is mainly based on the

interaction of charge (the metal cation) and dipole (donor atom

within the CE ring), which can be influenced by the orientation

of the donor atom, cavity size of the CE, type of donor atom

(according to the HSAB principle), the substitution of electron-

donating and withdrawing compounds and solvent.4 The large

variability of the CE structures and their properties is why they

are used in many different applications such as isotope

separations,5 ion determination sensors,6 phase transfer

catalysts,7 and ion transport through membranes.8,9

The application of CEs in solvent extraction is particularly

noteworthy since it presents several benefits such as high selectivity,

fast extraction rates, and easy application due to simple equipment

on a laboratory and industrial scale. Especially in applications with

polymers, improved adsorption properties and product recovery are

more straightforward.10–12 The solvent extraction with CEs has been

widely used to recover alkali and alkaline-earth metal ions such as

Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+.10,13–16 Different cavity sizes, hetero-

atoms within the ring such as nitrogen or sulfur, substituents, and

complex stoichiometries have been investigated.17–20 To remove the

metal ions from the CE–metal complex, a temperature increase in

the system releases the ions from this complex, as shown in the

work of Warshawsky and Kahana.21

In this work, we synthesized different CEs based on benz-

1,4-dioxane by increasing the cavity with an increased alkane

chain (increasing the hydrophobicity of the CE). The effect of

changing the ring size and increasing hydrophobicity

surroundings on metal ion complexation is studied without

incorporating other factors such as donor atoms or attached

Fig. 1 Illustration of different CE structures.
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substituents. In this work, we will focus on the complexation

stability of benz-1,4-dioxane-based CEs with the alkali metal

ion Li+ and the alkaline-earth metal ion Mg2+. In terms of Li+

recovery from brines or seawater, the often-higher Mg2+ concen-

tration leads to significant issues due to its similar behavior.

Lithium and its compounds are widely used in industrial

applications due to their physical and chemical properties

and are therefore highly required.22 Especially in the electric

vehicle industry, the demand has increased tremendously. The

annual global lithium use was estimated to be 57 700 tons in

2019 and 2020, an 18% increase from 49 100 tons in 2018.23

Numerous CE adsorbers have been tested for Li+ recovery. For

example, the complex stability with benzo-15-crown-5, 12-

crown-4, and 14-crown-4 CEs adsorbers have shown excellent

complexation properties with Li+; however, complexations with

Mg2+ and Na+ were also possible.18,24–32 To selectively extract

Li+ from aqueous resources, the complexation behavior of Li+

and the other metal ions is of great importance. Especially the

complexation properties of Li+ and Mg2+ are of great interest

since they have almost the same ion diameter in aqueous

solution.33,34

In this work the introduced benzo-6-crown-2 (B6C2), benzo-

7-crown-2 (B7C2), and benzo-8-crown-2 (B8C2) structures

(Fig. 2) are investigated regarding metal ion complex stability

since, as far as we know, such adsorbers have not yet been

studied. Moreover, the influence of the hydrophobic environ-

ment within the ring on the respective ions will be tested and

discussed. The thermodynamic properties of Li+ and Mg2+

complexes will be further investigated by determining the

enthalpy and entropy change during the complexation process.

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Synthesis of benz-1,4-dioxane crown ethers and

homologues

One of the most widely used methods for the syntheses of CEs

is the Williamson ether synthesis, which was introduced by

Alexander William Williamson.35 The Williamson ether synthe-

sis is a variant of the nucleophilic substitution second-order

reaction (SN2), characterized by a transition state. An alcohol,

here: catechol 1, is converted into an dialcoholate 2 with the aid

of a non-nucleophilic base K2CO3 (Fig. 3).36 It is worth men-

tioning that the alkoxides exhibit a higher nucleophilicity than

alcohols, due to their increased electron density at the partially

negatively charged oxygen atom, which accelerates the speed of

the reaction. Due to their high base strength, ether synthesis is

limited to the use of primary alkyl halides, since otherwise

side-reactions would occur from the competing bimolecular

elimination reaction (E2). It is worth mentioning that the use of

phenoxides principally can lead to another side reaction, the

C-alkylation. However, this can be prevented by using inert

solvents such as benzene, toluene, xylene or polar aprotic

solvents such as dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethylsulf-

oxide (DMSO) to favor the oxygen alkylation.36 In the next step,

the dialcoholate 2 reacts with a primary dihalogenide 3 (here:

1,3-dibromopropane) via a concerted, five-membered transition

state 4 to form a new ether bond. An alkyl dibromide was

chosen as an alkyl dihalide since the leaving capacity of the

leaving group correlates with its ability to stabilize the negative

charge and increases within the group F o Cl o Br o I due to

increasing polarization capacity. In a further SN2 reaction, the

oxygen nucleophile intramolecularly attacks the electrophilic

center of the C–Br bond 5 and forms the seven-membered B7C2

CE ring 6 with two oxygen donor atoms. The synthesis of B8C2

follows the same reaction mechanism. For this, 1,4-

dibromobutane was used as an alkyl dihalogenide. The syn-

thetic routes were adapted/modified from the work of Y.-F. Ji

et al.37 and H.-L. Zhu.38 Since these CEs have not been pre-

viously considered as ligands, sufficient analysis of these

structures is performed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy (Fig. 4) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy (Fig. S3 and

S7, ESI†), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-

ments (Fig. S4 and S8, ESI†), and mass spectrometry (MS)

(Fig. 5). The 1H NMR data before purification of the products

and the 13C NMR spectra are also documented in the ESI.† The

data of the 1H- and 13C spectra are in good agreement with the

data from the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the gas

chromatography-MS (GC-MS), IR spectroscopy, and DSC data of

these compounds have not been reported before.

The molecular ion peak found at 151 000 m/z agrees with the

calculated molecular weight for approximately B7C2 (M =

151.178 g mol�1). The main fragmentation reactions consist

of a benzyl cleavage. The delocalized p-electron system of the

aromatic compound favors the formation of a stable benzyl ion

(80 000 m/z). The possible minor cleavage product is 1,3-

cyclobutadiene (52 000 m/z), formed by re-ionization. The peakFig. 2 Benz-1,4-dioxane-based CEs with an increased alkali chain.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the reaction mechanism of dipotassium catecholate

with 1,3-dibromopropane under SN2 conditions to synthesize B7C2.
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at 121 000 m/z shows a fragmentation based on a benzyl

cleavage and hydrogen rearrangement, followed by McLafferty

rearrangement and fragmentation. Instead of the McLafferty

rearrangement, direct fragmentation of the radical cation is

possible, whose quinoid cleavage product leads to the peak at

109 000 m/z. The GC-MS spectrum of the B8C2 shows a mole-

cular ion peak at 164 000 m/z, which is in good agreement with

the calculated molecular weight of M = 164 080 m/z. The

cleavage product of the McLafferty rearrangement at 121000 m/z

has a lower intensity than B7C2. Thus, it can be assumed that

the formation of this molecule ion peak decreases with the

increasing ring size of the CE, which is most likely due to the

steric relief caused by the chain breakage.

2.2. Pre-extraction experiments

In the following, the extraction properties of the newly synthe-

sized B8C2 and B7C2 CEs and B6C2 (commercially available)

with Li+ and Mg2+ in a liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) are

investigated and the effect of ring size and hydrophobicity

environment of the ring are discussed. To ensure that the

CEs remain in the organic phase during the LLE, blank tests

were performed. For this purpose, the CE was dissolved in an

organic phase (here: DCM) and LiCl in the aqueous phase. The

two-phase mixture was shaken vigorously, and the aqueous

phase was subsequently analyzed by UV-vis spectroscopy. Since

LiCl shows no absorption in the UV-vis spectrum, any visible

signal should refer to the CE. Fig. S13 (ESI†) clearly shows that

no absorption maximum is observed in the aqueous phase after

extraction for the B7C2 and B8C2 CE structures. The B6C2

shows a small signal (black curve) below 1% and thus one can

conclude that the CE–cation complex remains mainly in the

organic phase.

2.3. Determination of the thermodynamic complex constant K

The extractability of the metal salts by B6C2, B7C2, and B8C2

was investigated using a reference series of the respective

cation. To determine the complexing properties of the CEs,

the complex constant K was determined. To ensure UV-vis

spectroscopic evaluation of salt complexation, counterions

were used that allow p–p* excitation in the ultraviolet to visible

spectral range through conjugated double bond systems and

(anti-)auxochromic groups. The chosen metal salt dyes and

their corresponding UV-vis spectrum can be found in the ESI†

(Fig. S9–S12).

For the LLE of the CE and cation dye, a molar ratio of CE to

metal ion ranging from 25 : 1 to 11 : 1 was used. The reaction

can be described as shown in eqn (1).

Fig. 4 1H NMR spectrum of the B7C2 (bottom) and B8C2 (top). The

spectrum was recorded in CDCl3 and shows the significant signals and

their multiplicities on larger scale.

Fig. 5 GCMS spectrometry of B7C2 (left) and B8C2 (right).
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mMzþxXv�
ðaqÞ þ nCEðorgÞ ! ðMmCEnÞ

mzþXxv�
x orgð Þ (1)

where m and x are the stoichiometric factors of the cation M of

charge z+, and the corresponding counterion X of charge v�,

and n as the equivalents of the CE obligatory for complexation.

For all cations m = 1 applies, while x = 1 applies for Li+ and x = 2

applies for Mg2+. A calibration curve of each salt solution was

performed before extraction to determine the concentration in

the aqueous phase using the Lambert–Beer law. The calibration

was performed shortly before the measurement series and

conducted using the same stock solution as the extraction

experiments to guarantee the most precise data. The complex

constant K of the extraction process was calculated according to

the law of mass (eqn (2)):10,39

K ¼
MmCEnð ÞmzþX

xv

x orgð Þ

h i

Q � gþ Mzþ½ �m
� �

� g� Xv�½ �xð Þ
� �

� CE½ �n
(2)

with the mean activity coefficients g� and the stoichiometric

coefficient Q. Due to the electroneutrality condition, only the

activity of the entire system can be determined. Therefore, the

mean activity coefficient g� is applied for g� and g+, which can

be calculated according to the Debye–Hückel-equation (see

eqn (3)).

log g�ð Þ ¼ �A � jzþv�j �
ffiffiffiffi

Ia
p

(3)

Ia is the ionic strength and A is a dimensionless factor, which

has a value of 0.509 at 25 1C.40 The ionic strength Ia can be

calculated according to eqn (4):

Ia ¼
1

2

X

i

ci � zi
2 (4)

With ci, the molar concentration of the ion (mol L�1) and zi the

charge number of the ions. The stoichiometric coefficient Q can

be calculated according to eqn (5).

Q ¼ mm � xxð Þ
1

mþx (5)

2.4. Extraction studies of B6C2, B7C2 and B8C2 with Li+ and

Mg2+

In the following, the complex stability of B6C2, B7C2, and B8C2 at

different concentrations with Li+ and Mg2+ at 25 1C is determined.

The complexation constant K was calculated for a single and a

sandwich-type cation–CE complexation. An illustration of the newly

formed structure is exemplarily presented in Fig. 6 for the B7C2with

Li+ and Mg2+ and the corresponding anions. Since Li+ and Mg2+ are

preferentially complexed in coordination number (CN) 4,41,42 a

sandwich complex can be assumed (two CE ligands crown one

metal ion). Furthermore, the cavity size of the CEmight be too small

for the metal ions to fit into the CE cavity.34 Therefore, the data

presented here are calculated based on the assumption of a

sandwich-type complexation.

In the complexation process of metal ions from aqueous solu-

tions, the formation of the hydration shell plays an essential role.

The hydration shell must first be removed from metal ions to be

complexed. The strength of the hydration shell depends on the

charge and the size of the metal ion. The energy freed when one

mole of ions undergoes hydration is called the hydration enthalpy

DHhyd, which is the highest for Mg2+ (�1922 kJ mol�1), followed by

Li+ (�521 kJ mol�1).43 The evaluated complex stability constants K

for themolar ratio of CE tometal ion ranging from 25 :1 to 11 :1 for

single and sandwich-type complexation can be found in Fig. S14

and Table S1 (ESI†). A graphical illustration of the complexation

constants K of the respective complexes is shown in Fig. 7 (values

refer to the more likely sandwich-type complexation). It is already

known that the substitution of the oxygen donor atoms with less

electronegative atoms such as nitrogen favors the complexation of

Mg2+ (as expected according to the HSAB principle). However, the

influence of a more hydrophobic environment with a simple alkyl

chain has not been studied yet. The introduction of a more

hydrophobic ring shows a stronger complex stability constant K

for Mg2+ which is indicated by the following trend B8C2 = B7C2 4

B6C2. For Li+, on the other hand, the trend is vice versa showing an

increased logK in the following trend: B6C2 E B7C2 4 B8C2 and

thus decreasing with higher hydrophobicity of the ring. According to

the HSAB principle Li+ (hardness Z = 35.12) is a harder base than

Mg2+ (Z = 32.55),44,45 which could explain the obtained trend.

2.5. Temperature-dependent extraction studies of B6C2, B7C2

and B8C2 with Li+ and Mg2+

In the following, enthalpic and entropic values are determined

experimentally by temperature-dependent LLE to clarify the

differences of complex stability for the B6C2, B7C2 and B8C2

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the B7C2–Li and Mg single and sandwich-

type complex with corresponding anions.
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CEs more precisely. The relation between the complex constant K

and temperature is described by the Van’t Hoff equation (VH,

eqn (6)) assuming that DH and DS are temperature independent.

lnK ¼ �
DH

R
�

1

T

� �

þ
DS

R
(6)

The VH equation arises from the combination of the Gibbs

energy of reaction and the Gibbs energy isotherm equation,

which is described in eqn (7) and (8). R labels the molar gas

constant (8.314 J mol�1 K�1).

DG = DH � TDS (7)

DG = �RT lnK (8)

The so-called VH plot results from eqn (6). The natural loga-

rithm lnK is a linear function of the reciprocal temperature 1/T.

The plot of the values results in a linear regression, where the

slope gives �
DH

R
and the intercept

DS

R
. The VH plots are shown

in Fig. S15 (ESI†) and the corresponding values to determine DS

and DH can be found in Table S2 (ESI†). The data of the

enthalpy and entropy changes DH and DS after complexation

of B6C2, B7C2, and B8C2 with Li+ and Mg2+ are shown in Fig. 8.

The green bar labels DH and the blue bar labels DS.

Generally, an enthalpy gain occurs if new interactions

proceed between the metal ion and the donor atoms of the

CE. On the other hand, the anion interacts less pronounced in

the organic phase compared to the aqueous phase, resulting in

an enthalpy loss.39 The enthalpy change DH is highest for the

B6C2 for Li+ and decreases rapidly when the ring size as well as

the hydrophobicity increases. In fact, negative values are

obtained for the B7C2 and B8C2 CEs, which might be due to

the weaker DHhyd of Li+ compared to Mg2+, making the desol-

vation less energy-consuming and, therefore, enthalpic change

more favorable. However, this is not the case for B6C2–Li. The

energy contributions are significantly higher for the Mg2+

complexes, which is most likely due to the stronger bonding

of the water molecules to the Mg2+ in the aqueous phase. In

addition, two anions have to be freed from the hydration shell

compared to the Li complex to form the CE–Mg complex

(compare with Fig. 6). In addition, DH increases for the more

hydrophobic CE rings such as B7C2 and B8C2 in comparison

to B6C2.

The change of Gibbs energy of a system is an interplay

between DH and DS. The change of entropy DS is almost

identical for Li+ complexes and increases only slightly with

increasing hydrophobicity of the CE. On the other hand, DS

increases with growing hydrophobicity for the CE–Mg com-

plexes, which is most likely the reason for the higher complex

stability K (Fig. 7). The higher DS of Mg2+ complexes compared

to Li+ ones most-probably result from the released water

molecules, which were strongly bound to the Mg2+ ion before

complexation. As previously mentioned, the hydration enthalpy

DHhyd is almost four times larger than the enthalpy that would

be required to desolvate lithium. Accordingly, the water mole-

cules are much more strongly bound to the Mg2+. In addition,

in the case of the Mg2+ complexes, two anions are attached to

the complex so that twice the amount of water molecules are

released. In contrast, the formation of complexes in the organic

phase also leads to entropy loss since the CEs lose mobility. The

larger the complex, the greater this loss. The entropy loss is

thus more significant for a sandwich-type complex compared to

a single complex. The change in entropy DS is, therefore an

interplay between the gain in entropy due to the release of

water molecules in the aqueous phase and the loss of entropy

due to the binding of the ligands and anions to the metal ion in

the organic phase.

To describe the energy of a system and its voluntariness of

the complex formation, the Gibbs energy DG is used. Fig. 9

shows the calculated DG values calculated according to eqn (7)

by performing extraction at room temperature (grey bar) and by

eqn (8) conducting temperature-dependent extractions using

the VH equation (DG (VH), orange bar). Both DG values agree

well with each other. All reactions are exergonic and proceed

Fig. 7 logK of the CE :metal ion complexes with B6C2, B7C2, and B8C2

with Mg2+ and Li+ at a constant molar ratio of CE :metal ion of 14 : 1.

Fig. 8 Enthalpy and entropy changes after complexation of the CE with

the metal ions Li+ and Mg2+ at a constant molar ratio of CE :metal ion of

14 : 1. The green bars represent the change in enthalpy DH after extraction

and the blue bars the change in entropy DS, respectively.
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voluntarily, with the Mg2+ complexes being more favorable.

This effect is more pronounced with increasing hydrophobicity

of the CE ring.

The CEs prepared in this work are new adsorbers for lithium

isolation that have not been previously considered in the group

of benz-1,4-dioxane homologues with an increasing alkane

chain. In addition, CE B7C2 in particular is less expensive in

comparison to the commercially available 12-crown-4 and 15-

crown-4 CEs that are commonly used for lithium isolation and

since it is less soluble in water, the yield of complexed lithium

is larger.

3. Conclusions

B7C2 and B8C2 CEs were synthesized and compared with B6C2

in LLE to investigate the Li+ and Mg2+ extractability from

aqueous solution. Thermodynamic parameters such as the

complex stability constant K, the Gibbs energy DG (calculated

from room temperature and temperature-dependent extrac-

tions), and the change in entropy DS and enthalpy DH were

determined and discussed. The increase of the number of C

atoms within the CE ring (higher hydrophobicity) leads to

higher Mg2+ complex stability, while the Li+ complex stability

is decreased. The higher stability of Mg2+ complexes is most

likely based on a greater change in change of entropy DS with

increasing hydrophobicity. In summary, the data reported here

show that the effect of hydrophobicity has brought us much

closer to the selective extraction of Li+ over Mg2+ and that these

results can further narrow the choice of future adsorbents for

lithium extraction to find a suitable material.

4. Experimental
4.1 Materials

1,4-Benzdioxane (98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany),

(+)-Mg-(L)-ascorbate (98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany),

lithium 3,5-diiodosalicylate (499%, LIS, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf,

Germany), potassium carbonate (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf,

Germany), catechol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany),

dichloromethane (DCM) (499%, Acros, Schwerte, Germany), petrol

ether (technical grade), ethyl acetate (technical grade), 1,3-

dibromopropane (499%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany),

1,4-dibromobutane (499%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany),

2-propanol (499%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany) n-hexane

(95%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany), chloroform-d1
(499%, EurisoTop, Saarbrücken, Germany) were used as received

without further purification unless noted otherwise. Deionized

water was purified with a Milli-Qs integral water purification

system.

4.2 Methods

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The ATR-

FTIR spectra were taken on powders of ground dry interpene-

trating network gel samples with a Bruker IFS 66V/S FTIR, with

a wide-band Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector, KBr

mid-IR beam splitter, and Pike diamond-ATR module. Each

spectrum was averaged over 64 scans at a resolution of 2 cm�1.

Nuclear resonance spectroscopy (NMR). 1H NMR and
13C NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature using

a 500 MHz Bruker AVANCE II spectrometer in CDCl3. The

residual signals at d = 7.26 for CDCl3 were used as an internal

standard for the chemical shifts.

UV/Vis spectroscopy. The UV-Vis spectra were recorded with

a spectrophotometer UV5 from METTLER TOLEDO at room

temperature using a scan time of 10 s.

Gas chromatography (GC) with mass spectrometry (MS)

coupling. The measurements were carried out in a Thermo

ISQ LT EI coupled to a Thermo Trace 1300.

Differential scanning calorimetry. DSC measurements were

conducted on a DSC 204 F1 Phoenix from Netzsch. The experi-

ments were run with a scanning rate of 10 K min�1 at different

temperature ranges and conducted under an inert nitrogen

atmosphere. A sample between 5–10 mg was weighed into a

40 mL aluminum crucible which was capped afterward using a

pierced lid. The data processing was performed by the Netzsch

software Protheus analysis.

4.3 Synthetic procedures

In this work, the preparation of the crown ethers was carried

out in a modified form according to a prescription of Huang

et al.37 The reactions took place under a nitrogen atmosphere.

Synthesis of benzo-7-crown-2

Catechol (5.6 g, 51 mmol, 1.0 eq.), 1,3-dibromopropane (14 g,

7.1 mL, 69 mmol, 1.4 eq.) and potassium carbonate (25 g,

0.18 mol, 3.5 eq.) were dissolved in ethanol (27% (v/v), 150 mL).

The green mixture was heated under reflux for 5 h at 80 1C and

turned into an orange mixture. The reaction was cooled to room

Fig. 9 Gibbs energy calculated by the Gibbs–Helmholtz equation (DG),

grew bars and from the Gibbs energy isotherm equation based on the

Van’t Hoff plot (DG (VH), orange bars at a constant molar ratio of CE :metal

ion of 14 : 1). The data represent the values for T = 25 1C.
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temperature and filtrated under reduced pressure. The crude

product was purified two times with column chromatography

on silica gel with a mobile phase of petrol ether and ethyl

acetate (30 : 1 v/v) and (25 : 1 v/v). The product was obtained as a

colorless oil (4.1 g, 54%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, 25 1C): d

[ppm] = 7.00–6.91 (m, Ar-H, 4H), 4.22 (t, 3J (H, H) = 3 Hz, O–CH2,

4H), 2.19 (quint., 3J (H,H) = 3 Hz, –CH2, 2H); 13C NMR

(500 MHz, CDCl3, 25 1C): d [ppm] = 152 (C4), 124 (C4–CH–

CH), 122 (C4–CH–CH), 70.9 (O–CH2–), 32.2 (–CH2); GC-MS (EI):

m/z (%): [M]+ calcd for C9H10O2
+: 151.08, found 151.00 (8) [M+],

121.00 (100) [C7H7O2
+], 109.00 (19) [C6H4O2

+], 80.00 (23)

[C6H6
+], 51.02 (20) [C4H3

+]; IR (KBr): ~n [cm�1] = 3037 (w), 2950

(m), 2866 (w), 1580 (m), 1490 (s), 1246 (s), 1048 (s), 751 (s).

Synthesis of benzo-8-crown-2

Catechol (6.7 g, 61 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in 2-propanol

(14% (v/v), 170 mL). After adding potassium carbonate (29.5 g,

214mmol, 3.5 eq.), 1,4-dibromobutane (7.65 mL, 14 g, 64mmol,

1.0 eq.) was added dropwise to the reaction mixture. The turbid

reaction mixture was heated under reflux for 15 h at 90 1C. The

red solution was cooled to room temperature and subsequently

extracted 5 times with dichloromethane. The eluate was washed

with water and brine. Any residue of solvent was removed under

reduced pressure. The orange residue was purified two times

with column chromatography on silica gel with a mobile phase

of n-hexane and ethyl acetate (8 : 1 v/v) and (10 : 1 v/v). The

product was obtained as a light-yellow-colored oil (0.3 g, 3%).
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, 25 1C): d [ppm] = 6.98–6.93 (m, Ar-H,

4H), 4.34–4.32 (m, O–CH2, 4H), 1.91–1.89 (m, –CH2, 4H); 13C

NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, 25 1C): d [ppm] = 150 (C4), 124 (C4–CH–

CH), 123 (C4–CH–CH), 72.8 (O–CH2–), 27.1 (–CH2); GC-MS (EI):

m/z (%): [M]+ calcd for C10H12O2
+: 165.09, found 165.00 (8) [M+],

121.00 (84) [C7H7O2
+], 110.00 (100) [C6H4O2

+], 80.00 (14)

[C6H6
+], 55.00 (56) [C4H3

+]; IR (KBr): ~n [cm�1] = 3069 (w), 2931

(m), 2870 (w), 1578 (m), 1490 (s), 1242 (s), 972 (s), 753 (s).

4.4 Liquid–liquid extraction

The organic phase was prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts

of CE (m E 3 mg) in 3 mL dichloromethane (concentration of the

CE cCE ranging from 6.0 � 10�3 to 8.0 � 10�3 mol L�1). The

aqueous phase was prepared by diluting salts in water at CE : salt

molar ratio between 25 :1 to 11 :1 (concentration of the salts cSalt

ranging from 2.0 � 10�4 to 8.0 � 10�4 mol L�1). For all extraction

experiments, the volume ratio of dichloromethane–water was 1 :1.

The extraction proceeded by vigorously shaking the vial for 45 min

at 500 rpm at specific temperatures. Phase separation was guaran-

teed by waiting 30 min after extraction. The aqueous phase was

adequately diluted, and the remaining concentration of the metal

ion was measured by a UV-vis spectrometer.

4.5 Temperature-dependent liquid–liquid extraction

Temperature-dependent extractions were performed with a

constant molar concentration of CE : salt = 14 : 1. The extraction

conditions were carried out analogously to the conditions

described above, with only the temperature being changed in

a range between 10 and 30 1C. For the temperature setting, a

cooling and heating thermomixer MKR13 (DITABIS) was used,

which has a temperature accuracy of �0.1 1C. The thermomixer

was used for the temperature adjustment. To additionally

determine the temperature in the solution, a water sample

was placed into the thermomixer in which an additional

thermometer permanently measured the temperature.
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CHAPTER 5. PUBLISHED RESULTS

5.2 Publication 2:

Lithium selectivity of crown ethers: The e�ect of heteroatoms
and cavity size

This work was partially done with the assistance of Sabrina Tamm (Universität Hamburg)

in the context of a master thesis under my supervision and guidance. Her support and passion

towards this project is gratefully acknowledged. Carmen Herrmann (Universität Hamburg) and

her working group are gratefully acknowledged as well for their full support in incorporating

the simulation methodology of the DFT and the intensive discussions that ultimately led to

this cooperation and publication.

After the results from Publication 1, where it was con�rmed that more hydrophilic crown

ether systems bind the lithium ions more strongly in comparison to magnesium, in the second

Publication of this work, di�erent crown ether systems varied in their size and donor atoms

on the metal ions Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ are examined since these ions are found in

nearly all aqueous lithium resources. To avoid complex synthesis procedures, these crown ether

systems were simulated and compared using electrostatic calculations, Hirshfeld population

and NBO analysis.

15, 12, and 9 ring membered rings were studied with one oxygen donor atom replaced

with nitrogen or sulfur in each case. The replacement of the donor atoms and the ring size

in�uenced the complex stability of the di�erent ions. The best selectivity of lithium over

magnesium was obtained for the 15-membered ring, where one oxygen atom was replaced

with a sulfur atom.

To compare the applicability of the DFT technique with experimental tests, a 15-membred

crown ether with nitrogen as one donor atom was chosen which was simulated by DFT in a

two-phase extraction similar to the procedure in Publication 1 and compared with laboratory

experiments. Although smaller complexation constants were obtained for lanoratory exper-

iments, the trends were in good agreement. Thus the combination of geometrical structure

optimization, thermodynamic calculation, Hirshfeld population, and NBO analysis has proven

to be a valuable tool for prediciting interactions of crown ethers and metal ions.

In Section 6.1 unpublished results preliminary results of the investigation of nitrogen crown

ethers with di�erent amounts of it and di�erent crown ether sizes is experimentally conducted

and in�uence on complexation of Li+ and Mg2+ is discussed.

The Publication is reprinted with permission from I.Oral, S.Tamm, C. Herrmann and V.

Abetz, Separation and Puri�cation Technology, 2022, 294, 121142. - published by Elsevier.

The related supporting information is available in Section 9.3.
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Lithium selectivity of crown ethers: The effect of heteroatoms and 
cavity size 
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A B S T R A C T   

Lithium is a metal in increasingly high demand due to its use in lithium-ion batteries. However, the extraction 
from aqueous resources as brines and seawater, which account for a major percentage of worldwide Li+ reserves, 
is challenging due to the presence of other interfering metal ions. Crown ethers (CEs) are known to complex 
metal cations very effectively, but a fundamental understanding of their potential in lithium extraction is still 
lacking. Therefore, the selective complexation of Li+ over other alkaline (Na+, K+) and alkaline earth metal 
(Mg2+, Ca2+) ions is investigated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations for 15–, 12–, and 9–membered 
CEs and their derivatives containing in part nitrogen and sulfur instead of oxygen atoms. Structure optimizations 
of these CEs are performed in vacuum, and complex stabilities are discussed by evaluating the cavity size, the 
distances between donor atoms and metal ion, and by performing Hirshfeld charge and Natural Bond Orbital 
analyses. The qualitative trends obtained from these methods are in good agreement with the complex stabilities, 
which suggests that they can be used to make simpli昀椀ed predictions of complex stabilities. The selectivity for Li+
compared to Mg2+ in vacuum can be strongly in昀氀uenced by the ring size, which was the best for B15C5. The 
general accuracy of DFT is validated by comparing calculations in a polarizable continuum model with the re-
sults of a liquid–liquid extraction in a water/dichloromethane mixture using the exemplary extraction of Li+, 
Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ by aza–15–crown–5. By doing so, the DFT trends are con昀椀rmed (with the stability of 
the Mg2+ complex being overestimated while all others are underestimated), suggesting that DFT is a valuable 
tool for optimizing CE structures to selectively complex Li+ or other metal ions. In the context of increasing 
global lithium demand, the results of this study can serve the further development of selective and sustainable 
lithium extraction from the largely unexploited resource of seawater.   

1. Introduction 

Lithium is in growing demand worldwide since it is suitable for 
various applications, e.g. for ceramics[1], glass[2], pharmaceuticals[3], 
catalysis[4], grease[5], and rechargeable batteries[6]. The latter is of 
particular interest in the 昀椀eld of electromobility. The expected growth in 
this 昀椀eld is approximately estimated at a value of 20 Mt between 2010 
and 2100.[7] In the Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) industry, lithium is 
hard to replace due to the low mass and high energy density, enabling 
small battery dimensions and high recharging ef昀椀ciency of lithium ion 
accumulators.[6-9] The limited availability of lithium – being presently 

extracted from brines, pegmatites, or sedimentary rocks mainly in South 
America and China – as well as the serious ecological and political 
problems with conventional production require the development of 
alternative methods for lithium recovery.[7,10-13] One abundant op-
tion would be seawater, in which the lithium concentration is around 
0.18 ppm, which gives a total global lithium amount of 230 Bt. 
[11,12,14] This enormous amount makes the extraction of lithium from 
seawater indispensable. In addition, the global distribution of the 
resource would be much more uniform, and time-consuming puri昀椀ca-
tion steps, accompanied by conventional extraction, could be prevented 
if a suitable extraction mechanism was available. Motivated by these 
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evident advantages, several research groups are currently investigating 
the possibility of lithium extraction from seawater. These include, 
among others, Li+–absorbing hydrogen-manganese oxide-modi昀椀ed cel-
lulose 昀椀lms[15] or solar-powered electrolysis with Sodium Super Ionic 
Conductor (NASICON) solid-state electrolytes.[16]. 

However, the development of a highly lithium-selective and cost- 
effective material is still challenging, since the concentration of 
lithium in seawater is signi昀椀cantly lower than the concentration of 
competing metal ions like Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+.[12,15,17] In 
addition, Li+ and Mg2+ show similar ionic radii in aqueous media, which 
makes the selective complexation of Li+ rather than Mg2+ demanding. 
One approach to selectively bind lithium is the extraction via crown 
ethers (CEs).[8,13,18-20] CEs are cyclic ethers with a basic structure 
usually consisting of ethylene-oxy units (Fig. 1) which are able to 
complex cations mainly via ion–dipole interactions [8,21-23] (with, 
depending on the cation, additional stabilizing orbital interactions that 
represent the charge transfer and polarization and Pauli repulsive 
orbital interactions).[24-26] The unique properties of CEs allow their 
use in the 昀椀elds of phase transfer catalysis[27], chromatography[28,29], 
substitutes for ionophore antibiotics[30], ion channels[31], sensors 
[32], and electrodes.[33] Adjustment of the CE ring size and structure 
can yield a high selectivity towards a speci昀椀c cation.[8,21,23,34] 
However, especially the preferential selectivity for Li+ over Mg2+ has 
rarely been achieved under economically feasible conditions so far. 
Besides the very similar ionic radii of Li+ and Mg2+, the latter exhibits a 
higher electron density and dehydration energy.[8,35,36] Other effects 
such as the ring strain, the complex stoichiometry, or the favored co-
ordination number of metal ions also play a crucial role for the complex 
stability, which makes the design of a highly Li+-selective CE very 
challenging.[37-39] Compared to other alkali metal ions 14–crown–4 
shows the strongest lithium complexation so far, due to its optimal ratio 
of cavity size to ion radius.[8,13,18,40] However, larger metal ions such 
as Na+ or K+ can form ML2 sandwich complexes with 14-crown-4 (with 
M labeling the metal ion and L the ligand). Those complexes are espe-
cially stable due to the enthalpy gain caused by the double amount of 
interaction partners with the complexed metal ion. By incorporating 
sterically demanding groups into the CE, sandwich complexation can be 
prevented.[41] However, this CE synthesis is time-consuming and 
expensive due to chemically complex starting materials and demanding 
synthetic routes. It is therefore not possible to achieve suf昀椀cient selec-
tivity towards Li+ only via the frequently discussed size relation between 
CE cavity and metal ion.[23]. 

A potential route towards lithium selectivity is placing a rigid ben-
zene ring adjacent to the CE to form additionally cation–π interactions 
and to prevent preorganization effects.[18,42] Recently, our group has 
developed a promising lithium-selective material based on this idea: 
Benzo–9–crown–3 (B9C3) was synthesized and bound as a side group to 

the methacrylic acid units of a poly(methacrylic acid)-block-polystyrene 
(PMAA-b-PS) diblock copolymer.[43,44] The detailed synthesis of the 
block copolymer can be found in Ref. [45]. Due to the small size of the 
CE ring, lithium ions as well as magnesium ions are complexed as a 
sandwich, while larger ions, such as sodium or potassium, require more 
than two CEs and probably cannot be complexed because of the lack of 
mobility in the polymer. Since we focus on the interactions between the 
atoms and the in昀氀uence of the heteroatom substitution in the ring on the 
complex stability as well as for the evaluation of the correlation between 
population analysis results and the complexation stability, the focus of 
this work was consistently set on simple complexes of the form ML. 
Nevertheless, sandwich complexation is conceivable in some cases, as 
described below. In fact, CEs incorporated into polymers are very 
attractive due to their easy separation from solutions and mixtures, 
especially in the form of membranes, as they have a large surface area, 
昀氀ux, good separation and recovery properties as well as great mechan-
ical stabilities. 

In addition to the hard-to-reach Li+ selectivity compared to Mg2+

(achieved by Li et al.[46]), further challenges include the competitive 
Na+ complexation in a sandwich type complex as well as the high cost 
and complexity of existing systems. Nevertheless, the work of Li et al. 
has given the incentive to consider replacing oxygen with less electro-
negative heteroatoms (with reduced hardness of the donor atom), such 
as nitrogen and sulfur, and to study their in昀氀uence on the complexation 
of Li+ and Mg2+ in more detail. In order to avoid potentially hazardous 
and time- and resource-intensive chemical reactions, and for increasing 
the ef昀椀ciency and sustainability of CE design, computational chemistry 
approaches have been considered. Density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations have provided accurate structures and binding energies for 
supramolecular structures.[47-49] For example, Sun et al. have inves-
tigated the selective complexation of benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5) to-
wards Li+ over cobalt, nickel, and manganese at different pH values.[42] 
In that work, both experimental and theoretical results were consistent 
with preferential Li+ complexation at pH = 6 with B15C5. Nevertheless, 
the ions relevant to seawater-based applications were not considered in 
that study. Despite the many different publications on CE complexes 
with metal ions, the search for a suitable CE that favors Li+ complexa-
tion over other alkali as well as alkaline earth metals remains ongoing. 

In this work, the complexations of the Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+

using benzo- 15-, 12-, and 9-membered CEs with different donor atoms 
are investigated by DFT. The exchange of a single oxygen atom with the 
less electronegative heteroatoms nitrogen and sulfur with larger radii is 
chosen to observe a possibly better complexation of Li+.[35,47] To 
ensure comparability of the electronic structures, only systems with sp3- 
hybridized donor atoms were considered. The different heteroatoms are 
investigated replacing one oxygen atom in B15C5, benzo–12–crown–4 
(B12C4), and B9C3. First, to gain insight into the stability of the 

Fig. 1. Lewis structures (left) and energetically optimized ball-and-stick structures of the empty B15C5, aza–B15C5 and thio–B15C5 CEs, the latter shown from two 
perspectives. The turquoise dots label the carbon atoms, the red dots the oxygen atoms, the blue dots the nitrogen atoms, and the olive–green dots the sulfur atoms. 
The hydrogen atoms from the C–H bond have been omitted for the sake of clarity. 
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CE–metal complex and thus to identify factors potentially bene昀椀cial to 
lithium selectivity, DFT is used for calculating the cavity sizes of the CEs, 
the donor–acceptor distances, the Hirshfeld partial charges, Natural 
Bond Orbitals (NBO), and the complexes’ stability constants K in vac-
uum. The trends are compared and analyzed with respect to their con-
sistency, in order to assess the suitability of the methods for the design of 
Li+-selective CEs. 

Furthermore, to estimate the accuracy of DFT stability constants, 
decisive for the estimation of the complex formation, are evaluated in a 
continuum solvent model and compared with the experiment. The sta-
bility constants are evaluated experimentally for a liquid–liquid 
extraction of a water/dichloromethane (DCM) mixture using the 
extraction of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ by the exemplary selected CE 
aza–15–crown–5 (aza-15C5). 

Although no quantitative matching can be expected between the DFT 
results and the experiment (among others, due to the approximate 
description of environmental effects and the approximate nature of the 
exchange–correlation functional), a qualitative assessment of the 
complexation behavior of different ions under variation of the CE 
structures is a realistic goal. 

2. Experimental and computational methods 

2.1. Materials 

Aza-15C5 (98 %, TCI, Eschborn, Germany), DCM (99.9 % extra dry, 
Acros, Schwerte, Germany), lithium–3,5–diiodosalicylic acid (LIS, 
100 %, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), sodium ethyl eosin 
(NaEE, 100 %, Waldeck, Münster, Germany), potassium ethyl eosin 
(KEE, 100 %, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 
8–anilino–1–naphthalenesulfonic acid hemimagnesium salt (MgA, 
100 %, TCI, Eschborn, Germany), fuchsin calcium salt (CaF, 100 %, Carl 
Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 15–crown–5 (15C5, 100 %, Alfa Aesar, 
Kandel, Germany) were used as received. Ultrapure water (MilliQ® 
quality, resistivity > 18.2 MΩ⋅cm−1) was obtained from a Millipore 
(Darmstadt, Germany) MilliQ® water puri昀椀cation system. 

2.2. Procedure of the liquid–liquid extraction 

For the liquid–liquid extraction, a molar ratio of CE to metal ions 
ranging from 25:1 to 10:1 was used in a DCM/water system. After phase 
extraction at 500 rpm for 45 min and phase separation of 30 min at 
25 çC, the aqueous phase was characterized by UV/Vis spectroscopy. 
The formation of the complex (MmCEn)mz+ (Xx)xv−

(org) occurred corre-
sponding to the reaction in Equation (1)[43]: 
mMz+xXv−

(aq) + nCE(org)→(MmCEn)
mz+ (Xx)

xv−
(org) (1)  

where m and x are the stoichiometric factors of the cation M, of charge 
z+, and of the corresponding counterion X (Figure S10), of charge v–, and 
n as the equivalents of the CE required for complexation. For all cations, 
m = 1 and x = 1, except Mg2+ with a value of x = 2. A calibration curve 
of each salt solution was conducted prior to the liquid–liquid extraction 
to calculate the concentration in the aqueous phase using the Lam-
bert–Beer law. In order to ensure the most accurate values, the cali-
bration was performed shortly before the measurement series and 
conducted using the same stock solution as for the extraction experi-
ments. The complex constant K of the extraction process was calculated 
according to Equation (2)[43]: 

K =

[

(MmCEn)
mz+ (Xx)

xv−
(org)

]

(Q⋅(γ+[M
z+ ]m )⋅(γ−[X

v− ]x ) )⋅[CE]n
(2) 

with the mean activity coef昀椀cients γ± and the stoichiometric coef昀椀-
cient Q. More detailed information regarding the calculation of K can be 
found in the SI. 

2.3. UV/Vis spectroscopy 

The UV/Vis spectra were recorded with a spectrophotometer UV5 
from METTLER TOLEDO at room temperature. The samples were 
measured from 190 to 1100 nm. The scan time was 10 s. 

2.4. DFT calculations 

All calculations were performed with the program package Gaussian 
16 (Rev. C.01).[50] The CEs and the corresponding complexes were 
simulated in vacuo (or, in Section 3.4, with solvent approximated by an 
Integral Equation Formalism Polarizable Continuum Model (IEF–PCM) 
model with the dielectric constant of DCM) and without symmetry 
constrains based on DFT. All calculations were employing the B3LYP 
exchange-correlation functional[51] in combination with Ahlrichs’ 

def–2–TZVP basis set[52], with Grimme’s dispersion correction 
(DFT–D3)[53]. The DFT with pairwise dispersion correction contributes 
accurate structures of CE structures.[54] The use of other functionals has 
shown similar property trends for related compounds.[26] However, 
best results are obtained by using the B3LYP functional.[54] The pres-
ence of local minima was ensured by the absence of imaginary fre-
quencies in the computed vibrational spectra. The molecules were 
visualized and interatomic distances were evaluated using the program 
GaussView 5.0.9.[55] Hirshfeld partial charges were evaluated as 
implemented in Gaussian 16. The NBO analyses was used as is imple-
mented in Gaussian 16 (Gaussian NBO version 3.1).[56] The evaluation 
of the interatomic distances, and the visualizations of the calculated 
structures (including the orbitals of the compound) and of the results of 
the NBO analysis were performed with the program Chemcraft 1.8 (build 
595b).[57] The change in Gibbs free energy was calculated, as imple-
mented in Gaussian 16, in vacuo with a temperature of 298.15 K, as well 
as in a solvent environment according to the reaction: CE(CH2Cl2) +
Mn+(H2O) → CE–Mn+(CH2Cl2).[42] An example input 昀椀le for a molec-
ular structure optimization of aza-15C5 can be found in the SI. 

3. Results and discussion 

In this work, different alkali and alkaline earth salts are analyzed in 
combination with different CEs. First, the optimized structures, the 
cavity size, and the distances of the metal ions to the respective donor 
atoms are analyzed, followed by Hirshfeld population and NBO ana-
lyses. These data are evaluated based on DFT calculations in vacuum, 
which allows for comparing the trends of these properties for the 
different cations, heteroatoms, and ring sizes, and for studying how they 
correlate with the stability constants K of the different CE complexes. In 
the last part (Section 3.4), theoretical data in solution is compared with 
experimental work on liquid–liquid extraction with aza-15C5. In this 
work, we deal with metal ions only and will use the chemical name of 
the metal and metal ion interchangeably. 

3.1. Optimized molecular structures and cavity sizes 

The DFT–optimized structures of the 15–membered B15C5, 
aza–B15C5, and thio–B15C5 are shown in Fig. 1 (since the property 
trends for the 12- and 9-membered rings are quite similar to the 15- 
membered ones, their optimized structures can be found in the SI, 
Figure S2 and S6). In these representations, a structural distortion 
(relative to a roughly planar ideal CE structure) is observed, which in-
creases with heteroatom size from oxygen over nitrogen and sulfur. 
Similar observations were made in previous studies.[35,58-60] 

The optimized structures of the CEs are investigated for the 
complexation with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ to verify an in昀氀uence 
of the heteroatom substitution on the interaction between donor atom 
and metal ion (Fig. 2). In the case of K+ (and to a certain extent also for 
Ca2+), the cation is pushed out of the ring plane (Fig. 2 (a3), (b3), and 
(c3), and (a5), (b5) and (c5), respectively), since it exceeds the size of 
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the CE cavity.[43,61,62] As a result, sandwich complexation can be 
assumed.[63] It is well known that a good size match between CE and 
cation leads to high complex stabilities[8,23,34,64]. B15C5 with 昀椀ve 
oxygen atoms shows almost no distortion for all metal–CE complexes 
(Fig. 2 (a1)–(a5)). In case of the aza–B15C5 and thio–15C5 CE, however, 
a signi昀椀cant distortion of the CE framework becomes apparent when 
small cations such as Li+ and Mg2+ are complexed (Fig. 2 (b4), (c1), and 
(c4)). 

The calculated distances between each donor atoms and metal, as 

well as the cavity size, are listed in Tab. S1. In the case of small cations, 
the distortion is likely caused by the favorable complexation of Li+ und 
Mg2+ in a tetrahedral or octahedral coordination.[35,37-39] For aza- 
B15C5-Mg2+, thio-B15C5-Li+, and thio-B15C5-Mg2+, the distortion is 
particularly pronounced, presumably resulting from the larger donor 
atoms (distortion is already observed with empty aza- and thio-B15C5, 
compare with Fig. 1). The oxygen atoms O1-O4 are located closer to 
the Li+ or Mg2+ cation (complexation in the tetrahedral coordination) 
than in the pure-oxygen derivative B15C5 (Fig. 2 (c1), (b4), (c4) and 

B15C5

aza-B15C5

thio-B15C5

B15C5

aza-B15C5

thio-B15C5

Li+ Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+

(a1) (a2) (a3) (a4) (a5)

(b1) (b2) (b3) (b4) (b5)

(c1) (c2) (c3) (c4) (c5)

Fig. 2. Optimized structures of the B15C5 (昀椀rst row), aza–B15C5 (second row), and thio–B15C5 (third row) complexes with Li+ (violet; a1, b1, and c1), Na+ (pink; 
a2, b2, and c2), K+ (green; a3, b3, and c3), Mg2+ (brown; a4, b4, and c4), and Ca2+ (beige; a5, b5, and c5), from two perspectives each. 
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Fig. 3a), thus increasing the interaction between the donor atoms O1-O4 
and the metal ion.[8,35,62] The smallest and largest O-M distances are 
shown in Fig. 3a. For X  = O, N, the smallest and the largest distance 
increase in the following order: Mg2þ

< Liþ < Na+ j Ca2+
< K+. The 

same trend is shown for X  = S when focusing on the largest O-M dis-
tance, while the smallest O-M distance increases in the order Liþ j

Mg2+
< Na+ j Ca2+

< K+. For thio–B15C5-Li+, the donor atoms O1-O4 
show the shortest distances to the Li+ cation compared to B15C5 and 
aza-B15C5. By comparing the optimized structures of aza-B15C5-Li+/ 
Mg2+ (Fig. 2, (b1) and (b4)), a stronger distortion, evidenced by shorter 
distances between the cation and heteroatoms and a larger variation of 
O-M distances (see Table S2 and Fig. 3), is observed when Mg2+ is 
complexed with the aza–B15C5, possibly due to the higher charge 
density and lower hardness of the Mg2+ cation. 

The distance dX–Mn+ between the heteroatom X and the metal ion 
increases with larger donor atoms in the following order O < N < S and 
Mg2þ

< Liþ < Na+ j Ca2+
< K+ (Fig. 3b, Table S2). In conclusion, the 

O-M and X-M distances show similar trends for the cations. 
The cavity size dCE of the CE can be evaluated as the mean value of 

the interatomic distances between the donor atoms from the DFT- 
optimized structures[18,64,65], 

dCE =
dO1−O4 + dO1−X + dO2−O3 + dO2−X + dO3−O4

n
(3) 

with d labeling the interatomic distance between two donor atoms, n 
the amount of donor atoms (here: n = 5), and X the hetero-donor atom 
(here: X  = O, N, S). An overview of the cavity sizes dCE of the empty CE 
as well as of the complexes can be found in Fig. 3c (for more detailed 
information, see Table S1). The cavity sizes dCE of the empty CE follow 
the trend B15C5 > aza–B15C5 > thio–B15C5 (with values of 4.51 Å >
4.44 Å > 4.28 Å). The smaller dCE of the aza or thio–CE can be attributed 
to the more distorted ring structure. The calculated cavity size dCE for 
B15C5 corresponds to the theoretically determined values known from 
the literature (4.118 Å).[42] To the best of our knowledge, no theoret-
ical or experimental data of aza–B15C5 and thio–B15C5 have been re-
ported elsewhere so far. 

After complexation, the cavity size for X  = O, N is smaller than for 
the empty CEs, resulting in the order Mg2þ

< Liþ < Ca2+
< Na+ j K+

<

empty. For X  = S, the cavity size can increase or decrease compared to 
the empty CE, resulting in the order Liþ j Mg2þ

< empty < Ca2+
< Na+

< K+. It may be assumed that the smaller cavity size of the Mg2+ or Li+
complex, in comparison to the Na+, K+ and Ca2+ complexes, is mainly 
due to the distortion of the ring and the closer positioning of the four 
donor atoms due to the favored tetrahedral coordination (O1–O4). The 
increase in cavity size for X  = S with Ca2+, Na+, K+ could indicate an 
unfavorable complexation of CE and cation in a single–ligand complex. 
Some of these cations have already shown sandwich-type complexes 
with 15-membered rings.[66-68]. 

To focus on the comparison between Mg2+ und Li+ complexation, the 
cavity sizes dCE of the Li+ complexes follow the trend aza–B15C5–Li+ >

B15C5–Li+ > thio–B15C5–Li+ with values of 4.24 Å > 4.17 Å > 3.97 Å, 
while the cavity sizes dCE of the Mg2+ complexes follow the trend 
B15C5–Mg2+

> thio–B15C5–Mg2+
> aza–B15C5–Mg2+, with values of 

4.03 Å > 3.98 Å > 3.89 Å. Thus, it seems that the substitution of oxygen 
by sulfur leads to a smaller cavity size for Li+, while the exchange with 
nitrogen leads to a smaller cavity size for Mg2+. 

3.2. Hirshfeld- and NBO analysis 

To examine the host–guest interactions in more detail, the Hirshfeld 
population analysis is used, which provides a quantitative description of 
the local charge distribution.[69,70] In case of complexation, charges 
are relocated between the entering cation and the negative electrostatic 
potential region of the CE ring. The latter is based on the presence of the 
donor atoms X, thus the strongest interaction with the cation occurs 
here. Complexation–related Hirshfeld charge transfer qt for an atom X is 

given as the difference of the Hirshfeld partial charge of X before (qX(CE)) 
and after complexation (qX(CE–Mn+) ) by Equation (4)[42]: 
qt,X = qX(CE−Mn+) − qX(CE) (4) 

and is summarized graphically in Fig. 4 (numerical values can be 
found in Table S3). 

The Mg2+ complex exhibits the largest charge transfer in any case, 
followed by Ca2+, which is likely due to their high charge density. For all 
complexes, the charge density was mainly transferred from the hetero-
atoms to the metal ion (qt,O5, qt,N5, qt,S5 (Fig. 4)). 

This observation is particularly pronounced for the multivalent 
metal ions in the aza–B15C5 and thio–B15C5 complexes, while the 
charge transfer for the monovalent cations is smaller, decreasing in the 
order Li+ > Na+ > K+. The two oxygen donor atoms attached to the 
benzene ring (i.e. O1 and O2), show the weakest local charge distribu-
tion in almost all cases due to the adjacent electron-withdrawing ben-
zene group.[42] Assuming that a larger charge redistribution (i.e. a 
higher qt) correlates with a stronger bond, this would indicate that 
binding energies follow similar trends. These results are in good 
agreement with the calculated distances, except for the preferential 
charge transfer of Ca2+ relative to Li+ (see Table S2). 

NBO analysis was performed to gain further information on the 
host–guest interactions within the complexes by transformation of the 
orbitals into a localized, Lewis-like form. The interaction between the 
Lewis-like donor NBO (with an occupation of 2) and the unoccupied 
non-Lewis-like acceptor NBO can be determined via second order 
perturbation theory, in the form of a stabilization energy E(2) (Equation 
(5)): 

E(2) = bx

F(X,Mn+)2

εX − εMn+

(5) 

with the occupancy of the donor orbital bX, the diagonal elements ε 

and the off diagonal NBO Fock matrix element F(X,Mn+).[42,71,72] The 
larger E(2), the stronger the interaction between the NBOs.[42] The 
values for E(2) of the donor NBOs, which are the lone pairs of O, N, and S 
(LP1 and LP2) and the LP* acceptor NBO of the complexed metal ion, are 
summarized in Fig. 5. The NBO analysis yielded a positive stabilization 
energy E(2) for each complex (for more detailed data of the NBO analysis, 
see Table S4) and increases for X  = O, S in the following order K+

< Na+
< Ca2+

< Liþ < Mg2þ. 
These results are in good agreement with the calculated distances 

(see Table S2). However, for X = N, E(2) increases according to the 
following trend: K+

< Na+ < Liþ j Ca2+
< Mg2þ, which is in a good 

agreement with the results from the Hirshfeld analysis. 
For the B15C5 complex, the stabilization energies E(2) are similarly 

high for each donor atom since the ring is hardly distorted and therefore 
all donor atoms interact similarly strongly with the metal ion, as shown 
in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, the donor atoms O1 and O2 show slightly lower 
stabilization energies of 19.71 kJ mol−1 compared to the O3 and O4 
donor atoms with 22.51 kJ mol−1 and O5 with 23.10 kJ mol−1 due to the 
electron density-withdrawing benzene ring, correlating with the results 
from the Hirshfeld analysis. Similar results were obtained for the 
aza–B15C5 CE, except for the aza–B15C5–Mg2+ complex. In this case, 
E(2)O1 is signi昀椀cantly smaller than the other stabilization energies, while 
E(2)O3, E(2)O4 and E(2)N5 increase compared to B15C5, which is also due to the 
observed ring distortion when Mg2+ is complexed. A similar trend can be 
found for the strongly distorted thio-B15C5-Li+/Mg2+ complexes, where 
the values for E(2)O3 and E(2)O4 differ slightly from one another, while E(2)O1 is 
signi昀椀cantly reduced compared to E(2)O2. The decrease of the stabilization 
energy E(2)O1 is particularly striking, considering its direct linkage to the 
rigid benzene ring and the larger distance between the cation and O1, 
compared to the other oxygen atoms present in the ring. 

As shown with the optimized structures, the cavity sizes as well as 
the distances between metal ion and donor atoms, the NBO analysis also 
suggests that Li+ complexation increases by putting a sul昀椀de function 
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into the CE. It is worth mentioning that all systems favor the Mg2+

complexation. However, the total stabilization energy of the thio- 
B15C5-Li+ complex increases by a factor of 2.27 compared to the B15C5- 
Li+ complex, whereas the analogous Mg2+ complexes only show an in-
crease by a factor of 1.67, which suggests an enhanced Li+ selectivity 
compared to its main competitor Mg2+. The NBOs for thio–B15C5–Li+
are visualized in Fig. 6. The donor NBOs of the sulfur atom show greater 
overlap with the LP* of the lithium cation than the donor NBOs of each 
oxygen as it was determined by the Hirshfeld– and NBO analysis. The 
previously described strong complexation of the Li+ and Mg2+ cations 
with aza-B15C5 and thio-B15C5, associated with reduced distances be-
tween the metal ion and the four oxygen donor atoms O1-O4 (see Fig. 3), 
is con昀椀rmed by the NBO analysis. 

In summary, Mg2+ complexation is favored for all systems. However, 
E(2) increases for nearly all metal ion complexes when an oxygen atom is 
replaced by nitrogen or sulfur. In case of sulfur, a signi昀椀cant increase in 
E(2) occurs when Li+ is coordinated, originating from the better donor 
abilities compared to oxygen. Moreover, greater selectivities are also 
observed with respect to the other metal ions. 

3.3. Thermodynamic data 

In order to consider the effect of the size relation of the CE and the 
complexed ion in more detail, the following discussion of the 15- 
membered CEs will be supplemented by analogous discussions of 
smaller ring sizes (9- and 12-membered CEs). Complex stability can be 
quanti昀椀ed via the complex constant K. This speci昀椀es the thermodynamic 
direction of a reaction and results from the Gibbs free energy difference 
ΔG under standard conditions (298.15 K), the temperature T, and the 
universal gas constant R according to Equations (6) and (7)[42]: 

log(K) = −
ΔG

2.303RT
(6)  

ΔG = GCE−Mn+ −GCE +GMn+ (7) 
with GCE–Mn+, GCE, GMn+ being the Gibbs free energy for the complex, 

CE, and salt, respectively. The entropy contribution to the Gibbs free 
energy is very small in relation to the enthalpy (more details can be 
found in Table S10). 
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The complexation constants for the 15-, 12- and 9-membered CEs are 
compared in Fig. 7 and are summarized, in addition to the Gibbs free 
energy, in Table S11 – S14. It should be kept in mind that these constants 
are evaluated in vacuum, and therefore complex stabilities will be 
strongly overestimated due to charged species in vacuum lacking the 
stabilization by the solvent as present in the experiment. This effect is 
especially pronounced for divalent ions. Still, they allow for evaluating 
the correlation of the chemical concepts discussed above with measur-
able quantities, and one may expect a reasonable correlation with sta-
bility trends in solution (at least if the solvent is not too polar). 
Complexation constants including the polarizable continuum model 
(PCM) are given for comparison in the SI (Figure S9). To exclude the 
additional uncertainty in modeling resulting from the PCM, the ther-
modynamic calculations in vacuum are the main focus of this manu-
script, and will be discussed in the following. This type of calculation is 
well known also for experimental gas-phase studies of cation complex-
ation by CEs and is suitable for describing host-guest interactions.[73- 
79] For each complex, the complex constant K increases in the following 
order: K+

< Na+< Liþ< Ca2+
< Mg2þ, which is in good agreement with 

the trends from Hirshfeld and NBO analyses for X  = N. The positive 
values con昀椀rm the thermodynamic stability of the complexes (in vac-
uum). Independent of the ring size, there is a preferential complexation 
of the divalent alkaline earth metals. For these, as for the alkali metal 
ions, the complex stability increases with decreasing ionic radius. The 
heteroatom substitution shows a slight positive effect on the complex 

stability. For example, the thio-B15C5-Li+ complex shows a 7⋅104 times 
higher stability than B15C5-Li+ (Table S11). The complex stability of the 
complexes with the 12- and 9-membered CEs bene昀椀ts more from the 
introduction of a nitrogen atom into the ring skeleton. Aza-B9C3-Li+
shows an approximately 103 times higher, and aza-B12C4-Li+ a 104 

times higher stability than the lithium complexes of the corresponding 
oxygen-CEs, whereas the thio-CEs only cause a stability increase by a 
factor of 5 and 20, respectively (see Table S11). In addition, the Mg/Li 
selectivity decreases for different ring sizes in the following order: 
B15C5 > B12C4 > B9C3. 

Fig. 8 shows a summary of the different methods to evaluate or es-
timate complex formation for the different CEs with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, 
and Ca2+, comparing distances, Hirshfeld and NBO analyses, as well as 
thermodynamic calculations. The values for each method are reported 
relative to lithium as a reference (with a value of 1). It is evident that all 
methods yield similar trends, with only slight variations as discussed 
before, which mostly affect the Ca2+ complexes. This suggests that 
evaluating charge transfer and natural bond orbitals may serve as 
helpful guides for designing CEs with desired selectivity in future work. 

3.4. DFT data in solution in comparison with experimental results 

To con昀椀rm the comparability of the theoretical results to realistic 
conditions in the laboratory, thermodynamic values are calculated from 
the just described theoretical models, now including an approximate 

Fig. 6. Representation of the relevant NBOs of the thio–B15C5–Li+ complex from different perspectives: Donor–NBOs LP1 and LP2 of oxygen (red) and sulfur (green) 
with an occupancy near 2, as well as acceptor NBO LP* (purple; occupancy = 0.1316) of lithium. Contour value = 0.05. 

Fig. 7. Logarithm of the equilibrium constant of complex formation of 15-, 12- and 9-membered CEs with different metal ions in vacuum. Values were determined 
via DFT according to Equations (6) and (7). 
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model of the solvent via a polarizable continuum model, and compared 
with experimental data of a liquid–liquid extraction in water/DCM. In 
this case, however, aza–15C5 (i.e. lacking the attached benzene moiety) 
is chosen as CE because of its commercial availability. 

The structures of the aza–15C5 complexes with the different metal 
ions were optimized via DFT as shown in Fig. 9. The cavity size and the 
distances from metal to donor atom were determined, Hirshfeld popu-
lation and NBO analyses were performed. The results are summarized in 
Table S9. A comparison of the experimental values for log(K), shown in 
Fig. 10, with the geometric and NBO data (showing the consistent trend 

Mg2+
> Li+ > Ca 2+ > Na + > K+) and the data of the Hirshfeld popu-

lation analysis (Mg2+
> Ca2+

> Li+ > Na+ > K+) indicates a good 
agreement concerning the predominant Mg2+ complexation and rather 
moderate K+ complexation. However, the former is overestimated in 
relation to the other ions, analogous to the thermodynamic calculations. 
Although the values are very close to each other, the Na+ complexation 
is computationally estimated to be less favored than Li+, contrary to the 
experimental trend. 

The theoretical values discussed up to this point describe the situa-
tion of metal ions in vacuo, though this is not the most appropriate 

Fig. 8. Comparison of different methods for estimating complex stability within different CE complexes. Lithium is set as a reference point.  

Fig. 9. DFT(PCM)-optimized structures of aza–15C5 complexes with Li+ (a), Na+ (b), K+ (c), Mg2+ (d), and Ca2+ (e) from two perspectives.  
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description of laboratory conditions for liquid–liquid extraction 
schemes, as a solvent environment could have signi昀椀cant effects on, e.g., 
the strength of the host-guest interactions within a complex, on elec-
tronic properties of the complex, as well as on the general structure of 
the CE.[35,64] Metal ions in water create a surroundings hydration shell 
that must be stripped off before the metal ions can be complexed. 
[42,76,80] That hydration shell is particularly strong for ions with a 
high charge density.[81]. 

To con昀椀rm the applicability of the theoretical data to more realistic 
conditions, the stability of complexation is calculated theoretically and 
experimentally from liquid–liquid extraction in a DCM/water mixture 
(considering hydration shells of the metal ions in the aqueous phase and 
the permittivity of the organic solvent). In such a mixture, the CE is 
mainly located in the DCM phase and the salt is initially dissolved in the 
aqueous phase. As a consequence of the immiscibility of both phases, the 
extraction process takes place at the interface. After successful 
complexation, the CE–salt complex remains in the DCM phase. The 
complexation constants K, obtained by LLE, in comparison with the 
theoretical data, are shown in Fig. 10, indicating a thermodynamically 
favored complexation in all cases. The deviation between the experi-
mental and the calculated values is due to factors that were not 
considered in the theoretical calculations, such as the effect of the anion 
and its hydration shell [42,76,80], the solubility of CE in DCM or other 
organic solvents [21,35,82], and the type and stoichiometry of the 
counterions [83-85], along with unavoidable approximations in the 
exchange-correlation functional. For cations with radii signi昀椀cantly 
exceeding the order of magnitude of the CE cavity size, ML2 complexes 
are also conceivable. However, to keep things simple these have not 
been calculated here explicitly. Nevertheless, we obtain a qualitatively 
consistent picture of the experimental trends. 

The experimental and DFT based trends are similar, which con昀椀rms 
the applicability of DFT to qualitatively predict CE complexation for the 
selected cations. More precisely, the trend of complex stability deter-
mined via both methods is Ca2+

> Mg2+
>Na+> Li+> K+. In particular, 

the superiority of the magnesium complexation as well as of the calcium 
complexation is reproduced by the calculations, which originates from 
the lower hardness and thus improved interactions in the host–guest 
system.[86] The absence of the benzene ring and the associated larger 
structural 昀氀exibility of the CE allow a slight distortion of the sodium and 
calcium complex.[18,87] In absolute terms, however, the complexation 
of Mg2+ is strongly overestimated by DFT, while it is slightly under-
estimated for the other cations, leading to an overestimation of how 
much Mg2+ complexation is favored. This suggests that a more detailed 
investigation into appropriate simulation protocols is required if more 
quantitative predictions shall be made. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, the lithium selectivity of three classes of CEs, B15C5, 
B12C4 and B9C3 (with decreasing ring sizes in that order) was compared 
with respect to other interfering metal ions as occurring in seawater, 
such as Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+, using DFT calculations in vacuum. The 
effects of different donor atoms (O, N, and S) within the CE were 
analyzed. Based on the theoretically optimized structures, a structural 
distortion of the CE frameworks was found when O was replaced by N or 
S, especially when the size relation of the cation and the CE cavity was 
rather unfavorable. Slightly increased stabilities were achieved when 
replacing oxygen by nitrogen or sulfur. Hirshfeld- and NBO analysis 
revealed an improved metal-donor interaction when substituting O by N 
or S. With only few exceptions, Hirshfeld charge transfer and NBO an-
alyses follow similar trends as the complex stabilities. The best selec-
tivity of Li+ over Mg2+ was achieved by thio-B15C5. It was shown that 
the relation of the size of CE and the ion is crucial for selectivity as well 
as the participation of donor atoms. While these calculations in vacuum 
are not comparable to liquid–liquid extraction experiments in absolute 
terms, their qualitative trends agree quite well with those obtained 
exemplarily in solution. These DFT calculations, including DCM or water 
environments (as used for liquid–liquid extraction) modeled by a 
polarizable continuum model, showed in almost all cases lower stability 
constants than in the experiment (except for Mg2+, where they were 
considerably larger than in the experiment). CE solubility in organic 
solvents, anion effects, as well as stoichiometry ratios between ion and 
counter ion were not considered in the calculations. The similar trends 
observed for the theoretical and experimental data suggest that the 
combination of geometrical structural optimization, thermodynamic 
calculation, Hirshfeld population, and NBO analysis could be highly 
useful for predicting strong interactions between donor atoms and metal 
ions, with the strong binding of Mg2+ presenting a challenge. The sys-
tematic study conducted in this work should contribute to the design of 
host ligands for a stronger complexation of lithium. 
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CHAPTER 5. PUBLISHED RESULTS

5.3 Publication 3:

Synthesis of poly(methacrylic acid)-block-polystyrene diblock co-
polymers at high solid contents via RAFT emulsion polymeriza-
tion

This work was partially done with the assistance of Larissa Grossmann (Universität Ham-

burg), Elena Fedorenko (Universität Hamburg), and Jana Struck (Universität Hamburg) in

the context of student laboratory courses under my supervision and guidance. Their help is

gratefully acknowledged.

In the �rst two Publications, di�erent crown ether structures were synthesized or simu-

lated, and the properties of metal ion complexation were described. Since the target material

of this work is a crown ether containing membrane, a polymer system is needed that can be

linked to crown ethers.

This Publication presents a diblock copolymer consisting of poly(methacrylic acid) and

polystyrene. The methacrylic acid group is the linking unit for crown ether functionalization,

and the styrene is mechanical support for subsequent membrane production. The synthesis of

the PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer is carried out in a one-pot synthesis using RAFT emulsion

polymerization. Emulsion polymerization was chosen due to the better heat transfer and

less viscosity issues if higher molar masses are targeted, making this technique suitable for

preparation in higher scale.

Since the polymerization was carried out using the RAFT polymerization technique and

the CTAs act as a stabilizer, di�erent trithiocarbonate CTAs with di�erent hydrophobic Z

groups (increasing in their hydrophobicity) were investigated to obtain the best conditions

for emulsion polymerization for high weight percentages. In order to keep the synthesis of the

polymer material as good as possible, di�erent weight percentages of the emulsion solution in

water were also investigated so that less solvent is present and thus less energy is required to

produce this polymer. Furthermore, kinetical studies were performed to analyze the speed of

the reaction.

The synthesis of PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer by RAFT polymerization was successfully

carried out with a CTA bearing a dodecyl group as Z group at 50wt% within 2 hours. The

control of the reaction was additionally successfully demonstrated by DLS, TEM, and GPC

measurements.

The Publication is reprinted with permission from I. Oral, L. Grossmann, E. Fedorenko, J.

Struck and V. Abetz, Polymers, 2021, 13, 3675. - published by MDPI. The related supporting

information is available in Section 9.4.
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Abstract: The combination of polymerization–induced self-assembly (PISA) and reversible–addition
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) emulsion polymerization offers a powerful technique to synthe-
size diblock copolymers and polymeric nanoparticles in a controlled manner. The RAFT emulsion
diblock copolymerization of styrene and methacrylic acid (MAA) by using a trithiocarbonate as
surfactant and RAFT agent was investigated. The Z-group of the RAFT agent was modified with
a propyl-, butyl- and dodecyl- sidechain, increasing the hydrophobicity of the RAFT agent to offer
well-controlled polymerization of poly(methacrylic acid)-block-polystyrene (PMAA-b-PS) diblock
copolymers at high solid contents between 30–50 wt% in water. The kinetic data of the PMAA
homopolymerization with the three different RAFT agents for various solvents was investigated as
well as the RAFT emulsion polymerization of the diblock copolymers in pure water. While the poly-
merization of PMAA-b-PS with a propyl terminus as a Z-group suffered from slow polymerization
rates at solid contents above 30 wt%, the polymerization with a dodecyl sidechain as a Z-group led to
full conversion within 2 h, narrow molar mass distributions and all that at a remarkable solid content
of up to 50 wt%.

Keywords: reversible-addition-fragmentation chain transfer; high solid content; polymerization-
induced self-assembly; emulsion polymerization; polystyrene; poly(methacrylic acid); block copolymers

1. Introduction

The advent of controlled radical polymerization (CRP) gave rise to a wide variety of
well-defined homopolymers and copolymers [1–4]. RAFT is based on degenerative chain
transfer, thus, exhibiting quasi-living characteristics while benefiting from the advantages
of a radical process. Those advantages include high tolerance towards various function-
alities and straightforward feasibility, allowing for the polymerization of a plethora of
monomers [5]. The formulation is similar to a free-radical polymerization with the dif-
ference that it utilizes a dithioester or any of its derivatives as chain transfer agent (CTA)
to control the active radical concentration and hence enabling uncomplicated tailoring
of the average molecular weight and dispersity (Mw/Mn) of the polymer. Conventional
radical polymerization does not facilitate control, i.e., customized molecular weight distri-
butions, polymer compositions (when it comes to block-like or gradient structures) and
polymer architectures. RAFT polymerization can be conducted in a range of solvents [6],
including protic solvents such as water [7,8] and lower alcohols such as methanol [9] and
ethanol [10], non-polar solvents, e.g., n-alkanes [6] and more exotic media such as ionic
liquids [9,11]. It can be performed in bulk, solution or dispersion (with emulsion being a
subclass of it) [12–14]. The combination of RAFT polymerization and aqueous emulsion

Polymers 2021, 13, 3675. https://doi.org/10.3390/polym13213675 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/polymers
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polymerization can be employed with a wide range of hydrophobic monomers, addition-
ally enabling polymerizations up to a high solid content while allowing high molecular
weights and still maintaining low viscosities and an excellent heat transfer [15–17]. Fur-
thermore, this combination offers a potential surfactant-free route for the efficient synthesis
of nanosized latexes in water. Hawkett et al. [18,19] established the first successful ab initio
RAFT emulsion polymerization using a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) macro-CTA, which was
chain extended in a emulsion polymerization with n-butyl acrylate to form stable latex
particles. Charleux et al. established RAFT emulsion polymerization protocols in a series
of innovative studies [20,21]. Different hydrophilic stabilizer blocks (prepared from acrylic
acid, MAA and acrylamide), hydrophobic core forming blocks (containing n-butyl acrylate,
styrene, methyl methacrylate, and benzyl methacrylate) and RAFT agents (both trithiocar-
bonates and dithiobenzoates) were developed [14,20–26]. Other parameters such as pH
were studied in detail, the reaction conditions were optimized to provide high monomer
conversion within short reaction times, narrow size distributions and good control over the
molecular weight [20,27]. In this work, PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymers were synthesized
via RAFT aqueous emulsion polymerization using MAA as water soluble monomer and
styrene as the water-immiscible monomer to produce an amphiphilic diblock copolymer in
situ. This approach leads to a PISA and can produce diblock copolymer nanoparticles in
the form of either spheres, worms, or vesicles. The general procedure of PISA via RAFT
polymerization is the chain extension of a soluble homopolymer by a second monomer
in a suitable solvent (as it is in this case a non-solvent for the extended polymer block).
During the polymerization, the growing second block becomes more and more insoluble.
Eventually, in situ self-assembly occurs and forms diblock copolymer nanoparticles.

The first PMAA block is synthesized via RAFT solution polymerization and forms
the stabilizer block, while the second block is the core forming block and is synthesized
via RAFT emulsion polymerization afterwards. The PMAA block as stabilizer in the
formation of PMAA-b-PS block copolymers was deeply investigated by the group of Choe
et al. [28]. PMAA-b-PS is an attractive block copolymer since the monomers are available
on large scale, cheap and with the carboxylic acid within the polymer, it offers a variety of
post-modification possibilities [29]. The latter is of particular interest as it allows different
properties to be incorporated into the polymer system without the need for complex
polymerization techniques.

In here, we will present a detailed study of the synthesis of PMAA-b-PS diblock
copolymers at high solid concentrations by choosing three different CTAs, making this
polymer even more attractive for industrial applications (Figure 1).

 

′

δ δ δ

Figure 1. Reaction overview of the RAFT polymerization of PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymers using
three different CTAs. CTA1: 4-Cyano-4-thioylthiopropylsulfanyl pentanoic acid (CPP), CTA2: 4-
Cyano-4-thioylthiobutylsulfanyl pentanoic acid (CBP), CTA3: 4-Cyano-4-thioylthiododecylsulfanyl
pentanoic acid (CDTPA).
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The 1-propanethiol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 1-butanethiol (>99%,
Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 4-cyano-4-thioylthiododecylsulfanyl pentanoic acid
(CDTPA) (97%, abcr, Karlsruhe, Germany), MAA (>99%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany),
potassium hydroxide (KOH) (85%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), carbon disulfide (CS2)
(99%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), p-tosyl chloride (98%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany),
4,4′-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA) (>98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 1,4-
dioxane (99%, Grüssing, Germany), ethanol (99%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany),
1-propanol (PrOH) (99%, Grüssing, Filsum, Germany), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)
(99%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany), tetrahydrofuran (THF) (>99%, VWR Chemi-
cals, Darmstadt, Germany), styrene (99%, Grüssing, Filsum, Germany), dichloromethane
(DCM) (>99%, Acros, Schwerte, Germany), acetone (>99%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany),
n-hexane (95%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany), chloroform-d1 (>99%, Euriso-
Top, Saarbrücken, Germany), THF-d8 (>99%, Euriso-Top), dimethylsulfoxide-d6 (>99%,
Germany), deuterium oxide (D2O) (>99%, Euriso-Top, Saarbrücken, Germany), trifluo-
roacetic acid (TFA) (99%, TCI Chemicals, Eschborn, Germany), NaHCO3 (>99%, Grüssing,
Filsum, Germany), Mg2SO4 (>99%, Grüssing, Filsum, Germany), and activated basic alu-
minum oxide (>99%, grain size between 0.063–0.200 mm, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)
were used as received without further purification unless noted otherwise. Styrene was
purified by filtration through basic activated aluminum oxide to remove the inhibitor. Fur-
ther, 4-Cyano-4-(propylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl pentanoic acid (CPP) and 4-Cyano-
4-(butylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl pentanoic acid (CBP) were synthesized according
to the literature (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4). Deionized water was purified with a Milli-Q®

integral water purification system. The subscripts in the designation of the polymers
represent the fraction of the respective block in wt% and the superscript represents the
overall molecular weight in kDa.

2.2. General Methods
1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature using a 300 or

400 MHz Bruker AVANCE II spectrometer in either CDCl3-d1, D2O or THF-d8. The residual
signals at δ = 7.26 for CDCl3-d1, δ = 4.80 ppm for D2O and δ = 3.58 ppm for THF-d8 were
used as an internal standard for the chemical shifts.

Molecular weight distributions of the PMAA homopolymers were measured on a
PSS® Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity systems utilizing a SURPREMA® column system
consisting of a precolumn (8 mm × 50 mm, particle size: 5 µm) and three analytical columns
(Column 1: 8 mm × 300 mm, particle size: 5 µm, mesh size: 1000 Å; Column 2: 8 mm
× 300 mm, particle size: 5 µm, mesh size: 1000 Å; Column 3: 8 mm × 300 mm, particle
size: 5 µm, mesh size: 30 Å). The system was operating with a flow rate of 1.0 mL·min−1

at 50 ◦C and the injection volume of the polymer solution (c = 1 g·L−1) was 100 µL. As
water was used as an eluent, calibration was achieved using a series of near-monodisperse
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) or PAA standards. Molecular weight distributions of the
PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer were obtained using THF SEC. Polymer solutions were
prepared in THF containing toluene as internal reference. The SEC-set-up comprised an
Agilent 1260 Infinity series degasser and pump, a combination of three PSS SDV® columns
(100 Å, 1000 Å, 10,000 Å) connected in series to both, a refractive index and a UV detector.
The system was operating at a flow rate of 1.0 mL·min−1 at 30 ◦C and the injection volume
of the polymer solution (c = 1 g·L−1) was 100 µL. Calibration was achieved using a series of
near-monodisperse polystyrene standards for diblock copolymers. All diblock copolymers
were modified via Steglich esterification [30] using methanol as methylation agent to
avoid COOH group interactions with SEC columns [31]. To avoid post modification of the
polymer, polymer solutions were also prepared in THF with 5 wt% TFA. This ensures that
the acid groups do not interact with the PSS SDV® columns of the THF SEC.
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Dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies were performed using an ALV/CGS-3 Compact
Goniometer system at 25 ◦C at a scattering angle of 90◦ with an equilibration time of 120 s.
Diblock copolymer solutions were diluted in 0.01 wt% prior to light scattering studies. The
intensity-average diameter, derived count rate (CR) and polydispersity (PDI) of the diblock
copolymer particles were calculated by the cumulants method. Data were averaged over
3 runs. It should be noted that DLS reports intensity-average diameters and implicitly
assumes a spherical morphology.

TEM images were taken with an Eagle™ 4k HS 200 kV camera on a FEI™ Tecnai™
G2 Spirit TWIN instrument in bright field mode, operating at an accelerating voltage of
120 kV. Images were processed with TEM imaging and Analysis Offline 4.7 SO3 (FEI™)
software and ImageJ 1.53. Samples were prepared on carbon coated copper grids. Polymer
dispersions (c = 1 mg mL−1) were drop cast onto the TEM grid before excess of solution
was blotted with filter paper.

The high-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (HPLC MS) experi-
ments were performed using an Agilent 1200 HPLC instrument and an Agilent 6224 time
of flight (ToF) sensor. The sample solution was delivered to the electron spray ionization
(ESI) source by a syringe pump at a flow rate of 0.4 mL min−1 and an injection volume of
1.0 µL.

2.3. Synthesis of 4-Cyano-4-Thioylthiopropylsulfanyl Pentanoic Acid (CPP)

CPP RAFT agent was synthesized via a modified procedure adapted from Xu et al. [32].
The 1-Propanethiol (5.0 mL, 0.055 mmol) was added dropwise to a solution of KOH (3.9 g,
0.069 mmol) in 20 mL of water under nitrogen atmosphere. CS2 (3.3 mL, 0.055 mmol) was
added in one portion to the resulting reaction mixture and vigorously stirred for 30 min at
room temperature. Afterwards, the reaction mixture was cooled to −5 ◦C and a solution
of p-tosyl chloride (5.3 g, 0.028 mmol) in distilled acetone (28 mL) was added in portions
over 20 min. After stirring an additional 2 h at −5 ◦C, any acetone residue was removed
under reduced pressure. The crude product was extracted with DCM (100 mL) and the
organic layer was washed three times with deionized water (50 mL). The resulting solution
was dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtrated, and evaporated to dryness to yield
bis(propylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide as a red oil (7.24 g, 87%). In a second step, ACVA
(8.89 g, 31.7 mmol) and bis(propylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide (4.80 g, 15.7 mmol) were
dissolved in ethyl acetate (120 mL) and heated under reflux at 85 ◦C for 24 h. After removal
of the volatiles in vacuo, the crude product was purified by column chromatography
on silica gel with a mobile phase of n-hexane/ethyl acetate (3:1 v/v). The product was
obtained as an orange powder (4.84 g, 55%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3,δ): 3.31 (t, 3J(H,H)
= 6 Hz, 2H, –S–CH2–CH2–CH3), 2.72–2.40 (m, 4H, COOH–CH2–CH2–C–), 1.87 (s, 3H,
–C–CH3), 1.73 (m, 2H, –S–CH2–CH2–), 0.96 (t, 3J(H,H) = 6 Hz, 3H, –CH2-CH3); 13C NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 220 (C=S), 178 (–COOH), 119 (–CN), 46.0 (C4–CN), 39.2 (–S–CH2–),
29.2 (CN–C4–CH2–), 24.8 (COOH–CH2–), 22.5 (S–CH2–CH2–), 21.3 (CN–C–CH3), 13.5
(–S–CH2–CH2–CH3); HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M+H]+ calcd. for C10H15N3O2S3, 278.0338; found,
278.0342.

2.4. Synthesis of 4-Cyano-4-Thioylthiobutylsulfanyl Pentanoic Acid (CBP)

CBP RAFT agent was synthesized via a modified procedure adapted from Xu et al. [32]
1-Butanethiol (5.26 g, 58.3 mmol) was added dropwise to a solution of KOH (3.86 g,
68.8 mmol) in 25 mL of water under nitrogen atmosphere. CS2 (4.29 g, 28.5 mmol) was
added in one portion to the resulting reaction mixture and vigorously stirred for 30 min at
room temperature. Afterwards, the reaction mixture was cooled to −5 ◦C and a solution
of p-tosyl chloride (5.24 g, 27.5 mmol) in distilled acetone (35 mL) was added in portions
over 20 min. After stirring an additional 2 h at −5 ◦C, any acetone residue was removed
under reduced pressure. The crude product was extracted with DCM (100 mL) and the
organic layer was washed three times with deionized water (50 mL). The resulting solution
was dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtrated, and evaporated to dryness to yield
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bis(butylulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide as a red oil (7.96 g, 82%). In a second step, ACVA
(2.34 g, 8.35 mmol) and bis(butylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide (1.41 g, 4.26 mmol) were
dissolved in ethyl acetate (30 mL) and heated under reflux at 85 ◦C for 24 h. After removal
of the volatiles in vacuo, the crude product was purified by column chromatography on
silica gel with a mobile phase of petrol ether/ethyl acetate (3:2 v/v). The product was
obtained as an orange powder (2.14 g, 86%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 3.39–3.28
(m, 2H, –S–CH2–), 2.74–2.63 (m, 2H, C4–CH2–), 2.62–2.31 (m, 2H, –CH2–COOH), 1.88 (s,
3H, –C4–CH3), 1.68 (m, 2H, –CH2–CH2–CH3), 1.42 (m, 2H, –CH2–CH3), 0.94 (t, 3J(H,H) =
7.3 Hz, 3H, –CH3). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 217 (C=S), 177 (–COOH), 119 (–CN),
46.6 (–C4–CN), 37.2 (–C4–CH2–), 33.9 (–S–CH2–), 31,3 (–S–CH2–CH2–), 29.9 (COOH–CH2–),
25.3 (–C4–CH3), 22.5 (–S–CH2–CH2–CH2–), 14.0 (–CH2–CH3).

2.5. Synthesis of PMAA with CPP or CBP

A typical polymerization of PMAA with CPP as CTA adapted from Chaduc et al. was
as follows [21]. MAA (3.6 g, 0.042 mol), CPP (0.097 g, 3.5 × 10−4 mol), ACVA (0.0098 g,
3.5 × 10−5 mol), water (15 mL) and DMF (0.54 mL, 7.0 × 10−3 mol) were added to the
reaction flask and purged with nitrogen in an ice bath for 30 min. The sealed reaction flask
was immersed into a preheated oil bath for 6 h at 80 ◦C. The reaction was quenched by
exposure to air. Water was removed under reduced pressure, the residual oil re-dissolved
in ethanol and precipitated into excess of diethyl ether. Any residual diethyl ether, water,
or ethanol was removed by drying the precipitate in vacuo at room temperature for 24 h.
The conversion was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy in D2O.

2.6. Synthesis of PMAA with CDTPA

A typical polymerization of PMAA with CDTPA as CTA modified from Chaduc et al.
was as follows [21]. MAA (2.4 g, 0.028 mol), CDTPA (0.093 g, 2.3 × 10−4 mol), ACVA
(0.012 g, 4.6 × 10−5 mol), ethanol (15 mL) and DMF (0.35 mL, 4.6 × 10−3 mol) were added
to the reaction flask and purged with nitrogen in an ice bath for 30 min. The sealed reaction
flask was immersed into a preheated oil bath for 6 h at 80 ◦C. The reaction was quenched
by exposure to air. The polymer solution was precipitated into excess of diethyl ether.
Any residual diethyl ether or ethanol was removed by drying the precipitate in vacuo at
room temperature for 24 h. The conversion was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy in
DMSO-d6.

2.7. One-Pot Synthesis of PMAA-b-PS with CPP or CBP

A typical polymerization of PMAA-b-PS with PMAA-CPP as macro-CTA was adapted
from Chaduc et al. as follows [21]. MAA (3.4 g, 0.040 mol), CPP (0.055 g, 2.0 × 10−4 mol),
ACVA (0.0056 g, 2.0 × 10−5 mol), 14 mL water and DMF (0.48 g, 6.7 × 10−3 mol) were
added to the reactions flask and were purged with nitrogen in an ice bath for 30 min. The
sealed reaction flask was immersed into a preheated oil bath for 6 h at 80 ◦C to reach full
conversion. The reaction was quenched by exposure to air. A sample was taken for 1H NMR
spectroscopy in D2O and SEC measurements in THF. A solution of styrene (8.3 g, 0.080 mol),
ACVA (0.011 g, 4.0 × 10−5 mol), and NaHCO3 (0.012 g, 1.4 × 10−5 mol) in water (32 mL)
was added to the reaction mixture, degassed with nitrogen for 30 min and immersed into a
preheated oil bath for 2 h at 80 ◦C. After cooling to room temperature, water was removed
under reduced pressure, the crude product re-dissolved in THF and precipitated into excess
n-hexane. Any residual solvent was removed by drying the precipitate in vacuo at room
temperature for 24 h. The conversion was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy in THF-d8.

2.8. Synthesis of PMAA-b-PS with CDTPA

A typical polymerization of PMAA-b-PS with PMAA-CDTPA as macro-CTA was
adapted from Chaduc et al. as follows [21]. A solution of styrene (1.35 g, 0.013 mol), ACVA
(0.0036 g, 1.3 × 10−5 mol), and NaHCO3 (0.0038 g, 4.6 × 10−5 mol) and PMAA120-CDTPA
(0,32 g, 6.5 × 10−5 mol) in water (2.5 mL) was added to the reaction flask, degassed with
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nitrogen for 30 min and immersed into a preheated oil bath for 2 h at 80 ◦C. After cooling
to room temperature, water was removed under reduced pressure, the crude product
re-dissolved in THF and precipitated into excess n-hexane. Any residual solvent was
removed by drying the precipitate in vacuo at room temperature for 24 h. The conversion
was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy in THF-d8.

2.9. Determination of the Molecular Weight

The theoretical molecular weights of all polymers are calculated from the following
Equation (1):

Mn,th =
[M]0·p·MM

[CTA]0
+ MCTA (1)

where [M]0 and [CTA]0 are the initial concentrations of monomer and chain transfer agent,
p the monomer conversion and MM and MCTA are the molar masses of monomer and chain
transfer agent. It follows that the molar mass increases linearly with conversion, assuming
that all CTAs have reacted. The degree of polymerization (DP) is defined by the ratio of
monomer to RAFT agent since most polymer chains are created from initiation by the R
group of the RAFT agent [5,33].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Kinetics of the Homopolymerization of PMAA

The synthesis of PMAA-b-PS diblock polymers was performed according to the
previous work of Chaduc et al. where the CTA1 was used and different pH-values, solvents,
concentrations and reaction times were studied [34]. CTAs with a trithiocarbonate group
were proven to be less prone to hydrolysis [35]. A carboxylic acid group was chosen as
the R group of the RAFT agent, since it is similar to the structure of MAA, which will
be polymerized as the hydrophilic block (see Figure 1). The R group was chosen to be a
tertiary radical leaving group which is stable enough to allow both monomer addition and
the cleavage process of the pre-equilibrium step of the RAFT mechanism. In here, we used
three different CTAs with a trithiocarbonate group containing a n-propyl-, n-butyl- and
n-dodecyl- terminus as a Z group to adjust the hydrophilicity of the CTA so that a good
balance between the solution and emulsion RAFT polymerization in terms of solubility,
reaction time, and latex stability is achieved.

The first series of MAA RAFT solution polymerizations was conducted with CTA1
in water, 1,4-dioxane and ethanol. The CTA1 showed a high effectivity in RAFT polymer-
izations of methacrylate monomers leading to properly controlled living chains [32]. The
polymerization was conducted at 70◦ C. The other reaction conditions such as the initial
concentration of MAA, initiator and RAFT agent were kept constant. The polymerization
of MAA with CTA1 in ethanol led to an inhibition period of 1 h, while the polymeriza-
tion in 1,4-dioxane and water led to measurable monomer consumption already after 1 h.
Almost full conversion in water was observed in less than 4 h, while the polymerization
in 1,4-dioxane led to 75% (4 h) and in ethanol to only 48% conversion after 5 h (Figure 2).
Similar observations were found in the publication of Chaduc et al. In this publication,
methanol was used instead of ethanol, however, comparable results were obtained with a
conversion of 59% after 7 h [34].

Although higher experimental Mn,exp were verified compared to the theoretical values,
a linear trend of Mn with conversion was achieved (Figure 3). The higher Mn, exp values are
not surprising since the values were measured via SEC against PEO standards. Relatively
low dispersities were confirmed in all solvents, although using water led to the lowest
dispersity for the PMAA polymerization with CTA1 (Mw/Mn = 1.07).
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Figure 2. Reaction time versus conversion of the RAFT polymerization of PMAA with CTA1 (left)
and CTA2 (right) with a molar ratio of [MAA]/[CTA] = 120 and [CTA]/[ACVA] = 10.
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Figure 3. Reaction time versus conversion of the RAFT polymerization of PMAA with CTA1 (left)
and CTA2 (right) with a [MAA]/[CTA] = 120 and [CTA]/[ACVA] = 10. The SEC results were
measured in an aqueous set up with PEO standards.

Similar observations were made for the polymerization with CTA2. The inhibition
period changed for water to 1 h while the polymerization in ethanol confirmed measurable
monomer consumption at this time. These observations are not surprising, since the CTA2
is more hydrophobic and therefore less soluble in water. This results in a lower reaction
rate and longer inhibition phase, since fragmentations proceed more slowly. However,
after 6 h almost full conversion in water was confirmed. The polymerization in ethanol led
to just 67% conversion and in 1,4-dioxane to 73% conversion. SEC measurements showed
narrow molar mass distributions in all cases and can be found in Figure 3. An overview
about the PMAA polymerization of CTA1 and CTA2 can be found in the Supplementary
Information (Table S1). Since all polymerizations showed narrow dispersities, it can be
concluded that the solvent has a strong impact on the kinetics, however, the dispersity is
less affected.

So far, the PMAA polymerization in water showed the fastest reaction rates and the
narrowest molar mass distribution. Kuchta et al. investigated the effect of the propagation
rate coefficient kp in dependency of the solvent [36,37]. MAA tends to self-associate in
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bulk forming cyclic dimers. In organic media, however, this self-association step has to
compete with the monomer-solvent complexes. This is caused by the hydrogen bonds
between the carboxylic groups of monomers and the polar solvent. This self-association in
organic media is more pronounced than in water, leading to a higher activation energy and
therefore to reduced reaction rates in organic media compared to water [36,37].

In case of the CTA3, water is a non-solvent. Therefore, polymerization with CTA3 was
conducted in ethanol, 1-propanol and 1,4-dioxane at 70 ◦C and 80 ◦C. For the experiments
at 80 ◦C a [CTA]/[ACVA] ratio of 5 and 10 was investigated. A targeted DP of 120 was
adjusted for all experiments (Figure 4). The polymerizations at 70 ◦C led to low conversions
and only in the case of 1,4-dioxane to a conversion of 75% after 19.5 h. To increase the
reaction rate and thus the conversion, the reaction temperature was increased to 80 ◦C.
The reaction rates of the polymerizations in ethanol and 1-propanol indeed increased and
resulted in the inhibition phase being shortened and conversion being generated after only
one hour. However, the conversion was below 50% in all cases. Increasing the initiator
concentration to double the initial amount leads to fast reaction rates and high conversions
after 4 h. The polymerizations in 1-propanol and 1,4-dioxane show the best reaction
conditions, most probably due to better solubilization of the CTA. It should be noted that
in case of the polymerization in 1,4-dioxane there were considerable viscosity problems,
and it was therefore no longer possible to take samples after 4 h. The polymerization of
PMAA with CTA3 in 1-propanol was the most promising reaction with conversions of
approximately 80% within 4 h.
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Figure 4. Reaction time versus conversion of the RAFT polymerization of PMAA with CTA3 and a tar-
geted DP of [MAA]/[CTA3] = 120 and a molar ratio of [CTA3]/[ACVA] = 10. For the polymerizations
at 80 ◦C a kinetical study with a molar ratio of [CTA3]/[ACVA] = 10 and 5 is displayed.

SEC measurements showed a linear relationship between conversion and molecular
weight in all cases (Figure 5). The polymerization of PMAA with CTA3 in 1-propanol with
a [CTA]/[ACVA] molar ratio = 5 at 80 ◦C showed so far the best reaction conditions and
control (molar mass distribution (Mw/Mn = 1.09)). A detailed overview can be found in
Table S2.
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Figure 5. Conversion versus experimental number-average molar mass Mn, exp and Mw/Mn of the
RAFT polymerization of PMAA with CTA3 and a targeted DP of [MAA]/[CTA] = 120 and a molar
ratio of [CTA]/[ACVA] = 10 at 70 ◦C (a,b). For the polymerizations at 80 ◦C a kinetical study with a
molar ratio of [CTA]/[ACVA] = 10 (c,d) and 5 (e,f) is presented.

Briefly, the polymerizations of MAA with CTA1 and CTA2 show the best reaction
conditions in water. Both polymerizations have the advantage that they can be carried out
in a green solvent. However, as a stabilizer block for the styrene polymerization, these
blocks can reach their limit above a certain concentration of styrene, since these stabilizer
blocks are not hydrophobic enough to stabilize the latex above a certain concentration.
Therefore, the synthesis of the PMAA stabilizing block with CTA3 is a good alternative for
the styrene polymerization. In the following, the influence of the three different stabilizer
blocks in the emulsion polymerization of styrene will be investigated in detail.
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3.2. Kinetics of the Synthesis of PMAA-b-PS with CTA1 via RAFT Emulsion Polymerization

The synthesis of the second block of PMAA-b-PS was conducted via RAFT emulsion
polymerization in water. The PMAA homopolymer was used as both controlling and
stabilizing agent. It is worth mentioning that the polymerization of the second block with
CTA1 and CTA2 can be conducted in a one-pot synthesis, since the RAFT solution and
emulsion polymerization can both be performed in water and since polymerization in the
first step reaches full conversion. Several investigations on the one-pot synthesis with
CTA1 have already been published [21–23,38]. Within a few hours, a diblock copolymer in
water can be synthesized without intermediate precipitation steps of the homopolymer.

One of the advantages of the emulsion polymerization is the good heat transfer and
low viscosity even at higher molecular weights, therefore, this technique was chosen to
produce polymers with high molecular weights with the lowest possible by-products and
low energy consumption.

The main work focused on the results of Chaduc et al. [21] conducting the reactions at
a pH value of 2.5 and a [CTA]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5. In a typical emulsion experiment,
the macro-RAFT agent, ACVA and NaHCO3 (increases the water solubility of ACVA) were
dissolved in water. Afterwards, styrene was added to the reaction, which was proceeded
at a pH of 2.5 and a [CTA]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5. The first experiments were conducted
with CTA1 and a solid concentration of 20 wt%. The molar weight fraction of styrene was
targeted to be 95% (PMAA5-b-PS95

54). Samples were taken after 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,
and 120 min. An inhibition period of around 30 min can clearly be seen (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Conversion versus reaction time of the RAFT emulsion polymerization of PMAA5-b-PS95
54

with CTA1 and a targeted DP of [MAA]/[CTA] = 30 and [Sty]/[CTA] = 502 and a molar ratio of
[CTA]/[ACVA] = 5 at 80 ◦C and the corresponding TEM images after a specific time. The subscripts
in the designation of the polymers represent the molar fraction of the respective block in wt% and
the superscript represents the overall molecular weight in kDa.

The inhibition period is described as the time, where no monomer conversion is
obtained. More precisely, it is the time of the radical transfer to the MAA groups of the RAFT
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agent or the exit of the (macromolecular) R groups from the RAFT agent [39,40]. Before
micellar nucleation the chain growth is slow as it can be seen during the time between
30–45 min. After micellar nucleation the polymerization rate increases drastically as
demonstrated from the samples withdrawn after 45 and 50 min. The conversion increased
by 36% in just 5 min. Therefore, it can be concluded that the micellar nucleation is finished
after 40–45 min approximately. The fast conversion is due to the mechanistic transition
from macro-CTA polymerization in the aqueous phase to macro-CTA polymerization in
the micelles after reaching a critical PS block length. Full conversion is achieved within 2 h
reaction time.

With time, conversion, molecular weight Mn and the radius of the micelles increased
(Table S3). After full conversion a molecular weight of Mn,theo = 54.4 kDa (calculated
according to the determined conversion from NMR spectroscopy, see Equation (1) in the
experimental section)), a micelle radius of 29 ± 3 nm and a dispersity Mw/Mn of 1.33
was achieved, proving a good control of the emulsion polymerization. Even at a very
low molar weight ratio of just 5 wt% of the PMAA stabilizer block, stable micelles were
clearly obtainable. They, furthermore, did not coalesce as is visible in the TEM images
(Figure 6). Similar morphologies were observed for PMAA3-b-PS97

107 with the same macro-
CTA with a targeted DP of [MAA]/[CTA] = 30 and [Sty]/[CTA] = 1002. The resulting
Mn,theo was obtained with 102 kDa, a Mw/Mn of 1.42 and a micelle radius of 41 ± 3 nm
for diblock copolymer. Clearly, the size of the micelles increases with higher molecular
weight. Even though other morphologies are thermodynamically more favorable according
to the packing parameter [41], kinetically-trapped spheres result almost in all cases using
polystyrene as a major block even though highly asymmetric diblock compositions are
targeted [20,22,24,42,43]. The only exception was the synthesis of PMAA40-b-PS60

46 at
20 wt% prepared in a one-pot reaction using CTA1. Besides spherical particles, also
worm-like micelles were observed. The corresponding TEM image can be found in the
Supplementary Information (Figure S9). In previous publications, other morphologies
such as fibers and vesicles were observed using a PMAA-co-PEO macro RAFT agent [44,45].
The ionization degree of PMAA as well as the molar mass played a crucial role in the
transition of these morphologies. E.g., fiber morphologies were observed at a weight
ratio from hydrophilic to hydrophobic of 70/30 to 80/20 at a pH of 5 [44,45]. In our
case, a PMAA40-b-PS60

46 diblock copolymer was synthesized with a weight fraction of the
hydrophilic block of 60% at a pH of 2.5. In here, we can assume that only a low number of
PMAA units were ionized, therefore the block is less hydrophilic than in the case of pH = 5.
However, the weight fraction of the hydrophilic block was higher than in the cases of the
literature where other morphologies than spheres were observed. Obviously, the ratio of
the hydrophilic block as well as the degree of ionization play an important role to obtain
other morphologies [44–46]. The previous experiments showed that polymerizations at
a solid concentration of 20 wt% were well controlled even at high DPs of styrene. In the
next step, the solid content of the emulsion polymerization (and hence also of the resulting
dispersion) is investigated. The question is thus: how much water can actually be saved
within the emulsion while still ensuring a well-controlled polymerization? Consequently,
the PMAA chain extension at high solid concentrations is analyzed for each CTA system.

The PMAA10-b-PS90
45 polymerization with PMAA-CTA1 (DP = 50, Mw/Mn = 1.25)

was conducted at 20, 25 and 30 wt% in water at 80 ◦C. An overview of all emulsion poly-
merizations can be found in the Supplementary Information, Table S11. For all experiments
a targeted styrene DP of 400 and a targeted Mn,theo of 45 kDa was set. A kinetic study of
the synthesis showed that the polymerization in 20 and 25 wt% reached full conversion
within 2 h, however the polymerization at 30 wt% reached less than 30% conversion after
5 h (Figure 7). Spherical morphologies were observed in all experiments. SEC data as
well as information about the morphology and the size of the particles can be found in
Tables S4–S6 and the TEM images in Figures S1–S3.
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Figure 7. Conversion versus time of the RAFT emulsion polymerization of PMAA10-b-PS90
45 with

CTA1 and a targeted DP of [Sty]/[CTA] = 400 and a molar ratio of [CTA]/[ACVA] = 5 at 80 ◦C and a
solid concentration of 20, 25 and 30 wt%.

Polymerization of PMAA-b-PS with PMAA-CTA1 as a stabilizer at a solid concentra-
tion of 30 wt% shows a very slow polymerization rate. The RAFT stabilizing agent with a
propyl group is probably still too hydrophilic to polymerize such a large concentration of
styrene. An illustration of the RAFT emulsion polymerization with a hydrophobic and a
hydrophilic RAFT agent can be seen in Figure 8. Generally, the emulsion polymerization is
divided into three stages: the formation of micellar particles, the polymerization within the
micelles and the consumption of the residual monomer in the micelles when the bigger
droplets have vanished (Stage III is not shown in Figure 8). In a typical RAFT emulsion
polymerization, the emulsion consists of a water-immiscible monomer, a water-soluble
initiator, a macro-CTA as a stabilizer (replacing the surfactant in a conventional emulsion
polymerization) and water. The monomer droplets have a size of approximately 10 µm
and a number density of around 1012–1014 dm−3 in the aqueous medium. In case the
concentration of the stabilizer block is higher than the critical micelle concentration (CMC),
which is mostly the case for micellar nucleation, also micelles are present in the system
with a size of approximately 5–10 nm and a number density of around 1019–1021 dm−3.

In case for a hydrophobic RAFT agent, the water-soluble initiator (in here ACVA)
starts the polymerization and reacts with monomers (here styrene) in the continuous phase
to form oligomer radicals which can either enter preexisting micelles or form new ones.
The polymerization was conducted under acidic conditions, in order to form hyper-coiled
structures of PMAA that intrinsically contain hydrophobic domains and thus enhance the
local styrene concentration in the vicinity of the PMAA macro-RAFT [21,47]. The particle
number increases in the first stage as the micelles convert into particles and the rate of
polymerization increases due to an increase in the number of polymerization loci. By the
end of Stage I all free macro-CTA chains are located in micelles and particle nucleation
stops. Stage II sets in when only monomer droplets and polymer particles are present in
the system. The polymerization continues inside the particles with monomer migration
from the monomer droplets through the aqueous phase into polymeric particles to refill
the polymerized monomer. As a result, a steady state between the monomer migration
rate and the polymerization rate is accomplished, making the monomer concentration in
the polymer micelles constant. The active radical within the particle keeps growing until
it terminates upon entry of another radical or until it exits the particle into the aqueous
phase. As this process is especially unlikely in the later periods of Stage II, the particles
increase in size due to further absorption of monomer and an increase of chain length. At
the end of Stage II, all monomer droplets disappear and the leftover monomer in the loci
of polymerization is consumed (Stage III). The concentration of the remaining monomer
in the polymer particles hence decreases with an increase in conversion, viscosity, and
polymer volume fraction. At high conversions, propagation and termination become
diffusion controlled, resulting in a speed up of the polymerization rate. Moreover, exit
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of the small radical becomes less likely, thereby allowing the particles to have more than
one active radical without terminating instantly. Eventually, the propagation rate slows
down (due to monomer depletion) resulting in a decrease of the rate of polymerization.
The polymerization ends as almost all of the monomer is depleted [40,48–52].

 

Figure 8. Illustration of the particle formation during an emulsion polymerization for a hydrophilic
and hydrophobic RAFT agent as stabilizer with the three characteristics steps. Stage I shows the
formation of micellar particles, Stage II the polymerization within the micelles and the transition state
between both stages. The blue chains represent the stabilizing chain, the red chain the hydrophobic
chain, the green circles label the initiator, the yellow star represents the active RAFT group, and the
big red circles represent monomer swollen particles.

In case of a hydrophilic RAFT agent, for example the CTA1 at very high solid concen-
trations of styrene (above 30 wt%), slow nucleation and polymerization occurs. The group
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of Zetterlund et al. described that this phenomenon is caused by the Z-group induced RAFT
exit [53]. The Z-group RAFT species is produced by the addition of a radical, entering a
precursor particle and fragmentation afterwards to create a PMAA radical (pre-equilibrium
of the RAFT mechanism, see Figure 9). The hydrophilic RAFT species, in case only a few
units of styrene were added, might exit the hydrophobic domains (shown in Figure 8) due
to their different polarities. The loss of RAFT agent from the polymerization loci reduces
the chain extension rate, thus, less amphiphilic chains will be created, which impact the
colloidal stability negatively, leading to larger and fewer particles [53].

 

Figure 9. Illustration of the pre-equilibrium of the RAFT mechanism.

In previous publications, some authors have described the long inhibition period
as well as no polymerization in a RAFT emulsion polymerization due to the exit of the
radical R˙ from the particle (R group cleavage of the RAFT agent in the pre-equilibrium
step of the RAFT mechanism), where it can terminate in the aqueous phase with another
initiator-derived radical or after reentry with a growing chain in a particle [40,54–57]. If
this is the case, some particles will lose the propagating radical and need to be reinitiated
again. This effect results in a lower number of particles [57]. The main difference between
the R- and Z-group exit is that the R-group exit does not contain the RAFT functionality.
The functionality remains in the particles.

The successfully controlled emulsion polymerization with more hydrophobic RAFT
agents for the system of PAA-b-PS/PMAA-b-PS or similar polymer systems from previous
publications (mentioned above) gave us incentive to use more hydrophobic RAFT agents
as well and thus achieve polymerizations at higher weight percentages of the hydrophobic
second monomer. To the best of our knowledge, no PMAA-b-PS polymers have yet been
carried out at high solid concentrations above 30 wt%. In the following, the propyl group
as the Z-group is exchanged with a butyl and dodecyl terminus.

3.3. The Synthesis of PMAA-b-PS with CTA2 via RAFT Emulsion Polymerization

The polymerization of PMAA20-b-PS80
46 with PMAA macro-CTA2 was conducted at

35 and 40 wt% in water. Since the PMAA-CTA2 as well as the PMAA-b-PS polymer can be
synthesized in water, a one-pot polymerization can be conducted. A DP of [Sty]/[CTA] =
360 was targeted. Compared to the PMAA10-b-PS90

45 diblock copolymer with CTA1, the
polymerization reached full conversion even at higher solid concentrations than 30 wt%.
After 4 h, full conversion was achieved in all experiments. However, the polymerization
at 40 wt% with CTA2 was very viscous after full conversion (see Figure S11). The SEC,
DLS and TEM data can be found in Table 1. Very large particle radii of 85 nm and 96 nm
were synthesized for 35 wt% and 40 wt% as measured by DLS, when replacing the propyl
Z-group with a butyl Z-group. These results fit to the proposed mechanism from Zetterlund
et al., which was also shown in Figure 8 for hydrophilic RAFT agents [53]. However, the
very large deviation of Mn,exp from Mn,theo infers a not well-controlled polymerization.
Therefore, the Z-group was further modified with a dodecyl terminus.
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Table 1. Polymerization of PMAA20-b-PS80
46 with CTA2 at 80 ◦C in water and a targeted styrene DP of 360 with a

[CTA2]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5. All reactions were polymerized for 4 h. rTEM represents the number-average radius
obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS.
The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF + 50 mmol TFA using universal PS calibration. The PMAA-CTA2
macro-CTA was determined with NMR and aqueous SEC using PEO calibration with Mn,theo = 8.7 kDa and a Mw/Mn = 1.17.

(w/w) Solids
[%]

Conversion
[%]

rTEM [nm] rDLS [nm] PDI Mn,theo [kDa] Mn,exp [kDa] Mw/Mn

35 99 61 ± 4 85.3 ± 0.5 0.09 ± 0.03 46 166 1.57
40 99 70 ± 5 96 ± 2 0.3 ± 0.2 46 158 1.61

3.4. The Synthesis of PMAA-b-PS with CTA3 via RAFT Emulsion Polymerization

The polymerization of PMAA-b-PS with a CTA using a dodecyl terminus as a Z-group
was tested. This CTA is more hydrophobic than CTA1 and CTA2. The R-group was not
modified in any experiment. At first a diblock copolymer with a lower molecular weight
was targeted. The synthesis of PMAA20-b-PS80

18 with CTA3 (DP = 43, Mw/Mn = 1.11,
Mn,theo = 3.8 kDa) at 80 ◦C in water and a targeted styrene DP of 200 with a CTA3/ACVA
molar ratio of 5 was carried out at 40 and 50 wt% solid concentration. Almost full conver-
sion was achieved for both reactions already within 80 min (Figure 10). The hydrodynamic
radius rDLS increases linearly with conversion. The final dispersity Mw/Mn = 1.23 for both
polymerizations indicate a good control over the polymerization. More detailed informa-
tion can be found in the Supplementary Information, Table S7 and Figures S4 and S5.
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Figure 10. Conversion vs. time data for PMAA20-b-PS80
18 with CTA3 at 40 wt% and 50 wt% (left)

and average hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS against the conversion (right).

Since the polymerizations at 40 wt% as well as at 50 wt% worked in a controlled and
fast manner, polymerizations were carried out at 50 wt% increasing the weight fraction of
styrene as well as the total molecular weight. Three different block copolymer compositions
were targeted with a weight fraction of 80%, 90% and 95% of styrene using the same macro-
CTA3 in all experiments (DP = 95, Mw/Mn = 1.09, Mn,theo = 8.5 kDa). The kinetic data of
the polymerization rate and DLS measurements can be found in Figure 11. More detailed
information about the morphology, SEM and TEM results can be found in Tables S8–S10
and Figures S6–S8. A well-controlled polymerization for the reaction with 50 wt% solid
content and 80 wt% fraction of styrene was observed. Complete conversion was obtained
after 2 h and a dispersity of Mw/Mn = 1.22 was achieved. RI und UV detection of the SEC
measurement overlapped proving that majority of the chains containing the RAFT group
indicating successful chain extension (see Figure S10). The radius of the spherical particles
increases linearly with conversion (Figure 10). As described for the mechanism before,
the effect of the Z-group plays a significant role in the rate of emulsion polymerization.
Both our results and those of Zetterlund et al. confirm the mechanism assumed above.
Polymerizations with 90 and 95 wt% styrene resulted in conversions of 60% and 13% after
3 h, respectively. The polymerization of emulsions at 50 wt% requires a good stability of the
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colloids which, even with commercial surfactants, must ensure an extremely good control
of the reaction and reach their limit. In this work it was shown that polymerization by
RAFT with hydrophobic RAFT agents allows such a polymerization in a controlled manner.
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Figure 11. Conversion vs. time data for PMAA-b-PS with CTA3 at 50% (left) and average hydrody-
namic radius measured by DLS against the conversion (right).

4. Conclusions

The synthesis of PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymers at high solid concentrations was
investigated by varying the Z-group of the RAFT agent from a n-propyl-, to n-butyl- and
n-dodecyl- terminus, making the RAFT agent more hydrophobic. RAFT polymerization of
MAA was carried out in water with a trithiocarbonate RAFT agent. A carboxyl group was
chosen as the R-group for all experiments. Promising conditions for PMAA polymerizations
were found for the propyl and butyl moieties in water (or 1-propanol in case of CTA3).
For successive chain extension with PS, the polymerizations performed with a propyl or
butyl Z-group could be carried out in a one-pot synthesis. However, these polymerizations
resulted in very long polymerization times or uncontrolled conditions when styrene weight
concentrations above 30 wt% were chosen. The replacement of the Z group with a dodecyl
radical made it possible to carry out the polymerization of PMAA-b-PS under very well
controlled conditions up to remarkably high solid contents of 50 wt% provided that the
PMAA block is long enough. We could also confirm that the influence of the Z-group
has a significant effect on the polymerization rate in the RAFT emulsion polymerization.
With this synthesis method, we have found a reaction pathway that allows the use of
green solvents and due to the high solid concentrations, this system is associated with
less by-product and energy consumption. The chosen hydrophilic PMAA block not only
offers the possibility of further post-modifications resulting in a variety of functionalized
nanoparticles, but these block copolymers are also potential candidates for membrane
technology.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/polym13213675/s1, Table S1: kinetic data of the PMAA polymerization with CTA1 and
CTA2; Table S2: kinetic data of the PMAA polymerization with CTA3; Table S3: kinetic data of
PMAA5-b-PS95

54 with CTA1 at 20 wt%, Table S4: kinetic data of PMAA10-b-PS90
45 with CTA1 at

20 wt%; Table S5: kinetic data of PMAA10-b-PS90
45 with CTA1 at 25 wt%, Table S6: kinetic data of

PMAA10-b-PS90
45 with CTA1 at 30 wt%, Table S7: kinetic data of PMAA20-b-PS80

18 with CTA3 at
40 and 50 wt%; Table S8: kinetic data of PMAA20-b-PS80

42 with CTA3 at 50 wt%; Table S9: kinetic
data of PMAA10-b-PS90

86 with CTA3 at 50 wt%, Table S10: kinetic data of PMAA5-b-PS95
165 with

CTA3 at 50 wt%; Table S11: overview of all PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymers and the corresponding
macro-CTAs; Figure S1: TEM image of PMAA10-b-PS90

45 with CTA1 at 20 wt%; Figure S2: TEM image
of PMAA10-b-PS90

45 with CTA1 at 25 wt%; Figure S3: TEM image of PMAA10-b-PS90
45 with CTA1 at

30 wt%; Figure S4: TEM image of PMAA20-b-PS80
26 with CTA3 at 40 wt%; Figure S5: TEM image of

the PMAA20-b-PS80
26 with CTA3 at 50 wt%; Figure S6: TEM image of PMAA20-b-PS80

42 with CTA3;
Figure S7: TEM image of PMAA10-b-PS90

86 with CTA3; Figure S8: TEM image of PMAA5-b-PS95
165

with CTA3; Figure S9: TEM image of PMAA40-b-PS60
46 showing worm-like morphologies; Figure S10:
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SEC results of PMAA20-b-PS80
42 witch CTA3 at 50 wt%; Figure S11: pictures of the polymerization of

PMAA-b-PS with CTA2 and CTA3 at 40 wt%.
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CHAPTER 5. PUBLISHED RESULTS

5.4 Publication 4:

A highly selective polymer material using benzo-9-crown-3 for
the extraction of lithium in presence of other interfering alkali
metal ions

In Publication 4, the polymer material prepared in Publication 3 is linked with a 9-

membered crown ether (benzo-9-crown-3), and complexed with the alkali metals Li+, Na+,

and K+. The crown ether-based material was prepared by modifying the crown ether with

an alcohol group, followed by Steglich esteri�cation of the PMAA-b-PS polymer, which was

con�rmed via 1H NMR spectroscopy. In addition, the complexation properties of the polymer-

based crown ether material are compared with the free crown ethers, and the advantages of a

polymer-based crown ether material are clari�ed.

The extractions with free crown ethers (B15C5, B12C4, and B9C3) and the polymer-bound

crown ether (B9C3) were carried out in a two-phase extraction analogous to Publications 1

and 2. The complex formation constants were determined and compared for the di�erent

systems. For the 9-membered free crown ether (forming sandwich complexes with Li+, Na+,

and K+), strong complexation was found for Na, K, and Li, whereas only the lithium-ion was

complexed in the polymer-bound crown ether.

To demonstrate the practicality of the polymer system, the Na+, K+, and Li+ concentra-

tions were adjusted in a two-phase extraction analogous to the concentrations in the Dead Sea.

After extraction of the polymer-bound benzo-9-crown crown ether material, a complexation

of lithium of about 60% was obtained. However, lithium is present in de�cient concentrations

in the Dead Sea ( Li+ = 0.014 g/L, Na+ = 37 g/L, and K+ = 6.9 g/L).

With the results of this Publication, it was shown that a polymer-based crown ether

material is an attractive adsorbent that can isolate lithium well even in low concentrations of

aqueous resources.

The Publication is reprinted with permission from I. Oral and V. Abetz, Macromol. Rapid

Commun., 2021, 42, 2000746 - published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. The related supporting

information is available in Section 9.5.
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1. Introduction

Lithium has been drawing considerable 
interest due to its widespread applica-
tions in controlled nuclear fusion fuels,[1] 
alloy industries,[2] pharmaceuticals,[3] 
ceramics,[4] catalysis,[5] and particularly 
in rechargeable lithium-ion batteries—
a key towards the global electric vehicle 
industry.[6–10] The demand for lithium has 
grown significantly over the last years and 
the price has expanded immensely since 
then.[11,12] Lithium can be gathered from 
seawater, lithium-containing ores, and 
lithium-rich salt-lake brines. The latter 
contributes to around 60% of the total 
recoverable lithium deposits.[9] It should 
be mentioned, however, that most salt-
lakes with high concentrations of lithium 
also suffer from excessive sodium, potas-
sium, calcium, and magnesium con-
tents.[8] Therefore, further purification 
steps are mandatory due to similar solu-
tion properties shared among these metal 
ions in an aqueous solution.[13–17]

In the seawater, there are an esti-
mated 231  trillion tons of lithium. Nevertheless, low concen-
trations of around 0.178  mg L−1 and the numerous amounts 
of other interfering metal ions (Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, or K+) with 
significantly higher concentrations make its recovery more 
challenging and not economically feasible until now.[17] Con-
sequently, the design of a high selective lithium extractant 
suppressing other metal ions becomes the key issue of 
lithium recovery from seawater or other natural lithium 
sources. Multivalent ions such as magnesium or calcium are 
not considered in this work since they can be isolated by elec-
trodialysis or nanofiltration using often cationic surfaces.[18–22] 
Besides these metal ions, also high concentrations of chloride, 
as well as traces of bromide and sulfate anions are present 
in the seawater.[23] These anions have an effect on the selec-
tivity in CE extraction of alkali metal ions as spherical anions 
lead to lower selectivity while non-spherical anions increase 
the extraction ability due to specific binding sites.[24] So far, 
LLE seems to be one of the most promising techniques to 
extract metal ions from natural sources due to its simplicity, 
high selectivity, fast reaction rates, convenient handling, and 
straightforward automation.[16,25]

The recovery of lithium from global water resources continues to be chal-

lenging due to interfering metal ions with similar solution properties. Hence, 

a lithium-selective diblock copolymer system containing crown ethers (CEs) 

is developed. A polystyrene-block-poly(methacrylic acid) diblock copolymer 

is synthesized first via a one-pot solution–emulsion reversible addition–frag-

mentation chain transfer polymerization. A subsequent Steglich esterifica-

tion yields the CE functionalized polymer. The complexation properties with 

different alkali metals are first investigated by liquid−liquid extraction (LLE) in 

dichloromethane (DCM) − water systems using free benzo-9-crown (B9C3), 

benzo-12-crown-4 (B12C4), and benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5) CEs as reference 

components, followed by the correspondingly CE-functionalized polymers. 

Extraction complexation constants in the aqueous phase are determined and 

the impact of the complexation constants on the extractability is estimated. 

The B9C3 CE is especially appealing since it has the smallest cavity size 

among all CEs. It is too small to complex sodium or potassium ions; however, 

it forms sandwich complexes with a lithium-ion resulting in extraordinary 

complexation constants in polymer systems avoiding other interfering alkali 

metal ions. On this basis, a new material for the efficient extraction of lithium 

ion traces in global water resources is established.

© 2021 The Authors. Macromolecular Rapid Communications published 
by Wiley-VCH GmbH. This is an open access article under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distri-
bution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is 
properly cited.
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CEs, that is, macrocyclic ligands containing several ether 
groups, are commonly used for LLE of metal ions.[26–28] They 
form well-known host-guest complexes with specific metal 
ions depending on the size of the CE cavity and metal ion.[29–

31] Complexation can appear in various ways: either ML, ML2 
(sandwich), or M2L3 (club sandwich) complexes, or even more 
complex structures with M being the metal ion and L the ligand 
can be formed.[32,33] CEs have been also employed in size-selec-
tive ion sensors,[34] phase-transfer catalysts,[35] membrane trans-
port,[36,37] and disposal of nuclear waste.[38]

Herein, the CEs will be applied for the complexation of 
selective metal ions in order to recover lithium from a nat-
ural source by using a CE with a cavity size only suitable for 
lithium, suppressing other interfering alkali metal ions. Poly-
meric systems containing those CEs are especially appealing 
due to their typically easy separation from solutions or mix-
tures. We demonstrate a CE-functionalized polystyrene-block-
poly(methacrylic acid) (PS-b-PMAA) diblock copolymer system 
with a high selectivity towards lithium synthesized in water 

via a one-pot solution–emulsion reversible addition–fragmen-
tation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization and subsequent 
post-functionalization (Figure  1). The complexation properties 
with lithium, sodium, and potassium are investigated by LLE 
in DCM–water systems using three different CEs first, followed 
by corresponding CE-functionalized polymers. Extraction com-
plexation constants in the water phase are calculated and the 
contributions of the complexation constants to the extractability 
are evaluated.

Studying the effect of CE cavities and the number of aromatic 
groups within the CEs is of importance for designing lithium-
selective extractants. There are several factors that play a cru-
cial role in the extraction process of metal ions from the solu-
tion. First, there is the enthalpy of solvation, which is essential 
especially for the studied metal ions in this work. Furthermore, 
the metal ion should fit properly in the cavity size of the CE. 
If the metal ion is too small, there is an inevitable energy loss 
due to weaker ion−dipole interactions. On the other hand, if the 
metal ion is too large to enter the cavity of the ligand, there will 

Macromol. Rapid Commun. 2021, 42, 2000746

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the sandwich complexation with lithium in a CE-functionalized polymer, synthesized via a one-pot solution−emul-
sion RAFT polymerization of MAA and styrene, and subsequent post-modification of the MAA moiety with hydroxyl functionalized benzo-9-crown-3 
(B9C3-OH) CEs via Steglich esterification.
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be a loss in entropy (yet an increase in ion−dipole interaction) 
as a higher-order complex (i.e., sandwich or club-sandwich) is 
potentially formed.[32,39–41] Since these effects are always com-
petitive, studying the effect of CE cavities for specific metal ions 
in terms of thermodynamic quantities is mandatory and pro-
vided in the following.

2. Results and Discussion

Three different benzo-CEs were analyzed, which can either 
form single or sandwich complexes with potassium, sodium, 
or lithium (Figure  2). 15-crown-5 CEs (cavity radius: 0.85-
1.1  Å) have been successfully used to recover sodium (ionic 
radius: 0.95 Å) in a single complex or potassium (ionic radius: 
1.33 Å) in a sandwich complex. However, Nishizawa et al. dis-
covered also its selectivity with lithium isotopes (ionic radius: 
0.60  Å).[32,42–46] 12-crown-4 CEs (cavity size: 0.50–0.65  Å) form 
single complexes with lithium, and sandwich complexes with 
sodium.[29,31,47] Nevertheless, both CE systems are capable to 
complex more than one type of metal ion and are therefore not 
suitable for selective complexation of lithium. Another possi-
bility is the incorporation of sterically hindered groups within 
the CE, which prohibit the complexation of bigger metal ions. 
In current literature, several CEs with those sterically hin-
dered side chains were reported and showed high complexa-
tion towards lithium.[48,49] However, synthesis of those CEs was 
conducted under harsh conditions, several reaction steps, and 
expensive reagents. Here, we show a more facile and economi-
cally effective synthesis to connect this CE to a polymer system 
and to make this material industrially attractive.

Previous studies reported higher complexation stability in 
sandwich formation due to the double amount of ion−dipole 
interactions.[32,40] By forming a sandwich complex with lithium, 
higher complexation stability is expectable. Therefore, a CE 
with only three oxygen atoms was designed in this work in 
order to force the lithium to form a sandwich complex with the 
CE, since it cannot fit in its cavity. In order to prove the supe-
rior complexation of B9C3 CEs with lithium, B12C4 and B15C5 
CEs were used additionally to extract lithium from an aqueous 
solution for comparison. The respective stability of each com-
plex was evaluated and compared with each other. The metal 
ion complexation was conducted in a two-phase water–DCM 
system and has been described in recent literature with sim-
ilar extraction systems.[49–51] A general metal ion extraction is 
shown in Equation (1):

( )+ →( ) ( )( )
+ +− −M X CE M CE X

aq org n org
m x n

z v

m

mz

x

xv  (1)

where M is the metal cation and X the counter anion, m and x 
are the stoichiometric factors of the metal cation and counter 
anion, z+ and v- are the charges of the corresponding metal- 
and counter ions, and n is the CE equivalent needed to complex 
the metal ion. The salts are soluble in the aqueous phase while 
the CE and the final complex are only soluble in the organic 
phase. The complex stability was evaluated by calculating the 
complex constant K via UV absorption of the remaining salt 
in the aqueous phase. The different UV-responsive salts and 
their spectra including the calibration curves are shown in 
Figure 3 and are used to calculate the final salt concentration 
in the aqueous phase after extraction (Lambert−Beers law). The 
complex constant K is evaluated according to the law of mass 
with incorporation of the formed complex (Equation (2)). In 
this equation, γ+,- refer to the mean activity coefficients, and Q 
to the stoichiometric coefficient. These coefficients are unity in 
this study, as only monovalent ions are involved. More detailed 
information can be found in the SI.
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In order to prove the accuracy of the LLE in DCM−water sys-
tems, a B15C5 CE, which has the highest hydrophilicity of the 
studied CEs, has been dissolved in DCM and extracted with an 
aqueous sodium chloride solution. The aqueous phase was ana-
lyzed after extraction, and only 2.6 % B15C5 CE was detected. 
Similar results were reported before.[51] The B12C4 CE showed 
even less solubility in the aqueous phase of 0.3 % and the B9C3 
CE showed no solubility in water, which is not surprising since 
these CEs are more hydrophobic. The UV–vis calibration curves 
of the CEs and their absorption maxima are shown in Figures 
S11 and S12, Supporting Information. In short, after the metal–
ion complexation with the CEs, the complexes remain mainly 
in the organic phase. The extraction process takes place at the 
interface between the organic and the aqueous phase.

The results of the B9C3, B12C4, and B15C5 CEs extraction 
with lithium 3,5-diiodosalicylate (LIS), a UV responsive lithium 
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Figure 2. Illustration of an alkali metal complexation of lithium, sodium, 
and potassium with benzo-9-crown-3 (B9C3), benzo-12-crown-4 (B12C4), 
and benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5) CEs, forming either single or sandwich 
complex.
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salt with an absorption maximum (λmax) at 323 nm, at various 
CE:salt molar ratios are presented in Figure 4. Surprisingly, the 
B15C5 CE shows higher extractability with lithium compared 

to B12C4 CEs according to the average complex constant of log 
K = 4.94. In theory, the lithium complexation with B15C5 CEs 
should be less pronounced than the complexation with B12C4 
CEs (log K = 4.68), since the lithium is very small compared to 
the cavity size of the B15C5 CE, leading to weaker ion−dipole 
interaction as a result of the greater distance between the metal 
ion and the oxygen atoms. On the other hand, more oxygen 
atoms favor the host−guest interaction with the metal ion. In 
a nutshell, B12C4 CEs show good complexation with lithium, 
since the cavity size of 0.5–0.65 Å fits well for the lithium-ion 
with a radius of 0.60  Å; yet, the B15C5 CE shows also good 
complexation, due to a reasonable interplay between cavity size 
of the CE and dipole partners for the metal ion. Besides the 
already satisfying results, the complexation of the B9C3 CE 
with lithium shows even higher complexation stability with an 
average complex constant of log K = 6.76. This means a roughly 
100-fold increased stability of the formed complex. Within the 
favorable sandwich complex, featuring dipole−ion interactions 
between six oxygen atoms and the lithium-ion, the resulting 
enthalpy gain leads to such high complex stability.[52–54] Sim-
ilar proportions were previously reported in the literature by 
Zakurdaeva et al. where the B9C3 CE showed a log K of 3.12, 
the B12C4 CE a log K of 2.90, and the B15C5 CE a log K of 2.68 
with lithium.[55] The complex constants of B12C4 and B15C5 
CEs showed related extraction abilities, while the B9C3 CE 
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Figure 4. Logarithmic complexation stability K of B9C3 (green curve), 
B12C4 (black curve), and B15C5 (blue curve) with LIS at different CE:Salt 
molar ratios and the average of log K and Gibbs free energy ∆G were 
determined.

Figure 3. Absorption spectra at different concentrations of 1A) lithium 3,5-diidosalicylate (LIS), 2A) 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium salt 
(NaEE), 3A) 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium salt (KEE) and absorption maxima versus concentration of 1B) LIS at 323 nm, 2B) NaEE at 
515 nm, and 2C) KEE at 517 nm.
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showed the strongest extractability among the studied CEs. In 
their study, they extracted lithium chloride from the aqueous 
phase in a chloroform/water LLE. By calculating the complex 
constant K, the Gibbs free energy ∆G can be calculated as well 
(∆G= −RT lnK). The negative values of ∆G and the resulting 
complex stability constants K confirm spontaneous (exergonic) 
complexation for all systems. As a result, the sandwich forma-
tion of B9C3 CE with lithium shows indeed a far larger stability 
resulting in the highest complexation constant and the most 
negative ∆G value.

In order to prove a selective lithium complexation with B9C3 
CEs, extractions with sodium and potassium were conducted 
using the 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium salt 
(NaEE) and the 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester potassium 
salt (KEE). In theory, both cations should not be able to fit in 
the cavity size of the B9C3 CE. However, it may be possible that 
sandwich or higher-order complex structures are formed with 
these metal ions.

First, an optical experiment was conducted (Figure 5). NaEE 
was used as a sodium dye and placed in each of the four vials 
with DCM. The NaEE salt is not soluble in DCM but should be 
dissolved if the CEs are able to complex sodium. B15C5, B12C4, 
or B9C3 CE were placed in the vials beside the salt. Only the 
B9C3 CE did not show a color change with the sodium dye. All 
other CEs had the capability of complexing sodium and turned 
red (yellow under UV light). The same observations were made 
for KEE (see Figure S10, Supporting Information). This optical 
experiment shows once again why B15C5 and B12C4 CEs are 
not the key CEs for extracting lithium selectively, even though 
they have the capability of extracting lithium ions. It should 
be mentioned that, in DCM, the ions cannot form a hydration 
shell and are therefore not surrounded by water molecules. 
Thus, the complexation of the metal ions from organic media 
is more favorable in energy terms since the CEs do not have to 
surpass a large number of water molecules. Nevertheless, in the 
herein used LLE in water−DCM, the ions are indeed capable of 
forming a hydration layer in water. This effect is even more pro-
nounced for smaller ions; hence, lithium exhibits the strongest 
hydration shell among the studied salts and consequently 

consumes the most energy upon dehydration. Hence, a truly 
selective complexation of lithium in the LLE is essential.

An interesting implementation is the application of these 
materials for instance in the Dead Sea. The Dead Sea contains 
approximately 4  % potassium and approximately 30  % sodiu-
mions. Moreover, potassium ions possess significantly larger 
radii compared to lithium ions and can thus easily be neglected 
by choosing a suitable CE size, for example by utilizing B9C3 
CEs. On the other hand, the ionic radius of sodium ions is 
just 0.3 Å taller compared to lithium ions and therefore are the 
bigger issue. In the following sections, the extraction is hence 
focused on sodium and lithium salts.

In an LLE of water−DCM with sodium salt, the B15C5, 
B12C4, and B9C3 CEs were used as extraction materials for 
sodium complexation using NaEE as sodium salt. The complex 
constant K and the Gibbs free energy ∆G were determined for 
different CE:salt molar ratios and are illustrated in Figure 6. It 
is not surprising that the B15C5 and B12C4 show strong compl-
exation with sodium with a log K of 5.68 and 8.23, respectively. 
The CE size of B15C5 with a cavity size of 0.85–1.1 Å fits per-
fectly well for the sodium ion with an ionic radius of 0.95 Å and 
forms therefore a single complex. On the other hand, the B12C4 
CE with a cavity size of 0.50–0.65 Å forms sandwich complexes 
with sodium. This complexation process leads to an entropy 
loss, yet, new electrostatic interactions are created which lead to 
a negative enthalpy gain explaining the high complex stability 
of log K = 8.23. Surprisingly, the B9C3 CE shows similar com-
plex stabilities as found for the B12C4 CE. For the calculation 
of this CE, a sandwich formation was assumed. Compared to 
the visual test, where clearly no complexation occurred with the 
B9C3 CE in DCM, the radius of the sodium ion increases in 
water due to the aforementioned hydration shell. It is assumed 
that the B9C3 CE might be too small to form a sandwich com-
plex with sodium as it was the case for B12C4 (see Figure  5). 
In that case, an increased possibility to form higher-order 
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Figure 5. Optical experiment with NaEE in DCM (right) and additionally 
added CEs.

Figure 6. Logarithmic complexation stability K of B9C3 (green curve), 
B12C4 (black curve), and B15C5 (blue curve) with Na-EE at different 
CE:Salt molar ratios and the average of log K and Gibbs free energy ∆G 
were determined.
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complex structures may also increase the overall enthalpy 
gain.[43] Besides the possibility of higher-order complex clusters, 
the sodium needs lower energies to surpass the hydration shell 
compared to lithium and has therefore a high complex stability 
constant of log K  = 8.29. A similar observation was made by 
calculating the Gibbs free energy ∆G. Since free CEs have a 
high mobility in solution, the process of multiple coordina-
tion seems not unfeasible. However, this multiple coordination 
should be highly hindered in polymer systems, where the CE is 
covalently bound to the backbone and is, therefore, less agile. 
Hence, the complexation process of lithium and sodium with 
B9C3 CEs bound polymer systems was investigated and is pre-
sented in the following.

Polymer materials are especially attractive in LLE since they 
are easy to isolate from solution or mixtures. CE-based poly-
mers are well known to extract various metals from aqueous 
solution via LLE and became a key issue towards the treat-
ment of wastewater. Moreover, these materials can also be used 
in ion exchange resin or membranes. M. Kazemabad et  al.[56] 
reported on a polyelectrolyte multilayer membrane (PEMM) 
with incorporated B15C5 CEs in the poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) 
main chain structure to achieve stable complexes with lithium 
rather than potassium. Furthermore, the PEMMs offer superb 
potential in monovalent/bivalent ion selectivity.[57] The use of 
18-crown-6 in the main chain of poly(arylene ether ketone)s and 
blending with sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) led 
to monovalent cation selective-membranes with good selectivity 
towards potassium over lithium.[58] Recently, polybenzoxazines 
were prepared for metal ion adsorption. The polymer material 
did not only show complexation with lithium, but also effective 
catalytic behavior and promote ring-opening polymerization 
when lithium is bonded to the CE.[59] Here, a diblock copolymer 
of PS-b-PMAA is considered, since this polymer can be easily 
functionalized with CEs due to the carboxylic acid groups in 
the PMAA block. Furthermore, the major polystyrene block 
gives the polymer its hydrophobicity, which makes it insoluble 
in water. The synthesis of a PS-b-PMAA diblock copolymer 
with molecular weights up to 100 kDa within a few hours was 
conducted via a solution−emulsion RAFT polymerization by 
polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA). This technique 
has become a powerful tool for the efficient synthesis of diblock 
copolymer nanoparticles, it is robust and a highly versatile tech-
nique.[60–62] PMAA diblock copolymers using this technique 
in dispersion have been intensively studied by the group of 
S. Armes.[63,64] The polymerization of styrene via RAFT emul-
sion polymerization has been intensively studied by our group 
and has many advantages such as fast reaction rates, economi-
cally feasible reaction conditions, and high molar masses with 
narrow dispersity.[65,66] The synthesis of PS-b-PMAA has one 
additional advantage, that is, the diblock copolymer can be syn-
thesized in a single batch as initially reported by the group of 
Charleux et  al. for a similar polymer.[67–69] In our case, meth-
acrylic acid (MAA) was polymerized in water up to high con-
versions; afterwards, styrene was added to the same vessel and 
polymerized to obtain the PS-b-PMAA diblock copolymer. The 
benefits of such a polymer system are obvious: it is straightfor-
wardly prepared, the monomers are cheap and available on a 
large scale, it relies on non-toxic solvents solely, and it can be 
facilely scaled up.

The incorporation of a new functional group within the 
polymer can be easily achieved by post−modification. Some of 
the efficient reactions are thiol-ene, Michael-addition, nucleo-
philic activated ester/amine exchange, thiol-disulfide exchange, 
or Diels-Alder cycloaddition.[70] In here, the PS70-b-PMAA30

41 
diblock copolymer was post-modified with hydroxyl−functional-
ized B9C3 CE via Steglich esterification. A schematic illustra-
tion of the monomer preparation can be found in Figure S1, 
Supporting Information. The successful incorporation of the 
CE moiety was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 7) and 
IR spectroscopy Figures S17–S19, Supporting Information). The 
protons of the CE (E, F, and G, H in the B9C3 spectrum) are 
shown as broad signals indicating that the CEs are covalently 
bound to the polymer (Peak F and G in the polymer spectrum). 
The degree of functionalization was calculated by comparing 
the peak B, which refers to the protons of polystyrene in the 
meta position to the peaks of F or G, which represent the pro-
tons of the CE. IR spectroscopy of B9C3 CE (Figure S17, Sup-
porting Information) revealed the characteristic C-O stretch 
absorption bands at 1230  cm−1 for alkyl aryl ethers and 1053 
cm−1 for aliphatic ethers. The PS70-b-PMAA30

41 diblock copol-
ymer after post-modification with B9C3 CE revealed the charac-
teristic C-O stretch absorption bands at 1143 cm−1 and 1013 cm−1 
(Figure S19, Supporting Information). The CO stretch of the 
remained (deprotonated) carboxylic acid groups of the PMAA 
moiety can be found at 1500 cm−1 and for the CO stretch of 
the newly formed ester bond after the Steglich esterification at 
1667 cm−1.[71]

Generally, CEs in polymer materials show high complex 
stability since the CEs are linked to the polymer and therefore 
exhibit a decreased entropy loss (compared to free CEs) upon 
the formation of the metal complex. In addition, the side chains 
of a polymer including electron donor atoms or ionizable func-
tionalities can further stabilize the complex. Regarding the PS-
b-PMAA diblock copolymer, MAA is easily ionizable and assists 
therefore a good complexation with lithium and the CE-based 
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Figure 7. 1H NMR spectrum of Benzo-9-crown-3 CE (bottom) and PS60-
b-P(MAA20-r-CE3MA20)

49 diblock copolymer containing randomly distrib-
uted CE units (top) in CDCl3.
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polymer. A potential complexation mechanism is illustrated in 
Figure 8. Upon incorporation of the lithium cation, the deproto-
nated carboxylic acid and the CEs both stabilize the ion, which 
is highly attractive due to manifold interaction sites. Concurrent 
observations have been reported for a similar system with phos-
phoric acid side chains.[72]

Initial qualitative evidence that the PS-b-PMAA diblock 
copolymer containing CEs is well suited for the complexa-
tion was shown again by a visual test. A polystyrene-block-
poly(MAA-random-15-crown-5 methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-
P(MAA-r-CE5MA)) polymer was dissolved in DCM (bottom 
layer) and extracted NaEE salt from water (top layer), which has 
been proven suitable for this CE size (Figure 9). The NaEE salt 
gives a yellow color under UV-light. The visual test confirms 
that it is located in the top layer before extraction. After the 
LLE, the yellowish color moves to the bottom layer, proving 

that the salt is indeed transferred into the organic phase by a 
successful and seemingly quantitative complexation with the 
polymer. Since almost complete discoloration is observed in 
the aqueous phase, it can be assumed that the polymer showed 
excellent complexation with sodium ions. In order to prove this 
observation with the desired polymer system containing B9C3 
CEs, similar experiments to those of the free CE were con-
ducted by extracting sodium and lithium. The complex stability 
was investigated by calculating K and ∆G.

Similar to the other extractions, the PS60-b-P(MAA20-r-
CE3MA20)49 polymer was dissolved in DCM. The subscripts 
indicate the weight percentage of the block and the superscript 
gives the target Mn of the polymer in kDa. The extraction for 
this polymer was conducted with NaEE and same extractions 
times, stirring speed, and phase separation times as for the free 
CEs were used. A CE:salt molar ratio of 10:1 was targeted for all 
the extractions with sodium salt. Most notably, the extraction of 
sodium salt with a polymer system delivered the expected and 
thus very satisfying results (Figure  10). Compared to the free 
CE, log K of the copolymer bound B9C3 CE increased signifi-
cantly from 7.5 to 11. At first, the value seems reasonably high; 
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Figure 8. Possible lithium extraction mechanism with MAA side chains. The lithium substitutes the proton in the ionizable side chain and subsequently 
forms a complex with the CEs.

Figure 9. Photograph of the PS50-b-P(MAA25-r-CE5MA25)
56 polymer 

extraction with EE-Na under UV-light. Before extraction, the EE-Na salt is 
in the aqueous phase (top layer) and after extraction in the organic phase 
(bottom layer). The concentration of the salt increases from left to right, 
as it can be seen by the color intensity of the yellow phase.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the logarithmic complex stability, Gibbs free 
energy, and SC of free B9C3 and PS60-b-(PMAA20-r-CE3MA20)

49 with NaEE.
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however, it should be considered that the sodium ion has a 
quite thin and loose hydration shell, and the complexation of 
the ion is therefore favorable in energy terms. The Gibbs free 
energy decreased from −28 to −42 kJ mol−1 resulting in a more 
spontaneous complexation and the salt complexation in per-
cent (SC) was decreased from 35 % to just about 0.2 %. The SC 
is defined as the ratio of the complex concentration (ccomplex) 
and the initial salt concentration in procent.  As predicted, the 
complexation of sodium in the polymer system shrank due to 
the mobility loss of the CEs. This result indicates the assumed 
mechanism of the complexation of bigger metal ions such as 
sodium and potassium to form higher-ordered complexes. The 
mobility is less pronounced in the polymer system due to the 
lack of mobility within the polymer material and leads, there-
fore, to much smaller complex stabilities compared to free 
CEs in solution. In previous publications, 14-membered CEs 
showed so far the best complexation with lithium. However, 
only the incorporation of tetramethyl (metal distribution coeffi-
cient log DLi = 3.35 for lithium and log DNa = −0.02 for sodium), 
bicyclopentyl (log DLi  = 3.53, log DNa  = 0.13) and bihexyl (log 
DLi = 3.23, log DNa = 0.85) side chains confirmed complexation 
without sodium.[49] Compared to the previously reported CEs, 
the incorporation of the B9C3 CE within the polymer avoids the 
synthesis of sterically demanding CEs.

Before investigating the lithium extraction in the polymer 
system, it should be mentioned that the hydration shell is 
easier to strip off for sodium than it is for lithium. Therefore, 
the lithium ions will always need more energy to be complexed.

To prove the lithium extraction capabilities of our new 
polymer material, LIS was extracted with PS52-b-P(MAA12-r-
CE3MA36)76, using the same extraction conditions as before and 
using a CE:salt ratio of 13:1 for all extractions. After the extrac-
tion, a signal at around 280  nm occurred in the UV–vis spec-
trum, which is attributed to the polystyrene within the block 
copolymer (Figure S15, Supporting Information). Since 1,7  % 
DCM can be dissolved in water and the polymer dissolves in 
DCM, the signal around 280 nm is not surprising.[73] However, 
given that the same volumes were used for all extractions, the 
error of the extractions remained the same. The final absorption 
was calculated by constructing a calibration curve at 342  nm, 
where PS does not show a significant extinction (Figure S15, 
Supporting Information). The complex stability constant K, the 
Gibbs free energy ∆G, and the SC were calculated and com-
pared to corresponding values obtained for the free B9C3 CEs 
(Figure  11). The complex constant for the free B9C3 CE with 
lithium showed a value of log K = 6.9 and increased in the pol-
ymer system to 10. This is indeed remarkable as the polymer 
complex stability is almost 104 times higher than for the free 
B9C3 CE. The gain of negative enthalpy is possibly due to addi-
tional electrostatic interactions between the lithium ion and 
not only the oxygen atoms of the CE but also the deprotonated 
carboxylic acid groups in the polymer (Figure 8). Although, the 
sandwich formation leads to an entropy loss, this loss is less sig-
nificant compared to a free B9C3 CE and consequently yields a 
much higher complex stability. The ∆G value decreased from 
−26 to −39  kJ mol−1 which also supports the more favorable 
extraction by the polymer. Moreover, the SC of lithium in the 
polymer was around 39 %, while the fraction for sodium in the 
polymer was just 0.2 % and thus negligibly small.

The PS70-b-P(MAA7-r-CE3MA23)120 was furthermore used to 
extract lithium ions from a mixture of salts including sodium, 
potassium, and lithium ions, with their concentrations being as 
high as in the Dead Sea, to have a realistic comparison with 
a global lithium resource.[23,74] The lithium concentration was 
set to 0.014 g L−1, the potassium concentration to 6.9 g L−1, and 
the sodium concentration was 37  g L−1. Since the NaEE and 
KEE salts were not soluble in water at these concentrations, the 
sodium and potassium salts were replaced with sodium- and 
potassium chloride. Furthermore, these salts do not show UV–
vis signals, therefore, only the signal of the lithium salt is vis-
ible in UV–vis spectroscopy. After the extraction process, a log 
K of 8.57, ∆G = −32.5 kJ mol−1, and an SC of 60 % was deter-
mined. A similar experiment was conducted by replacing the 
lithium dye with the sodium dye (NaEE) using a concentration 
of 0.045  g L−1 and keeping the same sodium- and potassium 
chloride concentration to prove that the UV–vis signal in the 
lithium dye experiment refers really to the lithium-ion compl-
exation, since an anion exchange could occur. However, after 
this LLE, ≈ 0 % complexation was determined for the NaEE dye. 
The same experiments were conducted with PS52-b-P(MAA12-r-
CE3MA36)76 an resulted in 53% complexation for the lithium 
dye experiment and just 4% complexation for the sodium dye 
experiment. Thus, the absorption signal after the extraction 
can be referred to the lithium complexation with the CE. These 
results are very satisfying since at least a 14-fold higher selec-
tivity for lithium was determined compared to sodium and 
this even at very low concentration of lithium in the presence 
of 2640 times higher concentration of sodium. As mentioned 
before, these results support our assumption, that the B9C3 
CE is too small for a sandwich complexation with sodium. 
Higher ordered complex structures would be needed in order 
to complex the sodium ion with the B9C3 CE, however, this 
may be hindered by the polymer conformations. It can clearly 
be stated, that the sandwich formation of B9C3 CE with lithium 
is more favored compared to the complexation with sodium. 
Compared to the lithium selectivity by adsorption, more spe-
cifically, for lithium ion-sieves consisting of manganese oxide, 
lower lithium selectivity is obtained. Just recently, a lithium 
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ion-sieve consisting of nanostructured manganese oxide made 
of (NH4)2S2O8 revealed a separation factor of 2095 for sodium 
and lithium, and with the use of Na2S2O8, a separation factor 
of 5521 was reached.[75] These materials show low toxicity, are 
cheap, show high lithium capacities, and superb regeneration 
behavior. However, so far, the upscale of such materials is still 
challenging as is the lack of adsorbents for industrial applica-
tions.[76] Furthermore, the solvent extraction method utilizing 
polymer-bound CEs has higher purities and the process is more 
straightforward. Altogether, our results evidence the successful 
preparation of a highly lithium selective polymer which prefers 
the recovery of lithium rather than sodium or potassium and it 
presents a considerable alternative to other lithium extraction/
adsorption processes.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we reported a highly lithium selective CE func-
tionalized diblock copolymer favoring lithium over other inter-
fering alkali metal ions. Three different CEs with different 
cavity sizes were analyzed and used for LLE of UV-responsive 
lithium, sodium, and potassium salts. The complex stability 
and the Gibbs free energy were calculated from UV–vis spec-
troscopy data. The effect of single or sandwich complexes was 
investigated with these salts, highlighting the thermodynamic 
effects of different complex formations on the extractability of 
these salts. The new B9C3CE showed significantly increased 
extraction capabilities for lithium due to the enthalpically 
favorable sandwich formation of this ion between two of the 
CEs. Coupling this CE to a polymer even multiplies its poten-
tial to make complexes (besides being straightforwardly remov-
able from the extraction medium), leading to a 104 times higher 
complex stability. Uptake of other ions like sodium and potas-
sium was additionally proven to be comparatively insignificant, 
making this polymer highly selective for the extraction of only 
lithium. In a nutshell, this study illustrates that our CE func-
tionalized diblock copolymer is not only facilely producible, but 
also a suitable candidate for a selective membrane material, 
which would overcome viscosity issues and solubility errors 
in both phases if higher amounts of the polymer are needed. 
Concerning reversibility, the metal ions can be released by tem-
perature increase, since the salt-coordination mechanism is a 
temperature-sensitive process as it was reported in a previous 
publication.[77] Therefore, this polymer material is very attrac-
tive in regards to lithium recovery from the ocean, seawater or 
salt-lake brines.

4. Experimental Section

Materials: All the reagents were obtained from commercial 
suppliers and were used as received without further purification 
unless otherwise noted. Styrene was purified by filtration through 
basic activated aluminum oxide to remove the inhibitor. 4-Cyano-
4-thioylthiopropylsulfanyl pentanoic acid (CPP) was synthesized 
according to the literature.[78] B9C3 CE was attained based on a reaction 
with Catechol.[79] Deionized water was purified with a Milli-Q integral 
water purification system. The subscripts in the designation of the 
polymers represent the fraction of the respective block in wt% and 

the superscript represents the overall molecular weight in kDa. The 
theoretical molecular weights of all polymers are calculated from the 
following equation:

M · ·

CTA
n,

0 M

0

CTA

[ ]

[ ]
= +M

p M
Mth  (3)

where [M]0 and [CTA]0 are the initial concentrations of monomer and 
chain transfer agent, p the monomer conversion, and MM and MCTA are 
the molar masses of monomer and chain transfer agent.

Liquid-Liquid Extraction of Metal Ions: The organic phase was prepared 
by dissolving appropriate amounts of CE in 3  mL DCM. The aqueous 
phase was prepared by diluting salts in water at different concentrations. 
For all extraction experiments, the volume ratio of DCM−water was 1:1. 
The extraction proceeded by vigorously shaking the vial for 45  min at 
500  rpm at certain temperatures. Phase separation was guaranteed by 
waiting 30 min after extraction. The aqueous phase was properly diluted, 
and the remaining concentration of the metal ion was measured by UV–
vis spectrometry.

General Methods: 1H  NMR and 13C  NMR spectra were recorded 
at ambient temperature using a 300 or 400  MHz Bruker AVANCE II 
spectrometer in either CDCl3, D2O, or THF-d8. The residual signals at 
δ = 7.26 for CDCl3, δ = 4.80 ppm for D2O, and δ = 3.58 ppm for THF-
d8 were used as an internal standard for the chemical shifts. Molecular 
weight distributions were obtained using THF GPC with 5  wt% TFA. 
Polymer solutions were prepared in THF containing toluene as an 
internal reference. The GPC-set-up comprised an Agilent 1260 Infinity 
series degasser and pump, a combination of three PSS SDV columns 
(100, 1000, and 10 000 Å) connected in series to both, a refractive index 
and a UV detector. The system was operating with a flow rate of 1.0 mL 
min−1 at 30  °C and the injection volume of the polymer solution (c  = 
1  g L−1) was 100  µL. Calibration was achieved using a series of near-
monodisperse poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) standards (for 
macro-CTA synthesis) or polystyrene standards (for diblock synthesis). 
UV–vis spectroscopy was performed on a Cary 50 (Varian) spectrometer 
with a range of 250–600  nm with a resolution of 480  nm min−1. FT-IR 
spectra were recorded for solid samples at room temperature using a 
Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS10 FT-IR spectrometer fitted with a Golden 
Gate Diamond ATR accessory. Each spectrum was averaged over 64 
scans at a resolution of 2 cm−1.

Synthesis of CPP: CPP RAFT agent was synthesized via a modified 
procedure adapted from Xu et al.[78] 1-Propanethiol (5.0 mL, 0.055 mmol) 
was added dropwise to a solution of potassium hydroxide (3.9  g, 
0.069  mmol) in 20  mL of water under nitrogen atmosphere. Carbon 
disulfide (3.3 mL, 0.055 mmol) was added in one portion to the resulting 
reaction mixture and vigorously stirred for 30 min at room temperature. 
Afterwards, the reaction mixture was cooled to −5 °C and a solution of 
p-tosyl chloride (5.3  g, 0.028  mmol) in distilled acetone (28  mL) was 
added in portions over 20 min. After stirring an additional 2 h at −5 °C, 
any acetone residue was removed under reduced pressure. The crude 
product was extracted with DCM (100  mL) and the organic layer was 
washed three times with deionized water (50 mL). The resulting solution 
was dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtrated, and evaporated 
to dryness to yield bis(propylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide as a red 
oil (7.24  g, 87  %). In a second step, 4,4′-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) 
(ACVA) (8.89 g, 31.7 mmol) and bis(propylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) disulfide 
(4.80 g, 15.7 mmol) were dissolved in ethyl acetate (120 mL) and heated 
under reflux at 85  °C for 24  h. After removal of the volatiles in vacuo, 
the crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel 
with a mobile phase of n-hexane/ethyl acetate (3:1  v/v). The product 
was obtained as an orange powder (4.84 g, 55 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
CDCl3,δ): 3.31  (t, 3J  = 6  Hz, 2H, -S-CH2-CH2-CH3), 2.72–2.40 (m, 4H, 
COOH-CH2-CH2-C-), 1.87 (s, 3H, -C-CH3), 1.73 (m, 2H, -S-CH2-CH2-CH3), 
and 0.96 (t, 3J = 6 Hz, 3H, -S-CH2-CH2-CH3); 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 
δ): 220 (CS), 178 (-COOH), 119 (-CN), 46.0 (C-CN), 39.2 (-S-CH2-), 
29.2 (CN-C-CH2-), 24.8 (COOH-CH2-), 22.5 (S-CH2-CH2-), 21.3 (CN-C-
CH3), and 13.5 (-S-CH2-CH2-CH3); HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd. for 
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C10H15N3O2S3, 278.0338; found, 278.0342. Anal. calcd. for C10H15N3O2S3: 
C 43.3; H 5.45; S 34.7; N 5.05 found: C 44.5; H 5.60; S 32.9; N 5.45.

Synthesis of PMAA: A typical polymerization of PMAA was as follows.[80] 
MAA (3.6 g, 0.042 mol), CPP (0.097 g, 3.5 × 10−4 mol), ACVA (0.0098 g, 
3.5·10−5 mol), water (15 mL), and DMF (0.54 mL, 7.0 × 10−3 mol) were 
added to the reaction flask and purged with nitrogen in an ice bath for 
30  min. The sealed reaction flask was immersed into a preheated oil 
bath for 6  h at 80  °C. The reaction was quenched by exposure to air. 
Water was removed under reduced pressure, the residual oil re-dissolved 
in ethanol and precipitated into an excess of diethyl ether. Any residual 
diethyl ether, water, or ethanol was removed by drying the precipitate in 
vacuo at room temperature for 24 h. The conversion was determined by 
1H NMR spectroscopy in D2O.

One-Pot Synthesis of PS-b-PMAA: A typical polymerization of PS-b-PMAA 
was as follows:[80] MAA (3.4 g, 0.040 mol), CPP (0055 g, 2.0×10−4 mol), ACVA 
(0.0056 g, 2.0×10−5 mol), 14 mL water, and DMF (0.48 g, 6.7×10−3 mol) were 
added to the reactions flask and were purged with nitrogen in an ice bath 
for 30 min. The sealed reaction flask was immersed into a preheated oil 
bath for 6 h at 80 °C to reach full conversion. The reaction was quenched 
by exposure to air. A sample was taken for 1H NMR spectroscopy in 
D2O and for GPC measurements in THF after methylation. A solution of 
styrene (8.3  g, 0.080  mol), ACVA (0.0112  g, 4.0×10−5  mol), and NaHCO3 
(0.012 g, 1.4×10−5 mol) in water (32 mL) was added to the reaction mixture, 
degassed with nitrogen for 30  min, and immersed into a preheated 
oil bath for 2  h at 80  °C. After cooling to room temperature, water was 
removed under reduced pressure, the crude product re-dissolved in THF 
and precipitated into excess n-hexane. Any residual solvent was removed 
by drying the precipitate in vacuo at room temperature for 24 h. A 99 % 
conversion was determined by 1H  NMR spectroscopy in THF-d8 and its 
distribution analyzed by GPC in THF with 5 wt% Trifluoroacetic acid with 
a dispersity Ð of 1.30 and a targeted Mn of 42 kDa. IR (KBr): ν = 2913 (w), 
2853 (w), 1586 (m), 1506 (s), 1452 (m), 733 (s).

Synthesis of Benzo-9-Crown-3: Benzo-9-crown-3 CE was synthesized 
according to a literature procedure.[79] Catechol (15.6 g, 0.141 mol) and 
lithium hydroxide (6.77  g, 0.283  mol) were dissolved in 825  mL water 
and degassed for 1  h. Bis-2-chloroethylether (16.6  g, 0.141  mol) was 
added dropwise to the solution under nitrogen flow and was stirred 
for 30  min at room temperature. The resulting reaction mixture was 
refluxed for 86  h at 100  °C. The crude product was purified by steam 
distillation to obtain white crystals (3.91 g, 15 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3, δ): 7.15–6.81 (m, 4H, -Ph-H), 4.41–4.29 (m, 4H, Ph-O-CH2-CH2-), 
and 3.98–3.87 (m, 4H, Ph-O-CH2-CH2-); GC-MS (EI) m/z (%): [M]+ calcd. 
for C10H12O3, 180.0781 found, 180.0000 (60.91 %); IR (KBr): ν = 2950 (w), 
2905 (w), 2857 (w), 1577 (m), 1493 (s), 1230 (s), 1053 (s), 764 (s).

Synthesis of 9-Formyl-Benzo-9-Crown-3: 9-Formyl-benzo-9-crown-3 
(B9C3-CHO) was synthesized via a revised procedure to that 
previously reported by Luo et  al.[81] B9C3 (3.38  g, 1.87×10−2  mol) and 
hexamethylenetetramine (2.63  g, 1.87×10−2  mol) were dissolved in 
trifluoroacetic acid (16 mL) and the mixture was heated at 90 °C for 4 h 
under nitrogen atmosphere. Afterwards, water (32 mL) was added to the 
reaction mixture and stirred for another 90  min at 90  °C. The reaction 
was cooled to room temperature and the pH was adjusted to 7 by adding 
saturated aqueous NaHCO3 solution to the mixture. The crude product 
was extracted with DCM (3  × 10  mL) and the combined organic layers 
were washed three times with deionized water (3  × 10  mL) and dried 
over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The resulting solution was filtrated, 
and DCM was evaporated under reduced pressure. After removal 
of the volatiles in vacuo, the crude product was purified by column 
chromatography on silica gel with a mobile phase of ethyl acetate/n-
hexane (85/15 v/v). The product was obtained as a yellow-colored oil 
(3.90 g, 36,6 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 9.85 (s, 1H, CHO), 7.56–
7.54 (d, 4J = 2.0 Hz, 1H, CHOCCHC), 7.54–7.48 (dd, 3J = 8.2 Hz, 
4J  = 2.0  Hz, 1H. CHOCCHCH),), 7.10–7.03 (d, 3J  = 8.2  Hz, 1H, 
CHOCCHCH), 4.69–4.56 (m, 2H, COCH2), 4.35–4.23 (m, 
2H, COCH2), and 4.05–3.85 (m, 4H, CH2OCH2); GC-MS 
(EI) m/z (%): [M]+ calcd. for C11H12O4, 208.073 found, 208.000 (37.98 %).

Synthesis of 4-Methanol-Benzo-9-Crown-3: Benzo-9-crown-3-9-methanol 
(B9C3-OH) was synthesized according to a literature procedure.[82] 

B9C3-CHO (1.43 g, 6.86×10−3 mol) was dissolved in methanol (20 mL) 
and cooled to 0  °C. Sodium borohydride (0.52  g, 1.37×10−2  mol) was 
added dropwise to the reaction mixture and was then stirred for 2  h 
at room temperature. The resulting solution was poured into a slight 
excess of water (40  mL) and subsequently extracted with DCM (3  × 
100  mL). The combined organic layers were dried with anhydrous 
magnesium sulfate, filtrated, and concentrated in vacuo to obtain a 
white solid (1.44 g, 98 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.06–6.90 (m, 
3H, -Ph-H-), 4.57 (s, 2H,-CH2-OH), 4.46–4.19 (m, 4H, Ph-O-CH2-), and 
4.00–3.81 (m, 2H, – Ph-O-CH2-CH2-). GC-MS (EI) m/z (%): [M]+ calcd. 
for C11H14O4, 210.0887 found, 210.000 (100 %).

Synthesis of PS-b-P(MAA-r-CEMA): The typical protocol for the 
synthesis of PS-b-P(MAA-r-CEMA) was as follows. PS-b-PMAA (1.0  g, 
3.5×10−3 mol, based on the MAAs group, Mn, theo = 60 kDa), B9C3-OH 
(0,19  mL, 1.0×10−3  mol), and DMAP (0.043  g, 3.5×10−4  mol) were 
dissolved in dry DMF (50 mL) and refluxed under nitrogen atmosphere. 
DCC (0.93 g, 4.5×10−3 mol) was dissolved in dry DMF (4 mL), and the 
solution was added dropwise to the reaction mixture and stirred for 
24 h at 100 °C. The functionalized polymer was precipitated into excess 
methanol. Any residual solvent was removed by drying the precipitate 
in vacuo at 40  °C for 24  h. The product was analyzed by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy in CDCl3. IR (KBr): ν = 2928 (w), 2846 (w), 1667 (w), 1500 
(w), 1143 (w), 1013 (w), 757 (m), 700 (s).
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CHAPTER 5. PUBLISHED RESULTS

5.5 Publication 5:

Improved alkali metal ion capturing utilizing crown ether-based
diblock copolymers in a sandwich-type complexation

The �fth and �nal Publication of this work builds on the work of Publication 4. In this

communication, three free crown ethers (analogous to the crown ethers in Publication 4,

B15C5, B12C4, and B9C3, were compared with the PMAA-b-PS bound crown ethers, and

the complex stability of a single and sandwich complexation was compared.

As already shown in Publication 4, all three polymer-bound crown ethers showed a much

higher complex stability than the free crown ethers, with a complexation constant at least

10.000 times stronger.

In addition, the e�ect of single and sandwich complexation was investigated using the

polymer-bound B12C4 and B9C3 systems. The former forms a single complex with lithium,

while the latter forms a sandwich complex. The e�ect of sandwich complexation (log K =

11) was found to have a slightly more decisive in�uence on complex stability than single

complexation (log K = 7.6). This communication con�rms the results from Publication 4.

The polymer-bound crown ethers are thus strong metal ion adsorbers, with the sandwich

complexation further enhancing this stability.

The Publication is reprinted with permission from I. Oral and V. Abetz, Soft Matter, 2022,

18, 934 - published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. The related supporting information

is available in Section 9.6.
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Improved alkali metal ion capturing utilizing
crown ether-based diblock copolymers in a
sandwich-type complexation†

Iklima Oral a and Volker Abetz *ab

The compexation behavior of metals with free crown ethers (CE)

and diblock copolymer-based CE is investigated. The latter shows

at least 10000 times stronger complexation than free CEs. On this

basis, a highly stable CE complex within the polymer for efficient

extraction of metal ions from low concentrations, e.g. lithium in

seawater, is presented.

Lithium has drawn great interest due to its utilization in the
electrical vehicle industry, glass, ceramics, lubricants, catalysis,
alloy industries, and pharmaceuticals.1–6 The applications of
lithium in the electric vehicle industry have created immense
demand, huge price increases, and the consequent shortage of
this raw material.7 Currently, lithium is gathered mainly from
brines by solar evaporation processes, however, the availability
of lithium resources on land is limited.8,9 Around 230 Bt. of
lithium can be found in the seawater, therefore, several recov-
ery techniques have been designed, such as adsorption, solvent
extraction, and co-precipitation.6,8,10,11 Since many other inter-
fering metal ions, such as Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+, are present
in seawater at much higher concentrations than Li+, a highly
selective recovery of the desired Li+ is mandatory.12

A high selectivity towards metal ions is provided by crown ethers
(CEs), which form well-known host–guest complexes.13,14 The com-
plexation of metal ions with CEs arises from ion–dipole interactions
depending on the cation, stabilizing orbital interactions between
charge transfer and polarization, and Pauli repulsive orbital
interactions.15 The strength of the interaction, and thus the stability
of the complex, can be adjusted by the orientation of the donor
atoms in the CE, the cavity size, the choice of donor atom (soft or
hard, according to the HSAB principle, e.g. N, S, or O), and
substitutions of electron withdrawing or donating groups.16,17 In
addition to the strength of the interaction, the stoichiometry of the

ligand tometal ion plays a significant role (Fig. 1). Single complexes,
sandwich-type complexes as well as club sandwich-type structures
can be formed (further higher-ordered complex structures are also
possible).14,18–20 This variability of the complexes makes the CEs
ligands irreplaceable in the selective complexation of metal ions.

In previous work, stronger complexations within the poly-
mer as well as in a sandwich-type formation have been
reported.21,22 The aim of this work is to present stronger
complexation by sandwich-type structures of the metal ions of
the series Li+, Na+ and K+ and CEs of different sizes with 3, 4
and 5 oxygen atoms within the ring. The complex stability in
single, as well as sandwich structures is compared and evalu-
ated. A comparison between free CEs and polymer-based CEs is
demonstrated. The latter is of particular interest since the
polymer can be easily recovered after complexation by simple
precipitation.

15-Crown-5 (15C5), 12-crown-4 (12C4), and benzo-9-crown-3
(B9C3) were chosen as CEs to investigate the single and
sandwich complexes with Li+, Na+, and K+ within the polymer.
Multivalent ions were not considered in this work, since they
can easily be separated by electrodialysis using for example
monovalent cationic selective membranes.23

A poly(methacrylic acid)-block-polystyrene (PMAA-b-PS) diblock
copolymer was chosen (synthesis was reported elsewhere)24 and an
overview is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†). The carboxyl groups make the
incorporation of CEs straightforward via Steglich esterification, if
the latter are modified with a hydroxyl group (Fig. 2). The Steglich
esterification is a simple reaction to esterify long polymer chains
and to obtain high yields by adding dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC)
and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP).25,26 The successful incor-
poration of the CE within the polymer can be analyzed with
1H NMR spectroscopy. The signals of the CE appear broad in the
polymer spectrum proving the newly introduced CE group to the
PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer. The average number of CE-esterified
repeating units per chain will be called nCE – not ‘‘degree of
polymerization’’ which would, by definition, be incorrect in a
statistical copolymer and is analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. An
example NMR for the 15C5-bonded polymer can be seen in Fig. 3.
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A detailed determination of the nCE and the degree of functiona-
lization (DF) can be found in the ESI.†

In the complexation process of metal ions, the dissolved
metal ions in water must first be freed from the hydrate shell
surrounding them. Among the compared cations, this hydrate
shell is most stable for Li+ and least stable for K+.

In a single complex, interactions are established between
the donor atoms and the metal ions leading to an
enthalpy gain.

In a sandwich complexation, the entropy loss is greater
because two CEs participate in the complexation process.
However, the enthalpy gain is twice as large, since twice as
many interactions take place between donor atoms and metal
ions (Fig. 1). In conclusion, the complexation of metals by CEs
is a thermodynamic process with an interlude between entropy
loss and enthalpy gain. In the thermodynamic process, the
complexation constant K play an essential role and provide
information about the stability of the complex. The general
procedure of the metal ion extraction with CEs follows eqn (1):

mMz+ + xXv� + nCE" (MmCEn)
mz+ Xxv

x (1)

with M being the metal cation and X, the corresponding anion,
m and x represent the stoichiometric factors and z+ and v- the
charges of the metal cation and counter anion, and n labels
the number of CEs necessary for the metal–CE complex. The
complex constant K can be evaluated by the law of mass
(eqn (2)) and shows by a value above 1 an equilibrium on the
side of the products (in here the CE–metal complex, (Mm,
CEn)

mz+).

K ¼
MmCEnð ÞmzþXxðorgÞ

xv�
� �

Q cþ Mzþ½ �m
� �

c� Xv�½ �xð Þ
� �

½CE�n
(2)

Experimentally, the complex constant K of a CE–metal
complex is determined by using a two-phase extraction
(Fig. 4). The CE is dissolved in the organic phase and the salt
of a dye in the aqueous phase. After mixing the two phases, the
cation of the salt dye interacts with the CE at the interface. After
successful complexation, the CE–metal complex is in the
organic phase (dichloromethane was chosen as the organic
phase in these experiments). The aqueous phase (salt dye
phase) was investigated by absorption spectroscopy due to
spectroscopic limitations of the organic phase. The salt con-
centrations in the aqueous phase before and after extraction

Fig. 2 Reaction overview of the Steglich esterification of PMAA-b-PS with

hydroxyl functionalized CEs.

Fig. 3 1H NMR spectrum of 15C5–OH (bottom) and P(MAA25-r-

15C5MA25)-b-PS50
56 diblock copolymer containing randomly distributed

CE units (top) in CDCl3.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the CEs–metal ion complexes. Different factors are

illustrated such as the cavity size of the CE, the amount and hardness of

the donor atoms as well as the stoichiometry, which affects the interaction

between donor and acceptor (metal ion). The red, green, and orange dot

represent oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur atom, respectively. The dashed line

represents the interaction between donor atom and metal ion.
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were analyzed and the complex constant K was calculated
according to eqn (2). A more detailed description of the two-
phase extraction and a detailed calculation of the complex
constant K can be found in previous publications.21,22

The free CEs benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5), benzo-12-crown-4
(B12C4) and B9C3 were extracted as shown in Fig. 3. The 15C5
with a cavity size of 1.70–2.20 Å fits perfectly for Na+ with an
ionic diameter (ID) of 2.02 Å and forms well-known ‘‘sandwich
complexes’’ with K+ (ID = 2.76 Å).20,27 The values of the complex
constant K (pink bar with crosses) can be found in Fig. 5A
and B. The B15C5–Na+ and the (B15C5)2–K

+ complexes show
both stable complexes with values of logK of 5.71 and 7.93,
respectively. It is clear that the sandwich complex with K+ is
more stable than the single complex with Na+. This may be due
to the smaller hydrate shell of K+ compared to Na+, as well as to
the increased content of the enthalpy term due to the inter-
action of twice as many donor atoms with the metal ion. Similar

trends are observed for the 12C4 (cavity size of 1.20–1.50 Å),
which forms single complexes with Li+ (ID = 1.48 Å) and
sandwich complexes with Na+.28,29 Both complexes show high
complex stabilities with a log K of 4.71 for the B12C4–Li+

complex and 8.21 for the (B12C4)2–Na
+ complex (pink bar with

crosses) (Fig. 5C and D). In conclusion, the experiments show a
stronger complexation of the sandwich complex compared to
the single complex. The B9C3 shows the smallest cavity size
among all investigated CEs in this work with a value of
approximately 0.25 Å and forms sandwich complexes with
Li+.17,21,30 The only ion that could form a single complex with
the B9C3 would be beryllium.31 Since this ion is very toxic and
only available at extremely low concentrations in aqueous
resources (e.g. Be2+ concentration in the Arctic Ocean:
9–15 pmol kg�1 i.e. cBe E 80–140 pg L�1), and there is no
evidence that Be2+ is found in Li+-relevant aqueous resources
such as the Dead Sea (cLi = 18 mg L�1), experiments with
beryllium were not further considered and performed.12,32,33

The log K (6.89) of the (B9C3)2–Li
+ complex can be seen in

Fig. 5E.
In the following, the complex stabilities of the free CEs

B15C5, B12C4, and B9C3 are compared with those in the
polymer. For this purpose, the degrees of functionalization of
the CEs in the polymer were synthesized to be as similar as
possible.

It is worth mentioning that the polymers P2 and P3 were
functionalized with 12C4 and 15C5 (without a benzene group),
since these two CEs were commercially available with a hydro-
xyl functionality.

The B9C3 CE was synthesized and modified with a hydroxyl
group via Duff reaction and subsequent reduction with sodium
borohydride (NaBH4). An overview of the synthetic procedure
can be found in the SI (Fig. S1, ESI†). A detailed report of the
post modification of PMAA-b-PS with B9C3 and its extraction
with Li+, Na+, and K+ has already been published elsewhere.21

The exact weight fractions of each functionality of the polymers
can be taken from Table 1.

To ensure good comparability of the two-phase extraction of
the free CE and polymer-based CEs, the same concentration of
CE to metal ion was chosen to be 10 : 1. The P1–Na+ complex
(log K = 12.3) in comparison to the B15C5–Na+complex (log K =
5.71; both forming single complexes with Na+) shows a log K

106.0 times higher than for the free CE (Fig. 5A). The complexa-
tion of K+ with polymer P1, shows a particularly high com-
plexation constant of log K = 16.9 and thus has the highest
complexation constant of all studied systems and ions

Fig. 4 Two-phase extraction of a dichlormethane/water mixture with

B15C5 and 20,40,50,70-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium salt (NaEE) as

sodium dye. The left side shows the phases before the extraction and the

right side afterwards.

Fig. 5 LogK of the CE complexes of the free CEs and the polymer-based

CEs. The pink bar with crosses represents the logK of the free CE- and the

pink bar of the polymer-based CE complexes.

Table 1 Sample codes of the CE-based diblock copolymers and the

corresponding weight fraction of each block. The subscripts in the

designation of the polymers represent the fraction of the respective block

in wt% and the superscript represents the overall molecular weight in kDa

Sample code Polymer Metal ion extraction

P1 P(MAA25-r-15C5MA25)-b-PS50
56.3 Na+, K+

P2 P(MAA21-r-12C4MA19)-b-PS60
48.6 Na+, Li+

P3 P(MAA20-r-B9C3MA20)-b-PS60
49.1 Li+
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(109 times higher than for the free CE). A similar observation can be
made for polymer P2. Here, a log K for Li+ (formation of a single
complex) of 7.59 is achieved, whereas for the free CE a value of 4.71
was obtained. Thus, the value increases by a factor of 102.9 in the
polymer material, although lithium usually must overcome a very
strong bounded hydration shell before it can be complexed.

The complexation of polymer P2 with Na+ forms a sandwich
complex and reaches a log K of 14.1. It is thus clearly visible
that the complexation of the metal ions in the polymer by
means of a sandwich complex leads to very stable complexa-
tion. The reason for this is most-likely the lower entropy loss
within a polymer system, since the CEs are covalently bonded to
the polymer and thus have fewer degrees of freedom compared
to CEs free in solution.21,22 Sandwich complexation makes this
effect even more pronounced.

With respect to the stabilization of lithium complexation, it is
clear, that the sandwich complexation of polymer P3 with B9C3
units shows a higher complexation constant of log K 10.6 than
polymer P2 with the 12C4 with a logK of 7.59 (formation of a single
complex with Li). From the analyzed data, it can be concluded that
sandwich complexation of lithium within a polymer system can
achieve more stable complexations and thus may be crucial for
complexation of lithium from seawater, where it occurs at very low
concentrations. First attempts of successful Li+ extraction using the
P3 polymer in the presence of much higher Na+ and K+ concentra-
tions were shown in another publication.21 Selective and very stable
complexation of lithium within a polymer can thus be a way to
isolate the highly desirable raw material.
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CHAPTER6
Unpublished Results

This Chapter includes the results of some preliminary studies and further investigations of

Chapter 5. In Section 6.1. further modi�cations of the CEs are investigated, studying

nitrogen-containing CEs with di�erent amount of donor nitrogen atoms and ring sizes on

the extraction of Li+ and Mg2+. In Chapter 6.2. the prepared polymers from Chapter 5 are

fabricated into membranes via SNIPS with the prior calculation of the solubility features of

the polymers from Chapter 5.

6.1 Aza crown ethers: The e�ect on lithium complexation using

di�erent cavity sizes and donor atoms

In this Section, aza-CEs are studied, which carry at least one nitrogen atom as a donor atom

instead of oxygen. Three di�erent 12-membered CE are examined, with one (1-aza-12-crown-4

(1A12C4)), two (4,10-diaza-12-crown-4 (DA12C4)), and four (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-

12-crown-4 (TA12C4)) nitrogen atoms as donor atoms. In addition, a 14-membered fully

substituted aza-CE (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclotetradecane-14-crown-4 (TA14C4)) is analyzed and

compared with analogues of the 12-membered CE. The analyzed CE structures are summa-

rized in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the di�erent aza-CEs using 1A12C4, DA12C4, TA12C4, and TA14C4.

Aza-CEs have the advantage of being intermediate in their complexation properties be-

tween oxygen CEs, which are good at isolating alkali/alkaline earth metals, and cyclams

(TA14C4), which have strong complexation properties towards heavy metals. Thus these

CEs are capable of complexing a wide range of metal ions.341
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CHAPTER 6. UNPUBLISHED RESULTS

Aza-CE have an additional advantage that other CE do not o�er. They can participate

directly in reactions with the amine group without prior attachment of functional groups to

the CE structure. By simply adding an acid such as HCl to the aza-CE, the nitrogen atom

can be positively polarized, causing the positive nitrogen-atom to repulsively interact with the

trapped metal ion and thus freeing the ion from the cavity (Figure 6.2). This method would

o�er an ecologically and energetically favorable alternative to free the ions from the CEs after

complexation, instead of breaking the coordinative bonds by employing high temperature or

immense mechanical stress such as rinsing with high water pressure.342

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the release of the lithium ion by simply adding HCl to the aza-CE to
create a repulsive interaction between the nitrogen-ion and the cation.

The four di�erent aza-CE are compared for their complexation properties with Li+ and

Mg2+, in a two-phase extraction. Analogous to the extraction experiments in Chapter 5, the

CEs are dissolved in the organic phase dichloromethane (DCM) and the salts in water. The

concentrations of the aqueous phase before and after extraction are compared, and the com-

plexation constant K is determined assuming for all complexes single conformations between

CE and cation. All values above 1 indicate voluntary complexation of the aza-CE with the

metal ion.

The logarithmic complexation constant log K for di�erent concentrations between the

CE and metal ion are shown in Fig. 6.3. Table 6.1 shows the averaged log K values for

the di�erent CEs for Li+ and Mg2+ and the log K ratio of Mg/Li. For the 12-membered

CEs, no signi�cant di�erence is seen in the selectivity of Mg2+ over Li+. The complexation

stability constant for the CE does not decrease for both ions. This is most likely due to the

less hard base property of N versus O. Since O atoms are available for the other CEs and

exert stronger interactions with the Li+ and Mg2+ (both are very hard acids) according to

the HSAB principle (compare Table 3.6), higher log K are predicted and con�rmed.

Table 6.1: Comparison of the log K values for 1A12C4, DA12C4, TA12C4, and TA14C4 for the
extraction with Li+ and Mg2+.

CE log K (Li+) log K (Mg2+) Mg2+/Li+

1A12C4 5.69 9.22 1.62
DA12C4 5.91 9.89 1.67
TA12C4 5.33 8.63 1.62
TA14C4 6.95 12.1 1.74

As already indicated in Publications 2 and 5, not only the hardness of the donors but

also the orientation of the CE ring before and after complexation plays an essential role since
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Figure 6.3: Complexation constant K of the two-phase extraction of the aza-CEs with Li+, Na+,
K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ at various CE:salt molar ratios.

this can cause the distance between ligand and cation to decrease or increase. Figure 6.4

shows the optimized geometrical structure before and after complexation with the lithium-

ion with 1A12C4 and the oxygen analog 12C4 calculated by Boda et. al..194 Clearly, the

structures of the CEs are di�erent before complexation, but they adopt a similar conformation

after complexation. The distance of the coordinative bond Li+-N and Li+-O is 1.869 Å and

1.991 Å con�rming the alike structure after complexation.194

Based on the optimized geometry structures of 1A12C4 and DA12C4 from Behjatmanesh-

Ardakani343 (Figure 6.5) the Li+ �ts perfectly in the cavity size of the 1A12C4 and DA12C4

CE. By examining the geometric structure of DA12C4, it is clear that the N-Li+ bond is

longer than the O-Li+ bond and also con�rms that the O-Li bond most likely leads to a

stronger coordinative bond due to the stronger attraction according to the HSAB theory. It

is not surprising that the TA12C4 CE with four N atoms as donor atoms has the lowest log

K of the 12-membered CEs.
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Figure 6.4: Optimized geometries of the 12C4 and 1A12C4 CEs at MP2 level of theory using 6-
311+G (d,p) basis set. The large white dots represent the carbon-atom, the smaller one the hydrogen
atom respectively, while the red dots label the oxygen-atoms and cyan the nitrogen-atom. This image
was reused and adapted with permission from Boda et al. from Springer.194

Figure 6.5: Optimized geometries of the 1A12C4 and DA12C4 CEs using 6-311+G (d,p) basis set.
The white dots represent the hydrogen-atom, the black dots the carbon atom, while the red dots label
the oxygen-atoms and cyan the nitrogen-atom. This image was reused and adapted with permission
from Behjatmanesh-Ardakani from Elsevier.343

Like the 14C4 CE, the 14-membered aza-CE shows excellent complex stability towards

Li+ and Mg2+. This CE cavity seems to have the perfect size for the ionic radii of Li+ and

Mg2+ and thus strong coordinative interaction between the donor atoms and metal ion can

be expected. The advantage over the oxygen analogous 14C4 CE (compare Figure 3.38) is the

possibility of releasing the Li+ from the cavity of the CE, and thus possible positive forcing

on four di�erent positions, which increases the chances that the trapped Li+ in the CE will

leave the CE through repulsive interaction e�ects by adding an acid.

In summary, various 12-membered aza-CEs were studied with di�erent numbers of donor

oxygen atoms replaced with nitrogen. It was found that the substitution of one or two nitrogen

atoms does not have a signi�cant e�ect on the complexation constant. However, when all

oxygen atoms are replaced with nitrogens, the complexation constant decreases signi�cantly,

which is due to the weaker interaction between N and Li+ since N is a less hard base than

oxygen (according to the HSAB principle). Geometrical change after substitution of oxygen

atoms is not as pronounced in the 12-membered CE as it was in the 15-membered CE in

Publication 2, which is most likely due to the more symmetrical structure of 12-membered
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rings compared to 15-membered rings. The 14-membered CE showed the best complexation

property with Li+ and Mg2+ due to the ideal cavity size. In addition, no apparent in�uence

was observable from substituting the CE with nitrogen versus the selectivity of Mg2+ to Li+.

For further work, it is suggested to observe how well the ions leave the CE after addition

of acid to the aza-CE. Furthermore, extractions under di�erent pH values should be analyzed

to study the in�uence of the pH condition in regards to the Li+ extraction.

6.1.1 Experimental section

Only the materials used in this paragraph are described since the extraction experiments, the

complexation constant, and characterization calculation were used analogously to Publications

1, 2, 4, and 5.

6.1.1.1 Materials

1A12C4 (98 %, TCI Chemicals), DA12C4 (96 %, TCI Chemicals), TA12C4 (98 %, TCI

Chemicals), and TA14C4 (98 %, TCI Chemicals) were used as received. DCM (99 %, Acros)

was used as received. Deionized water was puri�ed with a Milli-Q® integral water puri�cation

system.
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6.2 Membrane fabrication

This Section describes the preparation of membranes from the block copolymers investigated

in Chapter 5. In Section 6.2.1, the solvent parameters from the di�erent theories according to

Hansen and Hoy are presented and discussed. For the unknown structures, group contribution

methods according to Stefanis and Panayiotou and Hoy (as described in Section 3.6.4) are

calculated, and the solubility properties of the polymers are described. In Section 6.2.2, the

preparation of integral-asymmetric block copolymer membranes is presented and discussed.

The work in Section 6.2.1 was partially done with the assistance of Andres Castro Villav-

icencio in the context of student laboratory courses under my supervision and guidance. His

support and dedication of this theoretical project during the Corona pandemic is gratefully

acknowledged. The work in Section 6.2.2 was partially done with the assistance of Cristina

Maria Plunkett in the context of a student laboratory course under my supervision and guid-

ance. Her support, constant good mood, and dedication during the project and the recording

of the AFM images is gratefully acknowledged. Dr. Andreas Meyer is gratefully acknowledged

for the set-up and questions regarding the AFM measurements. Dr. Martin Held and Dr.

Erik Sebastian Schneider are gratefully acknowledged for their great advices on the prepara-

tion of the samples for membrane analysis and the recording and analysis of SEM images. Dr.

Zhenzhen Zhang is gratefully acknowledged for the evening discussions about membranes and

support on interpreting the membrane images.

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the repeating units of the random copolymers forming the hydrophilic
blocks of the diblock copolymers with polystyrene.

6.2.1 Determination of the solubility properties of unknown polymer struc-

tures

In this Section, the solubility parameters of the block copolymers from Chapter 5 are discussed.

Since PS and PMAA are known polymers, the solubility properties can be found in the

literature.285,344,345 Therefore, only the solubility properties of the CE functionalized block

copolymers are determined here, according to Hansen and Hoy theory. A summary of the

structures can be found in Fig. 6.6 (PS is not shown since its solubility properties are known).
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In addition, polymer�solvent and polymer�polymer interaction parameters are determined,

summarized and discussed.

6.2.1.1 Hansen solubility parameters

The Hansen solubility parameters are determined for the polymer-based CE polymers via

group contribution method of Stefanis and Panayiotou. First, the structures of the repeating

unit of the polymer must be divided into �rst and second-order functional groups. Tab. 6.2

shows an example of this division of �rst- and second-order structure for the CE functionalized

repeating unit CE3MA. In the appendix, Tab. 9.1 and Tab. 9.2, some frequently occurring

structural units are summarized with the corresponding values. With these the partial solu-

bility parameters can be determined using Eq. 3.71-3.73. The calculation of the δd parameter

for CE3MA is exemplary shown in Eq. 6.1 using the values from Tab. 6.2.

δd =





∑

i

niCi +W
∑

j

mjDj + 17.3231



MPa
1

2

= (3.8972 + 1 · 0.5136 + 17.3231)MPa
1

2 = 21.82MPa
1

2

(6.1)

W is a constant and is close to 0 if no second-order structures are present and 1 if such

groups are present.290 Due to the partially present polar structure of the CEs, it is doubtful

that small values of δp and δh are obtained, therefore Eq. 3.74 and 3.75 are not necessary to

include.290,346

Table 6.2: First- and second-order calculation of solvent parameters according to Stefanis and
Panayiotou.290 n represents the frequency of the �rst-order structural element, and m from the
second-order. The contribution of the unit of the �rst-order group is de�ned by Ci and the second-
order by Di.

First-order Description n Ci niCi

-CH3 methyl 1 -0.9714 -0.9714
-CH2- methylene 2 -0.0269 -0.0538
>C< quaternary carbon 1 1.2686 1.2686
COO carboxyl 1 0.2039 0.2039

ACCH2- arom. carbon + methylen 1 0.2753 0.6933
ACH arom. carbon 3 0.1105 0.3315
AC substi. arom carbon 2 0.8446 1.6892

CH2O cyclic ether 3 0.2753 0.8259
∑

niCi 3.8972
Second-order Description m Di miDi

AC-O-C arom. carbon + ether 2 0.2568 0.5136
∑

miDi 0.5136
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The solubility parameters for CE4MA and CE5MA were determined analogously to CE3MA.

Tab. 6.3 shows the �rst-order and second-order groups and their abundance.

The total solubility parameter δt was determined according to Eq. 3.68. Table 6.4 summa-

rizes the three CE polymers with their corresponding partial and total solubility parameters.

Table 6.3: First-order calculation of solvent parameters according to Stefanis and Panayiotou. n

de�nes the frequency of the �rst-order structural element. Second-order structures are not present
and are therefore not included in this table.

CE4MA CE5MA
First Order Description n n

-CH3 methyl 1 1
-CH2 methylene 5 6
-CH< methine 1 1
>C< quaternary. carbon 1 1
COOH carboxyl 1 1

CH2 (cycl.) cycl. ether 4 5

Table 6.4: Summary of the Hansen solubility parameters for CE3MA, CE4MA, and CE5MA calcu-
lated with the group contribution method according to Stefanis and Panayiotou.290

Polymer δd δp δh δt
CE3MA 21.8 13.2 6.9 26.4
CE4MA 19.4 11.2 5.5 23.1
CE5MA 19.7 11.1 5.0 23.1

6.2.1.2 Hoy solubility parameters

Compared with the Hansen solubility parameters, the Hoy group contribution method is

purely calculative. Thus, no experimental values for polymers or solvents are available. The

group fragments di�er from those of Stefanis and Panayiotou. Table 6.5 shows an example

of the group distribution for PS (a summarized table of di�erent structural groups can be

found in the appendix in Table 9.3) and the auxiliary values which are needed to calculate

the partial solubility parameters according to the Hoy theory.

The described auxiliary functions (see Eq. 3.86 and 3.87) with the values from Table 6.5

result in the de�ned values in Eq. 6.2 and 6.3. The total and partial solubility parameters

were determined according to Eqs. 6.4-6.7. The solubility parameters of the solvents were

calculated using Eq. 3.80 and 3.81. A summary of the Hoy solubility parameters for the most

used solvents in membrane preparation via SNIPS and the respective polymers, including

PMAA and PS, are shown in Tab. 6.6.

α(P ) = 777 ·
∆

(P)
T

V
= 777 ·

0.137

98.77
= 1.078 (6.2)
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Table 6.5: Auxiliary values for calculating Hoy parameters for PS with Ft the molar constant of
attraction, Fp the polar component, V the molar volume, ∆T the Lyders correction for non-ideality,
and N the number of functional groups i.

Group Ni NiFt,i NiFp,i NiVi Ni∆
(P )
T

-CH2- 1 268.98 0 17.51 0.02
>CH- 1 175.89 0 6.46 0.0131
CHarom 5 1199.69 310.92 23.1 0.089
Carom 1 200.70 64.84 23.1 0.0149

∑

1845.27 375.76 98.77 0.137

n =
0.5

∆
(P)
T

=
0.5

0.137
= 3.650 (6.3)

δt =
(Ft +B/n)

V
=

(1845.27 + 227/3.650)

98.77
= 19.45 MPa

1

2 (6.4)

δp = δt

(

1

α(P)

Fp

Ft +B/n

) 1

2

= 19.45

(

1

1.078

375.76

1845.27 + 277/3.650

) 1

2

= 8.29 MPa
1

2 (6.5)

δh = δt

(

α(P)
− 1

α(P)

) 1

2

= 19.45 ·

(

(1.078− 1)

1.078

) 1

2

= 5.22 MPa
1

2 (6.6)

δd =
(

δ2t − δ2p − δ2h
)

1

2 =
(

19.452 − 8.292 − 5.222
)

1

2 = 16.80 MPa
1

2 (6.7)

The calculated solubility parameters are in a good agreement with the Hoy solubility

parameter data of Biresaw et al. where they reported for PS a δd value of 16.723 MPa
1

2 , for

δp = 8.253 MPa
1

2 , and for δh = 5.149 MPa
1

2 .347
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Table 6.6: Summary of the Hoy solubility parameters for the polymers and most used solvents in

membrane preparation. All data are given in MPa
1

2

.

Polymer δd δp δh δt
PS 16.80 8.29 5.22 19.45
PMAA 22.27 15.21 11.95 29.50
CE3MA 17.20 11.28 11.18 23.41
CE4MA 16.35 10.49 7.70 20.90
CE5MA 16.34 10.40 7.53 20.78
Solvent δd δp δh δt
Acetone 12.60 9.65 11.47 19.58
Acetonitrile 11.40 12.73 18.07 24.88
Chloroform 13.61 14.68 6.36 21.01
Dichlormethane 13.61 11.88 10.13 20.51
Diethylether 14.06 5.44 7.49 16.83
N,N' -Dimethylacetamide 10.52 12.74 15.93 22.95
N,N' -Dimethylformamide 17.19 13.49 11.45 24.67
N,N' -Dimethyllactamide 10.50 14.11 19.96 26.60
Dimethylsulfoxide 12.83 15.86 13.93 24.70
1,4-Dioxane 16.71 10.36 8.27 21.33
Ethanol 13.65 12.16 19.68 26.86
Ethylacetate 13.21 8.40 11.13 19.21
Ethyl formate 14.15 10.28 15.14 23.13
N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon 13.07 14.99 15.94 25.48
Pyrrolidon-2-on 17.66 15.43 20.88 31.40
Pyridine 18.47 10.76 5.39 22.04
Sulfolan 10.98 25.26 0.00 27.54
Tetrahydrofuran 16.81 7.99 7.16 19.94
Toluene 16.79 8.12 3.84 19.04

6.2.1.3 Evaluation of partial solubility parameters according to Hansen and Hoy

In Tab. 6.7, a comparison of the solublity parameters of the Hansen and Hoy methods is

summarized. According to Hansen and Hoy, the solvent parameters show signi�cantly di�erent

values.348 However, the values of the polymers show a similar trend despite the theoretical

model behind. The solubility parameters for CE4MA and CE5MA are very much alike due

to the similar structure since these polymers di�er only in one cyclic ether group. The values

for CE3MA are higher since an additional aromatic benzene ring is linked here. The highest

solubility parameters are found for PMAA since this polymer has a very high polarity due to

the carboxylic acid group and thus provides signi�cantly higher values for δp and δh.

To estimate the potential miscibility of two components, the following rule of thumb can

be followed. The smaller the Ra value (Eq. 3.69, Section 3.6.4.2), the better the miscibility.

Table 6.8 and 6.9 show the Ra values according to Hansen and Hoy with the most common

solvents in NIPS/SNIPS procedures.
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Table 6.7: Summary of the solubility parameters according to Hoy and Hansen for the used polymers.

All data are given in MPa
1

2

Polymer Method δd δp δh δt
PS Hansen 18.5 4.5 2.9 19.3
PS Hoy 16.8 8.3 5.2 19.5
PMAA Hansen 17.4 12.5 16.0 26.7
PMAA Hoy 22.3 15.2 12.0 29.5
CE3MA Hansen 19.8 13.5 8.2 25.4
CE3MA Hoy 17.2 11.3 11.2 23.4
CE4MA Hansen 19.4 11.2 5.5 23.1
CE4MA Hoy 16.4 10.5 7.7 20.9
CE5MA Hansen 19.7 11.1 5.0 23.1
CE5MA Hoy 16.3 10.4 7.5 20.8

Table 6.8: Determination of the Ra values based on the Hansen solubility parameters.

Solvent Ra,PS Ra,PMAA Ra,CE3MA Ra,CE4MA Ra,CE5MA

Acetone 9.4 9.9 12.9 8.0 8.6
Acetonitrile 15.3 12.0 13.9 10.7 11.2
Chloroform 3.4 13.9 13.0 8.7 8.9
Dichlormethane 3.7 11.7 10.0 5.5 5.7
Diethylether 8.4 15.6 18.0 12.9 13.2
N,N' -Dimethylacetamide 10.7 6.0 10.7 7.1 7.8
N,N' -Dimethylformamide 12.7 4.8 9.9 7.5 8.3
Dimethylsulfoxide 14.0 7.3 8.2 7.3 7.9
1,4-Dioxane 5.3 14.1 12.7 9.6 9.7
Ethanol 17.9 6.0 17.9 15.9 16.6
Ethylacetate 6.9 11.8 14.4 9.5 9.9
Ethyl formate 9.0 9.4 13.6 8.8 9.4
N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon 9.0 8.8 7.7 3.5 4.2
Pyrrolidon-2-on 15.5 7.9 7.8 8.5 9.0
Pyridine 5.3 11.2 7.2 2.6 2.8
Sulfolan 16.3 9.6 7.1 9.0 9.4
Tetrahydrofuran 6.2 10.5 12.6 8.0 8.5
Toluene 3.4 17.9 14.9 10.8 10.7

The Ra value is bene�cial in �nding a suitable solvent for the complete block copolymer,

which is obligatory to successfully prepare a membrane via NIPS/SNIPS. Unfortunately,

when looking at the Ra values calculated from Hansen solubility parameters, no optimal

solvent can be found for the blocks PS, PMAA, and CE3MA or CE4MA, and CE5MA. Only

the solvents pyridine, dichloromethane, and N -methyl-2-pyrrolidon show low values for all

polymers except for PMAA. On the other hand, as water is mainly used as precipitating

bath, N,N -dimethylformamide (DMF), pyridine, tetrahydrofuran (THF), and DOX seem to

be the best choice of solvents due to their miscibility with water. The Ra value of PMAA with
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these solvents is also the lowest. However, in case of a very low or very high functionalization

of the MAA units with CE, the Ra values of the CE polymers and PMAA, respectively, can

be neglected.

Similar trends are seen when comparing Ra values based on Hoy solvent parameters.

However, the values for the CEs are much smaller than the Ra values based on the Hansen

solubility parameters. Also here, solvents such as pyridine, THF, toluene, and DMF appear

suitable as solvents to fully dissolve the block copolymer.

Table 6.9: Determination of the Ra values based on the Hoy solubility parameters.

Solvent Ra,PS Ra,PMAA Ra,CE3MA Ra,CE4MA Ra,CE5MA

Acetone 10.6 20.1 9.3 8.4 8.5
Acetonitrile 17.4 22.7 13.6 14.5 14.6
Chloroform 9.1 18.2 9.3 7.0 7.0
Dichlormethane 9.3 18.3 7.9 6.7 6.8
Diethylether 6.6 19.6 9.3 6.8 6.7
N,N' -Dimethylacetamide 17.1 24.0 14.3 14.5 14.6
N,N' -Dimethylformamide 8.2 10.3 2.2 5.1 5.3
Dimethylsulfoxide 14.0 19.0 10.2 10.8 11.0
1,4-Dioxane 3.7 12.7 3.2 0.9 1.1
Ethanol 16.2 19.1 11.1 13.2 13.4
Ethylacetate 9.3 19.4 8.5 7.5 7.5
Ethyl formate 11.4 17.3 7.3 8.6 8.8
N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon 14.7 18.8 10.2 11.5 11.6
Pyrrolidon-2-on 17.3 12.8 10.6 14.3 14.5
Pyridine 4.1 11.0 6.3 4.8 4.8
Sulfolan 21.2 27.5 21.8 19.8 19.8
Tetrahydrofuran 2.0 14.0 5.3 2.7 2.6
Toluene 1.4 15.4 8.0 4.6 4.4

In summary, Hoy and Hansen solubility methods can be applied to gain information about

the solubility properties of a polymer. Still, it is usually preferable to determine the Hansen

solubility parameters since there is an extensive database of experimental determinations for

these values and thus closer to reality.

6.2.1.4 Flory�Huggins�Staverman interaction parameters

In addition to the calculation of the Ra values, the Flory�Huggins�Staverman interaction

parameter will also serve as a measure to estimate the solubility of a polymer with a solvent.

For values below 0.5, miscibility between polymer and solvent applies according to the Flory�

Huggins�Staverman solution theory� the smaller this value, the better the miscibility between

them.349 These calculations are presented below for the polymers under study in combination

with the same solvents as used in the previous Sections.

The interaction between polymer and solvent was estimated according to Hansen's equa-

tion (Eq. 3.94) using the optimized universal parameter for σ = 0.6. For this purpose, the
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Hansen solubility parameters from Table 6.10 were used. The calculation of the interaction

between the PS and DOX as solvent is exemplary shown (Eq. 6.8). With a value of 0.15, DOX

is a suitable and selective solvent for PS. The other polymers and solvent interactions were

calculated analogously and are summarized in Tab. 6.11. All values below 0.5 are marked

green in this table and thus indicate good solubility of the polymer with the solvent. It is

worth mentioning that the solubility parameters for CE3MA, CE4MA, and CE5MA were de-

termined purely by calculation, and therefore a margin of error must also be considered since

no experimental data is available.285

The Hansen solubility parameters for PS and PMAA were adapted from the literature.285

Since PS is the main component of the polymer, its compatibility is essential. The solvents

chloroform, dichloromethane, and toluene show the lowest values. However, these solvents

are not well suited for the phase inversion process when water is chosen as a precipitant

due to their immiscibility with it. Therefore, THF, DMF, pyridine, and DOX are the best

alternatives. N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon seems to be the only solvent that shows good solubility

with all polymer blocks. However, it should be noted that the values are very close to the

solubility limit of 0.5 and are, therefore, just soluble with each other.

Another alternative would be to choose a solvent mixture, which is common in the

NIPS/SNIPS process. A combination of DMSO and THF would be suitable according to

the calculated values since DMSO shows a good solubility for PMAA, CE3MA, CE4MA, and

CE5MA with values below 0.3 and THF is an excellent solvent for PS with a value of 0.19.

In summary, both the Ra values may give guidelines when choosing solvent mixtures for

novel block copolymers.

χPS−DOX = σ ·

VA

RT
·

[

(δdA − δdB)
2 + 0.25 · (δpA − δpB)

2 + 0.25 · (δhA − δhB)
2
]

= 0.6 ·
85.7

RT
·

[

(19.0− 18.5)2 + 0.25 · (1.8− 4.5)2 + 0.25 · (7.4− 2.9)2
]

= 0.15

(6.8)

In addition to polymer�solvent interactions, polymer�polymer interactions were also cal-

culated according to Eq. 6.9. Here, χA,B should be close to 0, to achieve θ conditions. An

examplary calculation is shown using the PS�PMAA interaction. The molar volume of the PS

repeating unit is used (99.2
cm3

mol
) since PS constitutes the major component of the polymer.

A summary of the interactions between PS and PMAA, CE3MA, CE4MA or CE5MA is

given in Tab. 6.12

χPS−PMAA =
Vm,PS

RT
· (δt,PS − δt,PMAA)

2 =
99.2

RT
· (19.3− 26.7)2 = 2.22 (6.9)
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Table 6.10: Summary of Hansen solubility parameters for the polymers and the most commonly

used solvents in a membrane preparation. The data are given in MPa
1

2 . The molar volume Vm is
given in mL

mol
as well as the reference of the data. If no references are given, the values were calculated

using the group contribution method, according to Stefanis and Panayiotou.

Polymer δd δp δh δt Vm Ref.
PS 18.5 4.5 2.9 19.3 99.2 282

PMAA 17.4 12.5 16.0 26.7 67.0 282

CE3MA 21.8 13.2 6.9 26.4
CE4MA 19.4 11.2 5.5 23.1
CE5MA 19.7 11.2 5.0 23.1
Solvent δd δp δh δt Vm Ref.
Acetone 15.5 10.4 7.0 19.9 74.0 285

Acetonitrile 15.3 18.0 6.1 24.4 52.6 285

Chloroform 17.8 3.1 5.7 18.9 80.7 285

Dichlormethane 18.2 6.3 6.1 20.2 63.9 285

Diethylether 14.5 2.9 5.1 15.6 104.8 285

N,N' -Dimethylacetamide 16.8 11.5 10.2 22.8 92.5 285

N,N' -Dimethylformamide 17.4 13.7 11.3 24.9 77.0 285

Dimethylsulfoxide 18.4 16.4 10.2 26.7 71.3 285

1,4-Dioxane 19.0 1.8 7.4 20.5 85.7 285

Ethanol 15.8 8.8 19.4 26.5 58.5 285

Ethylacetate 15.8 5.3 7.2 18.2 98.5 285

Ethyl formate 15.5 8.4 8.4 19.5 80.2 285

N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon 18.0 12.3 7.2 23.0 96.5 285

Pyrrolidon-2-on 19.4 17.4 11.3 28.4 76.4 285

Pyridine 19.0 8.8 5.9 21.8 80.9 285

Sulfolan 20.3 18.2 10.9 29.4 95.7 285

Tetrahydrofuran 16.8 5.7 8.0 19.5 81.7 285

Toluene 18.0 1.4 2.0 18.2 106.8 285

According to the values in Tab. 6.12, it can be seen that PS and PMAA are incompatible

with a very high value of 2.22. This value decreases after functionalization as the polymer

becomes more hydrophobic. However, none of the values is close to 0, which indicates incom-

patibility for all polymer systems. Thus, these calculations support the assumption that the

amphiphilicity of the block copolymers is retained after the functionalization of the PMAA

block.

In conclusion, various solubility parameters were calculated using the Hansen and Hoy

methods. The solubility behavior of the polymers with other solvents was determined, thus

rationalizing the choice of solvents for the NIPS/SNIPS procedure. Therefore, it does make

sense to deal with such calculations before approaching blindly to solubility experiments, an

hence save resources. From the results calculated in this Chapter, solvents such as THF,

DMF, pyridine, or DOX are suitable solvents for the PMAA-b-PS copolymer and the CE-

functionalized polymers. However, it is also possible to combine the solvents and use a binary

solvent mixture such as DMSO and THF.350�352
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Table 6.11: Summary of the Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameters for the di�erent poly-
mers and solvents.

Solvent χPS χPMAA χCE3MA χCE4MA χCE5MA

Acetone 0.39 0.44 0.75 0.29 0.33
Acetonitrile 0.74 0.46 0.62 0.37 0.40
Chloroform 0.06 0.95 0.82 0.37 0.38
Dichlormethane 0.05 0.53 0.39 0.12 0.13
Diethylether 0.45 1.54 2.05 1.05 1.11
N,N' -Dimethylacetamide 0.64 0.20 0.64 0.28 0.34
N,N' -Dimethylformamide 0.75 0.11 0.46 0.26 0.32
Dimethylsulfoxide 0.84 0.23 0.29 0.23 0.27
1,4-Dioxane 0.15 1.03 0.84 0.48 0.49
Ethanol 1.13 0.13 1.13 0.89 0.97
Ethylacetate 0.29 0.82 1.24 0.54 0.59
Ethyl formate 0.40 0.43 0.90 0.38 0.43
N -Methyl-2-pyrrolidon 0.47 0.46 0.35 0.07 0.10
Pyrrolidon-2-on 1.11 0.29 0.28 0.33 0.37
Pyridine 0.14 0.61 0.26 0.03 0.04
Sulfolan 1.53 0.53 0.29 0.47 0.51
Tetrahydrofuran 0.19 0.55 0.78 0.32 0.35
Toluene 0.07 2.06 1.43 0.75 0.73

Table 6.12: Summary of the Flory-Huggins-Staverman interaction parameter for the relevant poly-
mer pairs (i.e. block copolymers).

χPS−PMAA χPS−CE3MA χPS−CE4MA χPS−CE5MA

2.22 2.05 0.59 0.60

6.2.2 PMAA-b-PS membranes

After determining the solubility properties of the polymers in di�erent solvents, the base

polymer PMAA-b-PS, the preparation of which is intensively discussed in Publication 3, is

formed into membranes in this Section. The aim is to establish a membrane fabrication process

that has the potential to be adopted on a larger scale without high energy consumption, o�er

a higher surface, and therefore, better functionality of the adsorber properties, and costs so

that the lithium adsorber material can be attractive for industrial use. Thus, for example,

water is chosen for the precipitation bath since it is in most areas highly accessible, cheap,

and non-toxic.

Membrane preparation of PMAA-b-PS by SNIPS method with water as a precipitation

bath is a big challenge since PMAA is very hydrophilic and has good solubility in water,

which makes the precipitation of the block copolymer challenging. Therefore, two di�erent

approaches are investigated in this work. In the �rst approach, the precipitation bath water

is cooled down to reduce solubility of the PMAA and to reduce mobilities to maintain the
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morphologies. In contrast, in the second approach, the carboxylic acid groups of the PMAA

are complexed by adding salts to the casting solution to enhance microphase separation of

PMAA into salt-rich domains before immersion of the cast �lm into water.

Since there has been no published reports on the preparation of membranes using SNIPS of

PMAA-b-PS, di�erent parameters, such as the polymer concentration in the casting solution

and the ET during membrane preparation, were investigated.

The membrane casting experiments were carried out for PMAA-b-PS polymers with PS

as the main component (80-90 wt%). DOX was chosen as the solvent due to its low vapor

pressure of 4.95 kPa at 25 �.353 The entire membrane preparation was carried out in a fume

hood to achieve even faster occuring concentration gradients during evaporation. In addition,

DOX is water soluble, therefore, it is possible to use water as a precipitation bath, which is

advantageous from a toxicological and economic point of view.

From the theoretical evaluation in Chapter 6.2.1 it is evident that DOX is selective for

the PS block of the PMAA-b-PS. Therefore, micellization with a PMAA core should be

facilitated. In addition, it should be noted that the water precipitation bath was kept at

temperatures below 5 ◦ to maintain the uniformity, orientation and regularity of the micelle

assembly in the �nal stage of membrane preparation since mobility of the PMAA block is

limited at such low temperatures. The freezing point of DOX is 11.8 �, thus DOX is frozen

below 5 �, however this is not the case if the polymer is dissolved in DOX.353

Membrane preparation was perfomred for block copolymers with number average molar

mass ofM n = 75, 130 and 170 kDa. The block copolymer with 75 kDa lead to membranes with

no clear asymmetric hexagonal close packing (HCP) cylinders including connected sublayer,

which is likely due to the fact that the PMAA fraction was too small in the investigated

block copolymers favoring spherical microphase-separated structures instead of the required

cylindrical ones (compare Fig. 3.49). Therefore, PMAA-b-PS polymers with a higher weight

fraction of PMAA (i.e. of 20 wt%) were used to prepare the desired membranes with HCP

cylinders. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the PMAA-b-PS polymer with a

M n of 75 kDa is illustrated in the appendix in Fig. 9.1.

In a second step, PMAA-b-PS polymers with a weight fraction of PS of 80 wt% and PMAA

of 20 wt% were as well as a M n = 130 kDa (Ð=1.35) and 170 kDa (Ð=1.62) were prepared

to obtain membranes with HCP cylinders. It is expected that membranes with distinct pore

size will be obtained from these two block copolymers due to their distinct molecular weights

and compositions.354,355

In the following, the PMAA-b-PS block copolymer with 130 kDa is used for membrane

preparation at a total polymer concentration of 15 and 16 wt% and ET of 20, 30, 40, and

50 s. Like in the previous experiments, DOX was chosen as the selective solvent, and solvent

evaporation was performed in a fume hood to foster faster evaporation. AFM images of the

polymer membranes at 15 wt% and 16 wt% are shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. In fact, an ET

between 20-30 s seems suitable to achieve ordered HCP cylinders.
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Figure 6.7: AFM images of the phase contrast for the PMAA-b-PS polymer with a M n = 130 kDa
and PS:PMAA weight percent ratio of 80:20 at a total polymer concentrations of 15 wt% and ET
betwenn 20-50 sec.

Figure 6.8: AFM images of the phase correction for the PMAA-b-PS polymer with a M n = 130 kDa
and PS:PMAA weight percent ratio of 80:20 at a total polymer concentrations of 16 wt% and ET
betwenn 20-50 sec.
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In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken of the samples with

total polymer concentration of 15 and 16 wt% and an ET of 20 s (6.9, 6.10). The top and

bottom surface, and the selective-layer cross-section at di�erent areas were measured, which

are marked in di�erent colors. The SEM images clearly show HCP cylinders on the surface.

The image of the cross-section shows a sponge-like structure with great channel connection,

which is advantageous in regard to the permeability. As already suspected from the AFM

images, there are hardly any di�erences between the membrane prepared at 15 and 16 wt%,

so both polymer concentrations can be targeted in the casting solution to obtain ordered HCP

cylinders.

Further SEM images were taken for the polymer concentration of 16 wt% at an ET of

50 s, where the sponge-structure does look more dense compared to the images at ET = 20 s,

due to the too long time period of ET (Figure 6.11).

Furthermore, the in�uence of polymer molecular weight on membrane production was

investigated. Therefore, a polymer with a M n of 170 kDa was prepared. This order of

magnitude plays a signi�cant role in changing the pore size and the mechanical support of the

membrane. The PMAA-b-PS polymer membrane at 130 kDa and 170 kDa were compared. All

those polymer membranes were prepared analogously at the same total polymer concentration

of 15 wt% and 30 sec ET. A pore size of 26 nm was measured for the polymer at 130 kDa

and 32 nm for the polymer at 170 kDa (Figure 6.12). This means that also for the block

copolymer with M n = 170 kDa the ordered structures are preserved, and the pore size can

be controlled by the M n of the polymer.

Figure 6.9: SEM images of the PMAA-b-PS SNIPS membrane with an M n = 130 kDa at an ET
of 20 s and a total polymer weight percentage of 15 wt%. The top surface (top left), bottom (top
center), and cross-section (top right) is presented and further zoomed in at three di�erent positions:
yellow box = top layer, green box = cross-section layer, and in between orange box = bottom layer.
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Figure 6.10: SEM images of the PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer with an M n = 130 kDa at an ET
of 20 s, and a total polymer weight percentage of 16 wt%. The top surface (top left), bottom (top
center), and cross-section (top right) is presented and further zoomed in at three di�erent positions:
yellow box = top layer, green box = cross-section layer, and in between orange box = bottom layer.

Figure 6.11: SEM images of the PMAA-b-PS diblock polymer with an M n = 130 kDa at an ET of
50 s, and a total polymer weight percentage of 16 wt%.The top surface (top left), bottom (top center),
and cross-section (top right) is presented and further zoomed in at three di�erent positions: yellow
box = top layer, green box = cross-section layer, and in between orange box = bottom layer.
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Figure 6.12: AFM images of the height pro�le for the PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer with a M n

of 130 kDa and 170 kDa and PS:PMAA weight percent ratio of 80:20 at di�erent total polymer
concentrations of 15 wt% and an ET of 30 s.

In summary, of the �rst part, it was shown that asymmetric HCP cylinder morphologies

could be obtained in DOX as a solvent with a total polymer weight concentration of 15-

16 wt% with an ET of 20-30 s and the use of water as a precipitation bath. Increasing

the molar mass made it even possible to speci�cally increase the pore diameter. However, it

should not be hidden that under these conditions, a considerable amount of energy is required

to keep the temperature of the water precipitation bath permanently below 5 �. Therefore,

a more feasible and e�cient membrane production process was developed which allows the

precipitation of the PMAA-b-PS in the water precipitation bath at room temperature.

Similar to the work of Cheng et al., in which the preparation of PAA-b-PS membranes is

described, zinc acetate was added as a salt to the casting solution to complex the carboxylic

acid groups.356 Zinc acetate was chosen as a salt since it is soluble in organic solvents. Cheng

et al. additionally pointed out the enhanced stability of the self-assembled micelles during

membrane formation when caboxylic acid groups are complexed with the zinc metal ion, which

act as physical crosslinking points to limit the mobility of the PMAA chain stabilizing the

micellar structure. It is worth mentioning that the M n values of the polymers in their work

are much lower (M n ≈ 84 kDa) than the polymers used in this work (130-170 kDa).

Following this approach, the PMAA-b-PS membrane (M n=130 kDa) was casted with a

concentration of 15 wt% of the total polymer concentration and 1 wt% zinc acetate relative

to the polymer concentration. As a reminder, salts can act as stucture-directing agents to

regulate the order and density of the pores.356 Three di�erent ETs of 10, 30, and 40 s. were

tested. As mentioned above, water at room temperature was chosen as the precipitation

bath. The corresponding AFM images are shown in Figure 6.13, where the membrane sample

at ET of 30 s showed highly ordered HCP cylinders. In addition, SEM measurements were
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performed for this particular polymer, and images were taken from the surface, bottom, and

cross-section (Figure 6.14). Similar to the polymer membranes at 15-16 wt% with an ET of

20 s and just the addition of DOX, equally ordered structures were obtained indicating that

the membrane formation process can also be successful at room temperature when structure

fostering salts are added to the casting solution.

Figure 6.13: AFM images of the phase correction for the PMAA-b-PS polymer with aM n = 130 kDa
and PS:PMAA weight percent ratio of 80:20 at a total polymer concentrations of 15 wt% with 1 wt%
of zinc acetate, and ET between 10-40 s.

Figure 6.14: SEM images of the PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer with an M n = 130 kDa at an ET
of 30 s, and a total polymer weight percentage of 15 wt% with 1 wt% of zinc acetate. The top surface,
bottom, and cross-section is presented and further zoomed in at three di�erent positions: yellow box
= top layer, green box = cross-section layer, and in between orange box = bottom layer.
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In conclusion, PMAA-b-PS polymer membranes from block copolymers with two di�erent

molecular weights were successfully prepared. This was either achieved by cooling down the

aqueous precipitation bath to 5 ◦C or alternatively add zinc acetate to the casting solution

allowing to keep the bath at room temperature. Both conditions are alternatives to provide

the primary material for lithium adsorber membranes.

6.2.3 First attempts on the fabrication of lithium adsorber membranes

In this Section, the preparation of �rst membranes of the lithium-selective CE4MA CE poly-

mers is reported. The membrane morphology is monitored using SEM images. In addition,

ideas for further future works are proposed.

The �rst experiments were performed with a P(MAA-r -CE4MA)-b-PS polymer with a

weight fraction of PS of 78.7 wt%, PMAA of 18.7 wt%, 2.5 wt% of CE4MA, and with a total

molar mass of M n = 132 kDa. As a reminder, CE4MA forms single complexes with Li+ and

sandwich complexes with Na+ and is thus selective towards both ions (see Publication 5).

Membrane preparation conditions were adjusted analogously to those attempted in the

previous Section. DOX was chosen as a solvent for the casting solution without adding

further additives and a total polymer concentration of 18 wt% was adjusted in this case. Also

total solid concentrations at 15 wt% were performed, however, the membrane preparation was

not successful since no aligned morphology was visible at the surface. The most successful

membrane structure was determined at an evaporation time of 40 s. Due to the fact that no

additives were used, a cold water bath was chosen for precipitation to ensure higher purity

of the product and to increase the amount of accessible carboxylic acid groups which helps

stabilizing cation-ion complexation (Publication 4).

SEM images were taken for this polymer membrane and are shown in Fig. 6.15. The SEM

images taken on the membrane surface, however, show spherical (probably closed) structures

and the resolution of the pores is not as evident as in the CE-free polymers. Furthermore,

the sublayer structure shows a �nger-like structure instead of spongy-like structure.

Before lithium extraction experiments can be performed on the membrane, it should be

ensured that a structure at least as ordered as that of the PMAA-b-PS membranes is obtained

to provide the best possible membrane stability and functionality. Therefore, further ideas

for the membrane preparation with CEs are suggested below:

Higher total solid concentrations than 18 wt% are proposed since the casting solution was

still rather low viscous. For the structures in this work, HCP cylinders were targeted with

an approximate total concentration fraction of PS ≈ 80% and P(MAA-r -CE4MA) ≈ 20%.

In fact, the morphology arrangement of gyroid structures would be even more advantageous,

though, since, in this case, a larger surface area of the functionalizing units of the CE is given

compared to HCP cylinders. These structures are expected at a PS weight fraction of 60-70

wt% (see Figure 3.49). However, the range of gyroid in a block copolymer phase diagram is

minimal compared to HCP spheres and thus more challenging to achieve.

Another support for the successful synthesis of polymer membranes would be the addition
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Figure 6.15: SEM images of the P(MAA-r -CE4MA)-b-PS polymer with an M n = 132 kDa at an
ET of 40 s, and a total polymer weight percentage of 18 wt%. The top surface (top left), bottom (top
center), and cross-section (top right) is presented and further zoomed in at three di�erent positions:
yellow box = top layer, green box = cross-section layer, and in between orange box = bottom layer.

of lithium salts to partially complex the CEs so ordered structures are simpler to obtain. This

technique has already been described in literature.357 It should be noted, though, that not

all of the CE should be complexed with the pre-added lithium salt, in order to remain high

capacity of the lithium-selective polymer membranes.

Furthermore, it would be worth trying another solvent for the casting solution instead of

DOX or even switch to binary solvent mixtures. According to Table 6.11, combinations of

THF/pyridine or toluene/pyridine could be used for the CE4MA CE since THF as well as

toluene is a selective solvent for PS with a Flory�Huggins�Staverman interaction parameter

of 0.19 for THF and 0.07 for toluene. However, toluene is not water soluble, thus another

precipitation bath such as diethyl ether has to be chosen, which is in face not economically

friendly. Pyridine is, on the other hand, a suitable solvent for the CE4MA CE with a Flory�

Huggins�Staverman interaction parameter of 0.03. The same solvent tests are proposed for

the CE5MA CE. For the CE3MA CE, mixtures between THF/DMSO or toluene/DMSO

are suggested, although the former would be the better alternative since toluene and DMSO

have a very high boiling point, which is disadvantageous in case of reaching fast concentration

gradients during evaporation of the solvent.

Since isoporous asymmetric membranes with ordered HCP cylinders of PMAA-b-PS mem-

branes have already been shown, the membranes of the base block copolymer could be post-

modi�ed with the CE subsequently after membrane preparation, as it was already conducted

by Jiang et al. and Zhang et al. using e.g. post reaction of the hydroxy groups with ethyl-

cyanates in presence of per�uoro(methyl cyclohexane), or solid-gas post modi�cation reac-
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tions.43,351 For solid�liquid post-modi�cations, the polymer membrane must be post-modi�ed

in a non-solvent for the membrane matrix (i.e. PS). Water would be the easiest and greenest

non-solvent for the membrane, unfortunately, many CEs are not water-soluble, so an organic

solvent such as diethyl ether or may have to be used to ensure successful post-modi�cation.

The advantage of this method is that no new membrane preparation conditions have to be

found for the di�erent CE polymers in order to obtain isoporous asymmetric membranes.

6.2.4 Experimental section

The experimental setup of the polymer synthesis is not presented here, since it was produced

similar to the reaction conditions of the polymers in Publication 3 and 5. In the following,

materials and reaction conditions for the membrane preparations are reported.

6.2.4.1 Materials

The solvents DOX (99 %, Grüssing), DMF (99 %, VWR Chemicals), DCM (>99 %, Acros),

and n-hexane (95 %, VWR Chemicals) were used as received. Zinc acetate (>99 %, Sigma-

Aldrich) was used as received. Deionized water was puri�ed with a Milli-Q® integral water

puri�cation system.

6.2.4.2 Membrane preparation

Casting solutions were prepared by dissolving PMAA-b-PS or P(MAA-r -CE4MA)-b-PS in

DOX. The casting solutions were stirred at 300 rpm at room temperature for at least 24 h

and led stay for another 2 h to remove bubbles from the solution before casting. The polymer

solution was casted on a glass plate support using a casting knife with a gap height of 200 νm

and using water as precipitation bath at temperatures below 5 ◦ for 4 h or at room temperature

for 1 h, if zinc acetate (1 wt% of the total polymer concentration) is added to the casting

solution. The cast �lms were left for a speci�c ET (10-50 s) under air in a fume hood before

immersing it into the precipitation bath. The membranes were dried at 25 ◦ under reduced

pressure for 24 h.

6.2.4.3 Membrane characterization

Scanning electron microscopy SEM was performed using either a LEO Gemini 1550 VP

or a Merlin (both from ZEISS, Oberkochen, Germany) at voltage of 3 kV or 5 kV. Cross-

sections of the membranes were prepared under cryogenic conditions. The samples were

coated with ≈ 2 nm platinum (Pt).

Atomic force microscopy AFM was performed on a JPK Nanowizard microscope in an

intermittent contact mode using a Si-tip (I = 280 kHz, r = 10 nm). Data were visualized

and analyzed with the software Gwyddion.
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Discussion

This Chapter summarizes the last two Chapters of this thesis. The di�erent CE adsorbers

employed in this thesis are outlined, and the most promising CE adsorbers towards lithium are

reviewed. The utilization of DFT for predicting CE selectivity towards lithium is overviewed

(Section 7.2). Subsequently in Section 7.3, the synthesis conditions of the PMAA-b-PS and

lithium selective polymers-based CE are reviewed, together with their complexation properties

and the preparation of membranes.

7.1 Review of the investigated crown ethers

At the beginning of this thesis, the challenge of environmentally friendly lithium extraction

was overviewed, various extraction techniques and materials were presented that are currently

used or are in prospect in the near future. Since the topic of lithium extraction should lead

a step further into a world with less CO2 emissions, the lithium extraction processes should

be as green as possible to address the issue of environmental pollution.

This work investigated the organic lithium adsorbers of CEs, as these materials are excel-

lent extraction agents for isolating metal ions from aqueous resources. Di�erent modi�cations

and extraction properties towards alkali and alkaline-earth meatl ions of CEs adsorbers were

investigated in Publications 1, 2, 4, and 5 and are resumed in Figure 7.1. The increasing

hydrophobicity within the CE ring was investigated in Publication 1, where the Li+ complex-

ation compared to Mg2+ was examined; in Publication 4 and 5, the in�uence of ring size and

stoichiometry (e.g. single or sandwich formation) of CE complexes was analyzed; in Publi-

cation 2, both ring size and reduced hardness of the donor atom was investigated towards

a better complexation of Li+ over Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. In Section 6.1, the e�ect of

nitrogen donor atoms within the CE ring was additionally explored, and the in�uence of the

extractions towards Li+ over Mg2+ was examined.

How well a CE complexes with metal ions depends on various factors. First and foremost,

the HSAB principle is decisive. Hard acids (such as Li+ and Mg2+) interact with hard bases

(such as oxygen). But also the ionic radius and the cavity of the CE play an essential role. If

the cation is much smaller than the cavity size of the CE, only fragile coordinative bonds occur

since donor atoms and metal ions are positioned too far apart. On the other hand, if the cation
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Figure 7.1: Studied CEs in this thesis.

radius is too large, it will not �t into the cavity size of the CE. Then other stoichiometric

complexes can be formed, such as sandwich complexes, which are already widely used in

metallocene chemistry. However, such complexes can also be prevented by steric substituents,

which can matter in case of speci�c metal ion selectivity. As evident in Publication 2, ring

distortions also play a signi�cant role, especially when larger donor atoms, such as sulfur, are

present in the CE ring.

In summary, a wide range of modi�cation reactions can be carried out on the CEs; thus,

the selectivity towards the target metal ion can be adjusted. From the results of the di�erent

projects in this thesis, it was shown that hydrophilic CEs increase the lithium selectivity

towards interfering alkali and alkaline earth metal ions (Publication 1). Especially the use

of the B9C3 CE forms strong complexes with Li+ due to its small size forming sandwich

complexes instead of simple single complexes (Publication 4). Furthermore, the cavity size of

the CE is very crucial, it was shown that 14-membered CE show so far the best complexability

towards Li+ if single complex stoichiometry structures are compared (Chapter 6.1).
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FUNCTIONAL THEORY

7.2 Prediciting crown ether�cation complexes using density func-

tional theory

Modifying CEs can take a lot of time and can be even more time consuming if the CE

properties are unknown and are unsuccessful in selectively extracting the desired metal ion.

Especially if the CE structures have not been prepared yet, the synthesis path to successful

preparation can be very tedious. Molecular modeling by computer chemistry is a powerful

tool for interpreting complex systems since information on physico-chemical properties such

as complex stabilities, cavity sizes, geometric structures of the CEs, and electronic distribu-

tions during complexation can be obtained relatively quick. Thus, in a much smaller period

of time, one gains an abundance of data that cannot be achieved experimentally by pure

diligence. Computational chemistry methods, therefore, allow a narrower selection of poten-

tial CE structures for successful complexation of the desired metal ion. However, many of

these calculations are still performed in vacuo and are mostly far away from real laboratory

conditions, but the estimates are increasingly adapted to the real state. In Publication 2,

the 1-aza-benzo-15-crown-5 (AB15C5) CE was investigated in a two-phase extraction using

molecular modeling based on DFT and compared with the data of experimental extraction

experiments. Although much higher complexation constants were determined than in the

laboratory experiments, similar trends of the AB15C5 CE complexation properties with the

metals Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+ were obtained so that predictions towards CEs complexa-

tion properties can still be made and prove therefore DFT as a valuable tool for investigating

CE properties before challenging synthetic procedures are performed.

7.3 Review on polymer-based lithiumadsorber

A signi�cant part of this thesis and aim was the development of a polymer-based lithium

adsorber that shows strong selectivities towards lithium and which is also produced under

the most ecological and economical conditions possible and thus can be easily produced on

a larger scale so that this material can compete with other materials presented in Chapter 3

and help to saturate the high demand of lithium in the world.

In Publication 3, a PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer was presented using a one-pot RAFT

emulsion polymerization. This polymer has amphiphilic properties, PMAA is a very hy-

drophilic, pH-responsive polymer, which can additionally enter into chemical reactions at the

acid group, while PS, as the main component of the polymer, is very hydrophobic, and thus

the polymer can undergo microphase separation due to the incompatibility of the two blocks.

The advantage of synthesizing the PMAA-b-PS block by RAFT emulsion polymerization is

that the polymer can be produced in water without the addition of stabilizers, as this prop-

erty is taken over by the RAFT CTA. Therefore no challenging puri�cation procedures of

this polymer, such as dialysis, are necessary. Furthermore, by modifying the CTA, solid con-

centrations in the emulsion of up to 50 wt% can be achieved without having to deal with
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viscosity issues and poor heat transfer. The advantage of high solids concentrations is that

less solvent must be added to the product, so less energy is required to proceed the reaction.

In addition, the polymer can be produced in one step in just a few hours without intermediate

puri�cation methods such as polymer precipitation. Polymers of up to M n ≈ 170 kDa with

narrow molar mass distributions (Ð = 1.4) could be produced.

In Publications 4 and 5, post-modi�cation reactions were successfully carried out using a

Steglich esteri�cation of the PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer. With this esteri�cation method,

the B9C3, 12C4, and 15C5 (which carried OH groups) were linked to the PMAA unit of the

polymer. The selectivities of these polymers with Li+, Na+, and K+ were investigated, and

their stability was compared with single and sandwich complexes and their analogous free

CEs (publication 5).

The bene�t of polymer-based CEs is that the lithium adsorbers are much easier to isolate

from the aqueous lithium sources due to their high incompatibility with water. Furthermore,

the polymers can be easily recycled by simple precipitation, which is also crucial in regard of

our environment. In addition, the complex formation within the polymer material is associated

with less energy loss than free CEs. In the polymer, the CE are already bound to the polymer

and thus have fewer degrees of freedom than the free CEs. Therefore, once a complex is

formed, the entropy loss is much lower than for free CEs, which is the main reason why

the complexation constants in the polymer are at least 10000-fold higher than for free CEs.

This phenomenon is even more pronounced for sandwich complexes, where two CEs lose their

degrees of freedom. This observation was reported in Publication 4 and con�rmed with further

samples in Publication 5.

The B9C3 in the polymer forming a sandwich complex with Li+ shows the strongest

complexation constant of all studied systems. In addition, it was observed that the B9C3 in

the polymer did not extract Na+ very-well. Extraction experiments were performed simulating

salt concetrations similar to the Dead Sea with 0.014 g/L Li+, 6.9 g/L K+, and 36 g/L Na+,

in which 60 % of the lithium was complexed, even though the concentration of Li+ was much

lower compared to Na+ and K+.

Another advantage of polymeric materials is that, compared to organic or inorganic mate-

rials, they have a bigger surface area of the extractable unit when formed e.g. into membranes.

Inorganic and organic materials would �rst have to be further processed by granulating them,

forming foams, or attaching them to nanoparticles to increase handling and Li+ capacity,

however, those processes could also destroy the material or weaken the structure.

The PMAA-b-PS polymer from Publication 3 was prepared via SNIPS into asymmetric

membranes with an ordered HCP cylinder morphology at the surface and great connecting

channels, which are important in regards of permeability. The polymer membrane formation

reaction was carried out under two di�erent reaction conditions, one with pure DOX as a

solvent for the casting solution with the use of water as a precipitation bath at temperatures

below 5 �, and the other with the addition of zinc acetate into the polymer solution to

partially complex the PMAA groups to use water as precipitation bath at room temperature.
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As a reminder: PMAA is well soluble in water.

Polymer-based CE membrane preparation was attempted to be prepared analogously to

the PMAA-b-PS membrane using the 12C4 CE polymer; so far, with pure DOX as the solvent

for the casting solution and water as a precipitations bath below 5 �, no ordered asymmetric

membrane could be prepared; therefore; further experiments are required. Once the asym-

metric membrane production is successful, lithium extractions should be performed to prove

the greater accessibility of the lithium adsorber material, which will bring us a big step closer

to the selective extraction of lithium from aqueous resources.

7.4 Outlook

In this thesis, the best selectivity towards lithium was found for the CE3MA functionalized

block copolymer building sandwich complexes with Li+. However, it was also observed that

14-membered CEs have perfect cavities for the lithium-ion, therefore linking 14-membered

CE rings to the PMAA-b-PS polymer is worth trying to increase the stability of the lithium

complex without sterically challenging sandwich complexes taking place. However, sandwich

complexes with Na+ would have to be prevented, as they tend to form easily.175,358 This is

usually controlled by incorporating steric groups into the CE. However, this type of reaction

is often challenging to perform and costly since a steric structure must be linked to an already

steric CE. A much simpler method would be to connect steric groups carrying an OH group to

the PMAA unit of the polymer using Steglich esteri�cation. This way would be much cheaper

and easier in proceeding. Ideally, the CE and the steric group are connected alternately in the

PMAA moiety to prevent the CE from forming sandwich complexes. For example, hexagonal

rings that form an armchair conformation could be applied as steric groups.

The PMAA-b-PS diblock copolymer is already produced under very attractive conditions.

Therefore, the only thing missing for the perfect production of a polymer-based lithium ad-

sorber is the optimization of the post-modi�cation of the CE with the polymer. So far, the

PMAA-b-PS polymer has been prepared in a one-pot reaction in water performing a RAFT

emulsion polymerization. Since this polymer forms in the emulsion particles such as mi-

celles, the PMAA units are located at the corona, and the PS moiety is the core; thus, the

functional groups are easy accessible. The easiest way to proceed would be the addition of

a water soluble CE to the emulsion reaction medium. The Steglich esteri�cation can still

be performed, since there are water soluble Steglich agents available such as 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide and DMAP. The product would result in a micelle-based

CE polymer. The advantage of this reaction is that the complete lithium adsorbable polymer

is feasible in a one-pot procedure without intermediate pur�cation steps, which would make

this polymer system even cheaper, greener, and easier to produce.

In the last Chapter, the fabrication of ordered asymmetric polymer membranes for the

PMAA-b-PS system was successfully reported. However, the polymer-based CE membranes

still need to be optimized in their reaction conditions. For this purpose, the polymer concen-
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION

tration of the casting solution, the ET of the solvent, and solvent mixtures would have to be

further investigated. Since only the CE4MA-functionalized block copolymer has been tested

so far, further optimizations can only be proposed. First, the block copolymer concentration

of the casting solution could be increased to over 18 wt% since the casting solution was still

very liquid below that concentration. Following the calculation of the solubility parameters

in Section 6.2, mixtures of solvents of THF/pyridine or toluene/pyridine can also be carried

out as a casting solution for the CE4MA-functionalized block copolymer. For the membrane

preparation of the CE3MA and CE5MA, solvents of THF/DMSO and toluene/DMSO are

proposed; the �rst would be the better choice due to the lower evaporation point of THF

compared to toluene.

Another way for the successful preparation of CE membranes is the modi�cation of the

PMAA-b-PS membrane, which has already been successfully fabricated by e.g., gas�solid or

liquid�solid reactions.351 Most important, the membrane must not dissolve in the reaction

solvent. Otherwise, the ordered structures would be damaged. This proposed idea has the

advantage that di�erent CE materials can be linked to an already ideal membrane so that

no new membrane production parameters have to be found for the various systems to gain

ordered asymmetric polymer membranes.

Furthermore, the release of ions should be considered in future experiments. As indicated,

e.g., in Chapter 6.1, by the possible use of aza-CE, it is possible by the addition of acid to

disturb the trapped ions from the ring of the CE by repulsive interactions due to the ionization

of the nitrogen donor atom. Another method would be incorporating ionic structures such

as betaines or UV-responsive materials, that adopt ionic structures under the incidence of

UV light, such as the merocyanine class, into the polymer system. The release of the ion

by switching on UV light, is a very fast and environmental friendly method, which is worth

working on.

Altogether, we hope to motivate further research on this topic with the results of this

work. The successful production of a lithium-selective CE-based polymer membrane could be

indeed a truly environmentally conscious alternative to recover lithium from aqueous resources

despite the low concentration of it.
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2

Benzo-7-crown-2

Fig. S1: 1H NMR spectrum of the crude B7C2 and purified B7C2 after column chromatography treatment. 

Fig. S2: 13C NMR spectrum of the purified B7C2. 

Fig. S3: IR spectrum of the purified B7C2. 



3

Fig. S4: DSC measurement of the purified B7C2. 

Benzo-8-crown-2

Fig. S5: 1H NMR spectrum of the crude B8C2 and purified B7C2 after column chromatography treatment. 

Fig. S6: 13C NMR spectrum of the purified B8C2. 
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Fig. S7: IR spectrum of the purified B8C2. 

Fig. S8: DSC measurement of the purified B8C2. 

UV-vis Data 

Lithium

Fig. S9: Absorbance maxima of LIS λmax = 323 nm as linear regression against concentration [mol·L-1].
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Fig. S10: UV-vis spectrum of LIS at different concentrations [µmol·L-1].

Magnesium

Fig. S11: Absorbance maxima of MgA λmax = 267 nm as linear regression against concentration [mol·L-1].

Fig. S12: UV-vis spectrum of MgA at different concentrations [µmol·L-1].
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CE solubility measurements in the aqueous phase

Fig. S13: UV-vis spectroscopy of the aqueous LiCl phase after extraction and formation of the CE�cation 

complex.  
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Thermodynamic Evaluation

 

Fig. S14: logarithmic complexation stability K of a) B6C2 assuming single complexes, b) B6C2 assuming sandwich-

type complexes, c) B7C2 assuming single complexes, d) B7C2 assuming sandwich-type complexes, e) B8C2 

assuming single complexes, f) B8C2 assuming sandwich-type complexes. The green line shows the lithium, and 

the blue line the magnesium complexes with the CEs. 
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Van�t Hoff Plot

Fig. S15: Van�t Hoff plot of the a) B6C2-Li complex b) B6C2-Mg complex, c) B7C2-Li complex, d) B7C2-Mg complex, 

e) B8C2-Li complex, and f) B8C2-Mg complex with a constant molar ratio of CE:salt = 14:1. 
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Tab. S1: Log K and Gibbs energy ∆G at 25 °C of the extraction of B6C2, B7C2 and B8C2 with Li+ and Mg2+.

B6C2-Li+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 4.9 -28 7.06 -40

1:20 4.6 -26 6.71 -38

1:17 5.0 -28 7.07 -40

1:14 4.8 -27 6.89 -40

1:13 4.9 -28 7.05 -40

1:11 4.8 -27 6.98 -40

B6C2-Mg2+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 7.8 -44 9.9 -57

1:20 7.5 -43 9.6 -55

1:17 7.6 -44 9.8 -56

1:14 7.5 -43 9.7 -55

1:13 7.3 -42 9.5 -54

1:11 7.1 -41 9.3 -53

B7C2-Li+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 5.1 -29 7.3 -42

1:20 5.1 -29 7.3 -42

1:17 4.9 -28 7.1 -40

1:14 4.7 -27 6.9 -39

1:13 4.6 -25 6.7 -39

1:11 4.5 -25 6.7 -38

B7C2-Mg2+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 9.0 -51 11 -64

1:20 8.8 -50 11 -63

1:17 8.4 -48 11 -61

1:14 8.2 -47 10 -60

1:13 7.9 -45 10 -59

1:11 7.6 -43 10 -58

B8C2-Li+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 4.7 -27 6.9 -39

1:20 4.7 -27 6.9 -39

1:17 4.3 -25 6.6 -37

1:14 4.0 -23 6.2 -36

1:13 3.6 -21 5.8 -33

1:11 4.0 -20 6.3 -36

B8C2-Mg2+ Single Sandwich

CE:metal log K ∆G [kJmol-1] log K ∆G [kJmol-1]

1:25 8.7 -50 11 -63

1:20 8.4 -48 11 -61

1:17 7.9 -45 10 -58

1:14 8.2 -47 10 -60

1:13 7.8 -45 10 -57

1:11 7.5 -43 9.1 -55
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Tab. S2: Slope and intercept values of the Van�t Hoff plot and the determined data of ∆H, ∆S and ∆G (at 25 °C).

Li+ R2 Slope 

(
‒ ∆�� ) Intercept 

(
∆�� ) ∆H [Jmol-1] ∆S [Jmol-1K-1] ∆G VH [kJmol-1]

B6C2 0.997 -46.6 14.3 387 119 -35

B7C2 0.998 20.1 15.0 -167 125 -37

B8C2 0.999 13.7 14.9 -114 124 -37

Mg2+ R2 Slope 

(
‒ ∆�� ) Intercept 

(
∆�� ) ∆H [Jmol-1] ∆S [Jmol-1K-1] ∆G VH [kJmol-1]

B6C2 0.993 -8.70 22.6 72.3 188 -56

B7C2 0.997 -31.7 23.9 263 199 -59

B8C2 0.995 -28.0 25.0 233 208 -62
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1.  15-membered Rings 

 
Figure S1: Lewis structure of aza-15C5. 

1.1. Cavity Size dCE 
Table S1: The distances between the heteroatoms opposing each other as well as the cavity sizes dCE of the empty 

CE (B15C5, aza-B15C5, thio-B15C5, and aza-15C5) and their complexes with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. 

Distance / Å 
Complex O1-O4 O1-X O2-O3 O2-X O3-O4 cavity size 

dCE 
B15C5 4.4991 4.4497 4.4984 4.4492 4.6768 4.5146 

B15C5-Li+ 4.1656 4.1738 4.1658 4.1739 4.1956 4.1749 

B15C5-Na+ 4.3506 4.3830 4.3507 4.3831 4.3719 4.3678 

B15C5-K+ 4.4246 4.1946 4.4249 4.1948 4.6769 4.3831 

B15C5-Mg2+ 4.0344 4.0354 4.0344 4.0354 4.0160 4.0311 

B15C5-Ca2+ 4.2927 4.2320 4.2929 4.2320 4.3787 4.2857 

aza-B15C5 4.4958 4.2307 4.4958 4.2307 4.7499 4.4406 

aza-B15C5-Li+ 4.1905 4.2831 4.1905 4.2831 4.2448 4.2384 

aza-B15C5-Na+ 4.3557 4.4911 4.3556 4.4911 4.4074 4.4202 

aza-B15C5-K+ 4.4514 4.2366 4.4515 4.2367 4.7337 4.4220 

aza-B15C5-Mg2+ 3.6803 4.2199 3.7446 3.8615 3.9441 3.8901 

aza-B15C5-Ca2+ 4.3086 4.3403 4.3086 4.3403 4.4230 4.3441 

thio-B15C5 3.1569 4.9271 4.6851 4.9124 3.7239 4.2811 

thio-B15C5-Li+ 3.4803 4.7346 3.8329 4.0794 3.7419 3.9738 

thio-B15C5-Na+ 4.3465 4.8801 4.3465 4.8801 4.3404 4.5587 

thio-B15C5-K+ 4.3371 5.2288 4.3371 5.2279 4.1099 4.6481 

thio-B15C5-Mg2+ 3.5442 4.5671 3.8701 4.0614 3.8734 3.9832 

thio-B15C5-Ca2+ 4.2858 4.9215 4.2858 4.9215 4.1733 4.5176 

aza-15C5 4.7790 4.1060 4.7890 4.5980 4.1500 4.4844 
aza-15C5-Li+ 3.9690 3.8700 4.5470 4.1550 4.6840 4.2450 
aza-15C5-Na+ 4.2030 4.4450 4.5200 4.5610 4.4710 4.4400 
aza-15C5-K+ 4.0290 4.4340 4.7760 4.8300 4.5560 4.5250 
aza-15C5-Mg2+ 3.9760 3.7690 3.6080 4.0930 3.8240 3.8540 
aza-15C5-Ca2+ 4.1940 4.4490 4.3760 4.5500 4.3170 4.3772 

 

  



1.2. Metal Heteroatom Distance dX-M
n+ 

Table S2: The distances and average distances between the heteroatoms of the CE (B15C5, aza-B15C5, thio-

B15C5, and aza-15C5) and the complexed cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+).  
Distance / Å 

 

Complex O1-M O2-M O3-M O4-M X-M Average 
distance 

B15C5-Li+ 2.2154 2.2154 2.1946 2.1945 2.1652 2.1970 

B15C5-Na+ 2.3034 2.3034 2.3046 2.3045 2.2980 2.3028 

B15C5-K+ 2.7125 2.7125 2.7194 2.7193 2.6920 2.7111 

B15C5-Mg2+ 2.1315 2.1315 2.1132 2.1132 2.1119 2.1202 

B15C5-Ca2+ 2.3170 2.3170 2.3388 2.3388 2.3044 2.3232 

aza-B15C5-Li+ 2.2455 2.2455 2.2102 2.2102 2.2554 2.2334 

aza-B15C5-Na+ 2.3179 2.3179 2.3075 2.3075 2.4110 2.3324 

aza-B15C5-K+ 2.7282 2.7281 2.7218 2.7219 2.7600 2.7320 

aza-B15C5-Mg2+ 2.1667 2.0713 2.0558 2.0338 2.1848 2.1025 

aza-B15C5-Ca2+ 2.3294 2.3294 2.3291 2.3291 2.4349 2.3504 

thio-B15C5-Li+ 2.1902 2.0544 1.9778 2.0439 2.6207 2.1774 

thio-B15C5-Na+ 2.3179 2.3179 2.3309 2.3309 2.7945 2.4184 

thio-B15C5-K+ 2.7004 2.7003 2.7315 2.7315 3.1959 2.8119 

thio-B15C5-Mg2+ 2.1209 2.0650 2.0519 2.0688 2.5375 2.1688 

thio-B15C5-Ca2+ 2.3446 2.3446 2.3396 2.3396 2.8338 2.4404 

aza-15C5-Li+ 2.0680 2.8060 2.1040 2.1930 2.0940 2.2530 

aza-15C5-Na+ 2.3230 2.3590 2.3510 2.4390 2.3300 2.3604 

aza-15C5-K+ 2.7000 2.6920 2.7240 2.8490 2.7030 2.7336 

aza-15C5-Mg2+ 2.1080 2.0650 2.0340 2.1720 2.0660 2.0890 

aza-15C5-Ca2+ 2.3300 2.3120 2.3520 2.4840 2.3060 2.3568 
 

  



1.3. Hirshfeld Partial Charges 
Table S3: Hirshfeld charge transfer between the oxygen, nitrogen, resp. sulfur atoms of B15C5, aza-B15C5, 

thio-B15C5, and aza-15C5 and the complexed cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+), based on the difference in 

Hirshfeld partial charges between the empty CE and the coronates.  

 Charge transfer  
Complex O1-M O2-M O3-M O4-M X-M Total 
B15C5-Li+ 0.0198 0.0198 0.0309 0.0309 0.0299 0.1313 
B15C5-Na+ 0.0095 0.0095 0.0214 0.0214 0.0203 0.0822 
B15C5-K+ 0.0075 0.0075 0.0113 0.0113 0.0179 0.0554 
B15C5-Mg2+ 0.0285 0.0285 0.0465 0.0465 0.0463 0.1962 
B15C5-Ca2+ 0.0185 0.0185 0.0355 0.0355 0.0364 0.1443 
aza-B15C5-Li+ 0.0113 0.0113 0.0182 0.0182 0.0609 0.1199 
aza-B15C5-Na+ 0.0016 0.0016 0.0095 0.0095 0.0531 0.0752 
aza-B15C5-K+ -0.0015 -0.0015 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.0414 0.0377 
aza-B15C5-Mg2+ 0.0174 0.0069 0.0344 0.0340 0.1088 0.2015 
aza-B15C5-Ca2+ 0.0101 0.0102 0.0225 0.0225 0.0913 0.1566 
thio-B15C5-Li+ 0.0007 0.0108 0.0085 0.0080 0.0831 0.1111 
thio-B15C5-Na+ -0.0082 0.0204 0.0040 0.0028 0.0662 0.0852 
thio-B15C5-K+ -0.0201 0.0085 -0.0003 -0.0014 0.0473 0.0340 
thio-B15C5-Mg2+ 0.0101 0.0281 0.0283 0.0253 0.1511 0.2429 
thio-B15C5-Ca2+ -0.0034 0.0252 0.0176 0.0164 0.1273 0.1832 
aza-15C5-Li+ 0.0203 0.0174 0.0136 0.0177 0.0593 0.1283 
aza-15C5-Na+ 0.0114 0.0105 0.0106 0.0127 0.0528 0.0979 
aza-15C5-K+ 0.0022 0.0056 0.0014 0.0077 0.0392 0.0561 
aza-15C5-Mg2+ 0.0381 0.0348 0.0389 0.0353 0.1109 0.2580 
aza-15C5-Ca2+ 0.0257 0.0235 0.0242 0.0275 0.0909 0.1918 

 

  



1.4. NBO Analysis 
Table S4: Stabilization energies E (2) (in kJ mol-1) between the acceptor NBO of the complexed metal (Li+, Na+, 

K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+) and the donor NBOs of B15C5, aza-B15C5, thio-B15C5, and aza-15C5. LP1 and LP2 

represent the donor NBOs corresponding to the free electron pairs of the heteroatoms.  

 

 

  

 Stabilization energy / kJ mol-1  
 O1 O2 O3 O4 X  
Complex LP1 LP2 LP1 LP2 LP1 LP2 LP1 LP2 LP1 LP2 Sum 
B15C5-Li+ 19.71 0.00 19.71 0.00 20.96 1.55 20.96 1.55 21.80 1.30 107.53 

B15C5-Na+ 17.36 0.00 17.36 0.00 17.28 2.26 17.28 2.26 17.91 2.09 93.81 

B15C5-K+ 5.82 0.00 5.82 0.00 8.45 0.00 8.45 0.00 6.15 0.25 34.94 

B15C5-Mg2+ 40.58 1.88 40.58 1.88 33.64 19.83 33.64 19.83 35.52 16.95 244.35 

B15C5-Ca2+ 17.57 1.00 17.57 1.00 20.00 3.81 20.00 3.81 14.39 5.77 104.93 

aza-B15C5-Li+ 20.67 0.00 20.67 0.00 22.26 1.46 22.26 1.46 23.64 - 112.42 

aza-B15C5-Na+ 18.28 0.00 18.28 0.00 18.54 2.05 18.54 2.05 2.05 - 79.79 

aza-B15C5-K+ 6.02 0.00 6.02 0.00 8.79 0.00 8.79 0.00 7.15 - 36.78 

aza-B15C5-Mg2+ 40.79 4.48 19.92 44.02 42.89 22.09 47.86 16.61 70.92 - 264.30 

aza-B15C5-Ca2+ 19.50 1.26 19.50 1.26 20.42 3.10 20.42 3.10 25.36 - 113.89 

thio-B15C5-Li+ 27.87 0.00 24.56 17.53 41.00 2.68 37.66 6.11 31.67 54.85 243.93 

thio-B15C5-Na+ 18.54 0.00 18.54 0.00 18.49 2.51 18.49 2.51 20.71 36.57 136.36 

thio-B15C5-K+ 7.82 0.54 7.82 0.54 6.86 0.59 6.86 0.59 14.90 12.43 58.95 

thio-B15C5-Mg2+ 41.80 5.56 18.83 44.69 43.18 25.15 39.46 31.59 24.98 133.72 408.94 

thio-B15C5-Ca2+ 21.55 0.00 21.55 0.00 14.43 3.51 14.43 3.51 20.38 64.60 163.97 

aza-15C5-Li+ 28.91 0.75 9.62 2.22 24.77 0.96 25.02 1.00 26.02 - 119.29 

aza-15C5-Na+ 18.16 2.09 18.07 2.55 17.49 1.97 19.20 1.38 20.96 - 101.88 

aza-15C5-K+ 7.57 0.42 9.16 0.29 7.03 0.38 9.25 0.00 8.87 - 42.97 

aza-15C5-Mg2+ 38.28 27.03 34.31 32.64 37.40 26.94 48.66 14.27 76.32 - 335.85 

aza-15C5-Ca2+ 16.32 5.73 19.46 2.34 15.86 3.89 21.63 3.22 27.82 - 116.27 



2. 12-membered Rings 

 
Figure S1: Lewis structure representation (left) and optimized structures of the empty crown ethers B12C4, aza-

B12C4 and thio-B12C4 (from left to right).  
 

 
Figure S2: Optimized structures of the B12C4 (first row), aza-B12C4 (second row) and thio-B12C4 (third row) 

complexes with Li+ (violet; a, f, k), Na+ (pink; b, g, l), K+ (dark blue; c, h, m), Mg2+ (brown; d, i, n), and Ca2+ 

(beige; e, j, o), from two perspectives each. 

 

 

  



2.1. Cavity Size dCE 
Table S5: The distances between the heteroatoms opposing each other as well as the cavity sizes dCE of the empty 

CE (B12C4, aza-B12C4, and thio-B12C4) and their complexes with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. 

Distance / Å 
Complex O1-X O2-O3 cavity 

size dCE 
B12C4 3.0255 4.6405 3.8330 

B12C4-Li+ 3.2267 3.8388 3.5327 

B12C4-Na+ 3.7123 3.9695 3.8409 

B12C4-K+ 4.0347 3.7944 3.9145 

B12C4-Mg2+ 3.9100 3.3572 3.6336 

B12C4-Ca2+ 4.1428 3.2566 3.6997 

aza-B12C4 3.0279 4.6922 3.8601 

aza-B12C4-Li+ 3.1846 3.9996 3.5921 

aza-B12C4-Na+ 3.6782 4.1036 3.8909 

aza-B12C4-K+ 4.4422 3.0966 3.7694 

aza-B12C4-Mg2+ 3.9150 3.5730 3.7440 

aza-B12C4-Ca2+ 4.1412 3.4748 3.8080 

thio-B12C4 3.0639 5.0078 4.0358 

thio-B12C4-Li+ 3.3844 4.4042 3.8943 

thio-B12C4-Na+ 3.5718 4.5372 4.0545 

thio-B12C4-K+ 3.6282 4.5808 4.1045 

thio-B12C4-Mg2+ 3.5207 4.3551 3.9379 

thio-B12C4-Ca2+ 4.0554 4.0654 4.0604 
 

2.2. Metal-Heteroatom Distance dX-M
n+ 

Table S6: The distances and average distances between the heteroatoms of the CE (B12C4, aza-B12C4, and 

thio-B12C4) and the complexed cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+).  
Distance / Å 

Complex O1-M O2-M O3-M X-M Average 
distance 

B12C4-Li+ 1.88276 1.93689 1.90707 1.88562 1.9031 

B12C4-Na+ 2.25056 2.32322 2.33354 2.48729 2.3487 

B12C4-K+ 2.63358 2.75425 2.72497 3.3917 2.8761 

B12C4-Mg2+ 2.01429 1.99333 1.99924 1.99691 2.0009 

B12C4-Ca2+ 2.3165 2.3117 2.32801 2.30168 2.3145 

aza-B12C4-Li+ 1.87088 1.97566 2.03397 1.88438 1.9412 

aza-B12C4-Na+ 2.25933 2.32952 2.41851 2.44828 2.3639 

aza-B12C4-K+ 3.93576 3.15176 2.73397 2.78264 3.1510 

aza-B12C4-Mg2+ 2.015 1.998 1.999 2.105 2.0293 

aza-B12C4-Ca2+ 2.31307 2.30893 2.47131 2.29894 2.3481 

thio-B12C4-Li+ 1.89609 1.98914 1.93381 2.48055 2.0749 

thio-B12C4-Na+ 2.27169 2.32707 2.39736 2.78747 2.4459 

thio-B12C4-K+ 2.67233 2.71239 2.94127 3.196 2.8805 

thio-B12C4-Mg2+ 1.96279 2.01405 1.9642 2.4574 2.0996 

thio-B12C4-Ca2+ 2.33247 2.31118 2.31433 2.81501 2.4432 
 

 

 

 



2.3. Hirshfeld Partial Charges 
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Figure S3: Hirshfeld charge transfer qt between the donor atoms (O, S, and N) and Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, resp. Ca2+ 

within the complexes with the B12C4, aza-B12C4 and thio-B12C4CE. The sums of the charge transfers are given 

above the bars. 

 

2.4. NBO Analysis 
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Figure S4: Stabilization energies E(2) within the complexes of the B12C4, aza-B12C4 and thio-B12C4 CEs with Li+, Na+, K+, 
Mg2+, and Ca2+. The contributions of the lone pair donor NBOs (LP1 and LP2 combined) to the interaction with the acceptor 

NBOs and the sum of these, above the bars, are given. 

 
 
 



3. 9-membered Rings 
 

 
Figure S5: Lewis structure representation (left) and optimized structures of the empty crown ethers B9C3, aza-

B9C3 and thio-B9C3(from left to right).  

 
Figure S6: Optimized structures of the B9C3 (first row), aza-B9C3 (second row) and thio-B9C3 (third row) 

complexes with Li+ (violet; a, f, k), Na+ (pink; b, g, l), K+ (dark blue; c, h, m), Mg2+ (brown; d, i, n), and Ca2+ 

(beige; e, j, o), from two perspectives each. 

 

 
 
  



3.1. Cavity Size dCE 
Table S7: The distances between the heteroatoms opposing each other as well as the cavity sizes dCE of the empty 

CE (B9C3, aza-B9C3, and thio-B9C3) and their complexes with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. 

Distance / Å 
Complex O1-O2 O1-X O2-X cavity size 

dCE 
B9C3 2.7619 2.9516 2.9518 2.9517 

B9C3-Li+ 2.7599 2.8265 2.8265 2.8265 

B9C3-Na+ 2.7554 2.8565 2.8564 2.8564 

B9C3-K+ 2.7517 2.8793 2.8791 2.8792 

B9C3-Mg2+ 2.6673 3.0147 2.6719 2.8433 

B9C3-Ca2+ 2.7251 2.8200 2.8200 2.8200 

aza-B9C3 2.7453 3.0029 3.0031 3.0030 

aza-B9C3-Li+ 2.7362 2.8485 3.1312 2.9898 

aza-B9C3-Na+ 2.7275 2.8903 3.1850 3.0376 

aza-B9C3-K+ 2.7263 2.8632 3.2438 3.0535 

aza-B9C3-Mg2+ 2.6455 3.2238 2.8452 3.0345 

aza-B9C3-Ca2+ 2.7091 3.1877 2.8194 3.0036 

thio-B9C3 2.7144 3.3362 3.3362 3.3362 

thio-B9C3-Li+ 2.6959 3.2706 3.2704 3.2705 

thio-B9C3-Na+ 2.6957 3.3104 3.3104 3.3104 

thio-B9C3-K+ 2.6939 3.3169 3.3142 3.3156 

thio-B9C3-Mg2+ 2.6580 3.2959 3.2959 3.2959 

thio-B9C3-Ca2+ 2.6544 3.2475 3.2475 3.2475 
 

3.2. Metal-Heteroatom Distance dX-M
n+ 

Table S8: The distances and average distances between the heteroatoms of the CE (B9C3, aza-B9C3, and thio-

B9C3) and the complexed cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+).  
Distance / Å 

Complex O1-M O2-M X-M Average 
distance 

B9C3-Li+ 3.03717 3.0372 1.90168 2.6587 

B9C3-Na+ 3.48023 3.48044 2.29895 3.0865 

B9C3-K+ 3.96879 3.96868 2.70061 3.5460 

B9C3-Mg2+ 3.23355 3.24632 1.97804 2.8193 

B9C3-Ca2+ 3.46233 3.46233 2.30701 3.0772 

aza-B9C3-Li+ 2.98015 3.07539 2.04977 2.7018 

aza-B9C3-Na+ 3.38056 3.44922 2.44694 3.0922 

aza-B9C3-K+ 3.82026 3.90454 2.90715 3.5440 

aza-B9C3-Mg2+ 3.22019 3.27441 2.09757 2.8641 

aza-B9C3-Ca2+ 3.4907 3.45066 2.47986 3.1404 

thio-B9C3-Li+ 3.23056 3.23053 2.48556 2.9822 

thio-B9C3-Na+ 3.7947 3.79472 2.79966 3.4630 

thio-B9C3-K+ 4.33251 4.33238 3.22413 3.9630 

thio-B9C3-Mg2+ 3.32405 3.32405 2.47001 3.0394 

thio-B9C3-Ca2+ 3.63854 3.63854 2.80637 3.3612 
 



3.3. Hirshfeld Partial Charges  
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Figure S7: Hirshfeld charge transfer qt between the donor atoms (O, S, and N) and Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, resp. Ca2+ 

within the complexes with the B9C3, aza-B9C3 and thio-B9C3 CE. The sums of the charge transfers are given 

above the bars. 
 

3.4. NBO Analysis 
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Figure S8: Stabilization energies E(2) within the complexes of the B9C3, aza-B9C3 and thio-B9C3 CEs with Li+, 

Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. The contributions of the lone pair donor NBOs (LP1 and LP2 combined) to the interaction 

with the acceptor NBOs and the sum of these, above the bars, are given. 
  



4. Aza-15-crown-5  

Table S9: Cavity size, metal–donor atom distance, Hirshfeld charge transfer, and NBO stabilization energy E(2) 

calculated via DFT for complexes of aza-15C5 with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+. 

Complex  Cavity size 
Hirshfeld partial 
charge NBO 

Aza-15C5-M dCE / Å dX-M
n+/ Å qt E(2) / kJ mol-1 

Mn+ = none 4.48 - - - 

Mn+ = Li+ 4.25 2.25 0.13 119.29 

Mn+ = Na+ 4.44 2.36 0.10 101.88 

Mn+ = K+ 4.53 2.73 0.06 42.97 

Mn+ = Mg2+ 3.85 2.09 0.26 335.85 

Mn+ = Ca2+ 4.38 2.36 0.19 116.27 
 

5. Thermodynamic Calculations 
5.1. Entropy and Enthalpy 

Table S10: Changes in enthalpy H and entropy S for the complexation of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ with aza-

15-crown-5, simulated in vacuum and solvent environment as modeled by a polarizable continuum model.  

Complex Vacuum DCM 
Aza-15C5-M ΔS [kJ mol-1K-1] ΔH [kJ mol-1] ΔS [kJ mol-1K-1] ΔH [kJ mol-1] 
Mn+ = Li+ -0.13 -433.04 -0.14 -68.95 

Mn+ = Na+ -0.14 -349.72 -0.13 -71.27 

Mn+ = K+ -0.13 -244.29 -0.14 -57.42 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -0.15 -1247.75 -0.16 -181.85 

Mn+ = Ca2+ -0.15 -932.80 -0.17 -83.59 
 

5.2. Equilibrium Constant and Gibbs Free Energy 

Table S11: Equilibrium constants K for the complexation of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ with aza-15-crown-5, 

benzo-15-crown-5, aza-benzo-15-crown-5 and thio-benzo-15-crown-5, simulated in vacuum. 

Complex B15C5 aza-B15C5 thio-B15C5 aza-15C5 
Mn+ = Li+ 1.9·1064 4.1·1067 1.4·1069 9.8·1068 

Mn+ = Na+ 1.8·1048 2.8·1052 9.5·1053 1.5·1054 

Mn+ = K+ 1.2·1029 2.3·1033 3.6·1036 7.0·1035 

Mn+ = Mg2+ 7.9·10197 1.6·10208 2.0·10206 4.0·10210 

Mn+ = Ca2+ 1.6·10144 6.3·10152 1.3·10153 4.3·10155 

Complex B12C4 aza-B12C4 thio-B12C4 
Mn+ = Li+ 2.7·1056 2.7·1060 4.9·1057 
Mn+ = Na+ 9.2·1037 3.0·1041 1.3·1039 
Mn+ = K+ 5.0·1025 1.4·1022 1.3·1026 
Mn+ = Mg2+ 1.1·10178 1.1·10185 1.7·10178 
Mn+ = Ca2+ 1.0·10128 1.5·10132 1.5·10126 
Complex B9C3 aza-B9C3 thio-B9C3 
Mn+ = Li+ 1.82·1034 1.6·1037 9.5·1034 
Mn+ = Na+ 2.18·1023 7.6·1024 2.4·1024 
Mn+ = K+ 2.48·1015 2.8·1015 7.5·1015 
Mn+ = Mg2+ 3.12·10126 1.0·10134 5.1·10132 
Mn+ = Ca2+ 3.18·1088 1.1·1092 1.2·1091 

 
  



Table S12: Equilibrium constants K for the complexation of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ (non-complexed 

simulated in H2O) with aza-15-crown-5, benzo-15-crown-5, aza-benzo-15-crown-5 and thio-benzo-15-crown-5, 

simulated in DCM as modeled by a polarizable continuum model. No convergence of SCF runs could be achieved 

for B9C3-Ca2+. 

Complex B15C5 aza-B15C5 thio-B15C5 aza-15C5 
Mn+ = Li+ 2.87·105 1.02·104 2.51·102 8.48·104 

Mn+ = Na+ 5.61·104 2.46·103 3.98·105 3.26·105 

Mn+ = K+ 1.53·103 2.87·101 6.02·102 7.87·102 

Mn+ = Mg2+ 1.45·1019 5.93·1018 2.62·1015 2.52·1023 

Mn+ = Ca2+ 1.33·101 4.98·101 2.00 7.43·105 

Complex B12C4 aza-B12C4 thio-B12C4 
Mn+ = Li+ 5.26·10-3 7.78 1.25·10-2 
Mn+ = Na+ 5.33·10-3 2.58·10-1 2.76·10-3 
Mn+ = K+ 1.83·10-1 1.62 2.09·10-2 
Mn+ = Mg2+ 1.76·107 2.16·1010 1.76·104 
Mn+ = Ca2+ 2.26·10-6 6.12·10-6 2.26·10-9 
Complex B9C3 aza-B9C3 thio-B9C3 
Mn+ = Li+ 4.69·10-11 4.67·10-11 3.70·10-9 
Mn+ = Na+ 1.59·10-8 2.15·10-8 2.45·10-9 
Mn+ = K+ 4.09·10-6 2.15·10-7 3.64·10-7 
Mn+ = Mg2+ 3.40·10-30 2.36·10-26 9.27·10-27 
Mn+ = Ca2+  4.96·10-29 4.06·10-31 

 
Table S13: Change in Gibbs free energy [kJ mol-1] for the complexation of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ with aza-

15-crown-5, benzo-15-crown-5, aza-benzo-15-crown-5 and thio-benzo-15-crown-5, simulated in vacuum. 

Complex B15C5 aza-B15C5 thio-B15C5 aza-15C5 

Mn+ = Li+ -366.967931 -385.918522 -394.651777 -393.807461 

Mn+ = Na+ -275.411458 -299.385098 -308.118353 -3.09E+02 

Mn+ = K+ -165.988916 -190.476277 -208.684827 -204.605988 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -1129.61508 -1188.40758 -1177.56236 -1202.09562 

Mn+ = Ca2+ -823.09497 -872.183852 -873.896255 -888.348062 

Complex B12C4 aza-B12C4 thio-B12C4 

Mn+ = Li+ -322.088187 -344.965297 -329.275511 

Mn+ = Na+ -216.682853 -236.711809 -223.284796 

Mn+ = K+ -146.689133 -126.423925 -149.012282 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -1016.28182 -1056.22949 -1017.37384 

Mn+ = Ca2+ -730.657888 -754.514133 -720.220781 

Complex B9C3 aza-B9C3 thio-B9C3 

Mn+ = Li+ -195.561522 -212.322998 -199.650356 

Mn+ = Na+ -133.213664 -142.014262 -139.174031 

Mn+ = K+ -87.8715131 -88.1651408 -90.6184412 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -722.033206 -764.91108 -757.477086 

Mn+ = Ca2+ -505.171328 -525.398708 -519.91034 
 
  



Table S14: Change in Gibbs free energy [kJ mol-1] for the complexation of Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ (non-

complexed simulated in H2O) with aza-15-crown-5, benzo-15-crown-5, aza-benzo-15-crown-5 and thio-benzo-

15-crown-5, simulated in DCM as modeled by a polarizable continuum model. No convergence of SCF runs could 

be achieved for B9C3-Ca2+. 

Complex B15C5 aza-B15C5 thio-B15C5 aza-15C5 

Mn+ = Li+ -31.1511765 -22.8745056 -13.6973962 -28.1322325 

Mn+ = Na+ -27.1060243 -19.3569447 -31.9623417 -31.4666175 

Mn+ = K+ -18.1809235 -8.32393318 -15.8656407 -16.530148 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -109.376992 -107.15886 -88.0119127 -133.572312 

Mn+ = Ca2+ -6.42082573 -9.68894657 -1.72199231 -33.511882 

Complex B12C4 aza-B12C4 thio-B12C4 

Mn+ = Li+ 13.00701249 -5.08469486 10.8623421 

Mn+ = Na+ 12.97550428 3.36264548 14.6109061 

Mn+ = K+ 4.205318921 -1.20227804 9.59185333 

Mn+ = Mg2+ -41.3599515 -58.9843441 -24.2316419 

Mn+ = Ca2+ 32.22747873 29.7572805 49.3531055 

Complex B9C3 aza-B9C3 thio-B9C3 

Mn+ = Li+ 58.95546155 58.9693891 48.129879 

Mn+ = Na+ 44.52047632 43.7621102 49.1483592 

Mn+ = K+ 30.75743796 38.0531303 36.753017 

Mn+ = Mg2+ 168.206478 146.283669 148.594899 

Mn+ = Ca2+  161.560871 173.474914 
 

  



5.3. Solvent Simulation for 9-, 12- and 15-membered Crown Ethers 

 
Figure S9: Logarithm of the equilibrium constant of complex formation of 15-, 12- and 9-membered CEs with 

different metal ions in vacuum (top) and with solvent simulation (bottom, Polarizable Continuum Model). No 

convergence of SCF runs could be achieved for B9C3-Ca2+. Values were determined via DFT according to 

Equations 6 and 7. The dotted line illustrates log(K)solvent=0.  

 

Compared to the results obtained in vacuum, the solvent-based complexation constants 

are significantly lower, due to the charged species in vacuum lacking the stabilization by the 

solvent as present in the experiment. In analogy to the observations in vacuum, a loss of stability 

of the complexes with decreasing ring size is evident. Negative values for log(K) indicate 

unfavorable formation of 9-membered complexes, 12-membered complexes with larger cations 

(Na+, K+, and Ca2+) as well as (thio-)B12C4-Li+. This might be due to the unfavorable size-

relation between CE cavity and cation radius, possibly resulting in a ML2 (sandwich) type 

complex. Based on this behavior, the complexation of Na+, K+, and Ca2+ can be selectively 

avoided. Independent of the heteroatom, a preferential complexation of Mg2+ for 15- and 12-

membered CEs is present. Only for the 9-membered CEs, both divalent cations are complexed 

less than Li+, Na+ and K+. In solvent environment, the trend for the alkali metal ions is less 

pronounced compared to vacuum. Similarly, however, the dimensions do not differ decisively. 

For B15C5, aza-B15C5 and B12C4, Li+ complexation is favored, whereas thio-B15C5 appears 

to complex Na+ preferentially. In fact, for nitrogen and sulfur analogs of B12C4, very small 

deviations are observed, and no clear trend can be identified. B12C4, along with the 9-

membered CEs, exhibits the following trend: K+ > Na+ > Li+, noticeably with a narrow 

variation. 

Dependent on the type of complex, heteroatom substitution can lead to an improvement 

in complex stability. The presence of a sulfur atom in the CE ring leads in all cases (except for 

thio-B15C5-Na+ and thio-B9C3-Li+) to a reduced stability of the complexes, compared to the 

oxygen and nitrogen containing CEs. Although no significant influence of the substitution of 

an oxygen atom in the 15-membered system (with the exception of a slight improvement for 

thio-B15C5-Na+) on the complex stability can be observed, the 12-membered CEs indicate a 

positive effect of the introduction of a nitrogen atom as a donor atom. Interestingly, the presence 
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of nitrogen in aza-B12C4 enables lithium to be complexed in the first place. The Mg/Li ratio, 

which is particularly interesting for selective lithium extraction from seawater, changes for the 

stable complexes as follows: aza-B12C4 < thio-B15C5 < aza-B15C5 < B15C5, with the most 

stable Li+ incorporation into B15C5. 

 

5.4. Calculation of the complex constant K from the liquid-liquid extraction  
The following equations present more detailed information on the calculation of the equilibrium 

constant K from the experimental data. Due to the electroneutrality condition, only the activity, 

representing the deviation between the ideal and the real response of a salt in solution, of the 

entire system can be determined. Therefore, the mean activity coefficient γ(+,-) is applied for γ+ 

and γ-. According to Eq. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.), γ(+,-) is 

calculated from the ionic charges z+ and �2, a dimensionless factor A (literature values, here: 

0.5019) and the ionic strength Ia (Eq. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 
werden.)). The stoichiometric coefficient Q can be calculated by Eq. Fehler! Verweisquelle 
konnte nicht gefunden werden.) based on the stoichiometric factors of the cation and anion, 

m and x. ýĀ�(�+,2) = |�+�2| · � · √�ÿ (1) �ÿ = 12 ∑ ā� · ��2�  
(2) 

� =  (þÿ ∙ ��) 1ÿ+� 
(3) 

 

The concentration of the salt [�ÿ�+���2] and the CE before complexation [��]Āā are known. 

The amount of the CE-metal complex can be determined by the salts of the aqueous phase. The 

indices bc and ac refer to the situation before and after complexation. The concentration of the 

complex [(�ÿ��Ā)ÿ�+(��)(ā��)��- ] can be calculated from Eq. (4). The concentrations of 

cations and anions after the complexation are determined as shown in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), with 

m and x being the stoichiometric factors of the metal ion and the corresponding anion. The 

concentration of the free CE after the complexation process is calculated from Eq. (7). [(�ÿ��Ā)ÿ�+(��)(ā��)��- ] = [āĀþāý��] = [�þ�+���2]Āā 2 [�þ�+���2]ÿā (4) [��+]ÿ = [�ÿ�+���2]Āā 2 (þ · [āĀþāý��]ÿ) (5) [��2]� = �þ [�ÿ�+���2]Āā 2 (� · [āĀþāý��]�) (6) [��]Ā = [��]Āā 2 (ÿ · [āĀþāý��]Ā) (7) 
 

 
Figure S10: Salts used for LLE. 

  



6. Input file for optimization of aza-15C5 in vacuum 
 
%nprocshared = 32 

%mem = 56GB 
%Chk=aza-15c5_optfreqC.chk 

#p opt=tight int=ultrafine freq b3lyp/def2tzvp geom=connectivity 
empiricaldispersion=gd3bj  
 

aza-15C5 
 

0 1 
 C                  1.50651492   -2.59255480    0.29029936 
 C                  2.50326811   -1.46811358    0.33640907 

 O                  0.20629625   -2.01868596    0.43898998 
 H                  1.69523453   -3.31641665    1.08809791 

 H                  1.57080198   -3.10180208   -0.67586402 
 O                  2.14506904   -0.57898581   -0.71537429 
 H                  3.51618205   -1.85531717    0.18821047 

 H                  2.46435589   -0.96404534    1.30891925 
 C                  2.95010820    0.59057235   -0.81644058 

 C                  2.48770787    1.64217882    0.17076442 
 H                  2.81383405    0.95534821   -1.83387050 
 H                  4.00806831    0.35648045   -0.66749646 

 H                  2.96433236    2.60127161   -0.05302052 
 H                  2.72546045    1.37581821    1.20640756 

 C                  0.44494361    2.81880549    0.67971992 
 C                 -0.95491994    2.88691736    0.12523841 
 H                  0.97455193    3.75542632    0.48552540 

 H                  0.43612842    2.63508282    1.75932401 
 O                 -1.49628330    1.57649699    0.24786410 

 H                 -0.92801925    3.17863168   -0.93006478 
 H                 -1.56030560    3.61104153    0.67837327 
 C                 -2.71150190    1.36612425   -0.46422334 

 C                 -3.14262941   -0.04043589   -0.14481834 
 H                 -2.53739688    1.49513559   -1.53843626 

 H                 -3.48056843    2.07649519   -0.14675870 
 O                 -2.03151662   -0.89426852   -0.41340376 
 H                 -4.00766069   -0.32979657   -0.74832146 

 H                 -3.40882712   -0.11552377    0.91420091 
 C                 -2.14052412   -2.17103524    0.21112221 

 C                 -0.83669802   -2.88696875   -0.00459218 
 H                 -2.96357538   -2.74779581   -0.22161096 
 H                 -2.33079646   -2.03558562    1.28113511 

 H                 -0.68889351   -3.11612721   -1.06507766 
 H                 -0.82671654   -3.82293322    0.56179965 

 N                  1.07620022    1.73338780    0.00578402 
 H                  1.47032481    2.58888077   -0.76265393 
 

 1 2 1.0 3 1.0 4 1.0 5 1.0 
 2 6 1.0 7 1.0 8 1.0 

 3 30 1.0 
 4 
 5 

 6 9 1.0 
 7 



 8 

 9 10 1.0 11 1.0 12 1.0 
 10 13 1.0 14 1.0 35 1.0 
 11 

 12 
 13 

 14 
 15 16 1.0 17 1.0 18 1.0 35 1.0 
 16 19 1.0 20 1.0 21 1.0 

 17 
 18 

 19 22 1.0 
 20 
 21 

 22 23 1.0 24 1.0 25 1.0 
 23 26 1.0 27 1.0 28 1.0 

 24 
 25 
 26 29 1.0 

 27 
 28 

 29 30 1.0 31 1.0 32 1.0 
 30 33 1.0 34 1.0 
 31 

 32 
 33 

 34 
 35 36 1.0 
 36 

 

Input file for optimization of aza-15C5 in DCM (based on optimization in vacuum): 
%nprocshared = 32 

%mem = 56GB 
%Chk=aza-15c5_optfreqC.chk 

#p opt freq b3lyp/def2tzvp geom=allcheck scrf=(solvent=dichloromethane) 
empiricaldispersion=gd3bj formcheck 
 

Input file for Hirshfeld analysis of aza-15C5 (based on optimization in vacuum):  
%nprocshared = 32 

%mem = 56GB 
%Chk=aza-15c5_Hirshfeld.chk 
#p SP b3lyp/def2tzvp geom=allcheck Pop=hirshfeld 

 

Input file for NBO analysis of aza-15C5 (based on optimization in vacuum): 
%nprocshared = 32 

%mem = 56GB 
%Chk= Li_azab15c5_NBO.chk 

#p SP b3lyp/def2tzvp geom=allcheck Pop=(FULL,NBOread,savenbos) formcheck 
 
$NBO PLOT FILE= NAME $END 
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Table S1. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA at 70 °C and a molar ratio of [CTA]/[ACVA] 

= 10 and [MAA]/[CTA] = 120. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-average molecular weight of 

PMAA and Mn,exp the experimental theoretical number-average molecular weight measured by SEC. 

The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my aqueous SEC using PEO calibration. CTA1 represents 

the RAFT CTA with a propyl terminus as a Z-group and CTA2 the butyl terminus. 

CTA Solvent Time [min] 
Conversion 

[%] 
Mn,theo [kDa] Mn,exp [kDa] Mw/Mn 

CTA1 water 0 0 0 - - 

CTA1 water 60 33.9 3.59 32.1 1.10 

CTA1 water 120 75.8 8.04 37.2 1.08 

CTA1 water 180 89.8 9.52 39.7 1.07 

CTA1 water 240 97.3 10.3 40.2 1.12 

CTA1 water 300 98.5 10.4 41.2 1.06 

CTA1 water 360 99.1 10.5 42.0 1.07 

CTA1 ethanol 0 0 0 - - 

CTA1 ethanol 60 0 0 - - 

CTA1 ethanol 120 23.2 2.46 17.9 1.10 

CTA1 ethanol 180 36.3 4.46 21.2 1.10 

CTA1 ethanol 240 48.3 5.93 24.6 1.09 

CTA1 ethanol 300 59.4 7.30 27.2 1.09 

CTA1 ethanol 360 69.1 8.50 31.9 1.08 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 0 0 0 - - 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 60 30.5 3.74 - - 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 120 54.6 6.71 28.8 1.14 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 180 64.0 7.87 34.2 1.11 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 240 75.2 9.24 35.9 1.10 

CTA1 1,4-dioxane 300 78.8 9.69 36.8 1.10 

CTA2 water 0 0 0 - - 

CTA2 water 60 7.00 0.743 - - 

CTA2 water 120 51.5 5.47 51.3 1.18 

CTA2 water 180 73.3 7.78 59.2 1.18 

CTA2 water 240 90.1 9.56 63.4 1.19 

CTA2 water 300 95.2 10.1 66.6 1.20 

CTA2 water 360 97.8 10.4 66.9 1.20 

CTA2 ethanol 0 0 0 - - 

CTA2 ethanol 60 40.0 4.24 20.7 1.17 

CTA2 ethanol 120 50.6 5.37 30.0 1.19 

CTA2 ethanol 180 54.7 5.81 36.8 1.19 

CTA2 ethanol 240 65.4 6.95 43.9 1.17 

CTA2 ethanol 300 65.9 7.00 46.9 1.18 

CTA2 ethanol 360 66.7 7.08 51.4 1.18 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 0 0 0 - - 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 60 22.8 2.42 39.4 1.13 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 120 36.9 3.92 50.8 1.06 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 180 55.1 5.85 53.2 1.12 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 240 58.9 6.26 54.9 1.12 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 300 68.5 7.27 55.8 1.13 

CTA2 1,4-dioxane 360 72.6 7.71 58.5 1.13 
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Table S2. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA with CTA3 with a molar ratio of 

[MAA]/[CTA3] = 120. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMAA 

and Mn,exp the experimental theoretical number-average molecular weight measured by SEC. The 

dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my aqueous SEC using PEO calibration. CTA3 represents the 

RAFT CTA with a dodecyl- terminus as a Z-group. 

[CTA]/ 

[ACVA] 
Solvent 

Time 

[min] 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Conversion 

[%] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

10 1,4-dioxane 0 70 0 0 - - 

10 1,4-dioxane 60 70 8.00 0.968 10.6 1.73 

10 1,4-dioxane 120 70 12.5 1.35 11.0 1.72 

10 1,4-dioxane 180 70 17.6 1.87 12.3 1.67 

10 1,4-dioxane 240 70 23.2 2.49 13.2 1.66 

10 1,4-dioxane 300 70 27.5 2.95 14.4 1.59 

10 1,4-dioxane 1170 70 75.1 8.06 19.3 1.51 

10 ethanol 0 70 0 0 - - 

10 ethanol 60 70 3.80 0.410 4.30 1.74 

10 ethanol 120 70 2.70 0.295 4.70 1.78 

10 ethanol 180 70 5.20 0.557 4.80 1.78 

10 ethanol 240 70 3.70 0.393 5.10 1.78 

10 ethanol 300 70 7.20 0.770 5.30 1.78 

10 ethanol 1170 70 45.8 4.91 18.3 1.27 

10 1-propanol 0 70 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 60 70 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 120 70 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 180 70 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 240 70 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 300 70 0 0 - - 

10 1,4-dioxane 0 80 0 0 - - 

10 1,4-dioxane 60 80 19,5 2.10 11.6 1.70 

10 1,4-dioxane 120 80 29.6 3.17 14.9 1.59 

10 1,4-dioxane 180 80 32.3 3.47 17.0 1.48 

10 1,4-dioxane 240 80 40.7 4.37 19.5 1.40 

10 1,4-dioxane 300 80 41.8 4.49 19.4 1.43 

10 1,4-dioxane 360 80 43.5 4.66 19.6 1.43 

10 ethanol 0 80 0 0 - - 

10 ethanol 60 80 9.20 0.990 5.50 1.73 

10 ethanol 120 80 11.4 1.23 6.90 1.64 

10 ethanol 180 80 11.4 1.23 7.10 1.65 

10 ethanol 240 80 9.86 1.06 7.30 1.65 

10 ethanol 300 80 13.9 1.49 7.60 1.64 

10 ethanol 360 80 12.5 1.34 7.70 1.63 

10 1-propanol 0 80 0 0 - - 

10 1-propanol 60 80 17.6 1.89 15.7 1.15 

10 1-propanol 120 80 29.5 3.16 19.2 1.12 

10 1-propanol 180 80 37.7 4.05 21.5 1.11 

10 1-propanol 240 80 42.3 4.54 22.7 1.11 

10 1-propanol 300 80 42.9 4.61 23.1 1.11 

10 1-propanol 360 80 42.0 4.51 23.1 1.16 

5 1,4-dioxane 0 80 0 0 - - 

5 1,4-dioxane 60 80 32.4 3.48 16.8 1.53 

5 1,4-dioxane 120 80 49.1 5.27 21.3 1.41 
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[CTA]/ 

[ACVA] 
Solvent 

Time 

[min] 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Conversion 

[%] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

5 1,4-dioxane 180 80 65.1 6.99 26.4 1.34 

5 1,4-dioxane 240 80 80.1 8.59 29.9 1.27 

5 ethanol 0 80 0 0 - - 

5 ethanol 60 80 23.2 2.49 8.70 1.55 

5 ethanol 120 80 40.3 4.32 14.3 1.38 

5 ethanol 180 80 53.0 5.69 18.7 1.29 

5 ethanol 240 80 60.5 6.49 22.1 1.24 

5 ethanol 300 80 63.5 6.81 23.8 1.21 

5 ethanol 360 80 64.4 6.91 24.9 1.21 

5 1-propanol 0 80 0 0 - - 

5 1-propanol 60 80 24.6 2.64 17.9 1.13 

5 1-propanol 120 80 56.0 6.01 26.1 1.13 

5 1-propanol 180 80 69.7 7.48 28.7 1.09 

5 1-propanol 240 80 75.6 8.11 30.4 1.09 

5 1-propanol 300 80 77.7 8.34 30.4 1.09 

5 1-propanol 360 80 79.0 8.47 30.6 1.09 

Table S3. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA5-b-PS9554 with CTA1 at 80 °C in water and a 

targeted styrene DP of 502 with a [CTA1]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5. rTEM represents the number-

average radius obtained by TEM. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-average molecular 

weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMMA-b-

PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF using PS calibration. 

Time [min] 
Conversion 

[%] 
rTEM [nm] Mn,theo [kDa] 

Mn,theo* 

[kDa] 
Mn,exp [kDa] Mw/Mn 

35 3.1 - 4.48 4.90 - - 

40 16 15 ± 2 11.1 11.5 12.5 1.13 

45 20 18 ± 2 13.5 14.0 25.5 1.26 

50 56 25 ± 2 31.9 32.3 43.2 1.30 

55 74 24 ± 3 42.0 42.0 56.2 1.30 

60 85 27 ± 3 47.4 47.8 64.2 1.27 

120 99 29 ± 3 54.4 54.8 69.1 1.33 

Table S4. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA10-b-PS9045 with CTA1 at 80 °C in water and a 

targeted MAA DP of 50 and a styrene DP of 400 with a [CTA1]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 20 wt%. 

rTEM represents the number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the 

theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF 

using PS calibration after methylation. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI 

rTEM 

[nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,theo* 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

60 48 24 ± 1 0.3 ± 0.2 - 22.3 22.7 - - 

70 56 28.88 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.02 - 25.8 26.2 30.0 1.17 

80 78 31.79 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.02 - 36.3 36.3 53.8 1.28 

90 93 31.9 ± 0.2 0.07 ± 0.02 - 43.2 43.2 66.7 1.28 

120 97 32.0 ± 0.5 0.04 ± 0.02 24 ± 3 45.0 44.9 69.5 1.26 
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Figure S1. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the PMAA10-b-

PS9045 with CTA1 copolymer and 20 wt% after 120 minutes reaction time. 

Table S5. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA10-b-PS9045 with CTA1 at 80 °C in water and a 

targeted MAA DP of 50 and a styrene DP of 400 with a [CTA1]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 25 wt%. 

rTEM represents the number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the 

theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF 

using PS calibration after methylation. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI 

rTEM 

[nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,theo* 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

50 1.8 - - - 1.09 1.10 - - 

60 7.5 26 ± 1 0.4 ± 0.2 - 3.84 3.89 - - 

70 34 28.88 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.02 - 15.9 16.2 27.3 1.35 

80 67 30.6 ± 0.3 0.07 ± 0.02 24 ± 2 31.1 31.5 51.7 1.35 

90 86 32.5 ± 0.6 0.08 ± 0.03 - 39.8 40.4 70.8 1.40 

120 94 33.1 ± 0.3 0.04 ± 0.01 29 ± 3 43.6 44.2 71.0 1.50 

 

Figure S2. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the PMAA10-b-

PS9045 with CTA1 copolymer and 25 wt% after 120 minutes reaction time. 
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Table S6. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA10-b-PS9045 with CTA1 at 80 °C in water and a 

targeted MAA DP of 50 and a styrene DP of 400 with a [CTA1]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 30 wt%. 

rTEM represents the number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the 

theoretical number-average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF 

using PS calibration after methylation. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversio

n [%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI 

rTEM 

[nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,theo* 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

180 6.9 - - - 3.44 3.49 - - 

240 18 - - - 8.38 8.50 - - 

300 28 42.1 ± 0.3 0.56 ± 0.04 26 ± 2 13.0 13.2 26.0 1.38 

 

Figure S3. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the PMAA10-b-

PS9045 with CTA1 copolymer and 30 wt% after 300 minutes reaction time. 

Table S7. Polymerization of PMAA20-b-PS8018 with CTA3 at 80 °C in water and a targeted styrene 

DP of 200 with a [CTA3]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5. rTEM represents the number-average radius 

obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-average molecular 

weight of PMAA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF + 35 mmol TFA using 

universal PS calibration. The PMAA-CTA3 macro-CTA was synthesized in ethanol and determined 

with NMR and aqueous SEC using PEO calibration with Mn,theo = 3.8 kDa and a Mw/Mn = 1.11. 

(w/w) 

solids [%] 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 

rTEM 

[nm] 
rDLS [nm] PDI 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

40 10 0 - - - 3.8 - - 

40 20 0 - - - 3.8 - - 

40 30 6.5 - 36.0 ± 0.5 0.15 ± 0.06 4.8 - - 

40 40 24 - 40.2 ± 0.4 0.03 ± 0.02 7.4 - - 

40 50 45 - 44.6 ± 0.1 0.07 ± 0.01 10 35 1.17 

40 60 65 - 48.2 ± 0.5 0.05 ± 0.05 13 46 1.20 

40 70 78 - 49.6 ± 0.4 0.02 ± 0.02 15 53 1.20 

40 80 91 45 ± 3 51.8 ± 0.6 0.05 ± 0.02 17 59 1.23 

50 10 0 - - - 3.8 - - 

50 20 0 - - - 3.8 - - 

50 30 9.4 - 34.9 ± 0.5 0.14 ± 0.09 5.3 - - 

50 40 40 - 38.9 ± 2.5 0.21 ± 0.23 9.7 35 1.18 

50 50 63 - 44.6 ± 0.3 0.06 ± 0.05 13 46 1.18 

50 60 77 - 47.2 ± 0.6 0.03 ± 0.02 15 55 1.20 

50 70 92 - 48.7 ± 0.6 0.04 ± 0.03 17 62 1.21 

50 80 94 41± 2 50 ± 1 0.06 ± 0.05 18 63 1.23 
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Figure S4. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the PMAA20-b-

PS8018 with CTA3 copolymer and 40 wt%. 

 

Figure S5. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the PMAA20-b-

PS8018 with CTA3 copolymer and 50 wt%. 

Table S8. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA20-b-PS8042 with CTA3 at 80 °C in water with 

a targeted styrene DP of 320 with a [CTA3]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 50 wt%. rTEM represents the 

number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-average molecular 

weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF + 35 mmol TFA using 

universal PS calibration. The PMAA-CTA3 macro-CTA was synthesized in 1-propanol and 

determined with NMR and aqueous SEC using PEO calibration with Mn,theo = 8.5 kDa and a Mw/Mn 

= 1.09. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI rTEM [nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

20 0 - - - - - - 

40 2.2 41.1 ± 0.7 0.55 ± 0.05 - 9.2 - - 

60 32 48 ± 1 0.06 ± 0.04 32 ± 3 19 27.6 1.16 

80 74 53.2 ± 0.8 0.05 ± 0.03 42 ± 4 33 50.3 1.20 

100 95 57 ± 1 0.05 ± 0.05 42 ± 4 40 58.9 1.21 

120 98 58 ± 1 0.02 ± 0.02 - 41 59.2 1.22 

140 98 56.2 ± 0.8 0.05 ± 0.02 - 41 59.6 1.22 
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Figure S6. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the of PMAA20-

b-PS8042 after 100 minutes reaction time with CTA3 copolymer and 50 wt% and 80 % weight fraction 

of styrene. 

Table S9. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA10-b-PS9086 with CTA3 at 80 °C in water with 

a targeted styrene DP of 740 with a [CTA3]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 50 wt%. rTEM represents the 

number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-average molecular 

weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined by SEC THF + 35 mmol TFA using 

universal PS calibration. The PMAA-CTA3 macro-CTA was synthesized in 1-propanol and 

determined with NMR and aqueous SEC using PEO calibration with Mn,theo = 8.5 kDa and a Mw/Mn 

= 1.09. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI rTEM [nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

20 0 - - - - - - 

40 0 - - - - - - 

60 2.0   - 10 - - 

80 5.1 50.1 ± 0.5 0.07 ± 0.02 - 12 10.2 2.63 

120 22 59.2 ± 0.5 0.04 ± 0.02 39 ± 4 26 41.9 1.27 

145 38 62.7 ± 0.5 0.03 ± 0.03 52 ± 6 38 57.7 1.32 

160 45 65.3 ± 0.8 0.07 ± 0.02 55 ± 4 43 69.9 1.40 

180 60 69.6 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 60 ± 5 55 91.4 1.43 

 

Figure S7. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the of PMAA10-

b-PS9086 after 180 minutes reaction time with CTA3 copolymer and 50 wt% and 90 % weight fraction 

of styrene. 
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Table S10. Kinetic Data of the Polymerization of PMAA5-b-PS95165 with CTA3 at 80 °C in water with 

a targeted styrene DP of 1500 with a [CTA3]/[ACVA] molar ratio of 5 at 50 wt%. rTEM represents the 

number-average radius obtained by TEM and rDLS by DLS. Mn,theo represents the theoretical number-

average molecular weight of PMAA-b-PS and Mn,theo* the theoretical number-average molecular 

weight of PMMA-b-PS. The dispersity Mw/Mn was determined my SEC THF + 35 mmol TFA using 

universal PS calibration. The PMAA-CTA3 macro-CTA was synthesized in 1-propanol and 

determined with NMR and aqueous SEC using PEO calibration with Mn,theo = 8.5 kDa and a Mw/Mn 

= 1.09. 

Time 

[min] 

Conversion 

[%] 
rDLS [nm] PDI rTEM [nm] 

Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

Mn,exp 

[kDa] 
Mw/Mn 

20 0 - - - - - - 

40 0 - - - - - - 

60 0 - - - - - - 

80 1 - - - 10 - - 

100 3 58.4 ± 0.1 0.07 ± 0.02 - 14 34.1 1.15 

120 6.9 61.1 ± 0.7 0.06 ± 0.02 - 19 37.1 1.24 

140 8.9 64.6 ± 0.8 0.06 ± 0.05 - 22 43.5 1.28 

160 11 66.7 ± 0.5 0.06 ± 0.02 - 26 45.1 1.30 

180 13 69.5 ± 0.4 0.06 ± 0.02 55 ± 7 28 45.7 1.40 

 

Figure S8. TEM image (left) and histogram (right) of the number-average radius of the of PMAA5-

b-PS95165 after 180 minutes reaction time with CTA3 copolymer and 50 wt% and 90 % weight fraction 

of styrene. 

 

Figure S9. TEM image of PMAA40-b-PS6046 after full conversion with CTA1 copolymer and 20 wt%. 
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Figure S10. SEC results of PMAA20-b-PS8042 with CTA3 at 50 wt% after full conversion. 

 

Figure S11. Pictures of the polymerization of PMAA-b-PS with CTA2 and CTA3 at 40 wt%. The 

polymerization with CTA2 shows clearly a more viscous medium. 

Table S11. Overview of the PMAA-b-PS polymerizations with the corresponding macro-CTAs. SEC 

data for macro-CTA1 for polymer PMAA10-b-PS9045 was determined with aqueous SEC using PAA 

calibration. All other macro-CTAs were measured against PEO calibration as it was mentioned in 

the previous tables. For more detailed information see Table S3-S10. 

Targeted  

polymer 

Time 

[min] 

(w/w) 

solids 

[%] 

Macro-

CTA 

DP 

PMAA 

Mn,theo 

PMAA 

[kDa] 

Mn,Mw 

PMAA 

Targeted 

DP PS 

Targeted 

PS  Mn,theo 

[kDa] 

PS 

Conversion 

Mn,exp 

PMAA-

b-PS 

[kDa] 

Mn,Mw 

PMAA-

b-PS 

PMAA05-b-PS9554 120 20 CTA1 30 2.9 1.06 502 52.3 99 69.1 1.33 

PMAA10-b-PS9045 120 20 CTA1 50 4.5 1.25 400 41.7 97 69.5 1.26 

PMAA10-b-PS9045 120 25 CTA1 50 4.5 1.25 400 41.7 94 71.0 1.50 

PMAA10-b-PS9045 300 30 CTA1 50 4.5 1.25 400 41.7 28 26.0 1.38 

PMAA20-b-PS8046 240 35 CTA2 101 8.7 1.17 360 37.4 99 166 1.57 

PMAA20-b-PS8046 240 40 CTA2 101 8.7 1.17 360 37.4 99 158 1.61 

PMAA20-b-PS8018 80 40 CTA3 43 3.8 1.11 140 33.2 91 59.0 1.23 

PMAA20-b-PS8018 80 50 CTA3 43 3.8 1.11 140 33.2 94 63.0 1.23 

PMAA20-b-PS8042 140 50 CTA3 95 8.5 1.09 320 33.2 99 59.6 1.22 

PMAA10-b-PS9086 180 50 CTA3 95 8.5 1.09 740 77.0 60 91.4 1.43 

PMAA05-b-

PS95165 
180 50 CTA3 95 8.5 1.09 1500 156 13 45.7 1.40 
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Synthetic Route B9C3-OH 

 

Figure S1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of B9C3-OH. 

 

NMR Data Analysis 

 

Figure S2. 1H NMR spectroscopy of the CPP CTA. 



  

2 
 

 

Figure S3. 1H NMR spectrum of 15-crown-5 CE (top) and PS51-b-P(MAA25-r-CE5MA24)56 
diblock copolymer containing randomly distributed CE units (bottom). 

 

Figure S4. 1H NMR spectroscopy of B9C3 CE (bottom), B9C3 CHO (middle), and B9C3-
OH (top). 
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Figure S5. 1H NMR spectrum of PMAA17 in D2O (bottom) and PS62-b-PMAA38
46 in THF-d8 

(top) during the one-pot solution−emulsion polymerization. 

 

 

Figure S6. 1H NMR spectrum of 1-octanol (bottom) and PS45-b-P(octylmethacrylate(OMA)24-

r- CE3MA31)87 (bottom). 
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GC-MS Analysis 

 

Figure S7. GC-MS of B9C3. 

 

Figure S8. GC-MS of B9C3-CHO. 
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Figure S9. GC-MS of B9C3-OH. 

 

Figure S10. Optical experiment with KEE in DCM (right) and additionally added CEs. 
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Results of the Liquid−Liquid Extraction 

 

Figure S11. UV-vis spectra (left) and its calibration curve (right) of B15C5 CE in water.

 

Figure S12. UV-vis spectra (left) and calibration curve (right) of B12C4 CE in water. 

 

Figure S13. Comparison of the complex stability (left) and Gibbs energy (right) of free 
B15C5 CE and polymer-bound CE system PS51-b-P(MAA25-r-CE5MA24)56 with NaEE and 
KEE at different CE:salt molar ratios. The salt concentrations were kept constant.   
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UV-vis spectra 

 

Figure S14. UV-vis spectra of the different Na-EE salts for calibration (blue curves) and the 
remained NaEE salt concentration in the aqueous phase after extraction of the PS60-b-P(MAA20-
r-CE3MA20)49 with NaEE (pink curve) (left). The calibration curve and the concentration 
before and after extraction are shown in the right figure. The pink square represents the sodium 
concentration in the water phase before extraction and the hollow square represents the 
concentration after the extraction. Both squares overlay (right).  

 

Figure S15.: UV-vis spectra of the calibration points (blue gradient) and of PS52-b-P(MAA12-
r-CE3MA36)76 with LIS (pink) after the extraction. A new signal at 280 nm appears, which is 
referred to the PS signal of the polymer (left). Calibration curve and the concentration before 
and after extraction (right). The pink square represents the lithium concentration in the water 
phase before extraction and the hollow square the concentration after the extraction. 
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Figure S16.: UV-vis spectrum of the aqueous phase before extraction (black curve) and after 
extraction (red curve) of the LLE with the LIS salt and the PS45-b-P(OMA24-r- CE3MA31)87 

copolymer.  

IR Data 

 

Figure S17: IR spectrum of B9C3 CE. 
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Figure S18: IR spectrum of the PS70-b-PMAA30
42 diblock copolymer. 

 

Figure S19: IR spectrum of the PS70-b-P(MAA7-r-CE3MA23)120 copolymer. 
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Eq.1 represents the calculation of the complex constant K in more detail with cstart being the 
starting salt concentration in the aqueous phase and cCE,start being the starting CE concentration 
in the organic phase. The value Q is referred to 1, since only monovalent metal ions were used.  K = [� ](Q · (� [� , -m∙� ] ) ·(� [� , -x∙� ] )) · [� , -n∙� ]n (1) 
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Experimental Section

Materials

2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium salt (>99%, NaEE, Waldeck, Münster, Germany), 

2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester potassium salt (>99%, KEE, Carl Roth, Karslruhe, 

Germany), lithium 3,5-diidosalicylate (>99%, LIS, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 

catechol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), Bis-2-chloroethylether (99%, TCI 

Chemicals, Eschborn, Germany), benzo-15-crown-5 (98%, B15C5, TCI Chemicals, Eschborn, 

Germany), benzo-12-crown-4 (98%, B12C4, TCI Chemicals, Eschborn, Germany), 12-crown-

4-hydroxyl (12C4-OH, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 15-crown-5-hydroxyl (15C5-

OH, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), hexamethylenetetramine (98%, Sigma-Aldrich, 

Schnelldorf, Germany), sodium borohydride (98%, B15C5, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, 

Germany), dicyclohexylcarbodiimid (98%, DCC, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 4-

(dimethylamino)-pyridin (98%, DMAP, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), 1-

propanethiol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), MAA (>99%, Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany), potassium hydroxide (KOH) (85%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), carbon disulfide 

(CS2) (99%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), p-tosyl chloride (98%, Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany), 4,4-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA) (>98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, 

Germany), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (99%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany), 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) (>99%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany), styrene (99%, 

Grüssing, Filsum, Germany), dichloromethane (DCM) (>99%, Acros, Schwerte, Germany), 

acetone (>99%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), n-hexane (95%, VWR Chemicals, Darmstadt, 

Germany), chloroform-d1 (>99%, EurisoTop, Saarbrücken, Germany), THF-d8 (>99%, Euriso-

Top), dimethylsulfoxide-d6 (>99%, Germany), deuterium oxide (D2O) (>99%, Euriso-Top, 

Saarbrücken, Germany), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (99%, TCI Chemicals, Eschborn, 

Germany), NaHCO3 (>99%, Grüssing, Filsum, Germany), Mg2SO4 (>99%, Grüssing, Filsum, 

Germany), and activated basic aluminum oxide (>99%, grain size between 0.063�0.200 mm, 

Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were used as received without further purification unless noted 

otherwise. Styrene was purified by filtration through basic activated aluminum oxide to remove 

the inhibitor. Deionized water was purified with a Milli-Q® integral water purification system. 

The subscripts in the designation of the polymers represent the fraction of the respective block 

in wt% and the superscript represents the overall molecular weight in kDa.

General Methods

NMR spectroscopy

1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature using a 300 or 400 MHz 

Bruker AVANCE II spectrometer in either CDCl3-d1, D2O or THF-d8. The residual signals at δ 
= 7.26 for CDCl3-d1, δ = 4.80 ppm for D2O and δ = 3.58 ppm for THF-d8 were used as an 

internal standard for the chemical shifts. 

UV-vis spectroscopy

The UV-Vis spectra were recorded with a spectrophotometer UV5 from METTLER TOLEDO 

at room temperature. The sample was measured from 190 to 1100 nm. The scan time was 10 s.



3

The synthetic procedures, the two-phase extraction, as well as a more detailed calculation of 

the complex constant K were published elsewhere.1

Reaction Overviews

Fig. S1: Reaction overview of the B9C3-OH functionalization starting from catechol. 

Fig. S2: Reaction overview of the one-pot PMAA-b-PS RAFT emulsion polymerization using water and achieving 

well-controlled reactions conditions. 
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Calibration Curves of the Salt Dyes 

Fig. S3: Example calibration curves of the used salt dyes 2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester potassium, 

2′,4′,5′,7′-tetrabromoeosin ethyl ester sodium and lithium 3,5-diidosalicylate salt.



5

NMR spectra of the crown ethers and the polymer-based crown ethers

Fig. S4: 1H NMR spectrum of 12C4-OH (bottom) and P(MAA21-r-12C4MA19)-b-PS60
48.6 diblock copolymer 

containing randomly distributed CE units (top) in CDCl3. 

Fig. S5: 1H NMR spectrum of B9C3 (bottom) and P(MAA20-r-B9C3MA20)-b-PS60
49.1 diblock copolymer 

containing randomly distributed CE units (top) in CDCl3. 
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Determination of the Degree of Functionalization

The theoretical molecular weights of all polymers are calculated from the following Eq. 1:2

 (1)

��,�ℎ =  

[�]
0

∙ � ∙ ��[���]
0

 +  ����
where [M]0 and [CTA]0 are the initial concentrations of monomer and chain transfer agent, p 

the monomer conversion and MM and MCTA are the molar masses of monomer and chain transfer 

agent. For calculating the degree of polymerization (DP) for PMAA or PS the molecular weight 

of the polymer block is divided by the formula weight of the repeating unit. 

The average number of CE-esterified repeating units per chain will be called nCE � not �degree 

of polymerization� which would, by definition, be incorrect in a statistical copolymer block. 

nCE is calculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy and given by Eq. 2. 

 (2)

��� =  

∫� ��∫� �� 

 ∙  ����
The integral X corresponds to the phenyl protons of PS, integral Y corresponds to characteristic 

protons of the CE (see Fig. S4) and Hx and Hy to the corresponding protons of one respective 

repeating unit. DPPS labels the DP of PS. 

With the known DP of the PMAA (from Eq. 1, before esterification reaction) the degree of 

functionalization (DF) can be determined by Eq. 3. 

(3)

��������� =  ��
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9.7. SOLUBILITY PARAMETERS

9.7 Solubility parameters

Table 9.1: Contributions for �rst-order functional groups for the dispersive partial solubility parame-
ter δd, the polar partial solubility parameter δp, the partial solubility parameter for hydrogen bonding

δh, and the solubility parameters for the case of low values below 3 MPa
1

2 ( δp,low, δh,low). All values

are given in MPa
1

2 .

Group δd δp δh δp,low δh,low

-CH3 -0.9714 -1.6448 -0.7813 -0.7241 0.2990

-CH2- -0.0269 -0.3045 -0.4119 -0.1403 -0.1161

-CH< -0.6450 0.6491 -0.2018 -0.5898 -0.1386

>C< -1.2686 2.0838 0.0866 - -

CH2=CH- -1.0585 -2.0838 -1.2985 -0.2977 -1.3552

-CH=CH- 0.0048 -0.2984 -0.04 -0.2286 -0.4819

CH2=C< -0.4829 -0.7794 -0.826 0.64816 0.11148

-CH=C< 0.5372 -0.9024 -1.8872 1.22566 -0.03066

>C=C< 0.3592 1.0526 -15.4659 * -0.12117

CH2=C=CH- -1.6518 * -0.998 -0.32258 *

CH≡C- 0.232 -1.3294 1.0736 -0.74895 0.43846

C≡C -0.2028 -0.7598 -1.1083 * -0.35107

ACH 0.1105 -0.5303 -0.4305 -0.19313 0.13532

AC 0.8446 0.6187 0.0084 0.16369 -0.17405

ACCH3 0.2174 -0.5705 -1.1473 -0.47724 -0.28733

ACCH2- 0.6933 0.6517 -0.1375 -0.33086 -0.88084

ACCH< - - - 0.86718 -1.44666

-CH3CO -0.3551 2.3192 -1.3078 - -

-CH2CO- 0.6527 3.7328 -0.5344 - -

-CHO (aldehyde) -0.403 3.4734 0.1687 - -

COOH -0.291 0.9042 3.7391 - -

-CH3COO -0.5401 -0.397 1.5826 1.71923 *

-CH2COO 0.2913 3.6462 1.2523 2.16274 *

HCOO * 1.9308 2.1202 - -

COO 0.2039 3.4637 1.1389 1.60913 0.37204

OH -0.3462 1.1404 7.1908 1.84013 *

ACOH 0.5288 1.101 6.958 - -

CH3O -0.5828 0.1764 0.146 -0.4032 *

CH2O 0.031 0.8826 -0.1528 * *

CHO (ether) 0.8833 1.6853 0.4470 * -0.40667

-C2H5O2 -0.1249 3.6422 8.3579 - -

273
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Table 9.1: Contributions for �rst-order functional groups for the dispersive partial solubility parame-
ter δd, the polar partial solubility parameter δp, the partial solubility parameter for hydrogen bonding

δh, and the solubility parameters for the case of low values below 3 MPa
1

2 ( δp,low, δh,low). All values

are given in MPa
1

2 .

Group δd δp δh δp,low δh,low

CH2O (cycl.) 0.2753 0.1994 -0.161 -0.33305 *

CH2NH2 -0.5828 1.4084 2.592 * *

CHNH2 0.0112 -1.1989 0.3818 - -

CHNH - - - 1.25999 *

CH3NH * 0.6777 5.6646 - -

CH2NH 0.8116 0.9412 1.34 0.83214 *

CH3N 0.8769 1.2046 1.6062 * -0.17004

CH2N 1.4681 2.8345 1.2505 0.65229 -1.03686

ACNH2 1.6987 1.6761 4.5274 - -

CONH2 -0.0689 6.0694 5.228 - -

CON(CH3)2 0.4482 5.7899 3.002 - -

CH2SH 1.2797 -0.8223 4.4646 - -

CH3S * 0.4944 -1.4861 - -

CH2S 1.0595 0.753 -0.2287 - -

I 0.7797 0.6777 0.2646 - -

Br 0.5717 0.6997 -1.0722 - -

CH2Cl 0.2623 0.597 -0.5364 * 0.48952

CHCl 0.4462 2.806 -1.4125 * 0.12996

CCl 2.7576 2.0406 0.1101 - -

CHCl2 1.1797 1.8361 -3.2861 * 0.52541

CCl2 0.3653 0.1696 -1.4334 - -

CCl3 * 1.2777 -2.6354 - -

ACCl 0.8475 -0.0339 -0.784 -0.10778 0.44238

CCl2F - - - * *

ACF 0.117 0.1856 -0.7182 * -0.37183

Cl-(C=C) 0.2289 2.3444 3.8893 * 0.66062

CF3 -0.2293 -1.9735 -1.4665 * -0.08871

CH2NO2 * 6.8944 -1.2861 - -

CHNO2 * 8.0347 -2.3167 - -

ACNO2 1.4195 4.4838 -0.7167 - -

CH2CN -0.3392 6.5341 -0.8892 - -

CF2 -0.9729 * * - -

CF 0.1707 * * - -
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Table 9.1: Contributions for �rst-order functional groups for the dispersive partial solubility parame-
ter δd, the polar partial solubility parameter δp, the partial solubility parameter for hydrogen bonding

δh, and the solubility parameters for the case of low values below 3 MPa
1

2 ( δp,low, δh,low). All values

are given in MPa
1

2 .

Group δd δp δh δp,low δh,low

F** -0.7069 * * - -

CH2=C=C< -0.2804 * -1.9167 1.20154 *

O** 0.0472 3.3432 0.0256 -0.48942 *

Cl** 0.2256 1.8711 -0.3295 * 1.12515

>C=N- -0.3074 -0.0012 -5.3956 - -

-CH=N- 0.9672 1.9728 0.7668 - -

NH** * 0.0103 2.2086 - -

CN** 0.0861 6.5331 -0.6849 - -

O=C=N -0.1306 1.6102 4.0461 - -

SH** 1.0427 1.9813 4.8181 - -

CH2S - - - * 0.14606

S** 1.4899 9.2072 -0.625 0.11058 *

SO2 1.5502 11.1758 0.1055 - -

>C=S 0.7747 0.0683 3.408 - -

>C=O -0.4343 0.7905 1.8147 * -0.05529

N** 1.5438 2.578 1.1189 - -

Table 9.2: Contributions for second-order functional groups for the dispersive partial solubility
parameter δd, the polar partial solubility parameter δp, the partial solubility parameter for hydrogen

bonding δh, and the solubility parameters for the case of low values below 3 MPa
1

2 ( δp,low, δh,low).

All values are given in MPa
1

2 .

Group δd δp δh δp,low δh,low

(CH3)2-CH- 0.046 0.0019 0.3149 0.200694 0.00000001

(CH3)3-C- -0.0738 1.188 -0.2966 - -

C-5 ring 2.343 0.6491 -0.2018 -0.8979 0.19438

C-6 ring -0.3874 -3.6432 * -0.956852 0.00000002

-C=C-C=C- -0.1355 -3.5085 -1.0795 0.648793 *

CH3-C= -0.0785 0.3316 0.3875 -0.008375 -0.06137

-CH2-C= -0.3236 -2.3179 -0.5836 0.011009 0.06599

>CH or C-C= -0.2798 * -1.1164 -0.3972 0.342229

chain in ring -0.1945 * * * -0.280859

CH3(CO)CH2- -0.0451 -0.3383 -0.4083 - -

Ccyc=O -0.2981 0.4497 -0.4794 - -
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Table 9.2: Contributions for second-order functional groups for the dispersive partial solubility
parameter δd, the polar partial solubility parameter δp, the partial solubility parameter for hydrogen

bonding δh, and the solubility parameters for the case of low values below 3 MPa
1

2 ( δp,low, δh,low).

All values are given in MPa
1

2 .

Group δd δp δh δp,low δh,low

ACCOOH -0.2293 -0.6349 -0.903 - -

>CH or C-COOH * -0.2187 1.146 - -

CH3(CO)OCH or C< -0.522 -0.0652 0.3085 - -

(CO)CH2COO * -2.3792 0.8412 - -

(CO)C(CO) -0.2707 -1.0562 1.6335 - -

ACHO 0.3772 -1.811 -1.0096 - -

>CHOH 0.1123 0.2564 -0.1928 - -

>C<OH -0.068 0.1075 1.2931 - -

-C(OH)C(OH)- * 0.6419 0.387 - -

-C(OH)C(N) -0.0809 0.5683 -0.6326 - -

Ccyc-(OH) -0.0876 -3.522 0.5914 - -

C-O-C=C 0.2063 0.608 1.1344 - -

AC-O-C 0.2568 0.8153 0.6092 - -

>NH or C (cyc) 0.2218 -2.2018 -0.0452 - -

-S- (cyc) 0.4892 0.304 0.2297 - -

ACBr 0.1234 -0.4495 0.3397 - -

(C=C)-Br -0.4059 -0.0024 -1.1304 - -

C-3 ring 0.02 1.8288 -0.8073 - -

ACCOO -0.1847 0.4059 -0.1921 - -

AC(ACHm)2AC(ACHn)2 -0.3751 -1.298 0.6844 0.013012 0.086424

Ocyc-Ccyc=O 0.2468 2.7501 0.122 - -

AC-O-AC -0.5646 -3.4329 2.083 - -

CcycHm=BcycHn=CcycHp 0.7002 0.0691 -2.7661 - -

NcycHm-Ccyc=O 0.2956 2.8958 1.3125 - -

O-CHm-O-CHn- 0.0839 0.3451 0.3451 - -

C(=O)-C-C(=O) -0.4862 -0.4888 1.2482 - -

Table 9.3: Contributions for functional groups according to the Hoy theory.

Group Ft,i Fp,i Vi ∆T,i ∆
P
T,i

-CH3 303.35 0.00 29.21 0.0363 0.0226

-CH2- 268.98 0.00 17.51 0.0138 0.02

>CH- 175.89 0.00 6.46 -0.0079 0.0131
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Table 9.3: Contributions for functional groups according to the Hoy theory.

Group Ft,i Fp,i Vi ∆T,i ∆
P
T,i

>C< 65.52 0.00 -4.18 -0.0291 0.004

CH2= 258.84 66.89 27.77 0.018 0.0192

-CH= 248.59 59.52 15.15 0.0106 0.0184

>C= 172.87 63.00 0.22 0.0173 0.0129

CHarom 239.94 62.18 14.54 0.0081 0.0178

Carom 200.70 64.84 2.11 0.011 0.0149

C6H4 1361.16 378.42 63.62 0.066 0.101

Oether 235.19 216.00 5.00 0.0073 0.0175

Oacetone 204.55 204.55 6.77 0.021 0.0175

Oepoxy 360.42 360.42 20.60 0.014 0.0267

OHprim 673.79 673.79 9.99 0.057 0.0493

OHsec 591.56 591.56 10.42 0.082 0.044

OHter 798.56 798.56 10.74 0.082 0.0593

OHarom 349.76 349.78 6.93 0.0285 0.006

-OH- (H-bonded) 485.81 485.81 10.70 0.082 0.0343

CO 537.88 525.69 14.16 0.0181 0.04

CHO 598.60 530.81 28.15 0.0227 0.0445

COO 668.02 524.06 18.87 0.0466 0.0497

-COOH 1382.96 661.92 28.00 0.085 0.062

(CO)2O 1160.39 1159.80 28.79 0.086 0.0863

-NH2 463.43 463.51 17.67 0.031 0.0345

>NH 368.25 368.19 7.39 0.031 0.0274

>N 124.94 124.98 -4.59 -0.0002 0.0093

Narom 235.23 122.73 4.98 0.007 0.007

-CN 725.25 724.52 23.27 0.0554 0.0539

-NO2 797.75 961.39 24.84 0 0

-N=C=O 733.64 608.95 31.75 0.054 0.0539

-CO-NH2 1206.64 989.20 23.01 0.071 0.0897

-CO-NH- 1134.64 893.88 12.73 0.071 0.0843

-CO-N- 812.68 1189.05 -0.49 0.054 0.0729

HCO-N 1017.02 724.11 18.62 0.0001 0.0546

O-CO-NH- 1261.87 892.25 23.26 0.078 0.0938

F 84.54 73.23 16.14 0.0289 0.006

Clprim 419.45 306.83 25.00 0.0224 0.031

Clsec 426.02 315.01 24.03 0.017 0.0317

Clarom 329.33 81.41 25.10 0.017 0.0245
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Table 9.3: Contributions for functional groups according to the Hoy theory.

Group Ft,i Fp,i Vi ∆T,i ∆
P
T,i

Br 527.49 122.73 28.12 0.0193 0.0392

Brarom 420.55 100.23 26.60 0.01 0.0313

-S- 428.37 428.33 13.00 0.015 0.0318

-SO- 869.34 1059.57 12.54 0.0088 0.035

-SO2- 1206.85 1984.14 17.70 0 0

-OP 1740.72 1390.94 22.00 0.0675 0.0675

-P(=O) 1037.07 742.52 3.00 0.0046 0.0046

Table 9.4: Contributions for con�guration of groups according to the Hoy theory.

Group Ft,i Fp,i Vi ∆T,i ∆
P
T,i

Hacdimer< -103.99 -108.41 0.00 0 0

Isopropyl 0.00 0.00 1.56 0 0.0048

t-Butyl 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.0241 0

Cis -14.58 -14.52 -0.18 0 -0.001

Trans -27.61 -27.61 -3.14 -0.0064 -0.002

Conjug. 47.78 -19.84 -19.84 0 0.0035

o-subst. 19.82 -13.30 -1.18 0 0.0015

m-subst. 13.50 -24.34 0.00 0 0.001

p-subst. 82.50 -33.75 -1.58 0 0.006

4-Ring (not aromatic) 159.06 200.46 10.50 -0.028 0.0118

5-Ring (not aromatic) 42.94 84.89 6.77 0.0035 0.003

6-Ring (not aromatic) -47.95 60.96 3.20 0.0025 -0.0035

Norbor 46.15 0.00 6.77 21.00 -0.028

Norbor-5 (not aromatic) 127.78 0.00 31.50 -0.035 -0.035
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Figure 9.1: AFM images of the phase correction for the PMAA-b-PS polymer with a Mn = 75 kDa
and PS:PMAA weight percent ratio of 90:10 at di�erent total polymer concentrations between 10-16
ad evaporation times betwenn 20-40s.

9.8 Safety

Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Acetic acid 226, 314

210, 280, 301+330+331,

303+361+353,

305+351+338
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Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Acetic anhydride 226, 314

210, 280, 301+330+331,

303+361+353,

305+351+338

Acetone
EUH066, 225, 319,

336

210, 233, 240, 241,

242, 243, 264,

280, 303+361+353,

305+351+338, 337+313,

370+378, 403+235, 501

Acetonitril 225, 302+312+332
210, 240, 302+352,

305+351+338, 403+233

Acid Red 52 n.h. n.h. n.h.

Acid Fuchsin calcium salt n.h. n.h. n.h.

Activated basic aluminum

oxide
222, 229, 319, 336

210, 251, 305+351+338,

405, 410+412, 501

8-Anilino-1-

naphthalenesulfonic acid

hemimagnesium salt

n.h. n.h. n.h.

Aza-15-crown-5 315, 319, 335 261, 305, 351, 338

4,4'-Azobis(4-cyano-

pentanoic acid)
228, 242, 412

210, 220, 231, 240,

241, 273, 280, 370+378,

403+235, 411, 420, 501

Benzo-15-crown-5 n.h. n.h. n.h.

Bis-2-chlorethylamine 302, 315, 319, 341
501, 201, 261, 280,

308+313, 337+313

Bromcresol green sodium

salt
n.h. n.h. n.h.

1-Butanol
226, 302, 318, 315,

335, 336

210, 280, 302+352,

304+340, 305+351+338,

313

Catechol
301+311, 315, 317,

318, 332, 341

201, 280, 301+310+330,

302+352+312,

304+340+312,

305+351+338+310
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Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Chloroform
302, 331, 315, 319,

351, 361d, 336, 372

261, 281, 305+351+338,

311

4-cyano-4-

[(dodecylsulfanyl-

thiocarbonyl)sulfanyl]-

pentanoic acid

302 -

deuterated chloroform 302, 315, 350, 373

201, 202, 260, 264, 280,

281, 301+312, 305+352,

308,313, 321, 330, 332, 313,

362, 405, 501

1,3-Dibrompropan
226, 301, 315, 319,

411

210, 301+312+330,

305+351+338, 370+378

1,4-Dibrompropan 301, 315, 318, 335
280,302+352,

305+351+338

1,5-Dibrompropan 315, 319 305+351+338

Deuterium oxide n.h. n.h. n.h.

Dehydroacetic acid 302 -

Dichloromethane 315,319,336,351
210, 302,+352,

305+351+338, 308+313

N,N' -

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
302, 315, 350, 373

201, 202, 260, 264, 280,

281, 301+312, 305+352,

308,313, 321, 330, 332, 313,

362, 405, 501

N,N' -dimethylacrylamide 302, 312, 330
260, 304+340, 320, 330,

405, 501

Diethyl ether
224, 302, 336,

EUH019, EUH066
210, 240, 403+235

1,3-dimethylbarbituric

acid
302, 318

280, 301+312+330,

305+351+338, 308+313
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Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Dimethylformamide 312, 319, 332, 360d

201, 202, 261, 264, 380,

381, 302+352, 304+340,

305+351+338, 308+313,

312+ 322, 337+313, 363,

405, 501

Dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 n.h. n.h. n.h.

1,4-Dioxane
EUH019, EUH066,

225, 319, 335, 351

201, 202, 210, 240,

241, 242, 243, 261, 264,

280, 281, 303+361+353,

304+340, 305+351+338,

308+313, 312, 337+313,

370+378, 403+233,

403+235, 405, 501

Ethanol 225

210, 233, 240, 241, 242,

243, 280, 303+361+353,

370+378, 403+235, 501

Ethanolamine
302+312+332, 314,

335, 412

273, 280, 301+312+330,

303+361+353,

304+340+312,

305+351+338+310

Ethyl eosin

sodium/potassium salt
n.h. n.h. n.h.

n-Hexane
225, 304, 315, 336,

361f, 373, 411

201, 202, 210, 233, 240,

241, 242, 243, 260, 264,

273, 280, 281, 301+310,

302+352, 303+361+353,

303+313, 370+378, 391,

403+235, 405, 501

2-Hydroxymethyl-16-

crown-5
315, 319, 335 261, 305+351+338

Lithiumhydroxide 302, 314

280,

305+351+338,0303+361+353,

301+330+331, 310

Lithium-3,5-

diiodosalicylate
2315, 319, 335 261, 305+351+338
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Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Methacrylic acid
302+332, 311, 314,

335

261, 280, 305+351+338,

310

Methanol
225, 301+311+331,

370

210, 280, 302+352+312,

304+340+312, 370+378,

403+235

Methanol-d4
225, 301+311+331,

370

210, 280, 301+310+330,

302+352+312,

304+340+311

Methyltrioctylammoniumbromide 315, 319, 335 302+352, 305+351+338

Potassium carbonate 315,319, 335 305+351+338

Petrolether
225, 304, 315, 336,

361f, 373, 411

201, 210, 301+310, 311,

370+378, 501

1-Propanol 225, 318, 336

210, 240, 280,

305+351+338, 313,

403+233

Propan-2-ol 225, 319, 336
210, 223, 240,

305+3351+338, 403+235

Tetrahydrofuran
EUH019, 225, 319,

335, 351

201, 202, 210, 233,

240, 241, 242, 243, 260,

264, 280, 281, 302+352,

303+361+353, 304+340,

305+351+338, 308+313,

337+313, 370+378,

403+235, 405, 501
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Table 9.5: Harzardous substances according to GHS.

Substance Symbols Hazard Statement Precautionary Statement

Tetrahydrofuran-d8
EUH019, 225, 319,

335, 351

201, 202, 210, 240,

241, 242, 243, 261, 264,

280, 281, 303+361+353,

304+340, 305+351+338,

308+313, 321, 312,

337+313, 370+378,

403+233 403+235, 405,

501

5-Sulfoisophthalic acid

sodium salt
319

264, 280, 305+351+338,

337+313

Sodium hydroxide 290, 314

280, 301+330+331,

303+361+353,

305+351+338+310

Styrene
226, 315, 319, 332,

361d, 372

201, 202, 210, 233,

240, 241, 242, 243, 260,

264, 280, 281, 305+352,

303+361+353, 304+340,

305+351+338, 308+313,

321, 330, 332+313,

337+313, 370+378,

403+233, 403+235, 405,

501

p-tosyl chloride 290, 312, 315, 318

280, 301+330+331,

302+352, 305+351+338,

310, 402+404, 501

Toluene
225, 304, 315, 336,

361d, 373

210, 240, 301+ 310+330,

302+352, 314, 403+233

Triethylamine

225, 302,

322+331+314,

335

210, 280, 303+361+353,

304+340, 310,

305+351+338, 403+233
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Table 9.6: CMR Substances according to GHS.

Substance
CAS-

Number
Category Used Amounts

N,N' -Dimethylformamide 68-12-2 1B 20 L

Catechol 128-80-9 1B 100 g
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